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PREFACE
There are few greater privileges than to write the biography of
a great man, and few greater responsibilities. For many years it
has been my privilege and responsibility to study the life and work
of Dr. William Borlase, and now at last the main fruit of these
years appears in print. If it is found worthy of its subject, then
I am content. If not, then at least it contains much hitherto unpublished information about him and his times.
This book has been written mainly for Cornish readers, and
contains some material that is unlikely to be of much intere st to
others. I hope, however , that the book will also be of interest to
those concerned more generally with 18th century social and
clerical history, and with the development of studies in Antiquity
and Natural History.
The preparation of this biography has been made possible by
the happy survival of a large quantity of Borlase's letters, which
I have tried to use so as to make him , in a very real sense, his
own biographer. Although he wrote an autobiographical letter
near the end of his life , so that we know how he would have
wished to be remembered, I have found no evidence that he
would have wanted to be the subject of a biography, or ever
considered this possibility. I hope, though, that he would have
approved such a work as this , written by a fellow-antiquary
living in his own district , and sharing his devotion to Comish
Studies and many of his attitudes to life. I am no naturalist, which
is a serious handicap for the biographer of one who devoted his
life to Natural History as well as Antiquity , but I hope not an
insuperable one, for the book is intended rather as a portrait of
its subject than a definitive estimate of his works .
viii

Perhaps I have come perilously close to committing the biographer 's cardinal sin of falling in love with hls subject , but I
have tried to depict William Borlase 'warts and all', and have not
hesitated to show him, when necessary , either mistaken as a
scholar or unsympathetic as a man .
I record my warmest thanks to all those institutions and individuals , listed in the Appendix , who have made Borlase's
manuscripts available to me for study ; above all, to the Penzance
Library , for unrestricted access to his letters over many years.
Similar thanks are due to those friends who read the work in draft
and suggested many improvements: Mr . H.L. Douch, Mr. R.D .
Penhallurick , Dr. A.L. Rowse , Miss Vivien Russell, Professor
Charles Thomas , and Dr. Frank Turk. I am deeply grateful also
to the President and Council of the Royal Institution of Cornwall
for enabling this book to be published in a manner worthy of its
subject, and to those friends who have generously helped to make
this possible; likewise to the directors and staff of Cornwall
Lithographic Printers Limited for their skill and enthusiasm, and
to Sharon Harvey for her typing.
Finally I acknowledge two profound debts : to the late Mrs.
I.E. McNeil!, descendant of the Borlase family and owner of
Pendeen House, who first urged me to undertake this work, and
gave me full access to her papers; and to my wife, Audrey Pool ,
who has lived with the project for almost as long as I have, and
who, like Anne Borlase, has borne ' more than her part of
domestic cares all the while' .
P.A.S. POOL
June , 1986
This book is published with the aid of a grant from the
Marc Fitch Fund, whlch is most gratefully
acknowledged .
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AUTHOR'S NOTES
The spelling and punctuation of the extracts from Borlase's
correspondence printed in this book have been modernised ,
except for spelling of place-names .
Until 1752 the year was regarded as beginning on 25 March .
Thus Christopher Borlase died , by modern reckoning, on 21
February 1750, but the year stated on his memorial is 1749; this
date would often be written as 21 February 1749/50. In his
Autobiography William Borlase stated that he was born on 2
February 1695/6, which was 1696 by modern reckoning or 'new
style', 1695 by 'old style'.
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Chapter One

BACKGROUND AND YOUTH
(From autobiographical letter written by William
Borlase to Rev. William Huddesford, 8 May
1772, printed in Gentleman's Magazine 73
p.ll14-7 (Dec. 1803). The whole letter is
reproduced at the head of chapters one to four of
this book . It was originaJJy written in the third
person, here changed to the first).
I might justly save you this trouble, and refer you for
everything the world can be anxious to know relating
to myself to the parish register . "Go search it there,
where to be born and die, of rich and poor make all
the history". But as nothing in the literary way escapes
you, and you say you are making collections in
biography, and desire a few memorandums concerning
the author of some treatises on this county, I shaJI send
what may amuse one so partially civil to me as you
have been , though inconsiderable to the rest of the
world.
I descended from the family of Borlase, seated at the
place whence they derived the name in Cornwall
(though of Norman original) from the time of William
Rufus; being the second son of John Borlase esq. of
Pendeen, in the parish of St. Just , Cornwall, who
served in two Parliaments in the time of Queen Anne
for the borough of St. Ives, by Lydia, youngest
daughter of Christopher Harris esq. of Hayne in
Devon. My grandfather married Mary, the daughter of
Richard Keigwin, by Margaret , daughter of Nicholas
Godolphin esq. of Trewarvenith.
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I was born on 2 February 1695/6, and put early to
school at Penzance, where my master used to say I
could learn , but did not; I was thence, more to my
improvement, in the year 1709, removed to the care of
the Rev. Mr. Bedford, then a learned schoolmaster at
Plymouth; and, in March 1712/3, to Exeter College in
Oxford, where I took my bachelor 's and master's
degrees, as soon as of the usual standing.
In the year 1719I was admitted , by Lancelot Bishop of
Exeter, to deacon's orders , and by the same ordained
priest in 1720. Gratitude requires that I now mention
my patrons , to whom I owed a sufficiency that set me
above want (though below envy) all the rest of my life.
My father purchased for me, of the Rev. Mr. Charles
Wroughton, then proprietor of the next turn as well as
incumbent , the next presentation to the rectory of
Ludgvan; but the then grantor, Charles Duke of
Bolton, original proprietor of the church of Ludgvan,
dying before the grantee, the purchase was void. Mr.
Wroughton died soon after in March 1721;and by the
application of my father, then Deputy Recorder of St.
Ives, strengthened by a recommendation of Sir John
Hobart , bart., afterwards Earl of Buckingham , added
to that of the Corporation of St. Ives, I was presented
by Charles, the subsequent Duke of Bolton, to the
rectory of Ludgvan, and instituted thereunto by Dr.
Weston, Bishop of Exeter, on 22 April 1722.
In the year 1724 I married Anne , eldest surviving
daughter of the Rev. William Smith , rector of the
parishes of Camborne and Illogan, Cornwall.

William Borlase was born on 2 February 1696 at Pendeen
House in the Parish of St. Just , the seat of his father, John
Borlase , close to the rugged cliffs of the north coast of the Land's
End peninsula of Cornwall. He died more than 76 years later at
his rectory of Ludgvan, his home for fifty years, only ten miles
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from bleak Pendeen but overlooking St. Michael's Mount and the
softer low-lying shores of Mount's Bay on the south coast.
Virtually the whole of his long life was spent in this westernmost
part of Cornwall, the Hundred of Penwith.
His childhood and youth were spent there at the tum of the 17th
and 18th centuries , in a land very different from that which we
know almost three centuries later, and reflecting , then more than
now, the consequences of its geographical isolation; the essential
factor in understanding Cornwall, at any time , is that it is a
remote peninsula on the way to nowhere, bedevilled by poor
communications both internally and with the outside world, a
rather old-fashioned land to which innovations tend to come late.
Politically an English county since the tenth century, its
independence had been lost for so long as to be forgotten. The
Comish had rebelled against the Tudors, but most had been loyal
to the Stuarts in the Civil War, and many had suffered for that
loyalty. A Cornishman, Sir Jonathan Trelawny, the Bishop of
Bristol, had as one of the 'Seven Bishops' been a celebrated
leader in the national opposition to James II, and the county had
passively accepted the change of dynasty that followed the king's
flight in 1688. There was little apparent Jacobite feeling in
Cornwall, despite an abortive attempt to proclaim the Pretender
at St. Columb in 1715. Cornwall enjoyed a special relationship
with Royalty through the Duchy and its estates, and that
relationship was transferred to the Hanoverians with little regard
to the fact that Cornwall had a Duke, as well as a King, 'over the
water'.
Partly in consequence of this link with the Crown, Cornwall
had, since Tudor times, been grotesquely over-represented in
Parliament; from 1584 to 1821 it returned 44 members, two for
the county seats (which were especially prestigious and always
held by members of the chief Cornish landowning families), and
the rest sitting for 21 boroughs, each returning two members.
Some of these boroughs were ancient market towns like
Launceston, Bodmin and Truro; others were mere hamlets like
Mitchell , Bossiney and St. Mawes, which were often highly
corrupt and sometimes openly sold their representation to the
highest bidder.
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Virtually the only relic of Cornwall's long-lost independence
was the Cornish language, a Celtic tongue akin to Welsh and
Breton , which had in medieval times been the language of most
Cornish people, and had produced a small but remarkable
literature of religious dramas. It had received its death-blow at the
Reformation , when the dramas ceased to be written or
performed, and when the authorities failed to have the Bible
translated into Cornish, as it was into English and Welsh. By 1600
the language was effectively limited to Cornwall's westernmost
hundreds of Penwith and Kerrier, and by 1700it had virtually died
out, not through persecution but simply through apathy and
neglect, being spoken only by a few groups of mostly elderly
people in the remoter parts of the Land's End and Lizard
peninsulas.
Though an English county, Cornwall lacked one of the most
important attributes of most counties , its own diocese and
cathedra l. It had briefly possessed these in the 10th century, but
before the Conquest it had been united with Devon to form the
large diocese of Exeter, of which it became an archdeaconry.
Thus Cornwall formed part of a see of which the cathedral was
more than forty miles from the county boundary, and twice that
distance from its main centres of population, a situation which
continued until the formation of the diocese of Truro in 1876. It
does not seem that the clergy of early 18th century Cornwall
resented this anomaly; it had lasted for centuries , and there were
perhaps compensating advantages in being at a distance from the
scrutiny of their bishops. The Church, having survived the
turmoil of the puritan revolution in the 17th century , was now in
its golden age of influence and affluence , secure in its status and
privileges and not yet threatened with schism by the coming of
Wesley. Pluralism and the consequent non-residence were
widespread; many clergy held two or more livings, residing in
one parish and employing curates to serve the others, a system
which had much scope for abuse and neglect.
Cornwall 's economy was based on agriculture , fishing and
mining , but the importance of the last was growing, and was to
increase vastly in the 18th century. Tin had been produced in
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Cornwall since prehistoric times, and through the organisation of
the Stannaries (part of the Duchy of Cornwall) the tinners had in
medieval times come close to forming a state within a state. The
need to keep the workings drained of water had limited the early
tinners to surface excavations, and to shallow mines which could
be drained by gravity, and deep mining was impossible until the
invention of the steam pumping engine by Newcomen in 1718.
Thereafter the miners rapidly exploited the deep tin deposits , and
the copper which often lay deeper still, so that Cornwall had its
own industrial revolution half a century before the rest of the
country, bringing a vast increase in population, and prosperity for
rnineowners, smelters and merchants, but squalor and misery for
the working miners. The nominal head of the mining industry was
the Lord Warden of the Stannaries , who was appointed by the
Duke of Cornwall, but the post was usually held by an absentee
nobleman, and the effective head of the industry in Cornwall was
the Vice-Warden, who presided over the Stannary courts.
The chief business and social centre of Cornwall was the
borough of Truro, at the head of a creek of the Fat estuary. Its
maritime importance was overshadowed by the rise of the new
port of Falmouth at the entrance to the haven, but Truro's
prosperity rested mainly on its status as one of the coinage towns,
to which by Stannary law all tin raised in Cornwall had to be taken
before sale, for payment of taxes due to the Duchy. In the far west,
the chief town was Penzance on Mount's Bay, the centre for the
Land's End peninsula and itself a coinage town since 1663. Its
proximity to the tin works rapidly gained it prosperity at the
expense of the older coinage town of Helston, and its superior
harbour attracted trade away from the more ancient borough and
port of Marazion.
The boroughs were ruled by the corporations set up by their
charters, but outside their boundaries the county was ruled by the
landed gentry by virtue of their rank as Justices of the Peace. At
the summit of the social and authoritarian pyramid was the Lord
Lieutenant, but this position was normally filled by a nobleman
living in the east or centre of the county, by a Grenville or a
Robartes or an Edgcumbe , and these distant potentates normally
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left affairs in far west Cornwall, Penwith and Kerrier Hundreds,
to the supervision of such local families as the Vyvyans of

Trelowarren and the St. Aubyns of Clowance, each the holder of
a baronetcy, and the Bassets of Tehidy, as yet untitled but destined
by the great mineral wealth beneath their lands to become one of
the richest Cornish families. The Bassets had once owned St.
Michael's Mount , Cornwall's most beautiful and historic seat, a
former monastery on the summit of a rocky tidal islet off
Marazion , but after the Civil War, temporarily in eclipse for their
Royalist sympathies, they had been obliged to sell it to the
Parliamentarian St. Aubyns, who are there still .
Two of the leading landowning families in west Cornwall were
absentees. The Paulets, Dukes of Bolton, were manorial lords of
Ludgvan and St. Ives, but their seat was in Hampshire . The
Godolphins , once Cornwall' s richest and most important family,
reached their zenith with the illustrious career of Sydney, first
Earl of Godolphin, Lord Treasurer from 1702 to 1710, but his
public career left him little time for Cornish affairs; and his heir,
the amiable but lethargic second earl, was never seen in the far
west, and neglected his ancient seat at Godolphin .
The second rank of the Cornish landed gentry, to which the
Borlases of Pendeen belonged, did not expect to receive titles, or
to be Lord Lieutenant, or to hold the county (as opposed to
borough) seats in Parliament. Their wealth was based on
ownership of land and of mineral rights, passed from eldest son
to eldest son, who expected and received the privilege and duty
of helping to run the county as Justices; the younger sons were
normally left landless, to make their way in the Church , the Law
or the Armed Services , or occasionally to marry heiresses and
establish landed families of their own.
The Borlases were by the 17th century a scattered family, with
two main branches flourishing in Cornwall and two elsewhere. 1
I. The acco unt of the Borlase family is based on WB 's unpubli shed family his tory of 1760
(App . no. 82), o n other material at PZL and RIC (especially nos. 17 and 30), and on
WCB's Borlase of Borl ase (1888).
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Their descent was thus summarised by William Borlase to his
brother:
The first and ancient stock was Borlase of Borlase in
the parish of St. Wen. Those became extinct about the
time of James I and the estate was sold to Hender. A
second son of this house was Walter, who married the
heiress of Treludra and settled there, and was of
considerable figure and fortune. He had by what I can
gather three sons: the eldest settled and became chief
of the Treludra branch; the second married very
advantageously in Bucks, and became the head of a
very opulent family there, which ended in the last
generation in three wealthy heiresses married to
Wallop, Web and Warren; the third son appears to me
to have been Walter, who settled in Sithney and left
many children by his wife Mary. William the eldest
son spent his father's estate; the mother Mary,
marrying Chiverton Esq. of Kerris , brought thither all
her other children, of which John, second and next
brother to William , settled at Pendeen and became the
founder of the Pendeen family.
(to John Borlase, 10 Feb. 1763, LB III 93)
They claimed descent from a family named after their castle
of Taillefer in Angouleme, and more particularly from one Talfer,
to whom William II was believed to have granted the estate of
Borlase in St. Wenn in mid-Cornwall. The property was first
styled, from its owners , Borlas Frank (i.e. French) Taillyfer, but
in the 14th century they took as the family name Borlas, later
Borlase, Burlace or Burlacey, among other variants. Walter
Borlase of Treludderow in Newlyn East parish, who died c.1550,
was "by far the most opulent and important person in the
pedigree of the Cornish portion of the family; to him the long line
of yeoman-proprietors in St. Wenn leads up, and from him all the
principal Cornish branches descend." 2 The senior Cornish
branch remained at Treludderow for more than a century and a
2. WCB, Bcrlase of Borlase (1888) iU.
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half after his death; his great-grandson Nicholas Borlase of
Treludderow was a colonel of horse for Charles I in the Civil War,
and was in consequence deprived of his estate until the
Restoration. He died in 1677,and his son Humphrey was Member
of Parliament for Mitchell borough in 1672and Sheriff of Cornwall in 1687.He became a Jacobite after the flight of James II,
and received from him a titular barony as Lord Borlase of
Mitchell , according to the family tradition, but in 1696 he submitted to William III, dying without issue in 1709. William
Borlase recorded of him:
By an unhappy attachment to James II, and little
attention to his patrimonial affairs, the opulent
circumstances of his family were much reduced in his
time ; and dying without issue, he devised his estate by
will to his kinsman John Borlase of Pendeen (though
nqt next in blood), yet little to his advantage; the debts
and incumbrances were indeed great , but it appeared
when it was too late, and John, after being in
possession, had been unwarily prevailed on to quit his
claim, that they might all have been discharged , and a
considerable share of the ancient lands remained to the
heir. 3
The Borlases of Buckinghamshire were descended from
Edward Borlase, a mercer of London who died in 1544 and was
a younger brother (and not, as William Borlase supposed, a son)
of Walter ofTreludderow. Edward 's son John purchased estates at
Marlow and Medmenham, and became Sheriff and Member of
Parliament for Buckinghamshire. His descendants lived there for
four more generations, achieving knighthoods and then a
baronetcy, but the male line ended with the death of Sir John ,
second baronet , in 1688. The grammar school at Great Marlow
was founded by Sir William Borlase in 1624, and it was probably
from some member of this family that the High Borlase, a Tory
political club at Oxford which was active at least until 1765,took
its name. Sir John Borlase Warren, the Admiral (1753-1822), was
descended from this family in the female line.
3. MS of 1760, (App. no. 82) .
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Another branch of the family active outside Cornwall was
descended from Edmund Borlase, a younger son of Walter of
Treludderow. His son Sir John Borlase (1575-1647) wasa soldier,
who held office in Ireland as Master of the Ordnance from 1634
and as Lord Justice (in effect, joint governor) from 1640. The
male line of this branch ended with the death in 1682 of Dr.
Edmund Borlase, a physician of Chester and author of a history
of the Civil War in Ireland .
The Borlases of Pendeen descended from Walter, another
younger son of Walter of Treludderow, who lived at Trannack in
the parish of Sithney near Helston, married Mary Lanyon, and
died in 1602 aged 62, leaving his wife a widow with eight
children, mostly under age. In 1604 she married William Chiverton, of Kerris in the parish of Paul near Penzance, and brought
there most of her children, this being the first appearance of the
Borlase family in the Penwith peninsula, where they were to
reside for more than three centuries. William , the eldest son of
Walter and Mary Borlase, is stated to have dissipated his father's
estate, married a Maid of Honour , and died without issue. The
younger sons received only £100 each ; one of them , John, used it
to buy some tin-bounds 4 at Tregavara Downs in the parish of
Madron , which proved so successful that in 1637 he bought
Pendeen House in St. Just from John Eva, and later in the same
year married Christian (or Cheston) , the daughter of Stephen
Pawley of Gunwyn in Lelant near St. Ives. In the Civil War his
house was damaged by Parliamentary forces as a reprisal for his
having assisted his cousin , Nicholas Borlase of Treludderow , to
raise a troop of horse for the King . John lived to see the Restoration, and died in 1664.
His eldest son, also named John (1643-93), restored the house
in 1670, and "continued considerably to increase the estate that
from so small a beginning had accumulated under his father's
management"; he was recalled as "a plain man of no education,
but good in every relation of life".5 He married Mary
(1640-1704), daughter of Richard Keigwin of Mousehole and his
wife Margery Godolphin, of the junior branch of that family
4 . Areas

ortin-working rights, owned separately

from the soil.

5. PZL, notes by Elizabeth , daughter of Walter Borlase (in App. no. 17).
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established at Trewarveneth in Paul. Mary was great-granddaughter to Jenkin Keigwin, who was killed defending
Mousehole from raiding Spaniards in 1595, and first cousin to
John Keigwin (1642-1716),the leading Comish Language scholar
of his time .
The eldest son of John and Mary Borlase, the third successive
John Borlase of Pendeen, was born in 1666, attended Exeter
College , Oxford, from 1685 to 1687,and in 1690 married Lydia
Harris, daughter of Christopher Harri s of Hayne in Devon,
whose family also owned the estate of Kenegie in Gulval near
Penzance. Through her father, Lydia could claim direct descent
from King Edward ill. 6 The first two children of this marriage,
both called John , died as infants; next came Lydia, born in 1692,
and Walter in 1694. The next child was William Borlase, the
subject of this biography, who was born at Pendeen House on 2
February 1696 (1695 old style) and baptised at St. Just church
exactly one month later.
Little is recorded of the first 26 years of William Borlase's life,
since the letters that provide the main source for his biography do
not begin until he became Rector of Ludgvan in 1722.Nothing is
known of his childhood at Pendeen; and of his schooldays at
Penzance and Plymouth, little more than the brief facts noted in
his autobiography.
We may nonetheless assume that this first period of his life was
a happy one. He was the third of a family of nine (not reckoning
two Johns and two Christophers who died as infants); he had an
elder brother and sister, Walter and Lydia, three younger
brothers, George, John and Christopher , and three younger
sisters , Elizabeth , Mary and Catherine . Early in life there must
have come the realisation that his father was a man of importance,
the rich squire of Pendeen, owner of much land and lucrative
mineral rights, Justice of the Peace and the leading resident of St.
Just parish. Likewise there would have come to William the
realisation that this position would probably never be his; all was
destined for Walter as the eldest surviving son, and, if Walter
lived, William , like his younger brothers, would receive a mere
6. OL VII 82.
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pittance, and have to make his own way in life - a gentleman but
never a squire.
The ancient house of Pendeen, where John and Lydia Borlase
reared their nine children, though it has been a farmhouse for
more than two centuries, still retains the air of a mansion and a
place of consequence (Plate 1). A simple plaque commemorates
the birth in 1696 of its greatest son. The house is only one field
distant from a 200-foot cliff, near Pendeen Head, and only half
a mile from the parish boundary. Pendeen is now a separate
parish, but in Borlase's time it was the northern part of St. Just
parish, comprising a narrow strip of cultivable land between the
cliffs and the bleak moors, rich in prehistoric remains and in
places crowned with rocky outcrops or earns. The land slopes
west towards the sea, towards magnificent sunsets and awesome
gales, towards the distant outlines of the Isles of Scilly on the far
horizon. It is a land of granite; granite manors and cottages,
granite farm buildings and outcrops, small irregular fields
divided by granite hedges. The Pendeen coastal strip is richly
mineralised, containing the famous mines of Botallack and
Levant; their day was yet to come, but other mines were already
long established in the area, and William Borlase from his
earliest days would have been aware of mining as one of the main
sources of his family's wealth.
Close to Pendeen House is the Vau, or Fogou, an iron age
subterranean passage thus inaccurately described by John Norden
a century before:
A hole or deep vault in the ground, wherinto the sea
floweth at high water, very far under the earth: many
have attempted, but none effected, the search of the
depth of it. 7
We may assume that William Borlase both attempted and
effected the search of the depth of it at an early age, and found
the end not very far under the earth and a long way short of the
sea, even at the highest tides. Perhaps he also speculated (as
modern scholars still do) as to its builders and their purpose .
7. J. Norden. Description of Cornwall (c. 1600, publi shed 1728) 40.
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Certainly, as he grew older, and his parents thought him
sufficiently aware of the perils of cliffs and mineshafts, he would
have wandered further afield and found other relics of the past ;
stone circles, barrows , longstones, megalithic tombs,
fortifications on hilltops and headlands , often the subject of
legends of giants, fairies and magic. Likewise he would have
grown aware of the wild life of moorland and shore, the badgers,
the adders, the seals and the choughs . He would have encountered
speakers of the Comish Language; Edward Lhuyd, the eminent
Welsh philologist who visited Cornwall in 1700, recorded that
Comish was still spoken in the Penwith peninsula. Many of the
inhabitants, especially the gentry, did not understand it, but
Lhuyd mentioned, among those who supplied him with Cornish
words, Mr. Eustick of St. Just; the Eusticks (or Ustickes, the
name means 'of St. Just') lived at Botallack Manor, and were the
Borlases' nearest neighbour s of their own social standing.
William Borlase's childhood horizon s would have been
widened successively by his schooling at Penzance and
Plymouth. His teacher at Penzance was called Pender, and was
probably the Christopher Pender who was licensed to keep a
school there in 1701 and died in 1709.8 Borlase's teacher at
Plymouth, Rev. John Bedford , Master of Plymouth Grammar
School from 1674 until his death in 1738 aged 90, evidently
implanted in his pupil a love of classical learning which was to
last for a lifetime, and thirty years later Borlase used Bedford's
methods when teaching Latin and Greek to his own sons and
pupils. When a schoolboy he may well have visited London with
his father; John Borlase was elected M.P. for St. Ives borough in
1705and again in 1708, probably through the patronage of Charles
Paulet , 2nd Duke of Bolton (1661-1722), a Whig magnate who
owned the premier manor in St. Ives and was Recorder of the
Borough. John's impetuous nature must sometimes have been an
embarrassment to his colleagues in Parliament ; in 1709 Francis
St. Aubyn of Trengwainton petitioned Parliament for leave to
prosecute him for assault , alleging that he had struck him almost
to the ground with his staff in full view of most of the congregas.PZL,

obituary of WB (in App. no. 17): information. Mr. F.L. Harri s.
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tion of Madron, evidently in a dispute over seating in the
church. 9
On 28 March 1713William Borlase matriculated as a member
of Exeter College, Oxford, always the college with the strongest
westcountry associations; Walter had come the previous year, in
the steps of their father who had been there almost thirty years
before. Of William's years at Oxford , it is recorded only that he
received the degrees of B.A. on 15 October 1716and M.A. on l
June 1719,t0 but it is a safe assumption that these years were
among the happiest in his life. His was naturally a studious
disposition , and at the very end of his life he referred to Oxford
as "the pleasantest place in the world". 11
Jacobitism was rife in the University, and doubtless Walter and
William Borlase, as sons of a Whig squire dedicated to the
Protestant Succesion, resisted any temptation to associate with
the Tories of the "High Borlase" society, during the political
crisis after the death of Queen Anne in 1714 and the Old
Pretender's rebellion the following year. Thirty years later, in a
letter to his former pupil then at the University during another
Jacobite rising, he recalled the Oxford of 1715:
I remember when I was at Oxford in the year 1715we,
I mean pupils , tutors, barbers , shoe-cleaners and bedmakers, minded nothing but politics ; the Muse stood
neglected , nay, meat and drink , balls and ladies, had
all reason to complain in their turns , that we minded
Scotland and Preston more than the humane, softer
and more delicate entertainments of Genius and
Philosophy. This was a most unhappy time, and I have
often lamented it, and what has given me more pains
since, than I could at that time much better undergo.
I hope all the several members of my Alma Mater are
much wis~r and better employed at present than to
mind things which will go as they list, notwithstanding
all the heroic struggles and zealous clubs of the college
9. WCB, Borlase of Borlase (1888) 150, from OL VII 71.
10. C.W. Boase, Register of Exeter College II (1894) 31.
ll . LB Ill 365.
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or the tavern, and I think if I were back again to 1715,
and in my undergraduate's gown, I should let the
antagonists quietly take their fate, and not go once to
coffee-house to know who had the best on't. Forjf I
can see anything in our E_nglishHistory, 'tis that the
poor nation is always the worse for alterations • .though
particular-persons may have been the better. that is, the
richer and more powerful, not really but apparently
the better. I do not mean this to preclude all ardour for
the good of our country, for that would be setting aside
all public virtue, but that I would not have such vain
politics take the place of the beauties of Horace and
Virgil , the noble simplicity and splendour of Livy and
Caesar, or the improving variety of philosophical
experiments .
(to Sir John St. Aubyn the younger, 17 December 1745,
LB I 82)
Another recollection of Oxford deals with less serious aspects
of life:
I bless my stars among all my whims and
extravagances , I have not once attempted poetry , ever
since I writ a couplet or two on my Oxford mistress 's
stays: I was (as you remember) soon after discarded by
the fair one , and laughed into my senses by my
companions ; and this entirely cured me of what too
many in this unfortunate nation are apt to call the
inspiration of the Muses.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 22 May 1723, LB I 6)
Sir John St. Aubyn, the recipient of the second letter quoted
above and father of the recipient of the first, arrived at Oxford in
1718.He was four years Borlase's junior , but by far his superior
both in social standing and in wordly prospects , being already
since his father's death in 1714a Baronet , the head of one of the
leading families of West Cornwall, and owner of extensive estates
including St. Michael' s Mount and the mansion of Clowance. A
lasting friendship developed between the two men, and for the
rest of his life Borlase was closely associated with the St. Aubyn
family.
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William Borlase was ordained Deacon on 20 September 1719
and Priest on 10 July 1720; he never served a curacy, but was for
some time chaplain 12 to William Johnstone, 1st Marquess of
Annandale, a former Jacobite who recanted and held high office
under Anne and George I, and who died at Bath in February 1721.
Records of Borlase's activities during these years are still very
scanty, but he is known to have made sight-seeing tours to
Salisbury and Wilton House in 1718and to Warwick, Kenilworth
and Coventry in 1719.13 In 1722, immediately before assuming
his living at Ludgvan, he spent some time in London with St.
Aubyn, his guide to the social life of the capital being St. Aubyn's
aunt, Mrs . Martha Delahay. 14
When in May 1718John Borlase of Pendeen listed and valued
his properties , 15 he had some cause for satisfaction. From his
father he had inherited Pendeen and other properties in St. Just,
Morvah, Sancreed, Madron, Zennor and St. Buryan parishes,
which he valued at £7,535. He had since bought further lands
valued at £6,401, including two fine houses in Madron parish near
Penzance, Castle Horneck which he intended as a seat for his heir
Walter, and Rosecadghill where he proposed to spend his own
later years. His tin bounds were worth another £500 ("but would
not take double"), and his chattels and chattel estates another
£1,350. He had also purchased, for two of his younger sons, the
next presentations to the church livings of Madron and Ludgvan;
he planned that William should go to Madron and John to
Ludgvan, but neither son was destined to hold the intended living.
Their eldest brother Walter was originally intended not for the
Church but for the Law; from Oxford he went in 1715 to the
Middle Temple, but his father surprisingly found it too expensive
to support him there, and in 1717 Walter went to Ireland as
Gentleman of the Bedchamber to the Duke of Bolton, the Lord
Lieutenant. Unhappily he could not secure any suitable
appointment which did not require residence in Ireland ; after two
years he returned to England, abandoned his plans for a legal
career, took a degree at Cambridge , and was ordained. In 1720 he
12. OL III 131.
13. LB I I, 6.

14. LB I 2, 3; OL I 91.
15. PZ L, valuatio n of estate of John Borlase (in App. no. 17).
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married his first cousin , Margaret Pendarves , daughter of the
Rev. Henry Pendarves, Vicar of Paul , and his wife Mary,
daughter of the second John Borlase ; and in the same year Walter
became Vicar of Madron, the living which their father had
intended for William. This left Ludgvan for William at the next
vacancy, but no living was now available for their brother John,
who became instead an apothecary in London (and later a Deputy
Teller of the Exchequer) . Of the other brothers, George became
an attorney in Penzance , and nothing is recorded of Christopher,
the youngest, except that he died in Jamaica, unmarried.
The Rector of Ludgvan died in 1721, but William Borlase's
planned succession was imperilled by the death of the Duke of
Bolton (as explained in the autobiography), and John Borlase had
to exert the utmost of his influence to secure his son's presentation
by the next Duke. On 22 April 1722William Borlase duly became
Rector, thus attaining at the age of 26 a degree of security for life;
nothing but promotion , revolution or death could now deprive
him of Ludgvan.

I

This parish , where he was to live as Rector for the remaining
fifty years of his life, is a large and pleasant one , rising gradually
from the low marshy shores of Mount 's Bay to the lonely summit
of Castle-an-Dinas, a hill crowned with prehistoric fortifications
and affording a renowned view over two seas. The chief
landowners were the Duke of Bolton , Lord of the Manor and
Patron of the Living, and the Earl of Godolphin ; most of the other
landowners were also absentees , and there was no resi~ent s_quire
to challen e the position of the Rector as chief man of the Parish ,
Because of its pos1t1on- astricle toe routes from Penzance to
Marazion, St. Ives and places east, the parish possessed a great
number of highways, the maintenance of which placed a heavy
burden on its inhabitants. It is now mainly agricultural , but in
Borlase's time the Earl of Godolphin had a flourishing copper
mine at Truthwall , and the Duke of Bolton a large smelting-house
for tin at Ludgvan Leaze .
Ludgvan Church (Plate 2) is situated on the brow of a hill
three miles east of Penzance , overlooking St. Michael's Mount
and its bay. Beside it stood the Rectory, describ ed by Borlase near
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the end of his life as, "retired and well planted round; in itself
nothing regular, or handsome; under envy, and just above
contempt; but not wholly inconvenient, as it has lately been
patched and mended." 16 Years earlier, he had described it in
more formal terms , when compiling a Terrier for his Bishop in
17I7:
The Parsonage House is built of stone, and covered
part with slate, and part with thatch; it contains four
principal ground rooms, viz. a little hall and parlour,
a large hall or kitchen, and a room within it called the
higher parlour (now a lodging room). The two
parlours are floored with boards, and white plaistered,
the hall and kitchen lime floors; there are five bed
chambers over, with a study and closet. None of the
aforesaid rooms are wainscotted or ceiled; there are
also two cellars. The out houses are, an outer kitchen
with a chamber over, a dairy, a barn, a stable, and
small out house adjoining; they are all built with stone,
and covered with thatch. 17
There was a Glebe comprising five fields with 13 acres of
arable land and three crofts of furze with about 12 acres. The
Terrier described its bounds in detail, and likewise listed the
parish customs regarding the tithes which were the Rector's main
source of income.
In the year of his coming to Ludgvan, Borlase's thoughts were
already turning to marriage, and at first he aimed high, aspiring
hesitantly to the hand of one of Sir John St. Aubyn's sisters (he
does not record whether it was Mary or Martha) . Either would
have been an excellent match for a young clergyman at the outset
of his career, a younger son with few prospects from his father,
but somehow modesty deterred him from declaring his affections,
as he described to his friend Philip Hawkins:
I never could prevail upon myself to propose that to Sir
John, which you often advised me to, and I am so far
from blaming myself for acting so bashful a part , that
16.Account of Ludgvan, IT70,JRJC

1m 289.

17. CRO Terrier 655. 3 April tm.
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I begin now to be pleased with my conduct, and very
often think myself entirely prudent , that I could have
all the secret pleasure of being in love with Mistress
St. Aubyn, without making myself so ridiculous as to
discover so ambitious a passion to her self or brother .
Give me your thoughts upon this odd way of thinking,
tell me whether I am not a little touched as to my
intellects, when I think myself of an happy temper of
mind for being able to act after such an unaccountable
manner. I see a lady that has qualifications enough to
make any one happy, I perceive that the alliance would
be as advantageous to my fortune as I could hope for,
I had so many opportunities of conversing with her,
that I certainly fell in love; I could not perceive that I
was her aversion, and I had share enough of her
brother 's favour to excuse the folly of my pretensions
if they had been discovered to him, I pleased myself
infinitely with this deliciou s prospect; and yet am not
entirely uneasy, that 'tis not in my own possession . . .
Not but I could love Mistress St. Aubyn for ever, but
the little likelihood of succeeding in such an attempt,
or of maintaining her suitable to her birth if I should
succeed , these reasons have made me very easy in that
affair. Thus you see I can please myself with chimeras
for a while , but reason , kind reason , will not suffer me
to be uneasy at the loss of a shadow, or the going out
of a passion that has been kindled by imprudence .
(to Philip Hawkins, ND 1722, LB I 5)
Instead he devoted himself to gardening , and frolicking with
the younger set of the local gentry, who gathered at a bowling and
social club at Marazion, of which William Borlase and his father
andef der brother were founder-members in 1719,18 and which is
still remembered from the fact that William Gwavas wrote a
rhyme in Cornish for it.
18. BL Egerton MS 2657, 175 (App. no. 39).
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My predecessor , that he might not confine the fancy of
those that should come after him, left me nothing but
a plot, with a full liberty to dispose of a large
possession of briars and thorns as I thought fit,
without any danger of spoiling the shape or design of
a former garden. This wild place has made some
advances towards order and neatness, and I have been
so attentive to the several steps it has taken, that 'twas
with the greatest reluctance I could leave the diggers
and delvers and withdraw into my study to Horace and
Dryden. But that you may not think I confine myself
always to one sort of idleness, you must know that the
prevailing custom of this country is frolicking. This
makes up a great part of the employments of life, and
a man that loves good eating and drinking, much
noise, and little mirth and sense, may really pass his
time agreeably enough. Between these two ways of
trifling away a man's time , between my neighbours'
frolics and my own gardens, I have been perfectly idle
ever since I have been in the country, and you must
excuse me if you partake of that negligence which my
books and all the most valuable part of my
acquaintance may upbraid me with. But ... though I
throw away much time at present in my garden, the
time will come when I shall make amends for these
days of carelessness, and when the neatness of my
retirement shall fix me with more constancy to my
studies, and make me in love with reading and
meditation .
(to Philip Hawkins, 12 December 1722, LB I I)
Borlase may at times have missed the elegancies of the life he
had experienced in Oxford , Bath and London, but after a year at
Ludgvan he was evidently enjoying life, and he appreciated some
of the advantages of Cornwall's remoteness:
[ Cornwall] is so far distant from the seat of action that
we seem to be but half concerned in the momentous
affairs of the nation . Matters of importance lose half
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their impression by the time they come down to us,
and neither elevate us with joy, nor touch us very
sensibly with grief.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 7 April 1723, LB I 5)
But he was soon to fall in love again, this time with a young
woman who was his social equal, and the outcome was happier.
My studies (though at alJ times of a slow pace) have
been entirely at a stop these three months, my father
and mother have been here this month and I have been
wanting from them above three parts of the time, my
garden is grown wild and full of the rudest weeds, and
my mistress, which is most dear of all, has had an ague
within a few miles of me, and I have not seen her these
five days. .. You will , I am sure, by this time imagine
that I am in love, and you may be satisfied of it without
any danger of being deceived.
(to Philip Hawkins, 8 July 1724, LB I 14)
The object of his affections was Anne Smith (Plate 3), the
beautiful twenty-year-old daughter of William Smith, who had
been Rector of Camborne and Illogan from 1709 until his death
in 1715.A native of Durham , he had been a Chaplain to Queen
Anne, and his wife Mary Farthing had been nurse to the same
monarch. Mary Smith had been granted the right of making the
next presentation to her husband's parishes by the Patron, Francis
Basset of Tehidy, and after William died she presented Robert
Newcombe , whom she married as her second husband and who
held the livings until his death in 1771.William and Mary Smith
had two daughters , Anne who married William Borlase , and her
younger sister Elizabeth , who married WilJiam Peter
(1690-1750), Rector of Mawnan from 1717until his death. 19
Delicate financial matters had to be resolved before the
marriage of William Borlase and Anne Smith could take place.
Anne had a marriage portion of £683, and custom required that
William's father should put down an equivalent sum, but John
19. G.C. Boase, Col/ ectanea Cornubiensia (1890) 723: J. Polsue, Parochial History of
Cornwall II (1868) 22 1.
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Borlase was unwilling to do this ; he had incurred much expense
in setting Walter up at Castle Horneck , and in his own move from
Pendeen to Rosecadghill the previous year, added to which his
daughter Catherine had just married Stephen Usticke of
Botallack , and his son George was to marry Mary Tonkin later
in the year. The bargaining between John Borlase and Anne 's
step-father Robert Newcombe was thus recalled by William
Borlase many years later :
In the year 1724, at a meeting appointed at Ludgvan by
my Father and Mr. Newcombe to consider the terms
on which I should marry my present Wife, my Father
proposed to give me a lease for three lives of
Rescadgell ,20 and Mr. Newcombe to make my Wife's
fortune £683. The only difference was, when this lease
should take place. Mr. Newcombe insisted that it
should be granted at the time of the marriage ; my
Father , that he could not part with it (having at that
time other younger children to provide for, and
considerable debts to pay) till his death . Upon this Mr.
Newcombe said he would not marry his daughter-inlaw without some provision ; that if I should die and
leave her without children, she might have nothing to
maintain her, if with children it would be still worse ;
and my Father being immovable, they parted without
coming to any agreement. However, upon my Father 's
assuring me that he would grant me such a lease, and
my Mother's assurance (who was then present) that it
was fully intended so to be, I went to Mr. Newcombe
the next morning and , after some time , he considered
that , since we were willing to be married on such
precarious conditions, we might.
(to Walter Borlase , 24 March 1753, LB II 93)

20. For later developments with the lease of Rosecadghill , and continuation of this letter,
see Chap. 3 pp. UO- Ll2. Comish leases were normally granted for the lives of three
people named by the tenant, and ended with the death of the survivor of them.
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And so they were. The marriage took place at Illogan, and was
recorded at length by the bridegroom in his own register at
Ludgvan:

William Borlase A.M. Rector of this Parish of
Ludgvan, second son of John Borlase of Pendeen esq.
by Lydia youngest daughter of Christopher Harris of
Hayne esq., was married by the Rev. Dr. Walter
Borlase of Castle Horneck, in the church of Illogan,
on the 28th of July 1724, unto Ann, eldest daughter
and co-heir ofWiJJiam Smith A.M., Rector ofillogan
and Camborne, by Mary daughter and co-heir of John
Farthing of Westminster esq . , by Martha daughter of
the Rev. J. Pelling. 21
To this he added a sketch of the Arms of Borlase incorporating
those of Smith and Farthing, and the motto Irrupta teneat copula,
may the marriage hold unbroken. It was to do so for nearly 45
years.

21. CRO Ludgvan Register . The marriage se11lement(of the same date) states that WB had
no real estate from which to give his wife a competent jointure and se11lement (PZL,
in App. no. 17).

Chapter Two

PREPARATION
(from Borlase's autobiographical letter)
In the year 1730, being much troubled with rheumatic
pains, I went to Bath; where, under the care of the late
ingenious Dr. W. Oliver, and by cold-bathing in the
sea after my return, through the goodness of
Providence I acquired such a firmness of constitution,
as served to carry me to the extremes of old age.
In the year 1732, the Rev. Mr. James Millett M.A.,
who had been 55 years vicar of St. Just (the parish in
which I was born , and wherein my father had the most
considerable property) dying, and the Rev. Dr. Borlase
of Castlehorneck , my elder brother, having then the
two considerable vicarages of Madron and Kenwyn,
the one from Bishop Weston and the other from his
father; the father thought there was some room and
reason to apply to the then Lord Chancellor King in
favour of me, his second son, then rector of Ludgvan.
This application was of little service, but by the
recommendation of Sir William Morice of Werington
in Devon, bart ., the Lord Chancellor consenting to
present me to the vacant vicarage, ordered me to go
and thank Sir William Morice for that favour.
My amusements (intermixed with classical reading)
had been, hitherto , gardening and planting;
amusements in which the agreeable situation of
Ludgvan carried me greater lengths than perhaps
every one would commend, though not inconducive
to health. At times I collected mineral and metallic
fossils, with which the rich copper-works of the late
Earl of Godolphin, in Ludgvan parish , fortunately
25
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enabled me with the greatest ease to gratify my friends
at home and abroad; whilst in return I received such
information and encomiums on the productions of the
Cornish mines, as encouraged me now first to think of
studying the natural history of my native county, and
look more narrowly into the structure and properties
of the so much commended fossils, as well as trace the
other, though less interesting, bounties of nature.
About the same time , perceiving the several parts of
Cornwall abounding with many monuments of remote
antiquity , and finding them for the most part either not
at all mentioned, or the few that were noted, passed
with less examination than they deserved, I enlarged
my plan, and entered upon the study of the Druid
learning , with the religion and custom of the ancient
Britons before their conversion to Christianity;
intending to describe and explain the several unknown,
or hitherto ill understood , remains in Cornwall. To this
extensive undertaking I was encouraged, as well as
assisted , by the happy neighbourhood of some learned
and well-disposed gentlemen within a few miles of my
residence , particularly the late worthy Sir John St.
Aubyn, bart., the Rev. and learned Mr. Edward
Collins , late vicar of St. Erth , and others. How worthy
Cornwall (though hid as it were in the extreme angle
of Britain) was of further enquiry, was the usual topic
of social visits; excursions , to view the subjects
already mentioned by others, were not to be dispensed
with; to search for more was altogether as necessary,
to make a collection the more entertaining , and that the
monuments might mutually illustrate one another. The
latter of the above named gentlemen was generally the
companion of all antiquarian enquiries; and his
judicious decision was as frequently a check in some
dispositions , as it was a leader to the author's single
and more superficial animadversions in other cases;
but want of health and other avocations interfering,
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and preventing him from taking a farther share in a
work then hardly sketched out but in imagination, I
was solely engaged for some years in the prosecution
of a design so abstruse at the same time and so
comprehensive; in which my happy connection with
one who took more than her part of domestic cares all
the while, on purpose to indulge my tendency to an
object favourite both to husband and wife, did not a
little contribute to make me persevere.

FAMILYAND PARISHES
During the years from 1724 to 1748 William Borlase devoted
himself to his duties as a parish priest and the father of a young
family; he also gave much time to the study of Antiquities and
Natural History, and some to elections and other public affairs in
Cornwall.
No letters between William and Anne Borlase survive ;
probably they wrote few, since they were seldom separated in the
years of their marriage, which was a most happy and successful
one. She made an ideal wife for a scholarly parson; she ran their
home, bore more than her share of domestic responsibilities, and
never grudged her husband the time he needed for scholarly
activities, as well as herself playing an important role as his coworker in botany and marine biology. She fully earned the brief
but heartfelt tribute paid by her husband in his autobiography, and
such compliments as those paid to her in 1758by Jeremiah Milles
("the happy mixture of the philosopher [scholar] and matron")
and John Ellis ("the most curious [studious] lady I know of her
sex"). 1
But in the early days of their marriage thoughts of learning and
publication were remote; these were years of domestic happiness,
marred only by the death of William's mother Lydia on 28 July
1725,and later by the loss of two children. The young husband's
contentment with his lot is shown by his letters to an uncle, his
I. OL lll 82, IV 242.
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father's youngest brother George, a captain in the service of the
East India Company in Bengal:
You have a relation who is well contented with his
condition, who complains not of fortune or enemies,
but secretly and without ostentation can and does
rejoice that his lot has fallen in the same country that
he was born, among the same neighbours that were the
companions of his youth and infancy, and near a
beloved and affectionate father (for my mother is no
more) to whom I owe everything.
(to George Borlase , 16 August 1725, LB I 16)
Two years later, George was planning to retire and settle in
England, and his nephew tried hard to tempt him back to his
native Cornwall:
Those who have had the happiness of a longer
acquaintance with you than I can boast of may perhaps
know in what part of England you design to settle, but
there is no one who more earnestly wishes than myself
that it may be in Mount's Bay, ... it being a place of
an healthy air, and of plenty of all things which a
gentleman would desire to see at his table. No doubt
London has its pleasures and its peculiar advantages,
the Court , the Theatre and the Temples with an
incomparable variety of company are things nowhere
else to be found, but I know London has disadvantages
too, and for one who has seen the world enough, and
would fain retire and be at rest, London is perhaps the
most unfit place in the Universe.
I have had the pleasure of seeing some of the most
considerable places in England, and I think there is
hardly any place where I could so willingly wish that
my lot had faJlen, as where it has. There is no part of
England that abounds so much in the necessarie s, and
at the same time has so many of the elegancies of life,
as that of Mount 's Bay. The gentry, most of whom are
our near relations, are of a free frolicking disposition.
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In the Summer time we meet (some ten or a dozen) at
a bowling green, there we have built a little pleasure
house and there we dine, after dinner at bowls, and by
so frequently meeting together we are as it were like
so many brothers of one family, so united, and so glad
to see one the other.
For my particular part, since I have had the good
fortune of a settlement it has required all my care and
attention to get my habitation, which was a most
ruinous one when I came to it, in some tolerable order.
I have now, I thank God, made it somewhat
comfortable and easy, and to my great satisfaction have
not only made the house tenantable, but from a
wilderness or rather brake of briars and thorns have
shaped out a little garden, where I may have plenty one
time or other, and where I have at present some pretty
airy walks, thriving plantations, and clear running
water; neither is my water barren, cold or uninhabited,
but there are little fish in store which leap and play
together in a little pond I have, and supply me with a
little dish of excellent shots2 upon any emergent
occasion. In my garden I spend most of my time
without doors, having not the good fortune to delight
much in hunting or in shooting, diversions which I am
however far from finding fault with in others , and for
which our country is abundantly well provided.
I should be glad to learn what manner of taste for
gardening prevails in the eastern world, and I should
take it as a very agreeable present if you could send me
some seeds of curious plants and trees, such as the
seeds of the tea, the cedars and the other lofty trees of
Eastern Empires which we have not in Europe ...
I have two little boys, I thank God, who are both well
and healthy, so that you find your name is in no great
danger.
(to George Borlase, 18 December rm, LB I 21)
2. The Shote, a species of

trou1

(NHC 262).
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Sadly, this idyllic account of life in West Cornwall did not
bring George Borlase home, for he died in the East Indies.
William and Anne Borlase had six children, all sons, and lost
two of them in infancy, as recorded in Ludgvan Parish Register:
William, baptised l February 1725/6
John , 9 May 17n
Walter, 10 August 1728, buried 15 February 1729/30
Christopher , 9 October 1729
George, 9 March 1730/1
Walter, 6 June 1732, buried 20 August 1732
The family thus consisted, effectively, of four sons, William
(Billy), John (Jacky) , Christopher (Kitt) and George.
The needs of his growing family, and the dilapidated condition
of the Rectory, obliged William Borlase to build an extension:
I have been obliged to take down my old hall and
parlour for fear of their falling, so that I am confined
to close quarters , and what is worst of all, am
necessitated to build at this unseasonable time of the
year too. To these misfortunes let me add that I am not
at liberty to provide any symmetry or proportion, any
elegance of ornament, but every way constrained in
situation, extent and method , so that as you see I am
doomed to build , and without any one of the pleasures
of building ...
Nothing in life reflects more upon a man's conduct than
rashly oversetting old houses to raise up new ones, but
I am very easy as to the censure of the world in that
particular, and amidst all my difficulties I have the
comfort to think that my regard for ruins is so well
known, that no one will question the reluctance with
which I have been forced to exchange my old walls for
new ones. I have one comfort more, which is that
designing to build but one room below, and another
with closets above, although surrounded every where
with houses by a lucky accident it falls out that I shall
enjoy the prospect of the Mount from my chamber.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 19 January 1735/6, LB I 36)
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A friend earlier told Borlase that he had been informed "in
general that you live in the most elegant genteel manner that can
be imagined , and enjoy more pleasures than anyone could think
of finding in Comwa.11."3
After preliminary schooling , probably in Penzance, Borlase
sent his four sons to Truro Grammar School , in the care of
George Conon , headmaster from 1729 to 1771. Conon, a
Scotsman , was described by a much later pupil, the historian
Richard Polwhele, as a very strict disciplinarian who was feared
but loved, "a sound grammarian , a Christian firm in belief, and
punctual in practice." 4 Billy and Jacky Borlase were placed in
the care of this formidable pedagogue in February 1739, to be
followed by Kitt and George in the next year. Billy, Jacky and
George were intended by their father for the University and then
for the Church. Billy was withdrawn from school to spend 1742
under tuition in his father's study before going to Oxford , and
Wtlliam wrote to an antiquarian friend there, Francis Wise of
Trinity College, on his plans for the boy's education. Wise was
uneasy at the small allowance proposed for Billy, and his father
agreed to consider increasing it if necessary:
I shall enter him a commoner, and shall not be able to
allow him more than £60 a year, which he must order
so as to make a sufficiency for him, because I send
him to study, and not to dress , entertain or ramble.
(to Francis Wise, ND 1742, LB I 73)

If you think proper to entrust your namesake with us,
he shall not want any countenance or advice that I can
give him. But it will chiefly depend on his own good
temper and prudence to be able to live for £60 per
annum . He must have the courage to keep out of all the
extravagancies so much in fashion , to have no
diversions or recreations that are expensive, to be very
cautious in the choice of his acquaintance, and above
3. John Andrew to WB, 24 September 1734, OL I 155.
4. R. Polwhele, History of Cornwall V (1806) 64 .
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all to keep strictly to the College discipline, which
thing alone will prevent ten thousand inconveniences.
If you could impart to him likewise some of your skill
in drawing (which is an accomplishment of as much
use almost as the knowledge of languages and
sciences) it would serve to employ some hours, when
books perhaps are irksome, that might be otherwise
much worse spent. You are sensible how much the
expenses of education have increased since our time.
But we have some in our College, who live upon the
income you mention.
(from Francis Wise, 9 September 1742, OL I 220)
He draws very prettily, and in other things has
tolerable foundations, so that if he studies hard he'll be
able to raise a pretty good superstructure. . . As to the
expense of living at Oxford, I am sensible 'tis pretty
much advanced, but I hope my son will be
conformable to the discipline of the College, and mind
his studies, and I will assist him (God willing) so as
he shall not want.
(to Francis Wise, ND 1742, LB I 73)
Billy went to Trinity in March 1743 (followed by a period at
Pembroke, Cambridge, where he was in 1745); his brother Jacky
to Pembroke, Cambridge, in 1747;and George to Balliol, Oxford,
in 1749.
Kitt Borlase was of a less studious (or perhaps more
adventurous) disposition than his brothers, and joined the Navy.
On 20 March 1745 his father took him to Plymouth and placed
him aboard H.M.S. Monmouth, 5 a ship of the line commanded
by Captain Henry Harrison, as an able seaman (i.e. gentleman
volunteer), a position which he owed to the influence of Sir
Coventry Carew.
It is hard not to sympathise with a boy of fourteen thrust into
the harsh life of the 18th century Navy, especially in wartime, but
5. RlC Vol. TT,App. no. 18.
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Kin's letters home show that he was generally happy, and
doubtless the payments helped , which appear in his father's
accounts as 'cash to Kitt'. In October 1745 he asked for some lace
for his hat and waistcoat , "since people dress so gay now", and
declared his intention of improving his navigation, and of
transcribing his drawings into a folio book; this he did, and the
book contains many views and plans of westcountry harbours,
and also ships and foreign places seen in the cruises of the
Monmouth . 6 In September 1746, Kitt having been disappointed
of a transfer to another ship as a Midshipman, William Borlase
asked his patrons, Sir William Morice and Sir Coventry Carew,
to use their influence to obtain this promotion:
As the boy has set his heart upon the sea, and every
thought of his is to qualify himself for the duty of a
sailor, I may venture to recommend him to your notice
as a very diligent , modest and ingenious boy, who has
kept a regular journal from his very first setting out in
the Navy, and draws everything remarkable he meets
with ; and if you hear of any Nobleman or gentleman
who has a son in the Navy, and wants such a
companion for him, if you would remember to
mention him , or if you have any acquaintance where
you are with Commanders and you could get him rated
Midshipman , I should take it as a very great favour.
(to Sir William Morice , 13 September 1746, LB II 5)
The two baronets duly mentioned the matter to Captain
Harrison , 7 who had a high opinion of Kitt , but the promotion to
Midshipman did not come until 30 March 1747. He remained
aboard Monmouth , which was in the Western Squadron based at
Plymouth , and took part in operations off the coasts of France
and Spain under Anson , Hawke and other admirals. In May 1747
Kitt wrote to his father of a battle with the French of which "we
have had a sight though not a feeling ", and on 14 October there
was another battle :
Everybody acknowledges our behaviour to have been
heroic, and Captain Harrison has got a great deal of
6. PZL Vol. 24, App. no. 15.

7. OL V 344.
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honour by his bravery. . . I had a very narrow escape
of a shot that killed a gentleman's son of Launceston
close by me, the wind of it almost knocked me down
and I had a small bruise with one of the splinters,
thanks be to God for my escape .
(from Christopher Borlase, 29 October 1747,
PZL Vol. 24)
After the battle Monmouth was docked, and did not sail again
until February 1748. Peace came in the Summer, and she cruised
to the Canaries and Madeira; Kitt sent his father a short but wellwritten account of Madeira, "as I am but a young traveller you
must make allowances for it". Monmouth returned to Plymouth
and paid off on 1st September; Kitt was alarmed by unrest among
the crew, writing to his father
The distraction the peace has caused in our ship as
well as in all others is intolerable ... ; if this is the
effect of peace, give me war, where command must be
carried.
(from Christopher Borlase, 2 August 1748, PZL Vol.
24)
Captain Harrison sent William Borlase a certificate that his
son had served with care, diligence , sobriety and obedience, and
was deserving of preferment; he promised to do his best to assist
Kitt to find another ship, but warned that in peace-time this would
not be easy, as all the Captains putting ships into commission had
so many friends of their own to provide for, that it was difficult
even to get a man entered before the mast .
Thus in 1747 William Borlase, happily oblivious of future
tragedies and disappointments, was able to write hopefully of his
four sons:
My eldest son, having taken his degree, has been with
me about six months, and as he will not be of age for
orders till next Summer I am contriving how he may
become the profession he is bound for, and ordering it
so that he may not be quite idle in the meanwhile; my
second son is at Cambridge ; the third in the Navy and
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I bless God with a very good character ; the fourth is
at home and likely to prove a good scholar, and I can
make him think of nothing but the University.
(to William Oliver, 20 Octrober 1747, LB II 19)
Between 1738 and 1751 there was usually a pupil living with
the family at Ludgvan Rectory. It is an indication of the esteem
in which Borlase was held by his fellow-gentry, that the heirs to
four of the greatest estates in West ComwaJI were entrusted to his
care. He charged £100 per year for teaching and board, which
provided a useful addition to his income.
The first pupil was Thomas Hawkins (1724-66) , son of
Christopher Hawkins of Trewinnard , nephew of Borlase's Oxford
friend Philip Hawkins of Trewithen, heir to both, and later to
become the father of Sir Christopher Hawkins , Cornwall 's most
notorious borough-monger. He came to Ludgvan in November
1738, and stayed until he went to Cambridge in 1741; letters to his
father and to Borlase himself show deep appreciation of the
latter's care, and happy memories of Ludgvan:
I find now, as I always perceived , the great benefit Mr.
Borlase has been to me, and hope that (with the
assistance of God Almighty) I shall be able to build a
tolerable superstructure on the good foundation which
he has laid .
(Thomas Hawkins to Christopher Hawkins,
16 December 1741, OL V 216)
It would give me great pleasure to know what my
friends at Ludgvan are doing. In the morning methinks
I see you amusing yourself in your study, at one time
enjoying the pleasures of the country in propagating
your flowers, at another reclined on your bench by the
side of your purling stream, covered with the shade of
your little grove. How stand the ruins? Methinks I long
to have a hand in laying out some of your plantations
- the terrace must be vastly pleasant by this time .
(from Thomas Hawkins, l July 1742, OL V 217A)
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Hawkins remained on friendly terms with his old tutor, and in
1754 presented Borlase's son Jacky to the living of St. Mewan.
Borlase's next pupil was John St. Aubyn (1726-72), Sir John's
son and heir, who came to Ludgvan in July 1740. Borlase kept Sir
John regularly informed of the progress of his son's studies:
Master is not only well in health, and improving in
understanding, but I can assure you with great
sincerity, the best tempered boy in the world . All our
contentions and strivings are very innocent , how we
may proceed most and keep each other in good
humour at the same time. We have likewise a sort of
emulation among us, but 'tis only who shall first hit
off a difficult passage , and first discover the beauties
in our classics. I dare not let either of my scholars read
more than his share of Virgil , they really contend who
shall say most , and if I order half a dozen more lines
to one, the other thinks himself either hardly used , or
punished (by the small pittance he has) for some little
fault he has committed. I hope to make them equally
fond of Homer and Horace, and then I think the season
for transplanting will call upon you.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 17 March 1741/2,
LB I 72)
Later Borlase tried tactfully (though unsuccessfully ) to
dissuade Sir John from sending his son to school , before Oxford:
As Mr. St. Aubyn is now near or in his 18th year, it
cannot be at all improper to think of moving him forth
a little more forward into the world . The way of doing
this in the most proper manner I don't doubt but that
you have already fully considered as to his temper, his
learning , his health and virtue. I don't question but you
have duly weighed how far the discipline and liberties
of a school will suit one who spent his first years in
your house, and his three last in mine, and
consequently has not been accustomed much to either ;
whether the rudeness of boys out of school hours may
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affect his manners to his disadvantage, after he has
been used hitherto to visit and converse with men;
whether it will advance his learning, for the little time
you propose to leave him at school; whether the care
of the best of schoolmasters may not be too diffused
and general to superintend his health, and secure his
virtue .
I doubt not on the other hand but you have exactly
examined whether all the desirable ends of education
may be as well answered by carrying him to town with
you , and keeping him there for a few days under your
own eye till you have seen Lord Oxford , who is well
acquainted with the University, Mr. Pope and your
other friends, and found out some discreet and learned
man who has none or few pupils in a little house.
(to Sir John St . Aubyn , 5 November 1743,
LB I 74)
Young St. Aubyn, like young Hawkins, had happy memories
of his time at Ludgvan, writing to Borlase in 1744, " I very often
with great pleasure think myself passing away a winter's evening
with you and Mrs . Borlase before the fire, or at the table with the
young gentlemen drawing ". 8 On his father's death in the same
· year he inherited the family honours and estates, and remained on
terms of close friendship with Borlase, who dedicated the
Antiquities to him in token of obligations to both father and son.
The next pupil to arrive, in August 1744, was Richard Vyvyan,
eldest son to Sir Francis Vyvyan of Trelowarren. In November
1745 Sir Francis died , and Borlase's pupil became a baronet and
major landowner. Borlase reported to his trustee, Robert Hoblyn
of Nanswhyden:
Sir Richard Vyvyan was placed by his late father under
my care about a year and a quarter since, upon the
same terms as the late Sir John St. Aubyn and Mr.
Hawkins placed their sons with me, terms much more
liberal than ever I had the vanity to think I deserved ,
8. OL V 232c.
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and entirely owing to the gentlemen's own proposal
and voluntary offers to me, who I can safely aver never
solicited for any such charge as that of a young
gentleman's education, much less expected such a
recompense. . .
(to Robert Hoblyn, ND 1746, LB II 3)
Later young Vyvyan was taken to London , where Hoblyn
arranged dancing and writing masters for him; Borlase wrote
with advice on further studies , but the young baronet was more
interested to report that he had seen the heads of three traitors
displayed on Temple Bar.9
Borlase's last pupil was John Prideaux Basset (1740-56), the
posthumous son of John Pendarves Basset of Tehidy; he came to
Ludgvan at the age of eight in 1748, and stayed until he went to
Eton in 1751.From birth he had been Lord of Tehidy and of great
wealth in land and minerals; like his predecessors, he enjoyed and
appreciated his years at Ludgvan, but he was not destined to
recall them for long. A youth of great promise , his health was
always frail, and he died aged sixteen in 1756; his estates passed
to his uncle , Borlase's friend Francis Basset , who became father
of Sir Francis Basset, Lord de Dunstanville, the most wealthy and
powerful Cornishman since the first Earl of Godolphin.
While William and Anne Borlase at Ludgvan Rectory were
bringing up the four survivors of their six sons, Walter and
Margaret at Castle Horneck were engaged in a more prolonged
and arduous programme of reproduction. Between 1721and 1742
they had no less than fifteen children; first five daughters , then
in 1730 their first son John Pendarves Borlase , followed by five
more sons (Samuel , Walter, Henry, William and George) and four
daughters. It is hardly surprising that Margaret Borlase died in
April 1743at the age of 42 , leaving Walter a disconsolate widower
with a house full of children in the care of their elderly
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Pendarve s, who survived her second
husband for twenty years and died in 1759 at the age of 90.
9. LB II 9, II; OL V 326.
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In 1731Walter Borlase became the Vicar of Kenwyn near Truro
(which he held in plurality with Madron) , in 1743 he was
appointed a Justice , and in 1756 he was to become Vice-Warden
of the Stannaries , which made him the effective leader of the
Cornish tin industry. But he was increasingly frustrated by the
long survival of his father; John Borlase lived for thirty years
after the death of his wife in 1725, and kept the control of the
family estates and finances firmly in his own hands , leaving
Walter to bear the burdens of family and public responsibilitie s
without the income to which he felt himself morally entitled.
John Borlase had always been of an unpredictable and
headstrong disposition , generous in hospitality, extravagant in his
dealings in land and tin , impulsive in his personal relationships,
and heedless of counsels of prudence from his sons. These
characteristics increased as he grew older: to the outside world
he seemed the ideal old-time squire , " upright in his carriage , on
horseback every day, active and vigorous to an extraordinary
degree, very hospitable to strangers and neighbours, charitable to
the poor, extremely affable and courteous"; 10 to his sons the
truth seemed rather different, as Walter complained to his brother
John in London:
He is, you know, far advanced in years , but the extraordinary florid health he enjoys flatters him with the
hopes of living yet a long time , so that he is too
backward in settling his accounts , which lie, I fear, in
great disorder, with most people . I have seriously and
privately advised him to contract his dealings with the
world, and to retire from business , which he promises
to do, but when he will set about performing that
promise in good earnest , I do not know, there is yet no
appearance of it.
(Walter Borlase to John Borla se jr .,
16 July 1743, PZL)
Their father's "hopes of living yet a long time" were to be
fulfilled , and the anxieties caused to his sons , and especially to
his censorious and frustrated heir, increased as John Borlase lived
10. PZL , Genealogy of Borlase Family (in App. no. 17) .
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through his seventies and into his eighties with his vigour
undiminished.
For the whole of his fifty-year incumbency at Ludgvan,
William Borlase was a conscientious resident clergyman ; the
literary work for which he is remembered was carried out in the
intervals of a busy professional life. His schedule of services may
be deduced from the instructions he gave to his curate when, at
the end of his life, illness made it necessary for him to engage one
for Ludgvan. 11 There were two services each Sunday, morning
and afternoon, with a sermon in the morning and (in the
Summer) catechising in the afternoon. Weekday services were
held on the usual Church festivals, and also on 30 January
(Martyrdom of Charles I), 29 May (Restoration of Charles Il), 5
November (Gunpowder Plot), and on the King's Accession Day.
The Sacrament was administered four times yearly, on Easter
Day, Whit Sunday, the nearest Sunday to Michaelmas Day, and
Christmas Day. Only one of Borlase 's sermons is preserved, on
the Resurrection; dated 1719, it was delivered six times at
Ludgvan between 1725 and 1763, as well as once at St. Just. 12
Borlase was a zealous and paternalistic protector of both the
wordly and the spiritual interests of his parishioners; in 1728we
find him protecting them both from the attentions of an uncivil
and ill-natured excise officer, whose dismissal he secured, 13 and
from the Powers of Darkness in the person of a man from St. Ives,
who received the following remarkable rebuke;
I hope the rumours of your pretending to conjuration
are not true , and I have so much charity as to believe
that you have not been meddling in the dangerous
mysteries of a lower world, but rather, like a good
Christian , defy and refuse all intercourse with the
Devil. Yet since there are such rumours, and you are
said to take upon you to discover lost and stolen goods,
I hope you will think that, to retrieve and vindicate
your character , it will be necessary for you to use
abundant caution , that you give no encouragement to
II. PZL , Instruction s for Rev. Scobell , 1772. (in App. no. 17).

12. OL VU 64.

13. LB I 23.
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silly women to come to you on such foolish and
wicked errands, and particularly I am obliged to desire
that no such encouragements may be given to those
persons, who are the flock and must be the care, of
your most humble servant , William Borlase.
(to J. Bettesworth, 4 March lW /8, LB I 23)

In the same year he made a tactful approach to Lord
Godolphin's agent, John Rogers, 14 regarding the Earl's large
profits from his copper mine at Truthwall in Ludgvan, which was
not rated to the Land Tax:
We find the Land Tax a little heavy upon us, towards
which out of £1100yearly value, our parish pays £172,
which is high in proportion to our neighbours. You are
sensible that my Lord Godolphin 's clear profits out of
Trewoll work , for five months last past, did much
exceed the yearly value of our whole parish , and next
year's profits will in all probability be much more
considerable. Since we saw you we have consulted
some gentlemen who were the last Commissioners ,
and probably will be the next, who concur with us in
opinion that such large profits, if assessed , cannot but
bear their reasonable share of the Land Tax. However,
we are so unwilling to do anything in this affair which
may seem to be disrespectful , or so much as
disagreeable, to my Lord Godolphin , that we refer it
entirely to his Lordship 's breast, either to rate himself
as he shall think proper, or to make a present of Plate
to the Church , which perhaps would be of more lasting
use to the parish , and prevent that confusion and
discontent which might follow an alteration of the
rates.
(to Joh~ Rogers, 6 January lW /8, LB I 22)
The Earl obliged with a handsome gift to the parish of
Communion Plate, but his mine continued to prosper, and the
14. John Rogers of Penryn and Helston (1690- 1768). son of John Rogers of Treassowe,
Ludgvan. and ancestor of the Rogers family of Penrose:, Helston .
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resulting increase in the population of the parish led to another
approach to Rogers:
Every one now confesses that our church is much too
small for the present inhabitants , above fifty persons
last Sunday having been forced to stand or sit in the
alleys [aisles]. In our little gallery the men are
crowded on one the other 's backs. Many of our best
tenements have no seats, these things are so
confessedly true that those who opposed it with the
greatest virulence at first have now consented to build
another aisle to our church ... The only remaining
difficulty is the great expense of such an undertaking,
which , if finished in a plain and the most frugal
manner, will amount at least to £250, a sum which you
know the parish is not too well able to afford. . .
It has been mentioned indeed that the Adventurers of
Wheal Fortune in Trewoll (having never contributed to
Jessen our Land Tax by any assessment, to which
perhaps in strictness they were liable) might be justly
applied to on this occasion, and the rather because the
late great increase of our inhabitants has been
undoubtedly owing to the constant employ which that
mine affords , but as (I believe) no voluntary
subscription is to be depended on from them , it will
scarce be asked ... However... it was suggested that
Lord Godolphin , having near a fifth part of the parish ,
and the most considerable profits from Trewoll work ,
might possibly be induced by his known generous
temper, to make the parish a present of something
towards our expense, which his works at Trewoll have
principally rendered necessary.
(to John Rogers, ND (?June or July) 1739,
LB I 54)
The Earl promised to give £50 towards the cost of the proposed
south aisle, but unfortunately the project had to be abandoned ,
following differences among the parishioner s, "for the sake ot
peace and unity which are generally to be preferred to
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conveniency". The gift was deferred until 1755, and then used
"for a schoolmaster to settle here and instruct the children daily
in reading, writing and the principles of the Church of
• England". 15 Ludgvan Church remained " neither large enough for
the inhabitants, nor lightsome, nor regular" 16 until long after
Borlase's death , the south aisle not being built until 1840.
ln 1740a fine mural painting of St. Christopher was discovered
in Ludgvan Church , and recorded by Borlase in great detail, with
a characteristic comment:

It must be confessed that such fooleries scarce deserve
a place here without apology, much less a place in the
House of God; but in times of ignorance, devotion will
always be jostled and disgraced by superstitious , not to
say profane, triflings .
One of the subjects depicted was a fox being hanged by some
geese, surprisingly considered by Borlase to be designed " to
show the parishioners the fatal consequence of depriving the
P'arson of his tithe geese". 17
ln May 1732Borlase obtained a second living, becoming vicar
of his native parish of St. Just through the influence of Sir
William Morice of Werrington, 18 as described in the
autobiography. This was the last ecclesiastical preferment he
ever received , and he retained the living until his death forty years
later, without ever residing there ; he continued to live at
Ludgvan, ten miles distant , and employed a succession of curates
to carry out his duties at St. Just . He had no scruples of
conscience on being a pluralist, as shown by his spirited defence
of the system:
Conferring two livings on one person is neither
contrary to scripture nor reason, for that livings have
been parcelled out and divided one from the other long
since the canon of scripture was settled; that it is no
15. LB I 65, II 113.
16. Account of Ludgvan, 1770. JRIC 19722'86.
17. Op. cit. 288-9.

18. Brother-in-law of Sir John St. Aubyn, who married Catherine Morice in 1725.
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more than enlarging the trust , and consequently no
more contrary to reason than conferring many civil or
military offices upon one and the same person, a
privilege which no government in the world would
suffer itself to be deprived of. . . Greater strictness in
conferring pluralities may possibly be wantµtg, but
abolishing pluralities will be a dangerous amputation,
and such as the wound does by no means require . All
degrees of clergy must suffer, but the parochial most
of all, as being deprived of the only method of
advancing themselves into leisure and a capacity of
studying, without falling into any inferior occupation
to maintain themselves and educate their families.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 31 December 1736,
LB I 40-1)
His two parishes were very dissimilar , as he pointed out to his
friend Dr. Oliver, who sent a typically witty reply :
No two things can be more opposite than the situations
of Ludgvan and St. Just. In the former, I have all the
pleasures of a southern sun, a fine valley, a bay with
a gently declining shore, trading towns, prettily
planted villages, and now the Spring is come, all
vegetable nature awake. In the latter, there is one
perpetual hue of heath, no tree to blossom, nor shrub
to flower. The bleak northern sea is edged by steep and
craggy cliffs, the hills and valleys equally bestrewed
with rocks; and what seemingly adds to the natural
horror of the place is, that you everywhere meet with
little growing mountains of rubbish , which are thrown
up here out of tin mines , and would be so many
blemishes and deformities, on any other surface than
this. In this situation you may wonder perhaps what
amusements one so extravagantly fond of a garden as
myself can find, but the one is to me no disagreeable
contrast to the other, and when my duty calls me here
I conform to the taste of the inhabitants. I listen
attentively to their description of mines, their tracing
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and discovering lodes, and their several ways of
managing the water; and as there is no one here who
has not his subterraneous, as well as terrestrial
habitation , lnave now and then an invitation to the
former, and am much better pleased with a variegated
stone, or a remarkable grain of tin, than with any of
the kindest entertainments which the latter can bestow
upon me.
(to William Oliver, 3 April 1739 LB I 50)

r

Ludgvan is like a buxom girl of eighteen , always
laughing and playing, and affording plentifully all the
superficial pleasures of mirth and jollity ; but St. Just
is an old haggard philosopher , whose ruthful
appearance would deter the soft and the luxurious
from having anything to do with him; but he is full of
riches within, and though they lie deep, and are come
at with difficulty, yet he never fails to afford them to
the hardy, the patient and the industrious. You are
happy in having elegance enough to enjoy the garden,
and application, supported by curiosity, sufficient to
carry you into the most hazardous depths of the mines,
to trace the ore through its various meanders , and to
free the imprisoned diamond from its darksome cell,
calling it forth to shine in open day, and perhaps
preserving it to adorn the finger or tlie ear of the only
thing which is brighter than itself.
(from William Oliver, 13 August 1739, OL I 115)
Twice, in 1733and 1745, Borlase had to take legal proceedings
against parishioners of St. Just who claimed exemption from
tithes, and each time he won the case. 19 He cared for the welfare
of his parishioners there no less than at Ludgvan, and supervised
the work of his curates very closely. The first curate ~as William
Tregurtha , to whom Borlase wrote in 1734:
19. OL VII 64 .
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I was last Monday at St. Just, where I heard such a
poor account of my parishioners, as that they are very
much given to drinking, especially on the Sabbath day,
of which they spend a great part in the ale-tippling
houses in the Church Town, and begin to absent
themselves from their Church on holy days, with some
other irregularities too many here to be mentioned ; so
that you will doubtless think it necessary to preach to
them on the observation of the Sabbath , and I must
desire that you would speak to the church wardens and
constables, that they punish the very first persons they
take in any ale-houses during divine service, as the law
directs, and I will appear with them on all such
occasions; and I desire the most public notice may be
given to all the parishioners , that they shall be
prosecuted with the utmost severity for all breaches of
the Sabbath day; and since they are so easily seduced
from their duty into intemperance and profaning the
Sabbath, which (you know) are the two great inlets of
all vice, I must desire you on no account whatsoever
whilst your health permits to be absent on the forenoon
of a Sunday, and as seldom as possibly may be in the
afternoon , knowing that we must give an account of
both forenoon and afternoon to the Dioce san , that has
appointed us to the cure of those souls, and that the
several tenements of the parish be called upon in order ,
as you think fitting , to send their children to be
catechised every Sunday afternoon , and that you will
give notice that prayers will begin on all holy days at
the usual hour, at eleven o'clock at farthest , and at half
an hour after ten on Sundays.
These methods (which I follow thank God with some
success at Ludgvan) may contribute in some measure
to prevent that depravity of manners, to which my
parishioners of St. Just are too subject , as well as those
of other parishes ; and though I write this not to reflect
in any manner upon their [sic: your] conduct, you
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know it is your duty and mine to watch over all their
gradual advances towards vice and impiety, and
mutually inform one the other of what we think most
likely to prevent them. As I have taken the liberty to
propose these several particulars for their amendment
to your notice, I shall be exceeding glad to be
appraised by you of any other rules that might be put
in practice for the advantage of that parish , it being our
joint and equally incumbent duty, as I apprehend, to
concert and diligently pursue all measures that may
tend to reclaim, instruct and save them .
(to the Rev. William Tregurtha, 18 May 1734, LB I 30)
Four years later , Tregurtha received this memorable rebuke:
Ever since I was Vicar of St. Just , I have taken every
opportunity of talking to you of the largeness of the
congregation which you are (by my means) licensed to
serve, how necessary it was for you to be generally in
the way, where private baptisms must of necessity be so
frequent, the sick many, and notices to bury the dead
must every now and then call upon you. There are few
larger congregations, even where towns are , in this
Deanery, but where no towns are , there is none so
large; I believe there are often 1000 souls in the
forenoon, and seldom less than 500 in the afternoon ... You have for five years left this congregation
without divine service one part of the Sabbath, in
serving for other clergymen much oftener than you
ought to do, that is, much oftener than it was your
turn .. . Many populous villages of this parish lie at a
distance from the Church , for which reason I have
often told you how expedient it is for you to begin
prayers at an early hour , . . . but you have not begun
at proper hours , notwithstanding my frequent notices
and entreaties, so that people who live at a distance
from the Church cannot conveniently attend divine
service , and do complain against you as the occasion
of it.
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You are so often out of the parish , and at such a
distance generally, that people cannot conveniently
come to you, because they know not where to find
you, to give notice for burying the dead, and when
they have found you, and you have appointed the hour,
you are not punctual , of which people may justly
complain , especially when it happens often ; nay
sometimes ... you have not come at all for the whole
day, but the people have been forced at last , after all
their waiting, to leave the corpse in the Church all
night.
I find many of that congregation tardy in receiving the
Sacrament; I have told you of it, and what methods you
have taken to bring them out of such a dangerous state
I do not find , but I advised you to lay them under a
prohibition which you might justly do, and which
probably might bring them to some thoughts of
receiving, and this was never to admit any noncommunicants
to be gossips
[God-parents] ;
notwithstanding this, and that 'tis expressly contrary to
the 29th canon, you admit all without distinction. You
were advised to call out the children to catechism
separately by their tenements , but you do it not. You
undertake to read prayers on Wednesdays and Fridays
in Lent , but you are wanting often without giving any
notice , and when you come , you come at unseasonable
hours. You keep a list of the persons buried , married
and christened not in the Register, but in a loose scrip
of paper ...
You have added to all this what is worse than all,
which is your engaging yourself to supply another
Church every second Sunday, whereby my Church of
St. Just is destitute of evening service one Sunday in
two, has more than once been without morning
service , and once if not more has been without any
sermon at all for the whole Sabbath. You have entered
into this engagement five months since without once
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consulting me, nay you have shown still a greater contempt of me, for you have continued to serve this other
church, to the neglect of your own, without
mentioning it to me, even after you were informed how
uneasy I was at your acting in this extraordinary
manner . This you have done , though there are six
clergymen nearer to Paul than yourself, and five of
them have much less congregations. Such has been
your conduct, and I can no longer suffer you to persist
in such negligence and irregularities, without making
my complaints against you to a proper authority; but
to show you how unwilling I am to expose you to a displeasure , which may be of very ill consequence to you,
I will not write the Archdeacon or Bishop of this till
Monday the 22nd of this month, and if you will
promise to enter immediately upon reforming those
faults above mentioned , ... if you come and promi se
me you will do your duty for the future, which is all
I ever did or will desire of you, I will not yet complain
against you. But observe, I will not suffer you to go to
Paul once more, or to any other Church to serve for
any clergyman more than in your turn ; for all
clergymen are equally bound to aid and assist one the
other, and one parish shall not (or at least mine shall
not) undergo the disadvantage of being without service
any time of the day, but only in its turn ... If I proceed
to extremities, 'tis your own fault.
(to Rev. William Tregurtha, 15 May 1738,LB I 45)
The effect of this is not recorded , but unhappily Tregurtha died
in November of that year. He was succeeded by George Hawkins ,
son of a former Vicar of Sithney, who also gave Borlase some
cause for concern:
I am concerned to hear that your health would not
permit you to officiate in the forenoon on the Sunday
after Christmas Day; I went through the whole service
of the day here, and my neighbours did also officiate.
I must desire you also to bury the dead according to
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your appointment , let the weather be what it will, and
not let the parishioners wait with the corpse at the
stile, of which they will complain, and I am obliged to
take notice of their complaints. I suppose you had very
good reasons for neither bidding nor officiating on the
30th of January [Martyrdom of Charles I] two years
following, though a day that no clergyman in England
ought to leave his Church without service, considering
the guilt that day brought upon this unhappy
nation ...
(to Rev. George Hawkins , 11 February 1739/40,
LB I 64)
In 1742 Hawkins resigned , and was succeeded by Henry
Usticke (1720-69), the eldest son of William Usticke of Leah in
St. Buryan . He came to St. Just newly ordained, straight from
Exeter College in Oxford, and remained until he became Vicar
of Breage in 1755.20 In 1751 he married Mary Borlase, Walter's
second daughter . William Borlase , who thus became Usticke's
uncle by marriage , found him an ideal curate, sharing his interest
in antiquities and especiaJly in the Cornish Language, and setting
standards in constancy and capability by which his successors
were judged, and often found wanting.
As a priest of the Established Church, William Borlase was
suspicious and resentful of any dissenting activity in his parishes,
as shown by his complaint to the Archdeacon of Cornwall against
so seemingly harmless an institution as a Quaker school at St.
Just:
There is a per son in the parish of St. Just who persists
in keeping a school for children, notwithstanding the
frequent repre sentations I have made to him against it.
He is by profession a Quaker , and therefore I need not
say that he is not legally licensed. Being very
unwilling for some time past, to lay him open to the
severity of the law, I have often informed him of the
danger of his proceeding s, and admonished him to
20. RIC, MS Notes on Usticke family by Charles Henders on. The Ustickes of Leah were
a junior branch of the Botallack family.
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desist, or that I should be obliged to make my
complaints against him, as one highly improper to be
entrusted with the education of youth. But what I have
said has been to so little purpose that his school
increases, and now I find at least twelve parents who
send their children to him, for which reason I think it
my duty to apply myself to you, and desire to be
informed in what manner I may best contribute to
suppress what I am afraid is a growing evil, and if
continued may probably corrupt the principles of
youth.
(to Rev. George Allanson, 21 September 1738,
LB I 48)
Five years later there arose a far more serious threat to the
status of the Church, the advent of Methodism, which was
destined to flourish in Cornwall and to change the character of its
people for ever. In July 1743 Charles Wesley first visited
Cornwall, followed two months later by his brother John. During
their early visits to West Cornwall they stayed at St. Ives,
travelling throughout the district preaching and establishing
societies, and they soon recognised in St. Just, with its large
population of godless and unruly tinners, its absentee vicar , and
its young inexperienced curate, an ideal centre for religious
revival. Charles Wesley first preached there on 30 July 1743, and
recorded in his Journal:
The hearts of thousands seemed moved as the trees of
the forest, by that wind which bloweth as it listeth. The
door stood wide open, and a multitude are just
entering it. Here it is that I expect the largest harvest.
On the next day he preached there again:
About two thousand , mostly tinners, attended, no one
offering to stir , or move an hand or tongue. The fields
are white unto harvest: Lord, send forth labourers! 21
John Wesley preached at St. Just twice in September 1743, and
returned in April 1744, when he noted a great improvement:
21. J. Pearce. The Wesleys in Cornwall (1964) 38.
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It is remarkable that those of St. Just were the chief of
the whole country for hurling, fighting, drinking, and
all manner of wickedness; but many of the lions are
become lambs, are continually praising God, and
calling their old companions in sin to come and
magnify the Lord together.22
Charles returned in July, and had the same impression:
Our Lord rides on triumphant through this place.
Upwards of two hundred are settled in classes, most of
whom have tasted the pardoning grace of God.23
The Comish clergy were not slow to recognise the growing
threat to their authority, and found their leader in Walter Borlase,
who as well as being Vicar of Madron (which parish then
included Penzance town) had additional authority both as a
Magistrate and as heir to the chief landowner in St. Just. The
Journals of the Wesleys for the years 1744 to 1746 are full of
references to the magistrate " Dr. Borlase", who scorned their
followers as "a parcel of mad crazy-headed fellows",24 and
issued warrants whereby some of their leaders were arrested , and
impressed into the armed services. On 24 July 1744 Charles
Wesley recorded:
I preached near to Penzance, to the little flock
encompassed by ravening wolves. Their Minister rages
above measure against this new sect, who are spread
throughout his four livings. His Reverend brethren
follow his example. The grossest lies which are
brought to them, they swallow without examination,
and retail the following Sunday. One of the Society
(James Dale) went lately to the Worshipful and Rev.
Dr. Borlase for justice against a rioter, who had broke
open his house, and stole his goods. The Doctor's
answer was, "Thou conceited fellow, art thou turned
religious? They may bum thy house if they will: thou
shalt have no justice ". With these words he drove him
from the judgement-seat .25
22 . Op. cit. 77.

23. Op. cit. 45.

24 . Op. cit. 78.
25. Op. cit. 46.
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It has sometimes been assumed that this " Dr. Borlase " was
William Borlase of Ludgvan, but it was certainly Walter, who was
then both a magistrate and a doctor (having taken a Cambridge
doctorate in Im), whereas William was never a magistrate and
did not become a doctor until 1766.
In opposing the Methodists, Walter Borlase bad the
enthusiastic support of his fellow-magistrate and brother-in law,26 Stephen Usticke of Botallack, still recalled at St. Just in
the saying "as mad as Squire Usticke", who, on 2 July 1745,
arrested John Wesley at St. Just on Dr. Borlase's warrant, and
next day took him to Castle Horneck, but released him when the
doctor was found to be absent and thus averted a potentially
historic confrontation. TI The persecution of the Methodists at St.
Just by Usticke continued , and on 23 July 1746 Charles Wesley
recorded:
This man was once a gentleman of fortune , but is now
a poor drunken spendthrift, brother to Dr. Borlase ,
and retained by that dispenser of justice to supply the
defect of the laws. This champion they send forth
drunk on all occasions . . . He seems raised up by
Satan to support his tottering kingdom , and swears
continually, there shall never be any more preaching at
St. Just. 28
Wesley was driven to praying , "that he who hinders might be
taken out of the way, as God knows best" . His prayer was soon
answered, for Usticke died in December of that year.
In fairness to Walter Borlase, it must be remembered that these
were years of Jacobite plot and invasion, and that, to a diligent
and alarmed magistrate, the possibility of these strange itinerant
preachers being Jacobite spies must have seemed real enough. In
1744 John Wesley encountered a rumour at Morvah , that he had
been seen in France with the Pretender , and another at St. Ives ,
that he had brought him to Cornwall disguised as a preacher. 29
26. Catherine, youngest daughter of John Borlase, married Stephen Usticke in 1724.
'rl . Pearce. op. cir. 89.

29. Op. cir. 76. 80.

28. Op. cir. 55.
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After the defeat of the rebellion in 1746, Walter Borlase is no
longer recorded as a persecutor of the Methodists ; perhaps , too ,
the fate of Stephen Usticke induced in him a degree of
moderation.
Ludgvan featured far less than St. Just in the Wesleys'
itineraries ; Charles first preached there in 1746 and John in 1748,
and there is no record of any direct enounter between either and
the Rector. Nor does it seem that William Borlase played any
active part in the persecution at St. Just , or that his curate Henry
Usticke joined in the excesses of his half-demented kinsman;
indeed in 1744 Charles Wesley recorded that " the curate is looked
upon by his brethren as half a Methodist , only because he does
not rail at us like them".30 But, although William Borlase must
be acquitted of active persecution of Methodists , later letters to
his Bishop , when seeking curates for St. Just , leave no doubt as
to his strong disapproval of them :
The person who comes to it [ St. Just] should ... have
a due sense of the irregularity and ill tendency of Mr.
Wesley's principles and practice, because this pari sh
being populous, and few people of figure or
knowledge , is one of this quack's constant stages.
(to Bishop Lavington , ND April 1756 LB Il 149)
In 1761he sought an assurance from the Bishop that a propo sed
curate " was not infected with Methodism , or any ways inclined
to favour the singularities which have lately so much divided the
town of Truro ". 31 The Bishop shared Borla se's sentiments ;
George Lavington , who became Bishop of Exeter in 1747, was a
strenuous opponent of the Methodists , and wrote a book comparing their 'enthusiasm' with that of Papists .
It is pleasant to record that John Wesley was an admirer of
William Borlase 's scholarship; in 1757, having looked through the
Antiquities, he concluded that "he is a fine writer , and quite
master of his subject". 32
30. Op. cit. 45.
31. LB Ill 10 (referring 10 the evangelism of Samuel Walker, curate of Truro).
32. Pearce , op. cit. 128.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Co~ared with his brother Walter, William Borlase played
only a small part in public life. He was a welcome guest at
Clowance, Tehidy, Trelowarren and other great houses of West
Cornwall, and as a close friend of Sir John St. Aubyn, who held
one of the county seats in Parliament from 1722, he played some
part in county elections and other political activity. St. Aubyn's
public career and virtues were summarised by Borlase thus:
The dignity of this ancient family owes much to this
Gentleman. In his 22nd year he was chosen
Representative for the County of Cornwall. For this
distinguishing favour of his countrymen he thought it
his duty to be constant in his attendance, and application to the business of the House. He soon learnt to
speak well, but spoke seldom, and never but on points
of consequence; was heard with pleasure by his
friends, and with respect by others. Having uninterruptedly maintained for twenty years the character of
integrity both with the Court and Country parties, in
the year 1742, when a Secret Committee was to be
appointed for enquiring into the conduct of Sir Robert
Walpole, Sir John St. Aubyn had every vote in the
House of Commons, to the number of 518, an honour
neither then nor before (as far as the Records of Parliament can reach) ever conferred on any member, as Mr.
Speaker Onslow on the spot observed, to Sir John's
great commendation. When the Committee was
appointed, he declined the offer of the Chair, and Lord
Viscount Limerick was chosen Chairman . About this
time, Sir John being offered to take place as one of the
Lords of the Admiralty, he was ready, he said, to serve
his King and Country, but would take no place, unless
upon the express condition that his freedom and independency in Parliament should remain unquestioned
and uncontrolled. These were not times to endure,
much less to shake hands with, such inflexible virtue;
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as he coveted no place, he never had one, though
capable of any . . .
(Family History MS, PZL, 'J'T2)
In June 1734 the peace of Cornwall was rudely shattered by
astonishing events in the parish of Crowan, only a mile from St.
Aubyn's mansion at Clowance. A pewterer called Henry Rogers
had ejected from Skewis house his elder brother 's widow, to
whom the property had been bequeathed by her husband. Rogers
had considerable local support, and even St. Aubyn apparently
had sympathy for him , but his sister-in-law obtained a judgement
of the Court of Chancery ordering him to deliver up the property
to her. Rogers defied the court, shot and killed a Sheriffs officer
and a soldier sent to eject him , and then barricaded himself into
the house with a gang of ruffians ; "the authority of the law being
thus for a while suspended, there arose many strange disorders
at this time, Skewis became an asylum for all villains". 33 Rogers
was believed to enjoy much support among the lower orders of
society, and to the clergy and gentry the dread of a popular insurrection seemed near. As St. Aubyn lamented, " the flame is
kindled here, but it has so much combustible matter to prey upon,
that God only knows where it may end". 34 In August the gentry
of Penwith and Kerrier Hupdreds met at Redruth , and reported
to the Sheriff that the only solution was the ultimate one, of
battering down the house with cannon. Astonishingly, no action
was taken for months, during which anarchy reigned in West
Cornwall. Not until March 1735, after Rogers had killed three
more people and St. Aubyn had urged the Government (through
the Secretary of State the Duke of Newcastle) to authorise
military assistance, was artillery sent from Pendennis Castle to
besiege Skewis. Even then, Rogers managed to escape, but was
captured at Salisbury in April , brought back to Cornwall for trial ,
and hanged at Launceston in August.
Borlase's opinions on this remarkable episode appear in a letter
to his cousin John Harris, written between the escape and the
capture of Rogers:
33. Account of Skewis episode by St. Aubyn. Devon and Cornwall Notes and Queries Jan .
1964 233 (from LB I 8).
34. RIC Hawkins MSS, St. Aubyn to Mr. Pawley of Gunwyn, Lelant , August 1734.
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The resistance Rogers made to the Under-Sheriff, in
which two men were killed, was in the middle of June
last; it was expected that the Sheriff would have
resented this, not only as a violation of all law, but also
as a direct insult and indignity to his own personal
authority. Some imagined that the honour and superior
rank he held in this county required him to exert his
utmost power, and if any further power than what he
had already was necessary, every one concerned for
the peace of his country was pleased to think that he
had friends, who would have indulged him with any
new authority which the extraordinary occasion might
seem to demand, but in this point I do not pretend to
decide.
Some time after, the then Sheriff writt to Sir John St.
Aubyn that he should be willing to have the opinion
and concurrence of the Justices and Gentlemen in the
neighbourhood of Skewis; upon this Sir John writes
circular letters and desires the Justices and Gentlemen
of the two Hundreds of Penwith and Kerrier to meet
at Redruth, in order to concert measures how to
remove so great a scandal to our country, and apprehend and bring to justice the authors of it. They met
accordingly in August, and the declaration then drawn
up and agreed upon to be made public I here send you.
This declaration was immediately sent to our Diocesan, and his approbation was printed by his leave
together with it, and affixed to all the church doors,
and at the same time the clergy were enjoined to
preach (though it had been done before by most of
them) the necessity of obedience to the civil magistrate. There was also a private letter sent from the
meeting at Redruth to the Sheriff , to acquaint him that
the opinion of the Gentlemen then present was that the
most effectual method to remove the violent possession Rogers kept at Skewis, and apprehend him and
bring him to justice , was to make use of the assistance
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of the military power, and to bring some cannon to
batter the house, in order to save the lives that might
be lost in storming it. What use the Sheriff made of
this letter, or of the cheerful concurrence and unanimous resolution of these Gentlemen to assist him, is
yet a secret, for he appears no more in the affair.
Things were now at a stand for six months, issuing
warrants and swearing a multitude of constables had
no effect against power and ball; Rogers in the mean
time keeping his musket pointed out at the window and
going armed where he pleased in open defiance of all
law, much to the regret of all sober men, till about the
middle of February last, Rogers having killed another
man, and in March last a fourth walking the highway
to his own home, the Justices found themselves under
a necessity to call in the military power, which His
Majesty has been so good as entirely to approve of.
The rest my last35 will inform you, excepting only the
aggravating circumstances of his shooting at some
persons that passed the highway during the siege, out
of mere wantonness and cruelty, but you will see by the
above, and the enclosed declaration, that our country
gentlemen could not express more detestation of the
offence, nor a more earnest desire to have such a flagrant contempt of all government brought to its
deserved punishment; and since His Majesty 's kind
orders for the military to assist the civil power, everything has been done by both to wipe off the reproach
from this country by apprehending Rogers, but
hitherto indeed without effect; not owing to the connivance or help of the gentry and principal persons , but
to the wickedness of the common people, who out of
their false compassion scruple not to secrete and conceal this man from Justice, though they might have
£500 for taking him, at the same time that they would
not hesitate to knock a poor shipwrecked sailor on the
head for a sorry piece of timber perhaps not worth
35. Refers to an earlier teller not ex1ant.
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sixpence. Such inconsistencies and melancholy contradictions are to be met with sometimes in the self
same persons , which instead of mentioning as a
disgrace of human nature , I rather choose to look upon
as a proof of the prejudices that result from the want
of education; for in this affair, which may deservedly
reflect great disgrace and infamy upon one part of our
country, our greatest comfort is that not one, who
bears the name and character of a gentleman , has been
any way accessory to the support or escape of Rogers.
I hope therefore that you and all other friends to our
country will, as you justly may, take all occasions of
setting this matter in so candid a light , as tQ_let the reproach fall only where it is entirely due , I mean on the
low illiterate vulgar in the neighbourhood of Skewis.
I have taken up a great deal of your time to inform you
that our country Gentlemen have neither been insensible of Rogers's offence, nor looked idly on and saw
open rebellion and murder committed, without endeavouring according to their power to suppress the one
and bring the other to justice; but since His Majesty
has been graciously pleased to express all manner of
satisfaction at the several steps his magistrates have
taken, a vindication is happily become needless , however just and proper a right information may be. We
are very sensible how much we are obliged to His
Majesty in the first place , and to the kind offices of the
Duke of Newcastle, and all that we have to be concerned at now is that we depended too much on the
slow solicitations of others, and did not apply sooner
to those , that have shown themselves in this affair such
hearty friends to all law and government in general ,
and ready to redress the grievances of this county in
particular .
(to John Harris , 14 April 1735, LB I 32)
About the only public figure in Cornwall to emerge from the
affair with credit was St. Aubyn, as Borlase emphasised in a later
letter:
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Sir John St. Aubyn, being nearest neighbour to the
scene of villainy, and consequently for his own sake
and his country's, as well as by reason of his office of
Justice of the Peace, exerting himel f more than persons
more remote thought themselves obliged to do, drew
upon himself the particular odium of Rogers, and was
not without just apprehensions of his house being
burnt and himself assassinated. When Rogers was
brought to trial at Launceston, Lord Chief Justice
Hardwick returned thanks in the most public and
handsome manner to Sir John for his steady endeavours to put the laws of his country in execution; and
the reputation Sir John got among aJI good men , and
the consciousness of having done his duty during so
open and unparalleled defiance of aJI the laws of
humanity and England, was aJl the recompense he had
or desired for aJl his expense (which I have heard was
not less than £500), and for what was much worse, his
being forced to leave his own house and remove his
family to Launceston , where his Lady, even there not
free from fears of such an inhuman butcher, contracted
so ill an habit of body as brought on a sensible decay.
(addressee unidentified, 11 April 1736, LB I 8)
In 1744both the county seats in Parliament fell vacant, on the
deaths of the members. In March there was a by-election
following the death of Sir William Carew of Antony, who had
held the seat since 1713.The candidacy of his son, Sir Coventry
Carew, who pledged himself to support the 'country' interest as
his father had done, was supported by St. Aubyn, the other county
member, and by St. Aubyn's brother-in-law Sir William Morice,
to whose influence Borlase owed his position as Vicar of St. Just.
The other candidate, supporting the 'court' interest, was Robert
Carteret , son of Lord Carteret (1690- 1763)the Secretary of State,
who was one of the most powerful wen in the Kingdom as well
as heir to the Grenville estates in CornwaJI. Young Carteret's
claims were strongly supported in some quarters :
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At a great meeting in London of persons of the highest
distinction and very great property belonging to the
County of Cornwall, it was unanimously agreed to
recommended the Hon. Robert Carteret Esq., son and
heir to Lord Carteret and grandson to the Countess of
Granville, as a ~rson proper to succeed the late Sir
William Carew as one of the representatives for this
said county. His being heir to the Granville family,
formerly in the highest esteem of this county and at
present of as great property as almost any other in it,
is undoubtedly a good foundation of his being thus
recommended.
The late Sir William Carew having had the favour of
this county at six successive elections, there can be no
reason to complain if a turn should now be given to
some other family, every way at least equally qualified
for such an honour, unless it be designed to make that
honour hereditary on one or two families . . .
(T. Pitt to - Marshal , ND 1744, OL VII 85)
Borlase was placed in a most invidious position when he received letters urging him to support Carteret , from John Harris
and (in most peremptory terms) from the Duke of Bolton, the
Lord of the Manor of Ludgvan who had presented him to that
living in 1722;one also came from Sir William Morice urging the
claims of Carew:
Sir William Carew, your late representative for the
County of Cornwall, being dead, and all the
Gentlemen in the Whig interest having unanimously
agreed to set up Mr. Carteret (Lord Carteret 's son) to
be chosen in his room, I therefore desire, and in
gratitude shall expect, you to give your vote and interest for him at the next election , by which , you'll
oblige, your most assured friend ,
Bolton.
P.S. This gentleman is grandson to the Countess of
Granville, and it is upon the family's interest he is set
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up, and not because Lord Carteret is Secretary of
State.
(from Duke of Bolton, 12 March 1743/4,

OL I 238)
I must entreat you to use your best endeavours to
prevail upon all the gentlemen in your neighbourhood
to be present at the Assizes at Launceston ; if we can
have a number of gentlemen to appear for us at that
time, I have not the smallest doubt but that we shall be
able to drive our enemies out of the field , and oblige
them to make a shameful retreat. I know your zeal and
inclination for Sir John and myself will prompt you to
be as active as possible in this affair, and really the
peace and happiness of the County depends on the
success of this election.
(from Sir William Morice , 17 March 1743/4 ,

OL I 238)
In his reply to the Duke, Borlase defied , with the utmost
deference and tact, one of the greatest magnates in the land; if one
of his patrons had to be disobliged, it had better be the absentee
Duke rather than Borlase's Cornish friends.
I have received the honour of yours, and think myself
very unfortunate that when Your Grace was disposed
to mention Lord Carteret's son to me, to succeed Sir
William Carew, I had no friend near, to acquaint you
with the obligations I lay under to the principal gentlemen who were likely to oppose him, and the intimacy
I have been honoured with for more than twenty years
by Sir John St. Aubyn, besides the confidence he had
lately placed in me, of trusting his only son's education
to me. I am in that situation also, my Lord Duke, as
that I have obligations of the same nature with those,
which I shall always acknowledge with the utmost
gratitude I owe to Your Grace, to Sir William Morice ,
whose letter for Sir Coventry Carew I received
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immediately after Your Grace's ; I had particular obligations to the late Sir William Carew, whose further
favours I was soliciting (not without some hopes of
success) when he died .
I am persuaded that if Your Grace had been acquainted
with these attachments, you would have been so good
to me as to leave me at liberty (as the other gentlemen
must do) to serve my country, in the best manner I am
able, at the approaching election; and if I find myself
obliged to depart from Your Grace's recommendation
(which I shall do with great reluctance) you will
impute it, not to a sense of any obligations superior to
those I have to you, but to the sincere, though perhaps
mistaken conviction, of what I owe to my country.
(to Duke of Bolton, ND March 1744, LB I 74)

The favour of your last I received, and immediately
after a letter from my Lord Duke of Bolton, which I
think myself equally obliged to thank you for. If there
be an opposition for this county (which I believe and
hope there will not be) I shall be at the election (God
willing) and vote as my affection for my country shall
direct me. It is the only public capacity I can serve my
country in, and I'll do it according to the best of my
power, without once considering what I shall get or"
what I shall lose by it; for you know that it was always
my opinion, and I never hid it from you or any other
person whatsoever, that in all such cases, the love of
one's country ought to be superior to every other
consideration .
(to John Harris , ND March 1744, LB I 74)
In the event, Carew was elected, and held the seat until his
death four years later.
The other county seat fell vacant later in the year in sad
circumstances. Sir John St. Aubyn, on his way home from
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London , was taken ill at Pencarrow, the seat of Sir John Molesworth, and died there on 15th August at the age of 44. Sir William
Morice wrote to Borlase with the news:
I am grieved to tell you that our dear and worthy friend
Sir John St. Aubyn is no more. We are now here in the
utmost distress. I have this moment sent the children
to Werrington; I have all the tenderness and regard for
them imaginable , and I will make it the constant study
and business of my life to watch over them , and to promote their ease and happiness . I must beg leave to
inform you that Sir John Molesworth is absolutely
resolved to offer himself for the County. I don't in the
least doubt of your readiness to serve him , but I must
beg you to solicit your friends as soon as possible , for
our enemies are new at work, and it would be a most
severe mortification to us all for such dirty people to
triumph over us.
(from Sir William Morice, 16 August 1744, OL I 239)
Borlase's reply describes the outburst of political activity
designed to secure the succession of Sir John Molesworth to the
vacant seat:
Upon the melancholy account from Pencarrow of Sir
John St. Aubyn's illness, and repeated advices that
there were no hopes of his recovery, Mr. Hawkins, Mr.
Collins 36 and myself began to be in pain , not only for
the particular loss of the most dear and honoured
friend, but also the general loss which this county
would sustain. It was therefore agreed to meet at
Tehiddy on Wednesday last (concluding that we must
there hear of Sir John's death), and that I should from
thence immediately after dinner proceed on towards
Pencarrow (being informed that you were there), in
order to be acquainted with your and Sir John Molesworth's sentiments and resolutions on so deplorable an
accident. At the same time we did not in the least
doubt but that the same zeal, which you showed for the
36. Christo pher Hawkins of Trewinnard , St. En h, and Edward Collins, Vicar of St. Enh.
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true interest of this county, with so much success, on
a late occasion, would animate you even in this; and
wished above everything that Sir John Molesworth
would offer himself for the county. At Tehiddy, hearing some rumour of Sir John's having been better the
Monday, and that he was not dead , we were willing to
entertain the best hopes of his recovery, and so I
returned hither that night. Till Friday evening we
could learn nothing certain, when Sir Francis Vyvyan's
letter from Sir John Molesworth informed us (for Mr.
Collins and I were with him at Trelowarren) both of
the loss of Sir John St. Aubyn, and of what was most
likely to remedy the public part of it, Sir John Molesworth's intention to stand for the county in his room .
Sir Francis was very hearty, and immediately
dispatched as many messengers as time would permit ,
to places thought most necessary to be first applied to.
Mr. Hawkins sent Mr. Trevenin to us to desire we
might meet him at Clowance Saturday afternoon, and
the letters from Sir John Molesworth, and immediately
we proceeded to send an answer to Sir John Molesworth, expressing our readiness to serve him , and our
thanks for his being so ready to serve his country. With
this Mr. Hawkins sent letters to the several Stewards of
the Tehiddy and his son's estates, and to several tenants
in the east. As to the west , we have taken all possible
care ; Penzance list was brought to us at Clowance by
a very honest gentleman one Mr. Veale,n and Sir
John Molesworth will have a great majority there ; the
same day Mr. Arundell and Parson Gwavas,38
gentlemen of the best interest in Paul, went there , and
there is no doubt of a majority there also. The St. Ives
people were also applied to, in the most proper
J7. Probably George Vea le, Attorney of Penzance, who married Walter Borlase's eldest
daughter Lydia in September 1744.
38. Not identified . No record found of the Arundell family owning propen y in Paul. or
of a Parson Gwavas. William Gwavas of Penzance, the Co rnish Language scho lar. died
in 1741 leaving no son: he owned the tithes of Paul . but was not a clergyman .
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manner we could think of there , and the steps pursued ,
and upon the whole we hope to have three to two in our
Hundred, in spite of all opposition which we can at
present foresee . However , as we must sometimes
contented with half promises instead of whole ones,
and very often the most solemn promises are ineffectual, and as Sir John St. Aubyn's personal interest here
was very great , and consequently the shock will be
most felt in these parts , it was the opinion that it might
be of great service to the general cause, if you and Sir
John Molesworth would come to Clowance , and make
a short tour to the towns where there are great numbers
of votes, and the sooner the better . . .
And now Sir . . . you will excuse me if I presume to
condole with you, and the distressed orphans, on the
most melancholy accident that could have befallen you
both; you have that humanity to consider, that though
yours is the greatest loss , mine is great enough in conscience, and will excuse me for mentioning upon
paper, what my heart is too full of to mention any other
way. You need not have mentioned to me your
tenderness and regard for the dear children of your
sister's; I have the honour to know you too well to
doubt of their finding in you every support which they
can want ...
(to Sir William Morice , 19 August 1744, LB I 75)
A letter to Dr. Oliver shows Borlase 's concern both for the
candidacy of Molesworth (who was elected and held the seat until
1761) and for the orphaned St . Aubyn children, especially his
former pupil , the new Sir John:
One comfort I can give you, who must be solicitou s
for his children in proportion as you love his memory .
Sir W. Morice has all the tenderne ss in the world for
them , and will spare no pains , care or expense to carry
on their education in the track designed. The young Sir
John is now here with Sir W. Morice , and Sir J.
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Molesworth who is candidate for the County, and 'tis
thought wi!J be chosen without opposition, in spite of
the weak efforts of our most noble Patriots, who can't
prevail on Mr. Carteret to stand again; his being put up
last time on so pitiful an interest having made his
journey down h~re the most disagreeable one he ever
took, if you may believe his own words. The young
Baronet goes to Werrington this week, in his way to
Oriel College in Oxford , and you need not fear but Sir
W. Morice will take every opportunity to create an
aversion in him towards every thing narrow and unbecoming, so that it must be his own fault entirely (which
I hope will not be the case) if he has not a genteel and
well conducted education.
(to William Oliver, 10 September 1744, LB I 75)
In 1745the initial success of the Jacobite Rebellion seemed to
threaten the entire edifice of Georgian England; for Walter and
William Borlase, as for Whigs throughout the land, the threatened accession of a Popish Pretender seemed to put at risk aJI they
had, the freedom gained in 1688 and the fruits of thirty years of
unchaJlenged political power. Walter hurled himself into the fray
with characteristic energy; he took fencing lessons from an old
French officer, and told Dr. Oliver that he had resolved "if things
come to extremity, to head a company, and die with the liberties
of my country". 39 He explained the issues, as he saw them, to
his eldest son, then a schoolboy at Westminster:
There is begun in Scotland a Rebellion in favour of the
Pretender , which should it succeed , would bring this
nation to destruction . The cause is the worst against
the best in the world - Popery against Protestantism,
arbitrary power against liberty and law. The dispute
will be, whether we shall be slaves or free, whether we
shall enjoy the purity of Christian faith, or be dragged
into a bloody and superstitious religion ; religion most
profanely so called, but what is worse than none.
Should it come to extremity, I shall not think it incon39. Quota1ions from Walter Borlase's letters are from PZL , App. no. 16.
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sistent with my function to take arms and, if it please
God, to die in the defence of my country.
For you, my dear child , whether they will leave you
any of the estate to succeed me in or not, that I much
doubt; but I trust you will succeed me in the same
spirit, and to the last breath of your life espouse the
glorious cause of your dear country, liberty and true
religion. Take care, then , that you cultivate these
principles in your mind, and keep them untainted,
amidst a corrupt and infatuated generation. You have
already sense enough , I hope, to despise what foolish
children and more foolish women take credulously
from the Jacobitish faction ... I pray God, deliver us
from those worst of evils, Popery and Tyranny .
(Walter Borlase to John Pendarves Borlase,
10 October 1745, PZL)
In Cornwall rumours abounded; armed horsemen uttering
threats against Protestants were said to have been seen near
Lanherne, the ancient seat of the Catholic Arundells , and the Pretender himself was rumoured to be in hiding at Boskenna in St.
Buryan; Walter Borlase was able to refute the latter rumour by
searching the house at the invitation of its owner, Francis
Paynter.40
William Borlase at Ludgvan was, as usual , less belligerent than
his brother, though no less alarmed at what the future might
bring:
But Alas, I fear with you that the pencil will be now
dropped for the sword, and that whatever the next
generation may hope for or meet with, our lamp must
grow very dim, if not quite expire, before we shall see
an end to those civil broils which seem to be
threatened by the stretched out hand. God grant that
our forebodings may not prove true; I am sure there is
no one wishes more heartily for the preservation of the
constitution in Church and State than you and I do, and
40. PZL, Walter Borlase

10

Mr. Hearle, I December 1745.
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I think every man has reason to dread and tremble at
the consequences of this Rebellion , which at best must
render every thing we have precarious if it pleases
God, for reasons best known to himself , that it shall
succeed. If it does, I assure you (besides other things
more dear) I shall look on myself as no longer master
of Ludgvan for life, and shall think (but that I have had
already great content with what I have done here) that
I have laid out my money and time for I know not who,
since I may live to see another reap the fruits.
(to William Oliver, 13 December 1745, LB II 1)
But the threat soon passed , and in February 1746 Walter could
urge Dr. Oliver to rejoice in "the dispersion of young Perkin and
his Army of Rakehells ".
After the death of St. Aubyn , William Borlase's concern with
politics declined, as his devotion to study increased. His attitude
is well shown by an exchange of letters with Dr. Oliver in 1747,
when two of his former pupils were first elected to Parliament,
the young Sir John St. Aubyn at Launceston and Thomas
Hawkins at Grampound.
I wish you joy of your pupils being chosen at
Launceston and Grampound . The House of Commons
is a fine school for a young man, if he makes the right
use of it , and intends to learn rather than to squabble
about place and party. But I fear it is hardly to be expected that a man should have virtue enough not to list
under one banner or the other. The Patriot means a cur
that barks , till he gets a crust to stop his mouth. The
Country interest implies an obstinate opposition to the
Ministry , right or wrong , as the Court interest means
a servile compliance with all measures, good or bad.
To whom then should a person of virtue attach
himself? He must have more than his share of disin terestedness and courage if he dares be of the number
of the real lovers of his Country, which are so pitiful
a minority that , though they will herd together, it is not
easy to find out in what part of the House they sit. But

/I
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what have you and I to do with ministries and courts?
Let us thank Heaven that we are independent of both ,
a happiness for which I think I can never be sufficiently grateful.
(from William Oliver, 9 August 1747, OL m 100)

Nobody wishes better to the House of Commons than
I do, and I am entirely of your opinion, that it would
be the best of schools for the young gentlemen of this
nation, if there were less of party there, and those
names of distinction dropped, which are too apt to
engage young men as soon as they come upon the
stage, and wear off that candour and genteel impartiality, which is one of the greatest ornaments of the soul.
Party, I think , makes children of us all, nay infants, for
it takes away the use of our legs, as well as of our
choice; and when we are listed we can no longer go
alone, but we move, see, speak, nay learn to think, as
we are prompted , and directed by our leaders.
(to William Oliver, 20 October 1747, LB II 19)
EARLY STUDIES
During these years William Borlase devoted an increasing part
of such time as he could spare from his family and parishes , to
the study of the Antiquities and Natural History of Cornwall. In
undertaking the study of Cornish Antiquities , especially those of
prehistoric date, he was working on an almost untouched subject.
Cornwall abounded in early remains of almost every type and
period, but virtually nothing had been published, except unsystematic references to individual sites in the works of Carew,
Norden and Camden . The peninsula of West Penwith , where
Borlase lived, is so immensely rich in antiquities (especially
stone circles and other megalithic monuments of the neolithic and
bronze ages, and settlements and fortifications of the iron age
and the Romano-British period) that the task of recording and
classifying them, which be began, is still barely complete, after
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more than two centuries of work by many devoted successors.
The Cornish antiquaries of the previous generations , such men
as Richard Angwin of St. Just (died 1675), William Scawen of
St. Germans (died 1689), Nicholas Boson of Newlyn (16241703), John Keigwin of Mousehole (1642-1716), and William
Gwavas of Penzance (1676-1741), had devoted themselves
almost exclusively to recording the relics of the Cornish
Language, then in a state of swift and terminal decline , a task
which earned them the gratitude of posterity but left little time
for other branches of antiquarian study. 41 Borlase regretted that
Scawen, whom he admired as "an honest well-meaning
gentleman, a sincere patriot and a true Christian" ,42 had not
embarked upon his studies earlier in life:
It is very much to be lamented, that a gentleman of Mr.
Scawen's capacity should not have applied himself to
a subject he appears to have naturally been so equal to,
earlier in life. He was near four score when at the
desire of Lord Chief Justice North he set about his
Cornu-britannic Antiquities; and to commence author,
when one is ceasing to be a man, is much too late, in
my opinion; 'tis but blowing upon the embers, a few
sparks may now and then break forth, but in general
there rises little else but dust and ashes. . .
(to Charles Lyttelton, 5 January 1748/9,
CRO App. No. 36, LB II 41)
In 1700Cornwall was visited by Edward Lhuyd (1660-1709),
the pioneer Welsh Celticist, but although he made plans of a few
prehistoric sites and copied some inscriptions, he too was mainly
concerned with collecting linguistic material: 43
Lhuyd ... was not only knowing and modest, but of
so just and happy a temper that he seems to have had
no passion but for truth and knowledge, and would
mislead no man. As he was conversant in all dialects
of British, and a very good critic in general, every
41. P.A.S. Pool, The Death of Cornish (1975) 10- 17.
42 . RIC Vol. 7 240 (App. no. 19).
Briuinnica, 1707.
43. Much of Lhuyd's research on Co mish was publi shed in Arrh:i.!Ologia
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language he has touched upon has received light and
improvement from him ; but our county in particular is
so much indebted to him for his Comish Grammar ,
that (though it may be a little deficient in some points)
yet it is of so much use, that without . . . the help of
Mr. Lhuyd , I think it would have been impossible at
this time to attempt a language so near its last gasp,
with any prospect of success.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 15 April 1749,
BL Stowe MS 752 111, LB II 45)
The leading Cornish Antiquary of the generation immediately
before Borlase was Thomas Tonkin (1678-1742) , 44 the head of a
landowning family seated at Trevaunance in St. Agnes, who was
sadly prevented from publishing his work by financial problems
which eventually cost him his estate, and who was thus sympathetically recalled by Borlase :
He took great pain s, was more than thirty years compiling , yet every thing left unfini shed , and the little
method he had , none of the best. He aimed at every
thing - Natural History, Antiquitie s (but of the
ecclesiastical kind) , church monuments , pedigrees,
parliamentary history, boroughs , manors , etymologie s
etc. His faults and defects rest with him ; he had very
little encouragement, spent his estate (which was considerable) as far as he could , and left this heap of
collections from other books , rather than much of his
own.
(to Charles Lyttelton , 71 April 1761,
BL Stowe MS 752 210)
A less distinguished contemporary was William Hals of
Merther (1655-1737) , known to posterity as one of the least
reliable of all writer s on Cornwall , an opinion from which
Borlase is unlikely to have dissented:
Mr. Hals left behind him several pieces (all which I
have seen) relating to the antiquities of Cornwall , and
44. For biography and list of MSS see H.L. Douch. 'Thomas Tonkin, an Appreciation of
a Neglected Corn ish Histo rian', JRIC 1962 145.
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his relations attempted a few years since to print the
whole in monthly numbers (as well I remember); but
upon the publication of some sheets, the world seemed
to think that they should neither be delighted nor instructed by the labours of this gentleman's pen, and so
this work fell by its own weight, the subscriptions for
publishing it being soon withdrawn.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 29 March 1749,
BL Stowe MS 752 109 , LB II 44)
The position in Natural History was somewhat similar. Carew
had something to say about bird and animal species which he encountered and found interesting; the great Naturalist John Ray
(1628-1705) visited Cornwall in 1662 and 1667, but , although his
published works on botany incorporated some Cornish material ,
the journal of his Tour remained unpublished until 1846;45
Tonkin collected a good deal of material on several branches of
Natural History, but , like his other work, this remained in manuscript. A few other Cornish naturalists did useful research,
especially George Jago of Looe (died 1726) in ichthyology and
Walter Moyle of St. Germans (1672-1721) in ornithology, but this
too was unpublished. 46 Nobody had attempted any systematic
study of the minerals on which so much of the prosperity of
Cornwall depended.
In general, Cornish studies in the early 18th century were at
a low ebb, and the greatest need was for a scholar who could
make accurate observations , record and interpret them intelligently and compare them with those made by others, and, above
all, who possessed the perseverance and resources to publish his
findings. This was to be the achievement of William Borlase .
His interest in antiquities was first aroused by the chance
discovery of a bronze age urn in a barrow on Castle-an-Dinas hill
in his own parish of Ludgvan, close to the great iron age fort on
the summit. He reported the discovery to Tonkin:
45. Itinera ry of John Ray, 1662, in Mem orials of John Ray, 1846.
46. F.A. Turk , 'Na 1ural His1ory S1udies in Co rnwall , 1700- 1900', JRlC 1959 229-37: and
for Jago, leuers of Jame s Dyer 10 WB, 1757. OL V 54. 55.
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I shall give you the best satisfaction I can concerning
the urn which I have in my custody. I need not inform
you that we have in these west parts several round
heaps of stones, negligently thrown together till the
middle of the pile naturally rises into a sort of
pyramidal figure. Among the rest , there is one of these
monumental piles about a furlong to the north-west of
Castle-an-Danis in this parish , which , however sacred
in former ages to the memory of some hero, has at present no other use than to afford some stones for
building. This pile was about fifty foot diameter , its
edges are enclosed with a circle of stones much larger
than the rest, which as we may imagine were so laid
to shape the pile, and confine the loose stones so as
they might more easily rise into a round pyramidal
figure. By reason of the continual pillaging of stonecarriers , stone proper for building growing scarce
upon the surface, it happened that after some digging
towards the centre , a flat stone appeared , which seeming to be well fitted for masonry was soon moved, and
being taken up discovered a square hollow formed by
four thin stones placed upright; in the middle of the
hollow, which was covered with the flat stone above
mentioned , was placed an urn , in which were human
adult bones which had been burnt. The urn is not of
the Roman elegance , as you will find by the draft of it
which I here send you, at least I could not find any one
like it in Father Montfaucon's 47 collection. I doubt not
but you will rather incline to believe it of Danish
extraction.
I leave it to you antiquarians to enquire whether this
discovery will contribute in any manner to satisfy the
curious world that these round pyramidal heaps
(which in stony places are of stone, but in Wiltshire,
Dorset and the rest are of earth for want of stone) are
any other than Danish sepulchral piles, erected over
47. Bernard de Montfaucon (1655-1741), French monk and antiqua ry, author of
L'Antiquite Expliquee et Representee en Figures, 1719.
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the urns of some deceased general or noble.
(to Thomas Tonkin , N.D . February 1727/8,
LB I 22)
The clarity of Borlase's account of the barrow is remarkable,
and its value is unimpaired by the mistaken attribution to the
Danes, caused by the occurrence in the name of the Cornish word
dinas, which actually means 'fort'. In this letter to Tonkin,
Borlase expressly disclaimed the status of an antiquarian, and
years later he recalled Tonkin as "a kind of tutor to me in those
studies".48 The awakening of his interest both in Antiquity and in
Natural History was owed to encouragement from two Cornish
physicians, both living outside the county, William Oliver and
John Andrew, and from his clerical neighbour Edward Collins,
Vicar of St. Erth from 1730 to 1755.

WilliamOliver (1695-1764) was the son of John and Mary
Oliver of Trevarno in Sithney and was a distant kinsman of
WilliamBorlase. 49 After graduating in medicine at Cambridge,
and studying at the internationally famous medical school at
Leyden under the celebrated Herman Boerhaave, he practised for
a while at Plymouth and settled in 1725at Bath, which he termed
"the universal hospital both of this and other nations".50 He
sought Borlase's aid in recommending Cornish patients, and in
1730Borlase himself visited Bath for treatment for rheumatism ,
which proved entirely successful. Thereafter the two men became
firm friends and regular correspondents; Oliver's practice
flourished, and for much of his life he was the leading physician
in Bath, although he is remembered today chiefly as the
originator of the famous 'Bath Oliver' biscuit. He bought a small
property at Box near Bath, and named it Trevarno in memory of
his Cornish home.
In 1730, after his return from Bath, Borlase sent Oliver a full
account of the fortification and barrow on Castle-an-Dinas ,
48. WB to Charles Lyttelton, 6 May 1760, BL Stowe MS 752 200.
49. John, son of John Oliver and brother of Dr. William Oliver, married in 1719Lydia.
daughter of Christopher Harri s and probably first co usin to WB (RIC Henderson
Calendar II 229).

50. OL I 99.
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·ending with a description of the remarkable view from the
supposedly Danish fort:
Every one must needs acknowledge that this station of
the Danes was very properly chosen by those who
expected continual succours and supplies from the sea;
you see from it the north and south seas, above 40
miles to the north, and to the south the most southern
promontory of England ; to the west you see the seats
of most of your relations, with the sea rounding the
Land's End, and all these several views enlivened by
ships sailing, on the south side blessed with a fair gale,
on the other, struggling against the great delays of
strong tides and adverse winds, here riding safe in
harbour, and there scarce getting clear of dangerous
cliffs and the juttings of the capes into the Channel.
Towards the east you have a large land prospect , with
great variety in the ground, such as rocky mountains ,
sandy hills, great number of churches , pleasant
villages round the shore of Mount's Bay, and in beauty
superior to every other particular, that fine little vale
of land , partly in this parish , which runs from north
to south and has at one end St. Michael's Mount . .. ,
and terminates towards the north in those sandy hills
through which the sea seems to have forced its
passage , and at present forms that little lake or harbour
called Hayle. In short I think that the Danes could not
have chosen a more commodiou s stand , either to
delight the eye, to discover the approaching enemy, or
the long wished for succours from their native country.
(to William Oliver, 5 June 1730, BL Add . MS
38626, LB I 25)
Oliver 's reply commended Borlase 's survey as "very curious,
and worthy of an Antiquary, a Philosopher, a Painter and a Poet".
Borlase responded by sending his friend accounts of Trematon
Castle and of St. Michael's Mount , followed in 1734 by a detailed
record of his experiments with water from the mineral well at
Colurrian in Ludgvan. 51
51. OL I 99, LB II 26, TI, 30.
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John Andrew (1710-72) , Borlase 's other medical mentor, was
a native of the parish of St. Erme . After education at Oxford
(where he was a Fellow of Exeter College) he spent some time
practising medicine at Bath under the direction of Oliver, and in
1735 went to Leyden to study under Boerhaave. There he also
studied Chemistry under Dr . John Frederick Gronovius, and met
Carl Linnaeus, who was then on an extended visit to Leyden.
In 1735Andrew sent Borlase a gift of roots for his garden, and
requested in return a favour which Borlase was happy to grant :
Among other branches of Learning which the study of
Physick comprehends, I am become fond of
Chemistry, and the taste I have for it has frequently led
me into Boerhaave's and the Professor of Chemistry's
company, who have frequently showed me their
collections of rarities , which I find are very deficient
in metals and minerals ; and this defect, presuming
upon your granting the favour I am now going to
desire , I have promised to supply. It will be in your
power in one morning 's time to get a better collection
of these two fossils,52 than this whole University can
furnish out. Pray send me a little box, with as great a
variety as you can get. Wrap every species by its self,
and write upon the back the name it's called by among
the tinners .
(from John Andrew, 14 November 1735, OL I 155)
I received the favour of yours with much pleasure,
having but few greater satisfactions in this corner of
the world than to hear that those of my friends , who
are more at liberty to range and vary their life and
situation, do well, and enjoy those opportunities of improvement, '#hich their friends, fortune and health
shall afford them. Before Physick was your choice, I
did all in my power to fix your inclinations another
way, and that not out of any low opinion of that profession, for which I have all honour and esteem, but
52 . Word used by WB and his co ntemporari es in very wide sense to include all minerals.
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partly out of that innocent partiality which every one
tolerably easy in life has for his own occupation, and
partly out of selfishness (which I hope you will
forgive), as well knowing that Physick and Cornwall
were incompatible, that I must bid adieu to you for
life, and instead of having you always near me, must
be contented with a letter or two in haste once a year,
and a prescription at a distance once in an age. These
were my thoughts whilst you remained undetermined,
since which I have wished you all manner of success.
I have always desired that some lucky incident or other
might call you abroad, where the Physician might at
least have equal assistances, and the Gentleman all the
additional advantages of seeing different countries.
By what I hear from and of you, I am in a fair way to
have all my friendly wishes for you succeed. 'Tis not
the least pleasure yours gives me, when it informs me
of my being able to serve you even at this distance. I
approve extremely of your giving some time to
Chemistry; Naturalists who know nothing of this art
(if any such there are) lose all the pleasures, amusements and discoveries which one Element out of the
four (and that the most searching and penetrating of
all, namely Fire) is capable of procuring them, and I
must needs own you would be altogether inexcusable
if you should slight this opportunity of being under so
great a master as Boerhaave. You flatter me, but I
should be too vain to believe that I can any ways contribute to gratify the curiosity of that Professor, but
however, as I can deny you nothing, that you but
imagine will give you satisfaction, I will comply with
your request (though no adept in this part of
knowledge) and send you the best sort of fossils and
minerals that I can light on.
(to John Andrew, 4 December 1735, LB I 34)
With this letter went the first of three consignments of minerals
that Borlase sent to Leyden, including specimens of tin, copper,
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iron and lead ores, as well as the beautiful quartz crystals known
as 'Cornis h Diamonds' (see Appendix for list of first consignment). Andrew divided the first consignment between Linnaeus,
Gronovius and Boerhaave, and then asked Borlase for more, both
for experiments and for Gronovius's cabinet. Borlase duly
obliged; Andrew reported that "nothing could oblige the Doctor
[Gronovius] more; he was quite transported, and desires me to
assure you that you may command him freely in any thing". By
this time Borlase and Gronovius were corresponding direct;
Gronovius showed some of Borlase's specimens to Linnaeus, who
"seeing them, confessed that he never saw at once [ at one time
such a fine collection". Linnaeus also gave an opinion (in Latin)
in reply to a query from Borlase on the liquefaction of a specimen
of copper ore, and commented on some of the other specimens.
Borlase wrote to Gronovius of Linnaeus, "the more I dip into the
nature of the fossil kingdom, the more I perceive the justness of
his philosophy". 53
In 1738Dr. Andrew returned to England and paid a short visit
to Ludgvan, bringing for Borlase a copy of Linnaeus's System of
Botany; in 1740 he settled to practise at Exeter, where he
prospered , and married advantageously a sister of Sir William
Courtenay of Powderham.
The correspondence of Borlase and Andrew shows that it was
Andrew's persuasion which led Borlase to extend and systematise
his studies in Natural History, with a view to possible
publication:
What I would recommend to you is a more diligent
search into Natural Philosophy, than I imagine you
have hitherto made. You, who have a mind capable of
being strongly affected with the charming variety that
is to be met with in that study, can never want matter
for your imaginations to dwell upon with pleasure and
delight. You have another happiness, which is that of
being situated in a country where those studies may be

J

53. OL I 159, 199; LB I 44. For this correspondence see S. Savage, 'Linnaeus and
Cornwall', Svenska Linn-Sallskapets Arsskrift (Proceedings of Linnean Society of
Sweden) Vol. 39-40 (1956-7) 7-32, an anicle which might appropriately have been
entitled "Borlase and Europe'.
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followed with the greatest ease and advantage. And I
am surprised that a person of your taste and abilities,
should not think it worth his while to enquire into, and
oblige the world with an account of, the Natural
Curiosities of his country, which I am ashamed to say
are almost wholly unknown . And would you undertake
this work, the execution would be no less agreeable to
yourself , than useful to the world .
But my chief view is an addition to your happiness. In
the first place, the exercise this will oblige you to take
will preserve you from any disorders , and may
increase your life many years. I am sure all that know
you will thank me for giving you this advice. But
besides, your mind will be always entertained in the
most agreeable manner, which , let me tell you, does
not a little contribute to long life. And it may deserve
consideration whether any study is more agreeable to
your profession; you'll agree with me, I believe, that
no other can give us more exalted notions of the Deity,
nor incline our minds more to adoration ; for from
whence can one have greater proofs of his existence,
power and beneficence? Yet this is not all that is got by
such a study; for no other calms the passions so much ,
nor so much inclines us to the practice of every
Chri stian virtue ... A tolerable knowledge of plants
and minerals is all that's requisite, and whatever
deficiency you may fancy you have with regard to
either of these , I believe I shall be able to supply by
means of some things which I'll send you, as soon as
you give me an account of your approbation of this
scheme.
The study of minerals and botany has been very much
improved and contracted of late, by the help of some
Tables which a friend of mine published some time
ago. The work that I hint at is this. One Linnaeus a
Swede, whom thanks to your kindness for an
introduction , I may call my friend, published three
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Tables of the three Kingdoms, the Mineral, the
Vegetable, and the Animal, in which are comprehended all the different Genus's that are to be met with
in each, and by observing a few general rules may be
all distinguished from each other. As soon as you are
master of these Tab\es, which at most won't take up a
week, whatever plant or mineral you may happen to
meet with in your searches, by referring to these
Tables you may easily find to what Genus it belongs,
and then to find out the Species, by looking into some
other book which will be referred to, nothing is more
easy.
(from John Andrew, 5 March 1736, OL I 165)
I wish you all manner of success in your researches
after nature, and if I enjoyed the great advantage of
friends that turned their studies into the same channel ,
I might be probably tempted to engage in what you
propose; but as my situation denies me that great
pleasure, and I must walk, or rather wander, single
and solitary in the path you point out for me, the task
appears by much too difficult, intricate and perplexed.
As to Natural History, I acknowledge with you that my
country suffers for want of being known, and that the
world would be pleased to know it, and I cannot but
wish that some one who has leisure and ability would
entertain the one, by endeavouring to deliver the other
from the obscurity which it so undeservedly labours
under. As to the topography, there is much also
wanting, the British History of it is very imperfect,
and then the Romans have been scarce discovered to
have been here above thirty years. You see how
defective not only the natural, but every other kind of
history relating to this country is, and I cannot but be
of opinion that these several parts might be so adjusted
as to make one beautiful composition , like a nosegay
of flowers...
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I do not despair to see something of this nature
undertaken by much abler hands, and if I can
contribute my mite to its execution, there is no one
whose direction and assistance I shall more esteem
than yours. What collection I may have when you
return I know not, but I shall not fail, I hope , to set
a greater value upon fossils than I have hitherto done,
and am now making a closet which I already wish to
furnish with drawings of the landscapes , antiquities ,
fossils and Roman medals found in Cornwall. Our
country affords us also a great variety of plants, ...
which deserve a curious inspector, but in this and
many other entertaining arts I must satisfy myself with
a superficial slight acquaintance.
(to John Andrew, 18 May 1736, LB I 36)

You have set my head and heart a'gadding after the
natural curiosities of our country. . . Will you assist
me with your advice, inspect my method, turn your
thoughts and enquiries a little towards the same
subject , correct my mistakes but not expose them? At
this unhappy distance from libraries you know I can't
but fall into great errors, as well as struggle with much
want of books and friend s; can you at your leisure at
London or Oxford turn to some books I shall mention,
and see what therein relates to Cornwall?
I believe I shall have the assistance of one friend in this
country upon whom I shall lay great stress; 54 'tis the
only man in the world (before this letter) who knows
my design of turning my studies this way; and as I am
at present entirely unfit to undertake any thing ,
especially of so difficult a nature as the natural and
palaeographical de sc ription of this country, I must
enjoin you secrecy of the strictest nature , and assure
you that you cannot , without exposing me to ridicule,
54 . Presumably Edward Co llins of St. Enh.
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acquaint any of your friends that I have a design of this
kind, for which all the world knows me so unequal. Of
this more in my next , till when think of me as of one
just entering upon his ABC amidst a thousand
avocations, and pity me as one that has every thing to
learn ...
(to John Andrew, 6 December 1736, LB I 39)

Since you now seem thoroughly resolved to make
yourself acquainted with the natural curiosities of your
country, the most fruitful of such perhaps of any in the
world, give me leave to wish you joy of it, and to
assure you that whatever is in my power, you may
freely command. Whenever I reflect upon your
design, it gives me the greatest pleasure in the world ;
for besides the thoughts of being able to take a view
of my native country in your description, whenever I
please, 'tis no small satisfaction to me to think that you
are entering upon a scene, extremely extensive, I
might almost say unbounded, which will always afford
something new, and always grow more and more
engaging and delightful. . .
I shall obey your orders in keeping it a secret, though
for my life I can't see your reason for it. I am sure it
would give your friends, as well as mine, a great deal
of pleasure to hear of your design, for though at
present perhaps you may be a little unequal to it, every
one of them knows you may soon qualify yourself for
whatever you please. I long to be with you to have a
share of the pleasure of your searches into Natural
Philosophy ; the farther you pursue this study, I assure
you the more delight you'll have in it.
(from John Andrew, 25 February 1736/7,
OL I 163)
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You have set me a task which I am grown unreasonably
fond of, and will make all my friends in little time
complain, I fear, of my neglect of them ; however, my
advances are but very slow, because we live, you know,
in a country full of avocations which, though none of
the most disagreeable, yet prevent all expeditious progress, and are so far enemies to literature. I envy you
the conversation of the learned, especially those
learned in Natural Knowledge, but my envy is not of
the splenetic or malicious kind, but a mixture of my
own uneasiness, at being placed at such a distance
from every one of that agreeable cast , and of fears that
my poor endeavours will not be able in many years to
teach me what I might learn easily in a month, if I
were with you. But the little superficial taste in these
matters, which I have struggled after for some months
past, has indeed given me so much pleasure , that the
pursuit will engage me to go on, although I should
prove utterly unsuccessful, and unable to convey that
pleasure to others; but your offers are so very kind,
that I must despair of nothing, if you will be so kind
as to lead the way, and direct me, for I must hope for
more now than your assistance.
Without reserve then , I do really believe, with you,
that a description of our native country may possibly
be made, agreeable to every man of letters; but as the
subject is extensive, 'tis equally difficult , I am
sensible , and never to be well performed by any one
individual person in the world. It is full of the curiosities of nature within; and without has so many
monuments sepulchral , military and religious, the
climate so temperate , the soil so plentiful , the plants
so many, the natural advantages of havens for trade so
commodious, that no one country of equal extent in
the world will probably afford so great a variety. True
it is that the history of Cornwall, civil and military, is
poorly preserved , and a perfect series not to be hoped
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for; but what can be got together either from published
historians, or the private records about in the Heralds'
office, Cotton Library and other repositories, may, I
hope, in time be got together; and when digested, it
may be easily discerned whether anything of that kind
is fit to be touched upon, or whether that subject
should be wholly dropped, as sunk in impenetrable
darkness .
I have only acquainted my friend and neighbour Mr.
Collins with this embryo, but I hope not abortive
scheme; he has promised me everything in his power,
and I hope I shall engage him to make collections in
the historical and antiquarian way. In the mean time
my endeavours shall all tend to enquiries in the natural
world, to view every curiosity of that kind, to draw
faithfully what is too large to be procured , to collect
minerals and fossils of aJI kinds, and endeavour to
understand, as much as one quite ignorant of
chemistry and the fusion of metals may do without
these great advantages.
(to John Andrew, 12 September Im, LB I 43)

I loved Natural History always, but that no one at
present loves it more, I am to thank you for; but I have
neither leisure for travel and surveying, fortune for
instruments and experiments, nor books for study, so
as to make any great progres s in it; but the little
collections and observations which I have made, and
shall still I hope continue though but slowly to increase ,
shall be at anyone's service who is capable of undertaking the Natural History of Cornwall, which I look
upon as a task much superior to my abilities, if not to
that of most single persons , as I have always told you ;
and let me add, that 'tis a county whose Natural
History, well executed, will be superior to any thing of
that kind which has yet come to my notice . . .
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I wish you all the success in the world, and that you
may be no longer a wanderer in any respect, I wish you
a good wife; if I did not know you well, I would add
two other wishes, which should be much Religion, and
little Party.
(to John Andrew, 5 March 1739/40, LB I 65)
Throughout his life as a scholar William Borlase studied
Antiquities and Natural History together:
With all my love to Natural History, I find a great
share of my heart is taken up by the Antique: so far are
they from being incompatible studies , that they travel
sociably together, lodge in the same space or room in
one bed and breast, and for one and the same hire
appear so readily upon all calls, that whatever
remarkable escapes the one, is no sooner seen than it
is noted, observed and registered by the other.
(to John Andrew, 10 July 1738, LB I 47)
Borlase reported his progress to Dr. Oliver, whose reply was
somewhat belated but showed him in a characteristically jovial
mood:
Leisure indeed is all in life I have to boast of, and that
leisure would by this time have degenerated into little
better than perfect idleness, but that a friend I have at
Leyden has been rousing me up, and taking care to
prevent the approaching lethargy. In other words, I
have been kept employed in collecting and sending
fossils to your and my very good friend Mr. Andrew,
and his acquaintance there, for about two years last
past. I must needs say I looked upon these things at
first in a very trifling light, and thought the fancy was
sufficient to say something and enough of them ; but
my friends there desiring me to send them the best
account I could learn of the situation, pabula, and
every other remarkable exterior property of the lodes
from whence the metals here proceed, as also of the
management of them, I quickly found this part of
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knowledge every day more difficult , and of greater
extent; and whenever I sent away a box of fossils, I
found they left some impression behind them , and the
more I collected , the fonder I grew of them. At length,
surprised to find the great varieties and beauties of the
mineral kingdom, and observing with pleasur e that the
little spot I live in could furnish enough to give
pleasure to, and even excite the commendation of, a set
of learned men who have seen the Sweden, Hungary
and German mines, and studied the fusion of metals
many years, I too easily entertained some thoughts of
pursuing this part of knowledge, and of examining our
mines and their contents with a closer application than
has yet been done. . .
From the fossil I would make some excursions into the
vegetable world; I begin now to pass from the love of
flowers (the gaiety of which is suited well enough to
the days of youth) and to collect the roots , stalks and
leaves of herbs, I begin to admire the beautiful distribution of juices, so easily to be traced to the very
extremities of the plant , the infinite variety of shapes
into which Nature has cut the leaves, the different
greens , the tender provision for the seed .. . These are
beauties, it must be allowed, not quite so glaring as
those of the tulip, or the rose, yet they are beauties of
a graver kind, and may not misbecome the enquiries
of a more serious age .
Not satisfied yet with what the land affords, I search
the sea for coral, moss and other plants, of which our
sea yields us great plenty, and cannot but observe that
the sea moss surpasses much in colour every moss
which the land affords. Now I range with great
pleasure the shores and cliffs which were before
dreadful; I descend mines without much concern , I
walk into natural caves, admire the pendant ferns, ivy
and the twisted climbing tribe, examine the waters,
search for petrification s, with as much curiosity and
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earnestness as one of your Beaus would go into a toy
shop, to make his observations upon the snuff-boxes,
buckles, heads of canes and things of like importance.
(to William Oliver, I November 1737, LB I 43)

Your mind is, I find , got into a very out of the way state
indeed! You begin to take notice of the works of Nature
which surround you, and from a closer observation,
you stamp a whimsical value upon them, infinitely
above the common price in the market. You esteem a
piece of ore according to the rareness of its species, its
uncommon crystallisations, or beautiful ramifications,
without considering what proof it will yield at the
smelting house . You prefer the exuviae of one periwinkle, found on the top of a high inland mountain , to
six live lobsters just taken out of the sea; and it has
been observed that you discovered more joy in your
countenance , when you have fancied that, by
penetrating the deep with more than hewer's 55 eyes,
you have discovered a branch of coral at the bottom,
than a man of your gravity ought to have suffered
himself to have expressed, if he had seen a nest of
pieces of eight, the gloriou s exuviae of the last wreck .
These circumstances , joined with the whimsical
furniture of your room , and your frequently muttering
to yourself such uncouth sounds as Marcasite, Petrifaction, Stalactites etc., have given great reason to
many of your friends to suspect that you were quite out
of your parts; but others have fancied that you were
gone over to the Church of Rome, and I can't but say
you gave some ground for the conjecture. Your
sending so many boxes to outlandish people in foreign
parts looked very suspicious ; they were observed to be
very heavy, and though you pretended to fill them with
55. Hewer or Huer, a fisherman stationed on a cliff to watch for pilchard shoals and signal
their movements to boats.
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Mundick 56 (a likely story indeed), 'twas more than
probable that it contained collections of more valuable
metals, raised by some persons at home I don't care to
name, for the unlawful support of their friends abroad ,
whom I don't care to mention.
(from William Oliver, 5 September 1738, OL I 11 l)
On 25 June 1738,57 when riding on his father's property at
Bosworlas in St. Just, Borlase made the surprising discovery of
seemingly artificial rock-basins (Plate 9) which, more than any
other factor, determined the future course of his antiquarian
thought. Having made similar discoveries on several rocky hills
and out-crops elsewhere in the district, he sought the opinion of
Dr. Andrew:
As you are supposed to be at Oxford , I beg leave to
trouble you about a few old books. The occasion is
this, I have met with some ancient monuments in these
parts, the use and intent of which I cannot yet
decipher; however I am persuaded they were
originally designed subservient to the uses of pagan
worship. I also take them to be older than the invasions
of the Danes, to whom we owe a great variety of our
other Comish antiquities, and therefore not improbably belonging to the sacred rites of the Druids, of
whom therefore I should be glad if you would enquire
out and recommend me to the most complete
historian .
(to John Andrew, ND May 1739, LB I 53)
Andrew recommended him58 to seek the opinion of Francis
Wise (1695- 1767), an antiquarian Fellow of Trinity College,
which Borlase proceeded to do:
It is in confidence that whatever has the air of
Antiquity will be agreeable to you, that I here enclose
56. Not now an accepted mineral term: a loose term for pyrite, both iron pyrite and
arsenopyrite.
57. BL Egenon MS 2657 7; AC 225 give~ the year as 1737
.
58. OL I 181.
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the rude monuments I lately met with on the top of one
of our crags, together with the following notes relating
to their measurement, situation, and different appearances. Going to a tenement in the parish of St. Just
called Bosorlas, I passed by several vast rocks, which
stood near the footpath but at some yards distance one
from the other. One of these lying in a reclining
posture, and easily to be ascended, I got upon out of
curiosity, and to my surprise found near the summit a
little pit, trough or basin cut by art, and a lip or outlet
to discharge the liquor (whatever it were that it was
made to receive) so as it might flow downwards and
leave the basin dry. On this unusual sight I examined
some other rocks of the same size, and found that
several of them had one basin each.
The man who walked with me wondered to see me
take notice of these, and told me there were some more
remarkable ones of the same nature not far off, on top
of a high earn which he used to climb and play upon
when he was a boy. As soon as I could conveniently
I went to view this earn; it consists of several immense
flat stones piled on one the other . . . , and the place
is thence styled Bosorlas Leowes or Leehews, in
English as I take it, Bosorlas flat stones. In this earn
there are four rocks which have some, more or less of
these basins ... About a mile hence at Carn Cangeack
[ at Bosorne in St. Just] I found two of the same
artificial cavities cut in one of the principal rocks. . . ,
there is one on a earn at St. Michael's Mount , and on
Carn-bray [ Carn Brea hill in Illogan there are
several.

J

I don't know whether it is worth while to inform you,
that the country people here call the Leehews or
Leowes by the general name of the Giants' Quoits, and
suppose these basins to have been wrought into them
by the Giants, that by inserting their fingers and
thumbs into these hollows they might more easily
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grasp those rocks, whenever they were disposed to
play at Quoits with them.
(to Francis Wise, 20 September 1739, LB I 56)
Borlase went on to speculate on the purpose of the basins ,
mentioning again the theory of Druidical origin which he had
suggested to Andrew. Wise replied with the caution befitting an
Antiquary:
The Antiquities you are pleased to mention are of a
sort entirely new to me, for I don't remember that such
have been described by the writers of this or any other
nation, and I believe it will be a hard matter to
ascertain their age. Your hypothesis about the Druids
is indeed very ingenious and learned , and may seem
to be confirmed by the accounts of their rites given by
ancient authors; but yet I think it will stand in need of
other supports, viz. the testimony of like monuments
being found in places where the Druids likewise
resided , as in Wales, and particularly in Anglesey,
their last retreat; and this perhaps would put it beyond
dispute. At present I confess I can hardly persuade
myself, that they are so old as the times of the Druids,
and what other epoch to assign them I am altogether
at a loss. It will likewise be a difficult matter, I fear,
to tell for what uses they were intended . . .
(from Francis Wise, 5 November 1739, OL I 218)
Later letters from Borlase to Wise show the development of his
Druidical theory, and his resistance to suggestions that the basins
might be of natural origin:
I have at last found a great quantity of these basins
spread over the whole surface of a large rock, and discharging themselves through two general lips or
mouths near the ground, which convinces me that
these basins were designed for to collect the snow and
rain water in their greatest purity, before they touched
the earth . .. Has any author you have met with taken
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notice of the Druids being extremely strict in their
choice of water? . . .
(to Francis Wise, 18 January 1741/2, LB I 72)

At first some gentlemen who went with me could not
be persuaded but that they were natural hollows, eaten
into the softer part of the rocks by time and weather ;
but on surveying them more narrowly, finding great
variety of shapes, some very deep and capacious, the
marks of art and design in their lips, and one not far
off from me a most exact mathematical Ellipsis (for in
Dr. Stukeley's Stonehengeyou will find abundance of
Geometry among the Druids), the gentlemen I
mentioned, far from being incurious, are entirely
satisfied that these monuments, though hitherto
unobserved , are indeed works of art, and remainders
of the most remote antiquity. I don't doubt, therefore,
but the same monuments may be discovered among the
rocks in Anglesey and in Wales; and if no such thing
shall happen to be discovered, they must then have
proceeded from some use and design, very singular,
and adapted only to the necessities of a little corner of
the world. But this I can scarce fear or suspect, and
therefore I shall one day offer my thoughts to you at
large with the reasons why I imagine them to have
been of superstitious and religious use among the
Druids.
(to Francis Wise, ND 1742, LB I 73)
Even though in 1740 William Borlase still doubted whether
publication of his researches would ever be possible , it seems that
he then took a major decision to systematise and extend them, for
three of his important manuscript collections were begun in that
year. These were the Hortus Siccus, containing dried flowers and
plants, mostly collected by Anne Borlase; the Parochial
Memoranda, a collection of historical and antiquarian notes on
Cornish parishes; and the Memoranda on Heraldry , containing
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the arm s, pedigrees and history of noted Cornish families . Of
Borlase's other manuscripts , the Collectanea, containing notes on
almost every aspect of Natural History and Antiquity , was begun
in 1736; the MiscellaneousObservations,with the first drafts of
what later became chapters in his books , in 1739; and the Cornish
Languagecollection , nqt until 1748.59
Once he had embarked on serious study, Borlase found himself
constantly frustrated by the lack of library facilities in Cornwall.
He drew the attention of the Archdeacon of Cornwall to this
problem , sending him detailed proposals for the establishment of
a County Library at Truro for the use of the clergy and gentry of
Cornwall:
It is a great misfortune to those in Cornwall , who are
at all inclined to learning , that their situation fixes
them at a very great distance from the two Universities , London , and the seat of their Diocesan [Exeter],
in all which places they might meet with helps and
incitements which at present they are utter strangers
to. It is also very much to the discouragement of
learning in all, the quite suppression of it in many, that
booksellers have within these last few years advanced
so much the price of all sorts of books, that really none
but persons of fortune and preferment have it in their
power to collect a number of books equal to any one
branch of study.
This is a general grievance to letters , but it is more so
in proportion to the distance persons are placed at
from all public libraries , and here in Cornwall most of
all , there being hardly any Archdeaconry in England
at so great a distance from the Universities , and
London (where there are still more books) , and at the
same time from the Diocesan's Cathedral , where there
is generally a library to which the studious may have
recourse, as the Archdeaconry of Cornwall is. The
great inconveniency of which is apparently this, that
no one in these parts has a possibility of applying
59. For these MSS see App. nos. 74, 39, 8, 19, 6, 34.
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himself to any study, which requires a competency of
books, with any prospect of success. No doubt among
the laity as well as clergy there may be persons , here
as well as elsewhere who, notwithstanding the great
obscurity of their situation , might be carried by their
natural temper to particular studies, as Divinity, Criticism, Antiquity and Natural History, which they must
now despair of appearing to any advantage in, for want
of books.
(to Rev. George Allanson, 25 February 1739/40,
LB I 62)
The Archdeacon was cautiously approving; Mr. Conon of the
Grammar School agreed to seek the support of Truro Corporation; but unhappily the plan was never put into effect, probably
for the reasons anticipated by Walter Borlase:
So useful a design I hope will find many to facilitate
it, and the prospect of advancing Religion and
Learning encourage all to employ their best services
for so glorious an end. I cannot yet presume to offer
my sentiments, though I may justly commend yours,
till I have an opportunity of knowing our good Diocesan's opinion , whose advice and countenance will
best direct and support it: and I shall take particular
pleasure in assisting my Brethren in so good a scheme,
that may be of use to the public and ourselves;
especially such as may improve our people in Religion
and Learning , and extend the benefits of our mission
to the edification of our flocks.
(from Rev. George Allanson , 8 March 1739/40,
OL I 264)
The design I think is very laudable, and I wish I could
not foresee so many difficulties and discouragements
attending it, from the indolence of some, the contentiousness and narrow-spiritness of others, as give
me little hopes ever to see it carried into execution.
However I would by no means damp the project ; the
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laying of it before better judges can do no hurt , and
should it receive the approbation and countenance of our
superiors , so as to be made feasible, I would be one
of those that should contribute to its advancement.
(from Walter Borlase, 6 March 1739/40,
OL I 267)

Mr. Peters our Mayor tells me that he believes the area
to the westward of the Church may be come at; and
you may assure yourself that this Corporation, as soon
as they see any Gentlemen of distinction in the County
beginning to stir in the affair, won't be wanting on their
part to promote a work, that may prove so very
beneficial to themselves .
(from George Canon, 28 March 1740, OL I 267)

I

Cornish scholars had to wait until 1792 for the foundation of /
the Cornwall Library at Truro, followed in 1818by the Penzance
1
Library and the Royal Institution of Cornwall.
In 1739 a large deposit of 'Cornis h Diamonds' was found in
Pillion-erth mine at St. Just, and Borlase made an adventurous
investigation of the site, sending a full account to Dr . Oliver :
I was soon determined to pay a visit to the mine from
whence it came, and scrambling down the side of a
precipice as well as I could, we were obliged, not
many fathoms down, to turn short to the right, and by
means of a single thorn twig, to wind ourselves into a
little cave. The cave or hole was in the side of a vast
hiatus, and far below the waters had made a large pool
which concealed the real depth, and left room for the
imagination to suppose it still more deep and
dangerous than it really was ... By the help of the
guide we got safe into our cave, and advancing a few
paces were obliged to stay till some rubbish was
removed, in order to make our further passage the
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more commodious. Whilst this was doing, my
business was to examine the strata on each side, the
vault above, and the fragments under foot, among
which I perceived many scattered remains of Cornish
Diamonds, which made us the more eager to proceed.
At last the passage was cleared, so that on our hands
and knees two of us crept after our guide into a hole,
not much larger than an ordinary oven, and much of
that figure. We had two candles with us, by means of
which we saw the roof, which might in the middle be
about five feet high from the floor, in other parts not
near so much. It consisted entirely of spar [ quartz
shot into Comish Diamonds. I could not discern any
in a perpendicular position, but in every other direction they pointed forth very plentifully. They were of
many sizes, sometimes in groups and clusters , sometimes single, now crossing each other, ahd now
standing by each other with parallel sides; some were
smooth and shining and clear, others rough and
opaque, some veined with red like porphyry , others
speckled thick with the smallest spots of black, purple
and a blueish cast; but the finest of all were those
which had innumerable little diamonds of the clearest
water stuck upon their sides, and which by the candle
had a lustre scarce to be conceived. Having gazed till
we could no longer hold up our heads, or open our
eyes, not being able to tum about we were forced to
crawl out on all fours with our feet foremost , from this
beautiful but incommodious place.
(to William Oliver, 3 April 1739, LB I 50)

J

This had a surprising sequel at the end of the year, bringing
Borlase into contact with one of the foremost literary figures of
the age, Alexander Pope,ro following an urgent appeal from Dr.
Oliver who was a close friend of the poet:
60. For Pope's grotto see Maynard Mack, The Garden and the City (Toronto 1969), chaps.
2 and 3 and appendix C, and Morris R. Brownell, 'Alexander Pope's Villa' (GLC
Exhibition Catalogue) , 1980.
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I have a favour to beg of you, which your own good
taste draws upon you, and will likewise make my
apology for giving you this trouble in behalf of a man,
for whom I think you cannot but have the greatest
regard. I don't know whether you are acquainted with
the situation of Mr. Pope's house at Twickenham,
where so many fine pieces have been composed, to the
immortal honour of the English Nation , and I hope to
the great improvement of the morals of all succeeding
generations. It lies towards the Thames, and is divided
from a garden, most elegantly disposed, by a highway.
He has made a communication between this garden
and his house under this highway. He has a mind to
make this passage a beautiful grotto, adorned with all
the several productions of Nature, which are properly
to be found underground. I must therefore beg of you
that you will let our country have the honour to contribute all it can to the beauty of this grotto, where the
greatest Genius of this age will often contemplate, and
admire the riches of our native soil. I beg therefore
that you will spare no cost in collecting a quantity,
three or four tuns, of the finest spar, mundick, copper
and tin ores, which you shall judge proper for such a
work, and let them be packed up in hogsheads, and
sent to London by one of the tinships. . .
(from William Oliver, 13 December 1739,
OL I ll5)
Within a few days Borlase had complied with this request,
sending to Pope the first of four consignments of Cornish
minerals which were to grace the grotto:
I received a letter from Dr. Oliver last week, in which
he is so kind as to set me a task that would be the most
agreeable thing in the world for me to comply with, if
the short notice he gave would have permitted me to
make such a collection of our fossils as would be any
way equal to the work you design: but it was not practicable to send you a quantity of any kind this voyage,
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one of the two ships (which go quarterly to London)
being already sailed , the other intending to sail
immediately on the first fair wind. However, as you
may not design to go on with your grotto till the
Spring, or Summer rather, shall make your subterraneous diversions more supportable, and as you will
probably be determined in the management of your
fossils, by the several sorts of which your materials
consist , I have sent you a small box ... in which you
will find what our Cornish mines afford, and whether
any things among them will be worthy of a place in
your repository. I have ventured to enclose the name of
each fossil in its particular packet, which has also its
number correspondent to that of the list here sent you.
I am afraid I am guilty of a great oversight in supposing you in any degree unacquainted with so useful a
part of knowledge; but your goodness , and generally
residing at such a distance from Cornwall , will
perhaps excuse this unnecessary caution , as well as a
word or two concerning what I propose to send you
hereafter ...
(to Alexander Pope, 26 December 1739,
LB I 60)

I cannot but commend the taste of that gentleman in
this, as in every thing else, who, since he must have
a subterraneous passage, would have it look like one
hewn out of the natural rock; yet not the one, plain,
simple , barren rock, but a rock interspersed with rich
veins of ore, glittering minerals , and all the variety of
shapes , shoots and pendants into which lapideous and
metallic juices sport themselves now and then , without
the help of light, tools or moulds to assist them ; so that
instead of a smooth or finical arch , a mere passage as
it would remain in any other hands than Mr. Pope's, it
will now be a curious mine, a natural cave in which the
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passenger may entertain himself with all the delicacies
of subterraneous nature, and for a while delay his
entrance into the Elysium which it leads him to. 'Tis
possible that some would rather see it stuccoed by an
Italian plasterer, and the roof ornamented with roses,
festoons and palm-branches, little regarding the
situation , . . . but I believe the more knowing part of
mankind will think that the present is a design which
the natural situation has always evidently pointed unto,
and that doubtless Mr. Pope must have long since concluded that it would be most judiciously disposed,
according to the present intention , but that the difficulty of procuring proper fossils has hitherto retarded
the execution. I shall be extremely glad if I can any
ways contribute to the pleasure of Mr. Pope, and if our
Cornish fossils will be acceptable to him I will make
it my business to get together as large a quantity as he
shall want .. .
(to William Oliver, 4 January 1739/40, LB I 61)
These two letters arrived together on 14 January as Pope was
breakfasting with Oliver at Bath; in reply, Oliver sent Borlase a
sketch plan of the grotto, which Pope made on the letter. 61 The
minerals did not arrive at Twickenham until early March , when
Pope sent Borlase an effusive letter of thanks:
I ought to take this occasion of thanking you for so
obliging a testimony as you are giving me of your
inclination to assist me; and surely the warm and particular manner in which you do me this favour deserved
a more ready acknowledgement ... I was willing, at
the same time as I thanked you, to give you an account
of my receipt of the box, and of the choice I made of
the materials. But I find ... that your bounty, like that
of Nature. confounds all choice. But as I would imitate
rather her variety than make ostentation of what we
call her riches, I shall be satisfied if you make your
next cargo consist more of such ores or spars as are
beautifu l, and not too difficult to be come at , than of
61. OL I 119.reproduced by Mack. op. cit. 58.
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the scarce and valuable kinds ... I would be glad to
make the place resemble nature in all her workings,
and entertain a sensible, as well as dazzle a gazing
spectator . ..
(from Alexander Pope, 9 March 1740, missing
from OL I 149, copy by Borlase OL VII I)
On 8 June Pope acknowledged the second consignment of
specimens, and reported progress with the grotto , "in some part
of which I must fix your name, if I can contrive it, agreeably to
your modesty and merit; in a shade, but shining". 62 This was
done:

I suppose Sir John has told you that he has read your
name, wrote in letters of gold, in the Grotto, an honour
the greatest man might be ambitious of; but if it had
been in black letters , made only of the common ink the
little gentleman uses when he embalms his friend s, it
would be more likely to give it immortality.
(from William Oliver, 15 December 1741,
OL I 135)
Pope sent Borlase an edition of his works, and was duly
thanked:
I am extremely obliged to you for the present of your
works, which I received last evening . I shall always
retain the most grateful sense of your goodness to me,
and have this advantage over you, with regard to the
exchange that we have made ; that whilst what I sent
you is every day growing more familiar, and the
variety less entertaining to you, what I have received
will be always affording me some new beauties, some
fresh amusement or relief, or what is still better , some
moral instruction and knowledge.
(to Alexander Pope, 2 March 1740/1, LB I 68)
Unhappily, the poet was not destined to enjoy his grotto for
long, for he died in 1744. Oliver, reporting the news of his death
to Borlase , commented that whoever bought Pope's house at
62 . OL I 151.
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Twickenham "may be puzzled at the great shining letters which
glow with gratitude in the name Borlase''. 63 The house was
demolished in l 807, but the grotto apparently survives, though
in a sadly mutilated state.
William Borlase had been skilled in drawing from his early
years, and in 1747 he was provoked into taking up landscape
painting, sending his first effort (a view of St. Michael's Mount)
to Oliver, who was duly impressed:
I met with a very bad painter last winter, and was very
angry with him, and not knowing but indignation
might make a painter as well as a poet (as they are very
near akin), whatever Nature designed otherwise, I sent
to our old friend Vandiest64 for colours , and am
already fond of the pencil , hoping to do enough to
please my own self (though not others) , as my ideas
are not very delicate, nor my judgement in those things
accurate enough to be displeased with what is
moderate and indifferent. I hope also that this amusement, which I think is much commended by Cato de
Senectute , may prove a great relief to me, as years
come on . But be it how it will , you have the first
present of my Infant Art, and the best amends I can
make for sending so poor a one shall be to send you
a better, if practice shall happen to bring on a facility
and that , advancement in any small degree of this
noble art, which indeed I love and admire , but look on
her at an awful distance, as courted by me far too late
in life to condescend to my addresses.
(to William Oliver, 28 May 1747, LB II 16)

Your kind present of almost the first-fruits of your
pencil gives me great pleasure, and I cannot but
admire this new instance of your genius in this auto63. OL I 139.
64 . Jerome Vandiest, arti st of Bath.
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didactical performance . Vandiest was with me when it
came, and he was as much surprised as I was to see
your first attempt at colouring rise so high. A critical
eye might possibly find some parts which might be
altered for the better, but a candid one cannot but
approve the whole as extraordinary, for so young a
painter .. .
(from William Oliver , 9 August 1747, OL III 100)
On his 51st birthday Borlase wrote to Dr. Andrew , describing
his way of life :
As for my part , . . . I am preparing for old age, that
is, laying in a fund of amusements , such as may enable
me to spend my time within doors to my satisfaction;
since rambling abroad and good fellowship are
become tiresome, and the severity of the seaso ns
become more sensible. I read a little , I write a little ,
I paint a little , I collect a little, I think a little unles s
it be upon my friends, and them I hope I shall never
forget; in short , betwixt a little of one and a little of
the other, I find the days short enough in the midst of
summer, and endeavour to lengthen them in the winter,
by rising early that I may fill every portion of time
some how or other, although the mark s and traces I
shall leave may be none of the most important , nor at
all interesting to the rest of mankind . . .
(to John Andrew, 2 February 1746/7, LB II 12)
He was seem ingly preparing for a peaceful old age, but in
reality was only a short time away from the stimulus of wider
sc holarly contacts, which were to lead to the decade of strenuou s
achievement in which he was to perform the great work of his life.

Chapter Three

ACHIEVEMENT
(from Borlase's autobiographical letter)
My corresponden ce had been hitherto confined to my
own neighbourhood , or extended, by letters only, to
the literati of London, Oxford and elsewhere , from my
study; a sphere much too contracted for the design : but
in the year 1748, having been previously favoured with
some little intercourse by letter from Dr. Lavington,
then the worthy Bishop of Exeter, I attended the ordination there of my eldest son . As I here paid my duty
to my Diocesan, I was fortunate enough to comtnence
an acquaintance with the Rev. Dr. Charles Lyttelton
(afterwards Bishop of Carlisle, and President of the
Antiquarian Society), then come to be installed into
the Deanery, and the Rev. Dr. Jeremiah Milles,
Chantor, and afterwards Dean of that church; an
affinity of studies setting aside the want of merit , and
station in the church. This widened my circle of
literary correspondence , and , bringing home to my
door many useful animadver sions, cast both new and
old lights on the principal points of history; and the
many obligations to these learned and communicative
gentlemen (in consequence of this interview) I have
taken all possible care to acknowledge in my works. I
was desired to send what I had compiled to them for
inspection, and encouraged to prosecute my studies.
In the year 1750 [ 1751] being at London , I was
admitted Fellow of the Royal Society, having been
chosen the year before, after performing a sort of
exercise for that honour in a treatise on the Comish
crystals . I now published the scheme of my intended
103
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work , to be published by subscription; a tedious way
of proceeding, indeed , for myself, and what gave me
more pain, burthensome to my friends ; but a method
which did me much credit, by the number and rank of
the subscribers. In JuJy 1753 I took my manuscript of
the Antiquities of Cornwallto Oxford (though London
was first thought of for printing it), determined in the
choice of the place by the greater retirement, and more
easy access to books; and with incessant application
had superintended the engravings, and finished the
whole impression by the February following, when it
was published .
I returned directly to Cornwall, and, in all intervals of
duty, sedulously set about the other half of my task,
the Natural History, for which I had been gathering
collections on every side for many years. In the year
1757, 20 October, I came to Oxford , to employ the
same press where I had, much to my satisfaction,
printed my Antiquities; engaging also the same
engraver, the late ingenious Mr. James Green, who,
but that death interposed , had soon been among the
first of his profession. On 24 April 1758,by the assistance of Providence , I had completed the impression,
so as to set out on my return to Cornwall.

FAMILY AND PARISHES
In the decade from 1748 to 1758 William Borlase was much
concerned with the completion and publication of his books;
public affairs claimed little of his attention , and although he never
neglected his parishes , his work there had settled into a comfortable routine , especially while the estimable Henry Usticke
remained his curate at St. Just. In 1750Borlase resigned from the
Marazion Bowling Club after thirty years, 1 ostensibly on health
grounds , but clearly the true reason was that in future he would
have no time for social frolics. At home, he took no further pupils
I. LB II 54.
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after young Basset left in 1751, and in 1756 he reluctantly
declined2 to take charge of the future Sir William Lemon (17481824), grandson and heir to the celebrated William Lemon of
Truro (1696-1760). But family problems often remained at the
forefront of his attention , and sometimes in tragic circumstances ,
for in these years William and Anne Borlase lost two of their
sons.
In 1749William obtained for his son Kitt a posting to H.M .S.
Surprize,a frigate commanded by a friend of the family, Captain
Patrick Baird, and on 28 August Kitt sailed from Plymouth ,
bound for the Guinea coast. His illustrated journal of the
voyage,3 kept at his father's request , shows that he had inherited
William's gifts for keen observation, accurate description, and
clear illustration; he drew and described landfalls and harbours,
birds, flying fish, water-spouts, and native villages and canoes,
and his astute but sometimes naive observations have a peculiar
charm . After calling at Funchal , and sighting the Peak of
Teneriffe, "esteemed by a great many people the highest land in
all the world", they sighted "part of the coast of Guinea
commonly called the Gum Coast" on 3 October, and cruised
south and east, calling at forts and factories of the Africa
Company, which were so neglected that much trade was lost to
the rival French and Dutch. Kitt's visit to a native village in
November, when the ship was watering near Sierra Leone, was
most rewarding; he noted that the chief settled disputes "with
great ju stice and equity towards the people", and that "everyone
has the liberty to plead his own cause, without being at the
expense of employing orators". His verdict on the chiefs
attendants was that "though they are black , some of them have
tolerable features". The natives had "some notion of a Deity,
though small", and a great sense of loyalty, but Kitt considered
that their bad qualities much outweighed the good.
Strange foods came his way; he sampled the banana, "a soft
mellow fruit, very pleasant to the taste", and considered that "the
deliciousness of the pine apple merits a more circumstantial
description than I can give". On 17January 1750he recorded that ,
2. LB II 151.

3. PZL, App. no. 13.
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since leaving England, they had enjoyed almost uninterrupted
good health, thanks to the assiduity of the Captain in keeping the
ship clean. A few days later , however, he recorded that their
drinking water was "whitish, resembling milk , and full of small
worms , which made us fear the dreadful consequences of it". The
consequences were indeed dreadful , for on 21 February Kitt
Borlase died , of a fever, and was buried at sea .
The news did not reach Ludgvan until May, when the Surprize,
homeward bound off the Lizard, stopped a Penzance boat and put
ashore Kitt's trunk, containing his sword, pistols , papers and
other possessions, with a letter from the Captain:
Being returned from the coast of Guinea , I take this
opportunity of acquainting you, and with much
concern, of your son Kitt 's death, upon the 21st of
February last , of a fever, after three days sickness, and
having been all very healthy the whole voyage, having
only lost three persons, all Midshipmen , makes it
something remarkable. . .

I am sorry to bear this melancholy news to you , but
having a great regard for your family, to whom I am
much obliged , which I shall always acknowledge , give
me leave to condole with you, upon this great loss of
your son, who probably had he lived, would have
made a very good figure. . .
(from Capt. Patrick Baird , 25 May 1750,
PZL Vol. 24)
Kitt's death was a shattering blow to his parents ; Anne never
ceased to grieve for her lost son , and wore something black in his
memory until the day of her death. 4 They erected a memorial
tablet in Ludgvan Church:
By the smallness of this Table judge not, Reader , of
that loss which it deplores. Christopher Borlase , a
youth of sweet and amiable disposition , chusing the
life of a Sailor and making quick advances to deserve
the honours of his professsion, Dy'd, neither by the
fury of War, in which he was engaged about four years,
4. PZL Vol. 24, App. no. 15.
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nor by the dangerous Element on which he served his
King and Country, but by a Feaver. Like a fair flower
that had survived the Winter's hail and storms,
reserved to be gathered , not torn off, in time of Peace,
he was taken by God to himself on the Coast of
Guinea, Feb. 21 1749 [ 1750]. His affectionate Parents,
deprived of a most hopeful son and unable to pay him
the proper funeral duties, engrave their remembrance
of him in this Plate. Contented , because such was the
will of God.
They were now left with three sons, all in or destined for Holy
Orders, but the eldest, Billy, was also to die young. Ordained in
1748, he became curate of Redruth, but it seems that at his universities he had acquired a taste for expensive living for which
Redruth offered little opportunity, and Ludgvan even less. In
January 1750he complained that he had left Redruth and "come
home to a living interment",5 and in October 1752 his father
found it necessary to give him some very sound advice: "If you
can't live as you would (as very few people can do), you must live
as you can".6 In 1753William hoped to obtain for Billy the living
of Constantine, of which his friend the Dean of Exeter was
Patron, but unfortunately the Dean had promised it elsewhere,
and Billy had to be content with going to Constantine as curate
for the new vicar, who did not want to reside. 7 In 1755 Edward
Collins, Vicar of St. Erth and of Breage, died, having lived to see
publication of the Antiquities to which he had so much contributed; Henry Usticke left the curacy of St. Just to go to Breage
as vicar, and William Borlase applied for the parish of St. Erth,
which adjoins Ludgvan, intending if successful to resign St. Just
in favour of Billy.8 This hope also proved vain, for the influence
of the Corporation of St. Ives prevailed, and St. Erth went to their
candidate William Symonds, Vicar of Lelant and of Zennor. He
resigned the small living of Zennor, and the Bishop gave this to
Billy Borlase early in 1756.9 The parish was rough and remote;
the new vicar was in no hurry to reside, and was still at Constan5. To E.M. da Costa, BL Add MS 28535 42.
6. LB n 84.
8. LB II 132-4, OL 11278, Ill 68b, 69a.
7. OL II 82, 88, 100.
9. LB n 144- 5, OL II 280a.
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time when he died in July 1756, aged thirty, being buried there
on the 30th. His father made an entry in his own burial register
at Ludgvan, as he had done for Kitt, but this time there was no
memorial tablet. Billy had been living extravagantly at Constantine, and left many debts; his father was not legally liable for
these, but resolved to pay them over a period of years as a moral
obligation, and further claims against Billy's estate were still
coming to light years later:
You are sensible that it is no debt of mine, and it is but
justice to myself to inform you that I always allowed
my son a very decent subsistence, such as might have
enabled him to live without running in debt, and to
have died without subjecting me to clamour for all his
necessaries. However , if I live a little longer, it is my
design that no one shall lose much by his imprudence,
and if I had known your debt sooner, I would have paid
a part of it according to its date and in proportion, as
I have done to others.
(to Richard Peters of Truro, 5 January 1763,
LB ill 89)
William Borlase's two surviving sons were to cause him even
greater financial anxieties in the future, but at this time all
seemed well with them. John graduated at Pembroke, Cambridge, in 1748; it is not recorded what curacies he served , but
in 1754 he became Rector of St. Mewan on the presentation of his
father's old pupil, Thomas Hawkins. 10 On 3 February 1758 he
married Anne Rowe of Truro, 11 and at the end of that year their
son John was born , William Borlase 's first grandchild. George
Borlase, William's younger surviving son, was evidently more
intellectual than his brothers; having graduated from Balliol,
Oxford, in 1752, he was elected a Fellow of All Souls in 1753 and
took his M.A. there in 1756.
Walter Borlase , like his brother , lost two sons during these
years. In 1754 his eldest son, John Pendarves Borlase, died of
smallpox at Christ Church , Oxford, and in 1757 his fourth son
10. OL V 224 .
II. Marriage Settlement , 2 February 1758, RJC B/1/16.
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Henry, a Midshipman in the Navy, died at Calcutta. Walter's
relationship with his sons was very unhappy; he often rebuked
them for what he considered "very undutiful and refractory
behaviour", and especially for their extravagance, complaining
bitterly to his daughter Harriet on 29 December 1753: "They
gape for money, as half-fledged birds do for meat, that they may
defile themselves and their own nests with the crudities of folly
and vice". 12 Some sympathy is due to Walter, placed between an
ancient spendthrift father and a large family of motherless and
needy children. John Borlase was becoming an even greater
problem to his sons in extreme old age; Walter complained to Dr.
Oliver on 13 December 1753, "the mortifications I undergo from
the old gentleman's perverse and inflexible temper are inexpressible". To two of his children he had in the previous year
expressed his mortifications in detail:
I did not think some years ago that my large family
would grow up while I remained but as a minor;
according to the common course of nature, I might
have expected otherwise, and my schemes were built
upon that hypothetical foundation; but Providence will
determine for us, and 'tis my fault I did not provide for
the worst that could happen. That my father lives, God
forbid I should repine, . . . but 'tis the sorest of my
afflictions to see him who gave me birth to outlive the
proper use of his intellects, to see him squandering
away without bounds, without memory, without
account, a fine income upon a tatterdemallion crew of
tinners, that know well, in following him, how to make
their advantage of his infirmities.
(Walter Borlase to John Pendarves Borlase,
18 July 1752)
'Tis not much observed by the world how great a
detriment my father's infirmities are to my temporal
concerns, but I see and feel it, and 'tis plain in the con12. Quotations from Walter Borlasc's letters are from PZL , App. no. 16.
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sequences of things, that he is ruining me, without my
being able to help it. This is that which grates most
upon my spirits, because every day brings me a fresh
object of vexation. He is now in town, scattering
money to several scores that cheat him both in work
and account, he is giving away estates as fast as they
fall for half value, running fast into debt without ever
knowing or caring to know how he stands, leaves all
accounts that he can unsettled; Pendeen is in ruins,
and Roscadgwel [Rosecadghill] a prey to devourers of
every kind. The hale state of his body is wonderful for
such an age, but the reason of his mind is incredibly
weak, or most singularly wrong and self-willed; suspicious to the last degree towards his own, but to
strangers and servants so free and liberal and implicit,
that he's abused by them , himself consenting. The consequences of all this must fall on my shoulders; this is
the cross I must bear, if I survive him.
(Walter Borlase to Peggy Borlase,
23 November 1752)
The death of John Borlase in 1755 brought to a head an old
source of unease between Walter and William, which for a time
caused a serious rift and brought them to the brink of a lawsuit.
It will be recalled that when William married in 1724, his father
had promised to grant him a lease of Rosecadghill House near
Penzance (to which John had moved on leaving Pendeen) , but had
stipulated that this should not take effect until his own death.
Many years later this document still remained unsigned, and
William reminded Walter of their father's original promise and of
later developments:
My Mother who was privy to these stipulations died
next year, but before she died was promised by my
Father, at her entreaty, that he would fulfil his promise
to me, and, as I am informed , make all the younger
children's fortunes equal to Sister Penneck's; 13 and to
make my Mother easy in her last hours, a paper was
13. Lydia, eldest daughter of John Borlase. married Charles Penneck of St. Hilary in 1712.
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drawn up, and my Father did sign it and promise to
ratify it.
After my Mother's death, I pressed my Father year
after year to fulfil his promise to me in granting me a
lease, so as to secure the possession in case he should
die, and I do remember to have seen a lease of
Rescadgell drawn, with proper blanks and ready for
signing, which I am willing to suppose was drawn that
my Father might the readier execute what he had so
often promised me, in case of sickness. . .
I have now been married almost 29 years, and all this
time have in vain been mentioning to my Father the
precarious condition in which he left things to lie, and
if my Father had died I must (but for your generosity)
have been deprived of the only fortune which I ever
was like to have from my Father . . . Why my Father
should use me thus, I can't imagine, for I have' always
been dutiful to him, and have assisted him since I have
been married , to the peril of ruining my self, wife and
family, of which I can give undoubted proof in more
particulars than one.
This matter has been deferred so long that I have a
right to complain, and I am quite ashamed to see
those, who upon my solemn assurances from my
Father's own mouth consented that my marriage
should take place. My Father is extremely aged, and
I think grows more insensible to what is proposed to
him for his advantage and credit; nothing is done to
secure me, and therefore I must call upon him, and the
only surviving trustee for my wife must join with me;
and as upon mentioning this claim to you, you never
disputed it,. nor told me that you doubted of it in the
least, I hope you will join with us, for the credit of my
Father, and out of that friendship which I have hitherto
experienced from you, and which, you are sensible, I
have always endeavoured on my part to cultivate with
the greatest assiduity and respect.
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I beg you would make my case your own, and since my
Father is so old , consider that my alJ is at stake, and
I am sure you will wonder how I can sleep at all , till
I am some way secured.
(to Walter Borlase , 24 March 1753,
LB II 93)
Walter's reaction to this is not recorded , but a few weeks later,
on 12 May 1753,John Borlase granted to William a lease of Rosecadghill for 99 years on the lives of William and his sons John
and George, at a yearly rent of £2, to commence the day before
John's death . 14 Walter knew nothing of this, and continued to
complain of his father's improvidence .
Early in 1755 John was clearly nearing his end, and at last
handed over the management of his estates to Walter, who found
debts over £3,500 and lamented that "since I have taken on me
the old gentleman' s affairs, a multitude of demands have poured
in upon me". He advised his Father, " both as your son and your
minister ", to read his Bible, since "it would make the remainder
of your days pass more comfortably and, I doubt not , more
profitably" . Then , on 9 April 1755, John Borlase of Pendeen and
Rosecadghill died at the age of 89, having lived from early in the
reign of Charles Il to late in that of George II, and being survived
by 7 children , 37 grandchildren and 23 great-grandchildren . 15
This long-anticipated bereavement came much too late to bring
financial relief to Walter, who on the folJowing day lamented :
I count myself now commencing a life of new cares
and troubles , though I did not want my share before.
Such a perpetual scene of drudgery and worldly embarrassments is now opening to my view, as crosses
my most favourite enjoyments , and makes me almost
envy those who are gone before.
(Walter Borlase to Harriet Borlase,
10 April 1755)
Then came the revelation of William's lease of Rosecadghill ,
and on 17 April Walter told his daughter Peggy that he had taken
14. See note 16.

15. PZL, Borlase Genealogy MS, in App. no. 17.
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possession of the house "till the validity of the Parson of
Ludgvan's lease lately obtained is examined".
The resulting dispute continued for well over a year, and by
July the brothers were exchanging increasingly irate letters:
I shall be sorry to have any difference with you, but I
may be justly reproached as wanting in my duty, both
to myself and family, if I do not insist upon that
provision which my father, as you know, long designed
for me as his son, and by his late grant was to take
place the day before his death.
(to Walter Borlase , 5 July 1755, LB II 124)

Your claim , as you set it forth, rests mostly on
circumstantials and seems to me of little weight. As to
fortune, 'tis visible you have had more in reality,.if not
in specie, than the other younger children , and such as
in much greater families than ours is always deemed a
good younger son's provision.
(from Walter Borlase , 15 July 1755)
At the end of the month Walter complained to William that
"you or your advisers seem to be drawing the matter rather to a
Chancery suit than an amicable accommodation" . In November
William asked Dr. Oliver, as a close friend of both brothers, to
mediate:
To show you and all the world how averse I am going
to Law, and especially with my brother , sensible as I
am that Rescagell is convenient for him and his present
views, I will refer it entirely and absolutely to you, as
the dearest friend in my opinion that my brother has
upon the face of the earth , to adjust betwixt us what
I shall have for my fortune and claim upon this
tenement , which you see is above thirty years
standing. I need no reconciliation , for I never offended
my brother in my life, and I am always the same; but
I have a family, and I think I have as good a right to
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part of my father's patrimony as the other younger
children, which I her~ leave to you, and will not
proceed at all in law, though my case is now before the
Attorney General, without your consent, unless I am
forced by the most unreasonable usage. Of this you
may inform my brother if you please.
(to William Oliver, 6 November 1755, LB II 135)
Oliver did his best, but in vain:
I did all that lay in my power to bring it about, but I
found I could go no further without being thought an
impertinent meddler in things which did not properly
belong to me. . . When I found that I could do no
good, I desisted.

(from William Oliver, 22 May 1756, OL III 114b)
Walter had obtained a barrister's opinion that William 's lease
was void, as being outside their father's powers of leasing under
the terms of his marriage settlement, though William might have
a right of action against his father's estate for a breach of
warranty. 16 Eventually the brothers composed these unhappy differences; apparently William gave up his claim to Rosecadghill in
return for an annuity from Walter, but neither the terms of their
settlement, nor the letter in which William reported it to Dr.
Oliver, is preserved. Oliver's reaction was one of delight:
Your letter has given me more pleasure than I have
known a great while . I wished for nothing with more
earnestness than that reconciliation, between the two
men I love and esteem, which you tell me is now
happily brought about. Whoever was the Peace Maker
will be amply rewarded by the testimony of his own
conscience. Long may you live, useful and faithful
allies to each other, to your mutual comfort, and the
advantage of both your families.
(from William Oliver, 22 September 1756,
OL Ill 114c)
16. RIC, Opinion of Edmund Hoskins, 13 December 1755, App. no. 29.
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Happily, the brothers were able to restore their previous
harmony; William apparently bore no rancour at being deprived
of Rosecadghill, and in his later years he was a frequent visitor
to Walter at Castle Homeck , eventually making Walter one of his
executors.
WiJJiam Borlase's correspondence during these years contains
relatively few references to his parish work, but he continued to
watch carefuJly over the conduct of his parishioners at Ludgvan:
Two of my parish of Ludgvan, John Blewett and Jane
Hitchens, having on Whitsuntuesday last gone from
the house of a very honest farmer, the father of Jane,
for whom I have a great respect , without any sort of
dutiful leave, and it being rumoured that they have
been married at Plymouth in the same week, and there
being various stories about their proceedings: to
prevent the iJl consequences of such licentious
examples in my parish , I should take it as a favour if
you would inform me in what fallacious manner they
have proceeded, in order to obtain a licence, not
doubting but that you, or the incumbent of the New
Church, must resent your being imposed upon , if
either of you have married them , so much to the grief
of all the woman's friends in these parts.

I am sensible that the circumstances of your parish
differ greatly from those of most other incumbents,
and that your care and integrity is every way equal to
your charge. If . . . during your absence a poor
ignorant wretch, to obviate shame, has incurred the
guilt of perjury, no one knows better than yourself how
to prevent the wilful from throwing themselves over a
precipice, whilst they are intent upon nothing more
than how to avoid a much more harmless fall . . . If
those two unhappy persons (as I must think them)
reside in your parish, or near, it will be very charitable
in you to desire your curate (who married them) to
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endeavour to make them sensible of their great sin . . .
(to the Vicar of Plymouth 3 and 12 June 1758,
LB II 166)
At St. Just, Borlase again faced the problem of finding
adequate curates after 1755, when Henry Usticke left, having
been curate there since 1742, to become Vicar of Breage, where
he remained until his death in 1769.He was succeeded at St. Just
by Jacob Bullock, who left in 175617 and later in that year
succeeded Billy Borlase as Vicar of Zennor. William Borlase
applied to the Bishop of Exeter for aid in finding a suitable
successor, but the Bishop was obliged to decline one applicant as
being "something disordered in his head", and another as being
touched in the head, untruthful , and incomprehensible from the
combination of an impediment in his speech and a strong Irish
brogue. 18 Eventually the vacancy was filled by the newly
ordained Richard Hennah , from Cuby, of whose time at St. Just
little is recorded . 19 In 1758 Borlase wrote to him expressing
concern that "irregular young women" of St. Just were living
with their intended husbands, so as to establish legal residence in
the latters' parishes, thus avoiding payment of the fee for having
banns called in their own parish. 20
ANTIQUITIES OF CORNWALL

In May 1748 William Borlase went to Exeter to attend the
ordination by Bishop Lavington of his eldest son Billy. There he
met two learned clergymen, whose encouragement was to extend
his correspondence into wider circles of scholarship, and induce
him to publish the results of his years of research .
Charles Lyttelton (1714-68) was the third son of a baronet
seated at Hagley in Worcestershire. Educated at Eton and Oxford,
he was clever, ambitious and wealthy, and so well connected that
in 1748 he had just become Dean of Exeter, only six years after
his ordination. A few years later he was actively seeking a
bishopric, though his episcopal ambitions suffered a temporary
17. LB U 149.

19. LB 11 152 , OL II 284a (July 1756).

18. OL 11280b , 282a (June 1756) .

20. LB 11 168.
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setback in 1756when his elder brother, Sir George Lyttelton, lost
his office as Chancellor of the Exchequer. 21
Jeremiah Milles (1714-84) was born in the Cornish parish of
Duloe, where his father was vicar ; having first inherited a fortune
from an uncle , and then married the daughter of John Potter,
Archbishop of Canterbury , he obtained several good livings in
various parts of the country, and in 1747 became Precentor of
Exeter. In his younger days he had travelled extensively , and now
he began to study the history and antiquities of Devon , especially
the prehistoric monuments of Dartmoor , where he found
megaliths and rock basins similar to those found in Cornwall by
William Borlase.
Though junior to Borlase in years, Lyttelton and Milles were
far his senior in the Church and in the world of scholarship, both
being already Fellows of the Royal Society and of the Society of
Antiquaries. They recognized in him a kindred spirit with an
affinity of studies, worthy of the fullest encouragement , and he
found in them lasting friends and correspondents, whose
influence on his career was profound . It is a reasonable inference
that, while without the encouragement of John Andrew and
William Oliver, Borlase's research would never have been undertaken , without that of Charles Lyttelton and Jeremiah Milles, it
would never have been completed and published . They used their
influence to obtain for him access to important sources, such as
the manuscripts of Edward Lhuyd and John Anstis; Milles
obtained for him transcripts of the Cornish section of the Exeter
Dome sday and of the ancient Cornish Vocabulary in the Cotton
Library in London, while Lyttelton sent him extracts from the
Exeter Episcopal Registers relating to the medieval church in
Cornwall. Mille s was especially impressed with Borlase's skill in
reading inscriptions , commenting in 1753 that " your eyes see
further into a millstone than those of any other person". 22
One of the earliest results of Borlase 's friendship with
Lyttelton was to increase his interest in the Cornish Language ,
Lyttelton lending him a manuscript containing Scawen's unpublished essay Antiquities Cornu-Britannic and Keigwin's
transcript and translation of the medieval Cornish P-assion Poem.
21. OL II 153a.

22. OL Ill 50b.
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Borlase was aware of the importance of the language to several
branches of Cornish studies, and now embarked on a full study
of it.
As for the Dramatic P-assion of our Saviour in the
Cornish Language; I do not understand the tongue,
and without a vocabulary it will be a very difficult and
disagreeable task for any one to attempt it . . .
Though it be indeed a kind of duty in us Cornish men
to gather together the remains of our departed
language, yet languages are but words, and it cannot be
expected but that others of different parts of the world
will pass by these remains with the same insensibility,
as we see the generality of mankind walk among the
tombs of the Abbey.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 5 January 1748/9,
CRO App. No. 36, LB II 41)

Your manuscript has really convinced me that without
knowing the Cornish Language in some tolerable
degree, there can be neither an agreeable Chorography
of it, nor any clear account of the antiquities of the
county ever published , the names of places continuing
every where in the old native language, as well as all
the terms of mining, husbandry, fishing and the like;
and if this part of knowledge (however difficult to oneself, and trifling in the opinion of others) be so
necessary in those particulars, much more perhaps of
the antiquities may lie obscured in this neglected
dialect of the British than is at present imagined, and
although the lights thence to be gathered should prove
but faint, yet like those which we find in the most
shady parts of a picture , they may be neessary to maintain the force and propriety of the whole .
(to Charles Lyttelton, 29 March 1749,
BL Stowe MS 752 109, LB II 44)
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You will be surprised , perhaps , if I should tell you that
I find more pleasure in the prosecution of this whim ,
than I at first imagined; but 'tis really true , and the difficulties of things are always greatest at first to a
willing mind ; I will however observe your kind
caution, and not allot it too much time.
(to Charles Lyttelton , 15 April 1749,
BL Stowe MS 752 111, LB II 45)
Borlase compiled a large collection of material on the
vocabulary and grammar of the language, 23 and of the rhymes
and proverbs that constituted much of its traditional fragments,
but remained most surprisingly unaware that at Mousehole, only
six miles from Ludgvan, there survived some elderly speakers of
Cornish . Had he known this, Borlase would undoubtedly have
collected much Comish vocabulary that in fact perished with its
users; but unhappily the survival of this little community of
Comish speakers did not become known until he was dead, as
described in the next Chapter.
Both Lyttelton and Milles visited Borlase at Ludgvan, the
former in May 1750 and May 1752 and the latter in August 1751,
and were shown the rock basins and other antiquities that
Borlase had found in West Cornwall.
The Dean of Exeter was so kind as to come and spend
two or three days with me about three weeks since, and
I heartily wished for more of his company , but it seems
it could not be . We went to Kam-bray castle and dined
afterwards at Tehidy, and there parted that evening . . .
(to E .M. da Costa , 2 June 1750, BL Add . MS
28535 53)
Also in 1750, Borlase received a visit from a close friend of
Milles, the famous traveller Richard Pococke (1704- 65) , Archdeacon of Dublin and later Bishop of Ossory , and again regretted
that his guest could not stay longer :
23. CRO, App. no. 34.
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I have had the pleasure of seeing Dr. Pococke here , . . .
but he stayed here only to dine, and went from us
in the evening; but during that little time I showed him
my few fossils , and what other trifles I amuse myself
with now and then, and have promised to send him
some samples of ores. . . I must needs say I should
have been glad if he would have spent a few hours
more with me, but I could not prevail, and since I have
begun my Introduction to the Natural History of
Cornwall I never met any one who had time or
inclination to read over more than the capital heads of
my chapters . . .
(to E .M . da Costa, 13 October 1750,
BL Add. MS 28535 56)
The recipient of the two letters last quoted had visited Borlase
the previous year. Emanuel Mendes da Costa (1717-91) was a
naturalist and mineralogist from London, of Portuguese Jewish
descent , who first wrote to Borlase in January 1748, with a
recommendation from Bishop Lavington. He introduced himself
as being " in the full career of the study of Natural History, chiefly
and more especially of the fossil kingdom", 24 and asked for help
with queries on mineralogical matters. He was already a Fellow
of the Royal Society, and was to become a scholar of some stature ;
but he lacked the social and financial standing of such wealthy
dilettantes as Lyttelton and Milles, and his life was to be a constant struggle against financial problems (as in 1754when he was
imprisoned for debt) . Borlase welcomed the suggested correspon dence , answered the queries , and promised to send da Costa a box
of Comish fossils by the next tin-ship from Penzance to London ,
"land carriage by means of the carelessness of the carriers being
a very precarious way of conveyance". 25
Later in the year da Costa visited Holland, and reported to
Borlase that he had met Gronovius , whom he thought had been
seriously misled by Linnaeus in the arrangement of his mineral
collection. 26 In his reply Borlase commented:
24 . 0L IV 63.
26. OL IV 71.

25. LB 1125. BL Add. MS 28535 3.
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I am glad you have seen Dr. Gronovius and his
collection ... He is a gentleman of great humanity,
and candour. Linnaeus J never corresponded with , but
through him; and when fossils began first to be studied
at Leyden, which was about twelve years since, Dr.
Boerhave (to whom I sent several things of Comish
growth) and Dr. Gronovius and some countrymen of
ours (at that time students there) had a great opinion
of Linnaeus, and every thing of the fossil as well as
vegetable kind passed under his direction . As to
myself, I am no admirer of his style, as he affects to
express himself in the cant old German way, and,
indeed, as to other particulars I am willing to submit
to your better judgement.
(to E.M . da Costa , Zl July 1748,
BL Add. MS 28535 15, LB II 32)
In his reply da Costa was even less respectful of Linnaeus:
The subjects Linnaeus treats of, he confounds with a
pretended and too great erudition; he spins his
thoughts so fine that he is the first victim to his own
invention . . . Linnaeus and most of the Germans are
indefatigable in their researches and studies; but they
alloy their works with so many Canterbury Tales and
puerile flights, give such high sounding insignificant
synonyms to the bodies they describe, and bombast
such praises of what is not of consequence to sciences,
that they are really learnedly dull , and must all be
seven-eighths abridged, before you can reap any
benefit from their studies.
(from E.M. da Costa , 12 September 1748,
OL IV 75)
On his return to England the following Spring, da Costa
planned to spend much of the Summer in Cornwall to study its
mines and geology. Borlase welcomed the prospect of a long visit
from a scholarly young man , and offered da Costa the hospitality
of the Rectory.
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As to your coming down, the method of travelling
must depend in a great manner, I fancy, upon your
health; if it be most convenie°' for your health to come
in a chariot, you need not at all fear the Cornish roads,
for we have many coaches among us even in this
neighbourhood, and very good accommodations of all
kinds for horses, though indeed the season has been so
wet, that most of our old hay is used, except in inns,
and at some of the chief houses, which are hardly ever
in want; so that you may bring a chariot with you if you
choose it, but as you will visit many mines, I should
think that you must bring horses too, for going
everywhere in a chariot must be very tedious, and
going to many mines impossible ; and as your motive
is curiosity, you will choose, I suppose, to be moving
about, so that I should think horses rather strong and
sure footed (for our roads are generally hard not clay)
than fine, might do very well here.
I have two parlours and two bed places or chambers at
your service, one room for yourself and another for
two servants, and as to your diet you shall please
yourself , and have it as you order: I have always
poultry and rabbits, a tolerable kitchen and fruit
garden, and live near plentiful markets, so that you
may have what and how you choose; and as I have at
present a small engagement upon my hands, a Lady's
son [Master Basset] who will be glad to ride out with
us, which I must in some degree preserve my attention
to, and as we shall be moving about in fair weather and
in our study when it is otherwise, I hope you won't
think of lodging at any other house while you stay with
us than at mine, at least till you have tried it.
(to E.M . da Costa, 1 May 1749,
BL Add. MS 28535 25)
As to instruments proper for your amusement, I have
a hydrostatick balance, a hydrometer, quadrants,
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glasses and two very good microscopes, a very good
box-compass of a theodolet, and I don't know that I
want anything to make such observations as will be
necessary in the fossil kingdom . If you can light on
any manual fit to put in your pocket that will direct us
in the choice of herbs (in case you choose Botany now
and then for your amusement, and to go a simpling 27
upon occasion or as we pass on to the mines) such a
thing I can't supply you with, having nothing on that
subject so small in size, but the common garden books
and Ray's Synopsis Stirpium, Woodward's Catalogue
of Fossils, his Natural History and Method I have, Dr.
Cramer's and Mr. Hill, and some others, enough for
that purpose .28
(to E.M . da Costa, 21 May 1749
BL Add. MS 28535 28)
Little is recorded of the visit, but it seems to have been both
a scholarly and social success, and after his return to London da
Costa offered to propose Borlase for election to the Royal
Society.29 In agreeing to this nomination , Borlase resolved to
submit to the society a treatise on Cornish Diamonds , which he
had originally written for Dr. Oliver in 1739.
What you mention of the Royal Society does me
greater honour than I deserve, and what I think no one
should have without deserving it. It would be very
agreeable to me to be of that society, and to be
recommended by you, but it is an honour that I cannot
think of , without doing exercise for it. It would be unreasonable in me to desire they should make one so
unknown as I am a member; I would not, if I were
already a member , vote for any one who had not
TI. The collection of .simples, or herbs, especially medicinal herbs .
28. John Ray's Synopsis Merhodica Srirpium Brirannicarum . the first systematic English
flora, was first published in 1690. John Woodward's Arremp! rowards a Natural H isrory
of lhe Fossils of England appeared in 1728- 9. and his Fossils of All Kinds Digesred
inro a Method in 1728. John Hill's Genera/ Natura/ Hi srory commenced publication
in 1748. Dr. Cramer not identified.

29. OL IV 80a.
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shown himself worthy to be admitted. You know the
course of my studies; my progress in Antiquity is not
a great one, and in Natural History I have little more
than the foundations by me. My enquiry into the properties of spar and sparry productions you were
pleased to approve of, and I am now writing it out and
putting in order what you thought misplaced. I will
also new copy the drawings and send them to you
when finished. If the Gentlemen of that Society
approve of it, and think it deserves any favour, or that
their approbation may possibly encourage me to
proceed in Natural History to something better and
more useful, I shall receive the honour you mention
with great pleasure .
(to E.M . da Costa, 26 September 1749,
OL VII 2)
Your name is so well known to the learned world, that
I am sensible we shall all feel a sincere satisfaction to
incorporate you among us. As for me who will draw
your certificate up, and sign it first, I think I may
safely vote for you without either wronging my
conscience, or injuring the Royal Society; for though,
as you observe , I would not vote for any one that has
not done exercise, yet notwithstanding you have not
hitherto appeared in public, I think I should really have
drunk a large draught of the Waters of Lethe to forget
the useful and curious studies you continually employ
yourself in, and the hours I have lived in your study
perusing your various papers , but chiefly the
manuscript work you have now by you almost ready for
the press , and which all who have the love or desire of
literature , but must earnestly wish to see soon
published .
(from E .M. da Costa, 5 October 1749,
OL IV 80b)
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As to the pains you propose to take so much for my

credit , I am much obliged to you, but as I am situated
in such an unknown corner of the world , I think you
have a very hard task to go through with . However that
turns out, you will do me the justice to own that to be
a Fellow of the Royal Society was an honour I never
had the vanity to court or covet.
(to E .M . da Costa, 1 December 1749,
BL Add. MS 28535 'J7)
The treatise was sent to da Costa in October 1749,the first part
being read to the Royal Society in December and the rest in the
following May.30 Meanwhile, on 15 February 1750, Borlase had
been formally proposed for election as a Fellow, being described
as "a Gentleman of great learning and knowledge, and
particularly well versed in Philosophical Enquiries ", his proposers being Lyttelton, Milles, da Costa , Robert Hoblyn the
Cornish book-collector, and Charles Frederick of London. 31 On
17th May he was duly elected , and later in the year his treatise
on Spar and Sparry Productions, called Cornish Diamonds was
published in the society's Philosophical Transactions;32 thus, at
the age of 54, William Borlase entered upon his vocation of
authorship.
Da Costa was primarily a naturalist rather than an antiquary,
but brought to Ludgvan in 1749 a letter to Borlase , requesting information on Cornish antiquities , from the most renowned
antiquary of the age, William Stukeley (1687- 1765). A native of
Lincolnshire , Stukeley was first a physician and then , in middle
age, a clergyman . He became secretary of the Society of Antiquaries on its revival in 1717, and later achieved fame as the
author of books on Stonehenge (1740) and Avebury (1743). In his
earlier days Stukeley carried out much careful fieldwork at these
and other sites, but unhappily by the time his books were written
he had succumbed to druidical theories and fantasies, and did not
scruple to manipulate the evidence he had recorded in the field
to make it conform with his theories , thus greatly detracting from
30. RSL&P11 7.
32. PT Vol. 46 250.

31. RS Admissions Book.
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the value of his published work . His biographer , Professor Stuart
Piggott, has acknowledged that there were " two periods in
Stukeley's intellectual life, the first , to rns, reliable and
objective , and the second , from his ordination to his death ,
speculative and fantastic".33 Unhappily by the time he came into
contact with Borlase , he was far into the second period. He was
contemplating publication of the manuscript of Richard of Cirencester (or Westminster), a document then believed to contain
much new information on Roman Britain , but which was later
exposed as an impudent forgery imposed on Stukeley by its
'discoverer' , a young Englishman living in Denmark named
Charles Julius Bertram .
Borlase was probably rather flattered to receive a request for
help from someone so eminent, and when da Costa returned to
London he bore a letter from Borlase to Stukeley, commenting on
the westcountry places named in Bertram's manuscript , doubting
the influence of the Greek and Phoenician languages on Cornish
place-names ("etymology you know gives great latitude to imagination and conjecture"), and enclosing drawings of the Hurlers
and Boscawen-un stone circles and of the holed stone called Menan-tol .34 Stukeley's reply was highly characteristic:
I am exceedingly indebted to you, and especially since
you are a co-operator with me in the same argument.
All my studies in antiquity have ever had a regard to
religion , nor do I think any other studies are worth
cultivating , but what have some aspect that way. I am
thoroughly persuaded our Druid s were of the partiarchal religion, and came from Abraham . I believe
Abraham 's grandson Apher helped to plant our island,
and gave name to it. My reasons , in some measure , I
have given in my books of Stonehenge and Abury
[ Avebury] . I could say much more on that head , but
unless a man that writes can be a bookseller too, he
must be a loser by publishing, which has discouraged
me from trading with booksellers, who are sure to get
all the profit ...
33. S. Piggott, William Stuk eley ( 1950) 181.

34. BOD. 2 October 1749. App. no. 57.
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All these Druidical works were made by the old
Hebrew cubit, and they were set by a compass which
had a variation as now, but the founders were probably
ignorant of that property, though they knew the
vertical property of the magnet.
Now I am come again to spend the remainder of my
days in London, we may have an agreeable and an
useful correspondence together, which I shall be glad
of.
The Druids always celebrated their public sacrifices
exactly at the four great quarters of the year, the
solstices and equinoxes, and that they might be exact
therein, they set up observatories by great stones, and
I believe your Min an Toll to be one of that sort . . .
I thank you for your geographic remarks regarding
Richard of Westminster, which is a most invaluable
monument of the Roman face of Britain. He gives us
a new itinerary, and a most excellent map. I retrieved
it from abroad, being the author's original writing, and
might otherwise have been quite lost, but it gives us a
far better notion of Britannia Romana than all the
books we have put together. . .
(from William Stukeley, 17 October 1749,
OL IV 250)
In his reply Borlase referred tactfully to Stukeley's theories
about Apher ("I doubt but not you have very good reasons for
your conjecture"), gave further details of Comish sites, and
described how he himself had come to the study of Antiquity:
It being my fortune to live at a great distance from
places of public resort, and my profession confining
me to a small round, I was obliged to amuse myself
with such remarkables as were within my reach, or
utterly to abandon that share of curiosity, which I had
imbibed with my education, and was grown too strong
for me, when I settled, to be easily got rid of. My tum
was to Antiquity, and I found in a short time, that
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though we had few remains about us of any striking
beauty or magnificence, yet that we had a great variety
of monuments here of the most remote antiquity. Upon
examining frequently these monuments , and authors
concerning them , I thought some things might be
added to the accounts I met with , from a faithful
measurement, and observation of the structure, shape,
material s, situation , and some other peculiaritie s of
them, although at the distance I have always lived from
libraries, my conceptions must needs be crude and
new to those who have every book at their command .
I have written, therefore, I must own, and I do write
a little for my amusement , advancing somewhat in the
plan I have laid down, but I know not when I shall
publish , being entirely of your opinion that there is no
dealing with booksellers upon an even and reasonable
footing, it being the half of their profession (as now
practised ) to live by the literati that are dead , and the
other half to grind , prey upon and consume the living.
(to William Stukeley, 13 November 1749,
BOD Gough Maps III 15- 6, LB II 51)
With this letter the correspondence of Borlase and Stukeley
came to an unexpected and unexplained end , despite efforts by da
Costa to persuade Stukeley to resume it;35 apparently something
in Borlase's letter had offended him . Had they continued to
corre spond , a great feast of druidic lore would undoubtedly have
been evolved and discussed, but the difference between the two
men ran deeper than points of druidi c origins or ritual . Borlase's
theories on druids were at times unduly speculative , and are now
generally regarded as being mistaken , but they were always based
on the facts established by his meticulous examination of the sites,
and he never succumbed to Stukeley's besetting sin of altering
facts to fit theorie s. He probably had Stukeley's work in mind
when he wrote:
The materials, style, measurement and appurtenan ces
of monuments are things not to be new moulded by, or
35. OL IV 82, 90b.
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made to comply with every fanciful conjecture, but
remaining always the same, will be impartial authorities to appeal to, invariable rules to judge of and
decide the customs, rites and principles as well as
monuments of the ancients; and therefore it is much to
be lamented that all curious travellers and writers in
antiquity did not draw, as welJ as travel and write, it
being in my opinion next to an impossibility to convey
an adequate idea of the simplest monument by words
and numerical figures, or indeed to find out the
justness or extravagance of a conjecture without seeing
what the monument really is.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 6 November 1749,
BL Stowe MS 752 118,LB II 50)
Stukeley was certainly uneasy at some of Borlase's views on
Druids when their publication in the Antiquities made
comparison of the authors inevitable, and Borlase enjoyed the full
support of Milles:
Dr. Stukeley shakes his sententious head at you, for
thinking that the Druids were ever guilty of idolatry.
He will not allow them to have deviated one step from
the old Patriarchal Religion, and is clear that they had
a knowledge of the Messiah - you wiJI not think your
character hurt by such a disagreement.

You need not be in any pain on account of your
differing from Dr. Stukeley about any point of Druid
History. What you assert is founded on authority, but
he makes a system out of his own head, and never
cares whether he has any authority to support it. There
is no imagination so wild, that he will not lay down
with all the solemnity of truth, and treat it as if it were
demonstrably certain.
(from Jeremiah Milles, 23 March and 25 April 1754,
OL m 57 a and b)
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But five years later, on being told by da Costa that Stukeley was
still entertaining the Society of Antiquaries with agreeable and
learned discourses , though subjected to much impertinent
interruption ,36 Borlase made a generous comment:
I am glad Dr. Stukeley continues still to entertain the
world; he is very capable, with his luxuriant
imagination, of striking new lights; sparks wi11 not
satisfy him, he is for the broad day of truth in the most
minute particulars .
(to E.M. da Costa, 19 March 1759,
BL Add. MS 28535 98)
In 1748,after the visit to Exeter when he first met Lyttelton and
Milles , Borlase sti11 had reservations as to publication of his
work:
As to the Natural History, I have only some thoughts
of attempting it, but no settled resolution, neither have
I ever declared that I would. There is one invincible
obstacle, which is my being at a vast distance from all
libraries; add to which, that there is no single person
in this country that I know, fond of the same studies,
or capable of giving me assistance: then, as to the
work itself, as our county not only abounds with the
curiosities of subterraneous nature, to the account of
which must be subjoined the arts of procuring,
preparing, perfecting and vending them, but also by its
shores affords many particulars as sands, pebbles etc.,
and by its cliffs great variety of stratums, and the
surface marine plants of most tribes , things which
cannot have already entered into the most celebrated
Natural Histories of our countrymen. These articles
will greatly increase the difficulty of this attempt , so
that I almost despair of getting through it unless
greater helps appear, than I have as yet reason to
expect or flatter myself withal. I have, 'tis true, many
scattered memorandums, and private observations on
36. OL IV 112.
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every thing I have yet seen, and I love Natural History,
and have it always in my thoughts, but when, or
whether ever I shall set about it, God only knows.
However, I am not idle, nor I thank God disposed to
be so, and my lot falling in a country where I am, as
it were, surrounded by a great variety of monuments,
Pagan as well as Christian , which have never been
expressly described , I now amuse myself with writing
of, and endeavouring to illustrate these antiquities . I
have just got through what I think the most arduous
part of my work, I mean an account of the Druids , and
Druid monuments, and I hope to finish my Heathen
Antiquities by the time you propose to be down. The
Christian Antiquities of these parts (of which I have
also made a much larger collection of the times before
the Conquest than I have yet seen) I may not have gone
through, because it will require an actual survey, as I
intend to publish nothing but what I have myself seen,
measured and drawn on the spot: but even this I do not
despair of, as my method is fixed.
Some gentlemen at Exeter (where I have lately been)
would have me mix Antiquity and Natural History
together, and when I have the pleaure of seeing you
here, I shall beg your advice as to this point, whether
a Chorographical History may not take in all the
remarkable Antiquities, and at the same time, most
properly afford a place for explaining all the natural
remarkables there of the soil, rocks, hills, sands,
plants etc. Of this I am at present a little dubious, not
knowing whether it may too much perplex the subject
in general, or whether one subject may not relieve the
other, please at the same time that it instructs the
reader, and prevent that stiffness and fatigue or
dryness with which Natural Histories are generally
charged.
(to E.M. da Costa, n July 1748,
BL Add. MS 28535 15, LB II 32)
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The plan I propose to proceed upon , if God grant me
health and time, is pretty extensive; and the collections
I have made, with the method of disposing the
materials as I collect them , and the progress I have
been able to make in the work, I would willingly lay
before you, if I had a proper opportunity; but, as I
cannot hope for such a one, if any friend of yours
comes so far west, I will very freely show him every
thing I have done, and design, it being my desire rather
to have the work well done, than to be vainly solicitous
to have it done by myself (which I know is impossible);
and the greater assistances I meet with , the more likely
it will be to prove in some degree worthy so great but
so difficult a subject (as you were pleased to advise) ,
namely writing Natural History and Antiquity; the
former necessarily supposing a considerable intimacy
with all subterraneous as well as superficial Nature,
the latter taking in all the branches of British
Antiquity.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 8 November 1748,
BL Stowe MS 752 106, LB II 38)
However, his new friends united in urging him to prepare for
publication, and by August 1749 he was able to send Lyttelton a
'skeleton' of the contents of some chapters of the Antiquities.r,
His plan was to produce three volumes covering the Antiquities,
the Natural History, and the Topography and General History of
Cornwall ; but Lyttelton wisely urged him to concentrate on the
first two volumes, for which most of the research had been
completed , and not to delay their publication while researching
for the proposed third volume.
As you have made so considerable a progress in the
druidicaJ and Celtic history of Cornwall, and are so
great a master of the Natural History thereof , that a
little time I imagine would complete that branch of
your General History, I cannot help wishing you would
'YI. BL Stowe MS 752 112.
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give the world this specimen of your labours, and leave
the civil and heraldical part to a future publication. I
hope you will live to go through the whole , but as life
is uncertain, it is a pity the Republic of Letters should
sustain so great a loss as that of the former part of your
work would be , if you should not live to publish the
whole.

As you are situated in so remote a corner , so far distant
from London and Oxford, where it is necessary to
spend a great deal of time in order to collect proper
materials for a Topographical Survey of the county, and
considering too your time of life, I doubt whether you
will ever be able to effect that work. I should therefore
advise you by all means to add the Roman, Danish and
Saxon antiquities to the Druidical history, and publish
it by subscription with the title you mention . As your
Natural History of the county is made so great a
progress in, you might entitle the former the first
volume, and the latter the second.
(from Charles Lyttelton, 6 January and 3 March 1750,
OL II 13, 18a)
Borlase accepted this advice, and by April 1750the manuscript
of the Antiquities was in Lyttelton 's hands. 38 Over the following
months he showed it to Milles, Pococke and the Bishop of Exeter,
and also to Smart Lethieullier , an antiquary and fossil-collector
of Huguenot descent living at Aldersbrooke near Ilford in Essex.
Lethieullier was generous in his praise , but was at first uneasy
on the supposed artificial origin of the rock basins . This led to
a friendly exchange of letters with Borlase , at the end of which
Lethieullier professed himself entirely converted to Borlase's
theory:
I have read over Mr. Borlase's manuscript with great
pleasure , and I think he has shown himself both a
38. OL II 18b.
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laborious and judicious scholar in the performance.
There are however some things which I fancy both his
friends would advise, and he be ready, to alter upon
recollection. . .
Mr. Borlase seems so thoroughly possessed of the
subject he is writing upon, that he suffers his matter
to flow in upon him too fast, and does not make those
distinct transitions which a reader may require, to
prevent his being lost. . .
His dissertation upon the rock basins, as it is a new
discovery, he has laboured it with great strength both
of reason and judgement, and suppose the fact to be
really so, 'tis a curious scene of Antiquity. But the
utmost care should be taken that his zeal for, and warm
love of Druid antiquities, do not lead even his eyes to
deceive him. Is it certain that these are not natural
cavities, worn by the continual dropping or running of
water through a long series of ages? Its gravity will
always make water descend, it will naturally run over
the lowest part of any bowl or basin that contains it.
Its constant friction will wear away the most obdurate
marbles, and that' these basins should be irregularly
placed in the rocks, so as to receive the water from one
another in various turnings, is as natural as that rivers
should be winding, because they make their way
where there is least opposition to their force. I do not
say this from any certainty that these basins are natural
cavities; I would only have Mr. Borlase be very careful
in the assertion, and since if they were made by men,
great art and labour must have been used in making
them, I should imagine some marks of the tools with
which they were hollowed would remain to be
observed on some of them.
(Smart Lethieullier to Charles Lyttelton,
l2 January 1751, OL III 220)
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The doubt which arose in me with regard to the rock
basins was on several accounts. First, I did not
recollect anything like them had been observed elsewhere , and as it appears the Druidical Institution was
all under one head or Supreme Archdruid, so the
ceremonial rites would probably be the same every
where. Secondly, I had observed in Savoy and among
many of the Alpine Mountains, such extraordinary
basins, steps, and other similar forms, made only by
the continual falling of water, sometimes by drops only
and sometimes by whole cataracts, that I thought it
necessary to examine with the greatest caution
whether those at Cam-Bray and elsewhere, were the
effects of art or pure chance, not doubting but that you,
by comparing several of them together, would be able
to determine the question with the greatest certainty.
(from Smart Lethieullier, 1 February 1750/1,
OL II 219A)

Your suspicion that the rock basins are natural, not
artificial, I do not at all wonder at, but commend; it
would be well for Truth, that all men were so justly
scrupulous, as not to receive any new discovery till it
were deliberately and impartially examined. What you
saw in Savoy and among the Alps justifies , if it did not
give rise to your suspicion. But, Sir, if you will give
me leave to observe that on our hills, no torrents,
droppings, or falls from rock to rock could possibly
have happened, for the rocks in which they are have
nothing above them but the Heavens; if you add that
many are geometrically round, elliptical and their
sides perpendicular; you will hardly think (I flatter
myself) that these could be the works of Nature. I
know some learned men, who never saw them, of your
opinion, and even after I had seen them first, with
some gentlemen of curiosity then in company, they
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and I thought so too, but on the maturest consideration, and most diligent inspection of a great variety of
them , I am convinced that they are the works of art ,
and bare intuition of some of the most regular ones
(for they are not all equally finished) would, I dare say,
make you of the same opinion .
(to Smart LethieuJlier, ND February 1750/1,
LB II 57)

The further information you are pleased to send me
puts the matter I think beyond all doubt , for since
many of them are of regular figures, and have their
brims or edges perpendicular to the bottoms, they
must be the work of art ; for no natural or accidental
cause could , I think , produce such an effect.
(from Smart Lethieullier , ND March 1750/1,
OL II 219B)
While the manuscript of the Antiquities was slowly making its
round of his friends, Borlase was busy writing an introduction to
the Natural History, dealing with the Creation and the Deluge.
Ever since I saw you here, I have been principally
engaged in an Introduction to the Natural History of
Cornwall , for when I had considered the subject of a
Natural History of this county, I soon perceived that it
was not so much the superficies, as what lay under it,
that must be the principal and most curious as well as
difficult part of the work; I thought therefore that it
would be in vain, and entirely unsatisfactory, to treat
of the peculiarities of our strata and fissures , till I had
considered and endeavoured to find out the causes
whereunto the strata , fissures and their contents were
owing. In order to this, I have found it necessary to
examine the creation of our solar system, the chaos
and division of matter, the different density of planets,
the formation of the Earth, the induration of the strata ,
the cause of the fissures , their position , direction and
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use, the contents of the fissures , and their properties
of hard and soft, the broil , the shode, metals whether
created or generated, and when formed. This is the
first Book. In the second Book, a treatise of the
Deluge, as a cause of many of the most curious
particulars in our minings. This, I thank God, I have
finished this day, but what I have written I shall be glad
to have revised by all my acquaintance, particularly by
you, Sir; and now, having finished my Introduction, I
must retouch and add some things to my Antiquities,
and then, God willing, entirely apply myself to the
particulars of the Natural History of this county.
(to E.M. da Costa, 7 May 1751,
BL Add. MS 28535 62)
By October 1751 the time had come for a final decision on
publication of the Antiquities, and when asking Lyttelton for
advice, Borlase could have had little doubt as to what it would be.
As life is short at best, but with one of my age cannot
be long, if I ever publish any thing, it is time for me
to think of beginning ... The case is this, if the method
I have pursued in this little piece of Antiquity, and the
pains I have taken in the execution of the plan
intended, can give any information or entertainment to
the Public, I am willing to publish; if not, I should
blush exceedingly if I were not as willing to suppress
it; if you are of this latter opinion, I am content; if you
are of the former, I should be glad to take your advice
in every particular. . . If I were a man of fortune, I
would make a present of my work to the world, but as
I am not, I cannot publish it but by subscription, for
fear I should be (as the spiders sometimes are) ruined
by a web of my own spinning.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 31 October 1751,
BL Stowe MS 752 136)
Lyttelton's reply is not preserved; probably it was a verbal one,
since at this time Borlase was in London, where he had gone after
taking young Basset to Eton. Borlase spent some time closeted
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with da Costa, attended several meetings of the Royal Society and
was formally admitted to membership, and went to Ilford for a
convivial meeting with Lethieullier. On his way home from
London he visited Oxford , being most impressed with what he
saw there and especially with the Bodleian Library, which had
become "the real Museum of Oxford ", and was in great need of
fossils. Reporting this to da Costa, he was scathing on the poor
quality of some recent contributions to the Royal Society's
Transactions :
Of the Cornish metals, I have promised them, and will
perform , God willing, what I promised; and I told
them I did not at all question but you would, as soon
as you were put in mind of your promise , which was
the part I willingly undertook. You cannot imagine
with what spirit they thirst after curiosities which they
have not, and with what easy access you are admitted
to study what they have. Give me leave to say that what
is valuable is not locked away from the assiduous and
inquisitive at Oxford, as it is in some places , which I
don't care to name. I always esteemed and loved
Oxford, but now I am charmed with it; and though I
have great reason to thank many gentlemen of your
city for their undeserved civilities to me when at
London , yet if ever I leave Ludgvan so long again,
Oxford must have the greatest share of my time.
Tis shocking to think how your Society has been
exposed by the trifles which continually bespatter your
Transactions; every eye must see it, and almost weep
to see the dignity of knowledge so prostituted, and the
sacred volumes, which should be marked with no
characters but those of real learning , opened to receive
all the chit-chat of old women and the blunders of the
ignorant, equally and indiscriminately, as well as the
discoveries and compositions of the most ingenious of
mankind .
I am wholly intent at present in preparing the
Antiquities, so that Natural History, by its leave, must
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stand still, and I do not design to publish Proposals for
my Natural History until it is as near completed as my
Antiquities are now, which will not be till a year or two
after the publication of my Antiquities.
(to E.M . da Costa, 20 January 1752,
BL Add. MS 28535 68)
Being unable to afford the cost of printing , Borlase resolved to
publish the Antiquities by subscription , despite a warning from
his friend Henry Balcer that "the credit of subscriptions is at
present very low, by the dishonesty of too many, who have talcen
large sums of money for works they had not begun, nor were at
all capable of performing". 39 Borlase proceeded to circulate
widely particulars of his proposed work, with subscription forms
for one guinea per book. His friends were pressed into service in
the collection of subscriptions, Oliver and Lyttelton being
especially helpful:
I am sorry I should be always troubling you about this
affair, but if I understand the part I am to act in it, it
is to let the world know that such a work is designed,
and to do my best endeavours to make the work as
perfect as I can . This is in my power, and inclination.
As for the success of the subscription , that is a thing
out of my power; I can by no means command the
favour or pockets of the public, and therefore I shall
malce myself as little uneasy about it as possible.
(to William Oliver, 25 January 1752, LB II 70)
I do not despair of a sufficient number of subscribers ,
for so many gentlemen of interest have appeared
willing to distribute receipts for me, especially in this
county, that I believe, by the time I have put together
my memorandums relating to all the antiquities , I shall
be enabled to carry the book to the press.
(to Charles Lyttelton, l February 1752,
BL Stowe MS 752 137)
39. OL IV 166.
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The Bishop of Exeter not only subscribed himself, but
produced an impressive list including the Dukes of Devonshire
and Argyll, the Earls of Granville and Buckingham, Lord
Edgcumbe, and the Bishops of Norwich and St. Davids.40
William Lemon of Carclew collected eighteen subscriptions at the
Tinners' Convocation (or Stannary Parliament) in September
1752, and six more later.41 By October 1752Borlase could report
to Lyttelton that there were enough subscriptions to ensure that
publication could proceed without loss.42
At the end of 1752 Borlase circulated to the parish clergy of
Cornwall a set of printed queries on the antiquities , natural
history and topography of their parishes .43 Such lists had been
employed by earlier antiquaries, including Lhuyd, and the idea
was suggested to Borlase by Milles, who had done so in Devon.
Milles thought it "an easy, cheap and natural method of information", but it was not without problems , some Devon clergy taking
umbrage lest his queries "were not sent about by some agent of
the Ministry to get at the values of their estates". 44 Borlase
seems not to have roused such suspicions in Cornwall , but his
results were disappointing; "I am ashamed to say how few
particulars worth notice I received in return". Only seven
accounts of parishes were received, some containing information
of value.45
The major matter now requiring decision was the place of
printing, the choice being between London or Oxford and (if the
latter) between the University Press or a private one. In any
event, a prolonged absence from his home and parish would be
necessary, since printing a large book required the personal
presence of the author to correct the proofs. An engraver had to
be found for the plates, and Lyttelton and Lethieullier both
40. OL U 274b.
4 1. OL V 36 a, b.
42 . LB CI 83.
43. Pr inted in Appendix , from copy LB U 71.
44 . OL UI 35a, 37.
45. BL Stowe MS 752 193. The desc riptions rece ived were of the pari shes of Bodmin (Rev.
Anthony Hosken), Creed and Stranon (Rev. Anthony Moore), St . Allen (Rev. Richard
Buckland), St. lssey (Rev. Joseph Hedges), Liskeard (John Trehawke ), St. Endellion
(James Tregeare) . They are in OL V and all but the last were printed in Old Cornwall ,
1965-7 , 'Co mi sh Parishes in 1753'.
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recommended James Green, a young man of great talent. Borla se
sought advice from his Oxford friend Francis Wise:
I thank God my copy is now ready for the press , and
my subscription has been more successful than I could
have expected .. . I am quite undetermined where to
print, and as you must be perfectly acquainted with
that subject, will you be so good as to advise me . . .
May I have the liberty, think you, of printing at
Oxford? Is there a Town press as well and as good as
the University one , and which would you advise me
to? If the work can be as well done at the one as at the
other , it will be indifferent to me which I go to, provided the cost and dispatch can be equal. I fancy I may
print cheaper at London than at Oxford , but if the odds
be small , I would choose to be at Oxford for many
reasons ...
Another point must be considered . My drawing s to be
engraved will be about 30, most of them Druid
monuments, from which I principally deduce or prove
the Druid system and principles. These must be
engraved and others engraving whilst I am attending
the press. The Dean of Exeter and Mr. Lethieullier,
both whom you have the pleasure of knowing,
recommend me to Mr. Green . The question must be,
therefore, whether he is at leisure to undertake the
whole engraving , and attend it with as little interruption as possible . I should be glad if you would ask him
the question , and if he is inclinable, the Dean will
write him of it, and his own friends shall determine the
charge of sculpture .
(to Francis Wise , l2 April 1753, LB II 96)
Wise advised . against using the University Press, as being
"loaded with too many burdens ", and suggested a new private
press in Oxford , that of William Jackson. 46 Lyttelton concurred
in this advice :
46. OL 1223.
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I cannot see any great loss which will accrue to you by
the anger of the University Governors , should you
print at the Oxford town press . Those who are friends
and encouragers of learning will readily subscribe to
the work , from the character the author bears in the
learned world , and others will not want a pretence to
save their money, whether you print at London or
Oxford. As to the University Press , they have taxed it
so heavily, that no man in his senses, who is not quite
dependent on the place, would print there; not to mention the slowness with which they go on at the
Clarendon
Printing House , their press being
remarkable for delays, which would distress you to the
last degree and occasion you two journeys backwards
and forwards, and see what an expense that would put
you to.
(from Charles Lyttelton , 3 May 1753, OL Il 80a)
The decision was accordingly made in favour of Jackson 's
press at Ox.ford, and at the end of June 1753 Borlase arrived there
to supervise the printing of his book . He found his surroundings
highly congenial :
I am now at Ox.ford, and hope to fix here , everything
round me savouring of a respect for learning . I revisit
with pleasure the scenes in which I passed my youth,
I admire the grandeur of the additions which have been
made since my time, and I cannot help thinking (you
will pardon me if I am partial) that though the Muses
may have many seats, yet that they have but one
Palace, and that is Ox.ford.
(to Charles Lyttelton , ND July 1753,
BL Stowe MS 752 156)
The process was nonetheless prolonged and wearisome, the
printer undertaking to print five sheets per week but not always
attaining this . In October Borlase reported progress:
I have been at this plac e the se three months , attending
the press , where my Antiquiti es of Cornwall have been
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printing these two months. I chose to fix here because
of the Libraries , which in your great city [London] are
more dispersed, and not of such regular access. My
engravings are above half finished, and, in a fortnight
more, half my book will, I hope, be printed off ...
I thank God my subscription has succeeded beyond my
expectation. . .
The only misfortune I meet with here among the
learned is that few apply themselves to the study of
Natural History, doubtless the noblest part of all the
Belles-Lettres. I long to get rid of these Antiquities ,
that I may enjoy myself and leisure in that delightful
study.
(to Henry Baker, 6 October 1753, JRL V 328)
Not until January 1754 could he return home, the great work
accomplished. His considered views on the printing of the
Antiquities may be found in a letter he wrote later in the year to
John Hutchins of Wareham,47 who had sought advice on the
publication of his proposed history of Dorset :
I have been some years engaged in collecting and
digesting materials towards publishing an essay on the
ancient and modem history of this County: as I am
now drawing towards a conclusion of my work, permit
me as a brother Clergyman , and fellow labourer in the
same kind of researches into Antiquity, to desire your
assistance in an affair I am quite unacquainted with.
You have lately published . I would beg the favour of
being informed of your method of publication , of the
expense of paper, printing and correcting; the charges
of drawing and engraving a plate; and what advantages
may be expected from such a work. I have no great
opinion of printers and booksellers, am equally apprehensive and ignorant of their artifices . Your experience
can inform me.
47. Hutchin, ohtaincu simil:ir auv kc from WB in 1766. having lost the co rrespondence
of 1754 in a lin: (OL VI J75. LB lll 20'.!). His Hi .,cory of Don;e1 was publi shed in 1774
after his death .
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I congratulate you on the justice you have done your
County, and should think myself happy in succeeding
so well, and gaining the just approbation of the public.
My work is somewhat of a different nature from yours.
We have very few British Monuments with us, our
Antiquities consist chiefly in some Roman roads and
stations, and encampments of several nations. The
pedigrees of the gentry, the descent of manors, ecclesiastical antiquities, and the topography of the County,
must compose my work . . .
(from John Hutchins, 4 November 1754,
OL IV 266A)
You desire my opinion in an affair that you are quite
unacquainted with, viz. Publication ... I have had so
little trial of printers and booksellers, that I have not
much to say either for or against them, but when I was
obliged to put my little bark to sea I was acquainted
from all hands with the maxim Caveat Auctor. I had
acquaintance at London, but I chose Oxford because
of the easier residence on all accounts , as well as of
one informant whose business was of the literate kind.
I lived at a great distance from both places , and therefore expedition was necessary , and every delay a pain.
I had reason to presume the University Press so much
engaged, and so much above the feeling of my
exigencies, that I was advised by friends to try a press
in the City. Being recommended to Mr. Jackson , who
was to let me have a fresh and good type, I bargained
with him for the page as you see it in large at 14s per
sheet, but the small print cost me a full guinea per
sheet, and I am persuaded the price was very
reasonable. And as my manuscript consisted of such
remote pieces of Antiquity, and was much interlined ,
no one could correct the press but myself; and in the
whole I am of opinion that Mr. Jackson used me with
great good nature , suffering me sometimes to alter,
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correct and contract, without murmuring, which was
a great encouragement to me to persevere, and I assure
you should enter into the covenant of every author with
his printer. As to the paper, it was made about two
miles from Oxford, at one Mr. Faichen's mill , of
whom I have no reason to complain. The printing
paper cost me 13s per ream, but the paper for the
copper plates I cannot say precisely, but as I remember
between 16s and 18s per ream.
As to the drawings, they were done by a very ingenious
young man there, one Mr. Green, recommended to me
by the worthy Dean of Exeter, and I cannot tell you
what they cost me, but his price is not much above half
of a London engraver, and excepting two or three top
hands, his works are as good as any, and his hand
growing every day better.
(to John Hutchins, 11 November 1754, LB II 110)
Thus, early in 1754, was published Observations on the
Antiquities, Historical and Monumental, of the County of
Cornwall, a monumental and indeed majestic work of more than
400 pages, splendidly illustrated with plates engraved by Green
from Borlase's own drawings. Most of the 500 copies printed
were reserved for the subscribers, the impressive list of whom
was headed by the Princess Dowager of Wales, and included three
Dukes (though not he of Bolton), ten Earls (including Godolphin), the Archbishop of Canterbury, seven other Bishops,
Horace Walpole, William Pitt, and the Libraries of sixteen
Oxford and Cambridge Colleges. Over 100 of the subscribers
came from Cornwall, where Borlase's former pupils were
especially generous in their support. Sir John St. Aubyn, to
whom the book was dedicated in gratitude for patronage from his
father and himself, subscribed for fifty copies; Thomas Hawkins
and Sir Richard Vyvyan for six each; and John Prideaux Basset
for twenty, as well as the expense of a plate of the antiquities on
his property at Cam Brea.
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It is upon this book that WilliamBorlase must be, and has most
often been, judged as a scholar; it has stood the test of time , and
after two centuries is still recognised as one of the finest books
on Cornwall, second only to Carew's Survey, and still an essential
item in the working library of any Comish scholar. It was a
pioneer work, the first chronological account of the antiquities of
the county, the first book to describe, illustrate and classify any
significant number of them. The text is divided into four sections:
the first covering the early history of Britain , with special
reference to Cornwall; the second, the rites and practices of the
Druids; the third, the prehistoric monuments of Cornwall ; and
the fourth, the Roman and later antiquities. An appendix of fifty
pages contains a Comish-English vocabulary, based on all
available sources, and printed with the express object of recording
for posterity an ancient tongue then on the verge of extinction ,
seemingly for ever; "with languages as with buildings, when they
are in a state of decay, the ruins become every day less distinct ,
and the sooner the remains are traced and copied out , the more
visible both the plan and superstructure will appear". 48 This part
of the work had presented many problems:
You cannot imagine what a plaguy tedious as well as
expensive thing my Cornish Vocabulary has been to
me, but now it is done I hope it will greatly contribute
to the pleasure of my countrymen, and the clearing
away a good deal of the mists of British Antiquity.
(to Charles Lyttelton , 11 February 1754,
BL Stowe MS 752 164)
The most common criticisms of Borlase's book by later
scholars have been that many of his conclusions, especially those
on Druids , were unduly speculative and inadequately supported
by evidence, and that some (such as the artificial origin of rock
basins) were probably incorrect. Although much of this criticism
may be justified, it ignores the fact that Borlase 's field-work, as
recorded in the book and especially in his unpublished manuscripts , was accurate and comprehensive, often giving for
48. AC 374.
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posterity the only reliable record of sites since damaged or
destroyed, and sometimes leading to the rediscovery in modem
times of sites lost for many years. 49 The value of accurate
descriptions, drawings and plans of sites is but little reduced by
errors as to their age or purpose. Borlase attributed to Druids
many monuments now reckoned to be of earlier date (such as
stone circles) , or natural origin (such as rock basins), but his
theories were supported by impressive research into the analogies
offered by biblical and classical writings and monuments, and
were, on the information then available, attractive and tenable.
He and his contemporaries knew nothing of the sequence of Ages
of Stone, Bronze and Iron, or of successive prehistoric migrations
from Europe; they regarded the early inhabitants of Britain as a
single indigenous race of 'Ancient Britons' whose caste of priests,
the Druids, was described by Caesar, Tacitus and other classical
historians. It is therefore not surprising that Borlase, having
correctly deduced the stone circles and other megalithic monuments to be pre-Roman in date, and religious or ceremonial in
purpose, followed Aubrey and Stukeley in attributing them to the
Druids. Like many later antiquaries , he sometimes had difficulty
in distinguishing between ceremonial stone circles, the kerbstones of denuded barrows, and hut circles used for habitation ,
but his interpretation of site categories was often sound. Thus he
rejected the idea that the cromlech was a sacrificial altar:
It is very unlikely, if not impossible, that ever the
cromlech should have been an altar for sacrifice, for
the top of it is not easily to be got upon, much less a
fire to be kindled on it, sufficient to consume the
victim, without scorching the priest that officiated; not
to mention the horrid rites with which the Druid
sacrifice was attended , and which there is not proper
room or footing to perform in so perilous a station.
(Antiquities, 1754, 213)
He rightly concluded that this was a class of sepulchral
monument, though his excavations beneath Mulfra and Lanyon
49. Such as St. la's Chapel al Troon, Camborne (Charles Thomas , Chrisrian Anriquiries
of Cambome (1967) 67- 72).
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cromlechs near his home failed to produce proof of his theory, in
the form of bones or urns. He still believed that the hill-forts had
been built by the Danes, while rejecting his previous theory that
the Cornish word for fort, dinas, had Danish implications; in
fact, the forts are of the native Iron Age, and there is virtually no
archaeological evidence of Danish activity in Cornwall. As for
the enigmatic underground structures known as fogous, such as
that at Pendeen in which Borlase had played as a child, his view
that they were places of refuge in times of danger has not been
bettered in two centuries of speculation. And as regards the rock
basins, which he was the first to attribute to the Druids, and
which he believed to have been constructed and used by them to
collect rain water for ceremonial lustration and purification, even
if one reluctantly accepts the statements of geologists that the
basins are natural, yet the impression derived from inspection so
overwhelmingly favours Borlase's theory of an artificial origin,
that his discovery and explanation of these sites must rank as a
great scholarly achievement, and the later refutation of his
theories as an ironic sequel with little relevance to the final
estimate of his work. so
It is true that many of Borlase's druidical theories can no
longer stand, and must be deemed speculative by modern standards; but by the standards of his own time his conclusions were
sober and well-argued, especially when compared with the wildly
extravagant fantasies of Stukeley. Borlase's own candid approach
to the problem of antiquarian speculation may be quoted, as his
justification , from the preface to his book:
In treating of the superstition, and rock monuments of
the Druids, I may seem too conjectural to those, who
will make no allowances for the deficiencies of history,
nor be satisfied with anything but evident truths ; but,
where there is no certainty to be obtained, probabilities must suffice; and conjectures are no faults, but
when they are either advanced as real truths , or too
copiously pursued , or peremptorily insisted upon as
50. AC 214- 9 (cromlech excavations), 314-8 (hillforts),
basins).

m-7 (fogous), 225-42 (rock
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decisive. In subjects of such distant ages, where
history will so often withdraw her taper, conjecture
may sometimes strike a new light, and the truths of
Antiquity be more effectually pursued, than where
people will not venture to guess at all. One conjecture
may move the veil, another partly remove it, and a
third, happier still, borrowing light and strength from
what went before, may wholly disclose what we want
to know.
Publication of the Antiquities was welcomed by the author's
friends and by the antiquarian world generally; probably no
compliment pleased him more than that from Lyttelton: "I
sincerely think it the most solid and judicious treatise that ever
was wrote on so obscure a subject".51 Other compliments came
from friends whose main interests lay elsewhere, such as the
naturalist Thomas Pennant:

I have now had leisure to peruse your book, which has
afforded me much satisfaction. Pray permit me to say
that I shall stand indebted to you for a new taste, since
you have so effectually cleared the British Antiquities
from the obscurity they were immersed in, that I shall
have the courage to attempt the study by help of the
light you have lent. I was agreeably surprised to find
among the copper plates several of my old acquaintance, which I lately degraded to no better rank than
boundaries of parishes, or unmeaning heaps of stones;
but for the future, I shall esteem them as the sacred
relics of the worship of our ancestors.
(from Thomas Pennant, 15 June 1754,
OL IV 16c)
The result of publication was to elevate Borlase overnight from
an obscure coun~ry parson into, if not quite a celebrity, then at
least an authority, a recognised expert on Cornwall, on Druids,
and on Antiquity generally. He certainly appreciated the favourable reception given to the results of his years of research, but
51. OL U 102 .
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soon found that the status of an authority brought its own
problems, as Pennant confirmed:
It is a great misfortune to be eminent in any one thing;
I believe you find it so, by your complaints of the frequent applications you receive from your brother
virtuosi; I really pity you, and fear your case will
prove more deplorable on the publication of your
second volume, when you have discovered the beauties
and riches of your country. Then, I foresee, you will
be pestered from all quarters, and will have no remedy,
but in shutting up shop, and in declaring that you have
left off business.
(from Thomas Pennant, 17 May 1755,
OL IV 32A)
In view of the widespread recognition of the Antiquities as a
book with significance far beyond the county which it described,
it is surprising that Borlase never became a Fellow of the Society
of Antiquaries. The honour could certainly have been his at any
time after publication of the book, especially after Lyttelton and
then Milles became Presidents of the Antiquaries, but there is no
record that Borlase ever considered this. Presumably he felt that
membership of the senior body, the Royal Society, was sufficient
for one who lived so far from London that attendance at societies
there was of necessity rare . Many leading antiquaries and
naturalists of the time held both Fellowships , including Stukeley,
Lyttelton, Milles, Lethieullier, Pennant , Baker and da Costa, and
the last-named sent many letters to Borlase summarising the
proceedings of both ~he great societies.

EXCURSIONS
Borlase's next book was not the NaturalHistory, as some of his
friends had confidently expected, but an account of the Isles of
Scilly. These islands lie 25 miles west of Land's End, and for the
whole of the 18th century were leased from the Duchy of
Cornwall by the Godolphins , who delegated the authority of
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Governor to the commander of the small military garrison,
normally a junior officer. He was assisted in the administration
of the islands by a body of twelve of the principal inhabitants,
who lacked much of the authority requisite for their task. Borlase
would have been familiar from early childhood with the outline of
the islands on the western horizon , but it was not until 1752 that
he went there for the first and only time, in company with his
friend and curate Henry Usticke. His journal of the visit shows
him at the height of his powers, carrying out intensive fieldwork
on entirely new ground in a very limited time. 52
The two clergymen boarded the Godolphin sloop at Penzance
on the morning of 25 May 1752, and on the following morning,
after a somewhat protracted voyage beset by fog, they arrived at
Hugh Town on St. Mary's, the main island of the group. After
spending most of that day in bed, they devoted the whole of the
27th and the morning of the 28th to measuring and recording the
antiquities of the southern part of St. Mary's , where they found
barrows, stone circles and rock basins similar to those previously
discovered by Borlase on the mainland. On the afternoon of the
28th they went to the island of St. Agnes, where Borlase tried the
water from the lighthouse tower, which was stated by the keeper
to be the best on the island, "but though I was very thirsty I could
not drink it". On the 29th - Restoration Day - they took part
in an agreeable ceremony, before resuming fieldwork on St.
Mary's:
This being a public Thanksgiving Day, I was pleased
to see the Islanders observe the Restoration of Monarchy and Church Government with as much zeal as
became the best of subjects. The drum beat, the
soldiers marched from the Lines with their arms and
drew up before the Governor 's lodgings, and there
grounding their arms, and leaving them under a proper
guard, went to Church. After Church Service we came
back, and the soldiers getting under arms marched
with the proper officer at their head into the Lines, and
drew up on the terrace. From them we went with the
52. PZL Vol. 42 1- 35, App. no. 11.
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Governor Lieut. Clutterbuck to the battery next the
barracks , where the Master Gunner and other gunners
attending, seven cannon were fired, and three huzzas;
the Governor then waving his hat , the soldiers of the
garrison fired three rounds and made as many huzzas.
(Journal of a Tour to Scilly, 29 May 1752)
The next day was spent exploring Tresco island, and the 31st
around Old Town on St. Mary 's. The antiquarian survey of St.
Mary's occupied the first two days in June , and then on the 3rd:
Having hired some soldiers we proceeded to open and
search the Burrows on Bosow [Buzza] Hill near the
new town, where the common story goes that Giants
were buried . There are many of these burrows on the
hill, a few paces distant from each other. In the first
we found no bones, but some strong unctuous earth
which smelt cadaverous . . . In the afternoon it rained
excessively, the wind grew very boistrous, and about
12 at midnight it was a most violent storm.
Thursday morning it blew hard , and designing to draw
the elevation of the whole peninsula on which the Fort
stands, I concluded it best to borrow a room in some
proper house, over against the subject I was to draw.
I walked away from the town near a mile to the N.E.
Here I met a person who soon began to complain of
the bitterness of the last night's hurricane , that it had
almost ruined him and many others near him, that
their potatoes and corn were blasted to that degree that
they could hope for little or nothing from their crops ,
that all their grass was burnt quite black , and their
peas utterly destroyed. I did not suspect what the man
drove at, but believing him to be in distress , pitied and
endeavoured to comfort him ; and went my way into the
house adjoining, where having drawn till I was tired ,
I walked out to refresh myself by taking a little air, and
conversing with the first person I should meet.
I soon met with a house which I thought at first sight
might be more advantageous for the prospect I was
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about, than what I had before sat down in. The
mistress of the house was at hand, told me I should be
very welcome to have the best room she had, and with
the civilities usual among the Islanders invited me in,
told me she would make all the haste imaginable to
accommodate me by clearing the room of what stood
in my way, and desired me to sit down . Upon my
asking this courteous Landlady some indifferent
questions, about her household furniture, and the way
of living and paying their rents in this Island, she told
me that they were but a few days before in hopes of a
plentiful crop, and providing meat and clothes for
themselves and children , but that the last night's storm
was very outrageous; then asked me whether we had
not been digging up the Giant's Graves the day before,
and with a great deal of good humour, as if she forgave
us although she suffered for our curiosity, asked me
whether I did not think that we had disturbed the
Giants, adding that many good people of the Islands
were of opinion that the Giants were offended, and had
really raised that storm.
What the poor woman innocently surmised was
become the common talk of the Island before sunset ,
and as they come from the off-islands to St. Mary's (or
vice versa) when the weather will let them pass, every
day, the same opinion was every where , and on
Saturday being at Bryer Island we were immediately
asked how much money we had found in the Giants'
Graves, and whether ever we heard a more violent
storm, concluding that every thing they had in the
ground was blasted and ruined. But that evening Capt.
Jeffreyson commander of the Independent Company in
garrison here, arriving from the main, and assuring
the people that the storm was as violent on the coasts
of Cornwall as it was at Scilly, we were afterwards
looked upon in a more favourable light.
(Journal of a Tour to Scilly, 3 and 4 June 1752)
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Meanwhile on the 5th, the weather having abated , exploration
of the off-islands was resumed with visits to St. Helen's and St.
Martin's, and on the next day to Bryher and Samson . Bad weather
returned on the 7th, when Borlase saw 35 ships sheltering in St.
Mary 's pool within a bow-shot of the shore. The next day was
spent on a final round of St. Mary's finishing various drawings,
and on the morning of the 9th Borlase and Usticke sailed for
home with a fair wind , arriving at Penzance the same evening
after a pleasant passage, having been at Scilly for just fourteen
days.
By September 1752 Borlase's first account of the Islands was
in the hands of Dean Lyttelton, who showed it to Lord Anson and
General Ligonier in view of Borlase's "judiciou s comments" on
the importance of the Islands in time of war.53 He also advised
that it should be passed to the Royal Society, by whom it was
published in the following year. 54 Borlase was frank in
explaining his concern at the deficiencies of the military government of the Islands :
The power generally is placed in the Captain of the
Company, who being mostly absent , leaves sometimes
a Lieutenant and sometimes only an Ensign to
command, and I need not tell you (though the present
Lieutenant is a worthy, quiet , honest man) what little
knowledge and temper those people are sometimes
furnished withal), and how miserable twelve hundred
souls must be, for the general run , who are to be
governed by, perhaps , a passionate drunken creature ,
who never minded any Laws, but what weFe given him
by his superiors, and when he has no superiors in view
is glad of the opportunity to act his own will, neither
regarding the good nor checking those that are
otherwise .
(to Charles Lyttelton, 24 November 1752,
BL Stowe MS 752 147)
53. OL II 57.
54 . 'The Great Alterations which lhe Island s of Scilly have Undergone', PT Vol. 48 55.
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Lyttelton advised against publication of a plan of Star Castle,
the chief fort on the Islands, as this might be of possible use to
enemies, 55 and Borlase denied any such intentions:
It never entered into my thoughts to publish any
remarks I have made on the fortifications, or any plans
or elevations of the Lines which I sent you. I do not
pretend to be such a critic in fortifications, as to be
certain that the observations I made on these
fortifications deserve any weight, and therefore I
should never be willing to publish them, for the sake
of my own reputation; but if I were sure they were
right, I should still be the more averse to publish them,
for they must show the defenceless condition of that
important station so plainly, that I love my country too
well ever to expose its weakness.
I carried instruments with me to correct the bearings
and distances, but I was so unfortunate as through mists
or storms not to be able to take one observation . .. All
the fair weather we had, we used in seeing St. Mary's,
or going to the off islands which were our principal
points in view.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 13 January 1753,
BL Stowe MS 752 149, LB II 88)
However, Lyttelton showed the manuscript to William Pitt,
who saw no objection to publication on security grounds, 56 and in
due course the plan of Star Castle was printed, with Borlase's
views on the inadequacy of the fortifications and garrison.
It was on Lyttelton's advice that Borlase enlarged his Royal
Society paper on Scilly into a book; this had to be deferred until
after publication of the Antiquities, but in 1756 there appeared
Observationson the Ancient and Present St.ateof the Islands of
Scilly, published in the form of a letter to Dean Lyttelton. Borlase
used the same printer and engraver as for the Antiquities, but with
this much smaller book he was able to supervise publication from
home without going to Oxford.
55. OL Il 65b.

56. OL II 67a.
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The book, based largely on the records of Borlase's brief visit
to Scilly in 1752, was not the first on the Islands, for Robert
Heath's Account of the Islands of Scilly had been published in
1750, but Borlase's work remains to this day unequalled as an
account of their antiquities , scenery, history, occupations, social
conditions, and maritime and strategic importance, being praised
by no less a critic than Samuel Johnson as "one of the most
pleasing and elegant pieces of local enquiry that our country has
produced ".57
Borlase was well aware of the mysteries and paradoxes of SeilIonian antiquity and history. He saw the widespread evidence of
a rise in the sea level, which led him to conclude (in full accordance with present-day expert opinion) that most of the islands
had originally been one. He noted the absence of any record of
use of the Cornish Language, despite the existence of many
Corni sh place-names , and attributed this to re-settlement following some great catastrophe such as an inundation of the sea, the
inhabitants being "all newcomers" with no "conscious esteem of
their own antiquity".58
At the end of the book, Borlase drew attention to such
problems as the inadequate provision for the administration of
justice , the lack of regular communication with the mainland, the
need for a clergyman to serve the off-islands, and the "utterly
unaccountable" failure of the islanders to engage in the pilchard
fishery. These and other problems were, "with great diffidence
and submission", brought to the attention of the Earl of
Godolphin ,59 but they remained mostly unresolved until, in the
next century, the lethargic regime of the remote Godolphins was
replaced by that of the resident, energetic and autocratic Augustus
Smith .
Each year from 1752 to 1757 (except 1754) William Borlase
made a summer tour in central and east Cornwall, with the
general aim of improving his knowledge of the parts of the county
more distant from his home, and, more specifically, of obtaining
57. Literary Magazine Vol. I no. 2 (May- June 1756) 91.
58. Islands of Scilly 88-99 (sea level), 86, 112 (language and place-names).
59. Op. cit. 131- 8, LB ll 143.
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information needed for his books. The journals of these tours are
preserved/' 0 that of the first, in 1752, begins on 30 June, when
Borlase noted, two miles before reaching St. Austell, "a wind
engine like a windmill" used for pumping water from a mine,
which when working had drawn more water than the fire (steam)
engine, but which was then idle because lack of a counterpoise
had prevented it from being checked when the water was drawn
out. At St. Austell he examined the church, and next day, having
copied an inscription at St. Blazey, he searched in vain for the
inscribed stone near Fowey, noted the lack of "remains"
(presumably meaning those of stone structures) at Castle Dor,
and then visited Restormel Castle. On 2 July he saw traces of a
great ridgeway (which he believed might be a Roman road)
between Lostwithiel and Liskeard; near Liskeard be saw a mill
with two wheels, set one over the other and turned by the same
water, and in the town he sketched the conduit and visited the
church. Next day he spent around Saltash, visiting Trematon and
Ince Castles and St. Stephen's Church, and at Shillingham he saw
"many vestiges of antiquity, but all in ruins". On 4 July he went
to Launceston, seeing on the way the churches of St. Mellion,
Callington, Stoke Climsland and South Petherwin, and noting at
Callington the finest church monument he had yet seen in Cornwall (that of Lord Willoughby de Broke), which was unhappily
disfigured by the initials of those "who had no other way of
showing their attention and regard to this curious piece of workmanship than by defacing it". At Launceston he saw the church,
town walls, and castle, noting within the last "the county gaol,
a small and wretched place for human creatures to be confined
in". He also crossed into Devon to visit the monuments in Lifton
Church of his mother's ancestors, the Harris family of Hayne. On
8 July, back in Cornwall, he arrived at Stratton, and climbed the
church tower to scan the countryside for evidence of Roman
roads, the existence of which was suggested by the place-name.
Next day he examined possible roads both east and west of the
town, visited Launcells Church and Whalesborough, and wrote
an account of Bude:
60. RIC Vol. 41. App. no. 22 .
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Bude Haven is now full of sand, so that only small
vessels of 50 or 70 tons can come in to discharge, but
the present generation can remember when the sand
was much lower than at present , and the ground running up the valley for above a mile is all flat marsh,
and most certainly made so by the deterrations of the
hills adjoining; the river here, upon every land flood,
corning down charged with slime, and by reason either
of the tides or sands, or both together, not being able
to carry on and discharge its burden into the sea. And
it is reckoned no small detriment to the haven that the
Arundells, living at Ebbingford, made a bridge and
mill across the passage, which had contributed to stop
the course of the land waters, otherwise of force
enough to have driven the sand back into the sea and
keep the mouth of the haven clear. This harbour of
Bude must have been a very pretty and secure one
formerly, the marshy ground where it runs up at present at spring tides being a mile and a half long and
in many places more than half a mile over. And the sea
runs even now on a spring tide up under Wallsborow,
more than a mile from the present mouth of the haven,
covering all this marsh as it comes along.
On his way west towards Tintagel, he saw a snake, larger and
browner in colour than the adders of West Cornwall, but not so
poisonous or so soon incensed. From above Boscastle he saw
Hartland Point and Lundy Island in the distance, but rather
surprisingly considered that there was " nothing pretty" in the
village. On arrival at Tintagel he went first to Bossiney, where he
noted very few houses, but was told that every house and land
holder had a vote for the Borough Member, and that the election
proclamation was always read from the top of the mound in the
village, before the assembly was adjourned to the town hall. At
Tintagel church he saw a path along which "the common people
say King Arthur and the Dukes of Cornwall drove their chariots
to church from the castle". On 10 July he made a full inspection
of the castle, and then visited St. Teath church . Next day he saw
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some entrenchments at Pencarrow, and the Nine Maidens stone
row near St. Columb. On the 12th, homeward bound, he saw from
a distance the great hill-fort of Castle-an-Dinas (similar in name
to that in his own parish) overlooking Goss Moor, but had to defer
inspection until the next year. He did however have time to visit
Colan chuch, and to search the downs around Marasanvose in
vain for traces of a Roman road.
His journals of tours in the following years contain much interesting material, such as his visit in September 1755 to Towen
Blistra, now the bustling seaside resort of Newquay:
Passed the Gane! and went about a mile further to a
place of about twelve houses called Towen Blistra, a
furlong further to the New quay in Lower St. Columb
parish. Here is a little pier, the north point of which
is fixed on a rock, the end in a cliff, at the eastern end
there is a gap cut about 25 feet wide into the slatty rock
of the cliff. This gap lets small ships into a basin,
which may hold about six ships of about 80 tons
burden, and at spring tides has 18 feet water in it.
Upon the brow of the cliff is a dwellinghouse and a
commodious cellar lately built. Here is a sandy hill or
towen61 making a promontory of about 300 acres, a
fine turfy run for sheep, full of the same snails as the
towens in Phillack and Senan , and makes the sheep fat
about Michaelmas, and excellent mutton.
Borlase was normally respectful about the great houses which
he saw; thus in 1753 he described Antony as "a complete house
fit for any Nobleman" (though he disapproved of the obstruction
by plantations of the view of the river), and in 1756 Trelawne as
"a very comfortable commodious seat". But he could be critical,
as in 1756 when he found Lanhydrock "in a state of neglect and
decay", and in 1753 when he was scornful about the site of
Morva!, lying low with high woody hills on every side, the
parsonage ground very near, and no water near but a dirty duck
pool, so that it was "impossible to make a fine seat of it".
61. Cornish tawan. dune , sandhill.
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The last of these tours to be recorded was in June 1757, when
Borlase was mainly concerned with completing his drawings of
houses for publication in the Natural History. He left home on the
13th, and "endeavouring to get the nearest way to Piran Round
kept on a very stony and hilly road through St. Agnes". Having
drawn the Round, he reached Nanswhyden in the evening and
revised his drawing of the house, going on to Prideaux Place at
Padstow on the next day and drawing it the day following. On the
16th he crossed the Camel by ferry and "reached St. Minver
sands which were extremely quick , the horses getting out of the
boat almost to the belly, an hour after it would have been quite
dangerous". He examined St. Endellion church , then rode a long
way east to draw Werrington house, and spent the night at the
White Hart at Launceston . On the 17th, after making another
drawing at Werrington, he rode to Kilkhampton, where he
examined the church ("the longest and the most lightsome with
the highest pillars of any church in the county") and the site of
the recently demolished mansion of the Grenvilles at Stow. In the
afternoon he went in search of the source of the Tamar, the river
which forms the border between Cornwall and Devon for most of
its length:
About four miles ENE of Kilkhampton Churchtown
there are two burrows called Woolledge [Woolley]
burrows, due east of which is a large moory ridge
whose sides spread to the southward near a mile long
and ¾ of a mile wide, the other sides of this moor
falling towards the north not quite so spacious. On the
top of the ridge between both declining moors there is
a boggy space about 100 feet long and 30 feet wide, in
the apex of which amidst the rushes rises a spring, in
winter very forcibly but in the dry summer so small
that it afforded above ground no running water, the
basin was about 1 foot 6 inches diameter of fair water
well tasted. Though the fountain was so inconsiderable, yet it is the head of Tamar running to the south,
and the head of Turridge [Torridge] running to the
north , but those rivers owe not their streams to this
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fountain but the boggy moors of each side, which
waters meeting with hills shelving together, are conducted into a channel. Tamar has East Youlson and
West Youlson [farms] , which make a channel betwixt
both so narrow that the Tamar in a mile becomes a
considerable stream.
Next day he set off down the Tamar valley to visit Tamerton,
Tetcot, Hayne and Hexworthy. On 21 June he headed west again,
being told at Camelford of a monstrous logan stone on Rough Tor,
which he had no time to visit. Next day he reached and drew
Trewithen, on the following day Carclew, "which bids fair to be
the prettiest-finished and planted Box in the west of England"; on
the 24th he corrected his drawing of Enys, and dined at Trelowarren. Next day, having drawn Trelowarren and examined the
new church being built at Helston at the expense of the Earl of
Godolphin, he returned home to Ludgvan, after nearly two weeks
of travel but only one Sunday's absence from his parish.
NATURAL HISTORY OF CORNWALL
After publication of the Antiquities in 1754, Natural History
gradually became Borlase's main scholarly interest and the most
common subject of his letters. His correspondents included three
celebrated naturalists, Henry Baker, John Ellis and Thomas
Pennant.
Henry Baker (1698-1774) was a distinguished scientist living in
London, who had first come to public attention as inventor of a
scheme for educating deaf mutes, and who became an authority
on microscopes. Borlase first met him in London in 1751 and
received from him some advice regarding publication of the
Antiquities. In 1754 Baker was the principal founder of "the
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and
Commerce" (now since 1847 the Royal Society of Arts) , of which
he became the first secretary. It was the purpose of this society
to encourage discoveries and inventions likely to be of practical
importance, and one of its first projects was to offer a premium
of £30 for the discovery in Britain of cobalt ore. Baker sent
Borlase details of the society and its aims, and asked him to
circulate them in Cornwall:
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Some Noblemen and Gentlemen of fortune . . . are
forming a society to encourage Industry, by giving
rewards for the discovery of useful things, and for the
improvement of arts and manufactures. And as cobalt
may probably be found in your county, you will be so
good as to put the papers into such hands as you think
most likely to seek after it . . .
(from Henry Baker, 6 August 1754, OL IV 168)

I congratulate you, Sir, and my other friends at
London, upon the plan for rewarding Industry and
Discovery, being patronised by gentlemen so able, and
knowing how to reward the deserving ; there is no
question but it will be attended with improvements in
Arts here in England, as well as elsewhere, and I hope
may in time further an Academy for all the arts of
designing, equal to any in Europe, especially if it shall
be so happy as to meet with the sanction of Authority,
and the attention and zeal of the Royal Family. You
know very well that the last King of France [Louis
XIV] was not only the generous founder, but during all
his long reign was the soul and spirit of all those
improvements in France, which make it the present
envy of the world ...
I am persuaded that there is a great number of fossils
in this country, overlooked and neglected because all
the attention of the people is engrossed by tin and
copper; but since gentlemen of such fortune and
penetration, as you mention, are so good as to
encourage further pursuits, I hope it will enlarge and
quicken the curiosity of my countrymen, and that I
shall soon see them as eager after the most rare fossils,
as they are now about the most profitable.
(to Henry Baker, 9 December 1754,
JRL VI ~. LB II 113)
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Borlase duly circulated the society 's proposals , and in January
1755 he received a letter from Francis Beauchamp, of Pengreep
in Gwennap , reporting the discovery of cobalt by miners driving
an adit through his property. 62 Borlase at once urged Beauchamp
to send specimens of the ore to Baker for analysis; this was done ,
but the first result was unfavourable , much to the indignation of
Beauchamp who became "a little hasty as to his temper" at the
delay.63 Further tests proved positive, and the society paid the
premium of £30 to Beauchamp, 64 but unfortunately disappointed
his expectation of further financial support to exploit the
discovery:
The Premium Society has been extremely civil to my
countryman Mr. Beauchamp , and he has much
forgotten himself if he does not think so; he was a little
uneasy, perhaps , that the event did not immediately
answer his expectations, but the misfortune was, that
his expectations had been too suddenly raised , and in
the infancy of a new discovery were higher than they
would have been with a moderate man at the very
summit of success. Most certainly the Society is right
not to make the case of a private man their own - this
would be destroying the intent of the institution , which
is impartially to bestow their encouragements for the
general and equal improvement of industry and
ingenuity in all.
(to Henry Baker, 13 December 1756,
JRL VI 298)
Baker had asked Borlase for suggestions as to other projects
which the society might support, and their correspondence shows
the suggestion which Borlase made, and its consequences :
I received an account of the proposed premiums of
your laudable Society for this year, and observe with
great pleasure that they turn their eyes every way for
advancing the knowledge , and promoting the industry
and real advantage, not only of their mother country,
62. OL V 147a.
63. OL IV 170a. JRL VI 135.

64 . OL IV 170b.
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but of her family too, I mean her dependent colonies.
I can suggest nothing to you as worthy of their notice,
as what they have chosen , but I would submit to you,
as a friend, whether the state of British Geography be
not very low, and at present wholly destitute of any
public encouragement.
Our maps of England and its counties are extremely
defective; we have but one good county map that I
know, and the head lands of all our shores are at this
time disputed , and even where Halley65 himself made
his observations. So that another survey was
undertaken, about fourteen years since, and a very
good apparatus of instruments appointed , and put into
proper hands, as was then imagined. But the event did
not answer the expectation , and as this actual survey,
under the inspection of more than one skilful surveyor
may be dispaired of, till the Government interposes,
and attempts what would be so much for the honour as
well as commerce of this Island, 'tis to be wished that
some people of weight would, when a proper opportunity offers, hint the necessity of such a survey; and
as what your Society appears to relish is likely to be
soon generally approved, if among your premiums for
drawings some reward were offered for the best plan,
measurement and actual survey of a city or district. It
might move the attention of the public towards Geography, and in time, perhaps, incline the
Administration to take this matter into their hands (as
I am informed it does in some foreign counries) , and
employ proper persons every year from actual surveys
to make accurate maps of districts, till the whole
Island is regularly surveyed.
(to Henry Baker, 11 September 1755, JRL VI 178)
Baker thanked Borlase for this suggestion, but reported that the
society had deferred any action on it. 66 Borlase returned to the
65. Edmund Halley (1656- 1742), Astro nomer Royal 1721.
66. OL [V 174 , 178.
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theme in the following year, in letters to Baker and Lyttelton, the
first indicating his frustration in seeking a map of Cornwall to
include in his Natural History, a lack which he was to remedy by
preparing one himself.
As I am engaged in a work which requires a map of
this county, and I would willingly make it correct, you
cannot conceive what differences in the Longitude,
Latitude, distances, and projections of promontories
and towns, have occurred in the examination of
authors, charts and maps of this little county.
(to Henry Baker, 7 January 1756, JRL VI 204)
I hinted to you in a former letter that our headlands
and bays here in Cornwall were very inaccurately laid
down in all our charts and maps, and the latitude and
longitude far from being agreed upon. This was so
visible, that in the year 1741or 2 several gentlemen at
London, and I believe at the instance of the Admiralty,
at least with their approbation, sent out one Mr.
Renshaw and another person (whose name I have
forgot), under the direction of the old Whiston ,67 to
survey the channel betwixt England and France . They
had a well appointed apparatus, the best I have ever
seen, of all travelling instruments for observation .
Upon talking with Renshaw concerning Dr. Halley's
placing the Lizherd [Lizard] Point (a station of great
importance in navigation), he averred that Dr. Halley
was mistaken much in placing it; and I find by
Renshaw's chart , now before me, that he fixes the
Lizherd Point near 7 ½ miles south of Dr. Halley.
It is a bold adventure in astronomy to differ from the
accurate Halley, especially when he had (as he says) a
fair observation , but indeed the instruments have been
somewhat improved since 1699, when Halley
67. William Whiston (1667- 1752), commi ssioned by the Governm ent to carry out a
coasial survey ordered by Parliament in 1740. See W. Ravenhill . Th e Lizard as a
Landfall", Journal of Navigation Vol. 35 No. I (1982) 84.
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travelled. However, if I am well informed, Mr.
Renshaw at his return to Whiston did not give that
satisfaction that was expected, and his work in general
has not that character which might be wished. Some
things may be said for him; that though his instruments
were good, he had but one second, if he were sick
during the voyage, every thing depended on one, and
in such nice points (much more difficult than is commonly imagined) several persons may correct what the
inattention of one or two may overlook.
I fear also, as they were a good while on the Cornish
coast, they might have made a little too free with the
bottle; but whatever was the reason, their chart is little
known and less esteemed, and indeed it was an illjudged scheme to send only two persons , and one of
them a servant; and we may depend on it that our
headlands will never be well laid down, till the
Government directs at least four or more persons,
equally skilled in taking observations with a proper
apparatus, to ascertain the latitude and longitude. It is
not an affair within the reach of a private purse, or a
single person.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 3 May 1756,
BL Stowe MS 752 176)
I am obliged to the Society for the kind notice they
take of my hint as to the defects of our present charts
and maps. That branch of knowledge (though our
pamphlet shops are full of boasted surveys) when it is
examined accurately will be found, I am persuaded,
excessive low, oppressed as it is with errors arising
(not to mention the ill capacity of common mapmakers) from hasty observations without a variety of
good instruments, which have scarcely ever been in
the possession of one surveyor; and though they
should have been, yet all the curious know how easy
it is for the best surveyor to mistake and misplace a
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figure, to forget an instrument , to be hindered by
weather, to be pressed in time , to have instruments out
of order, and somt other difficulties, which cannot be
obviated but by a plurality of persons , and unlimited
time, as well as a variety of instruments; and therefore,
though your Society will be extremely good to gjve
premiums for encouraging geographical designs, yet
this Island will never probably be well surveyed, till
this affair is adopted by the Government, and skilful
persons at the expense of the public appointed with a
proper apparatus to determine distances , fix longitude
and latitude etc. It must be confessed the Ministry have
other business before them at present, and Literature
must be silent; but the times may soon come, and I
hope are not far off, when the Prime Minister may
have his learned friend s about him , and allot one half
hour in a day ... to enquiry into the state of science,
and ask in what particular he could be most serviceable to learning, and learned men.
(to Henry Baker, 13 December 1756,
JRL VI 298)
In 1759 Baker's society offered premiums of £100 for properly
surveyed maps of counties , and in 1765 they awarded the first
such premium to Benjamin Donn of Bideford for his map of
Devon.68 In 1784 a national Trigonometrical Survey was started
under the auspices of the Royal Society, and in 1791this became
a Government responsibility under the direction of the Board of
Ordnance. In suggesting that accurate mapping of the country was
a proper responsibility of the State, William Borlase was thus
several decades in advance of his time, and his suggestion to Henry
Baker may have planted the seeds of the idea that eventually grew
into the Ordnance Survey.

John Ellis (1710-76) was a marine biologist, whose greatest
work was his book on the Natural History of Corallines,
published in 1755. He first met Borlase when on a visit to
68. W. Ravcnhill, Introduction

10

centenary reprint of Donn's map, 1965.
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Cornwall in 1744, after which Borlase sent him some mineral
specimens and received in exchange some "curious seeds" and a
pocket microscope. fD They met again when Borlase was in
London in 1751, and then commenced a regular correspondence
and exchange of specimens. In the study of marine biology, Borlase
had the active collaboration of his wife Anne, whose contribution
he fully acknowledged:
My wife takes great delight in collecting sea plants,
and I design to make a Hortus Siccus entirely of the
marine kind . If you will assist me so far as to enquire
and send me their Latin and English names , and the
page in Ray or any other botanist where they may be
found, to refer to, you will greatly oblige me, and I'll
send you any one which you most prize.
(to John Ellis , 25 May 1754, LS)
The marine Hortus Siccus is preserved in the same volume as
its terrestrial predecessor , ;o and likewise contains many
specimens collected and identified by Anne Borlase, with a note
by her husband, written in 1767, that the study of marine plants
had been much advanced of late , "principally from the accurate
microscopical observations and elegant engravings of Mr . John
Ellis F.R.S."
Borlase received his copy of Ellis's book on Corallines at a
distressing time, shortly after the death of his father and other
family bereavements and problems, including the serious illness
of Anne:
Since my last I have had the misfortune to lose my
father and two sisters, 71 and what interested me still
more, my wife has been extremely ill , and having a
dangerous relapse at Bath , I was in duty obliged to see
her home safe, and I thank God she is now so well
restored, that she has already fixed upon the places
and persons who are to collect for us; all the corallines
69. OL IV 185.
70. App. no. 74.
71. Elizabeth Tonkin (previously Rawlings) and Mary Trernenheere, 2nd and 3rd
daughters of John Borlase, both died in 1755. Elizabeth was described by her brother
Walter as 'a plain, good-natured , charitable, religious and useful woman'.
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and fucus's which you have had from us spread, or not
spread, being entirely owing to her curiosity and application. Will this excuse my long silence?
Your book I received after a long voyage . . . I am
greatly obliged to your for naming me in so valuable
a work , with a regard which I have not at all deserved ,
and must therefore continually thank you for, and for
the future by my assiduity and friendship endeavour to
make you some return . I have perused carefully
(though hurried by family losses and fears) the greatest
part of your present , and think you have not only
awakened the curious, but roused and animated them
to the pursuit of a branch of knowledge which three
years since, when I had the pleasure of seeing you in
London, was hardly a plantule, and did by no means
aspire to the title of a branch . By your researches on
the sea coasts, and accurate examinations by the
microscope , and faithful drawings, you must always be
remembered in England as the first of our countrymen
that made any remarkable advances in this science ,
and the first of any country that has advanced so far.
(to John Ellis, 18 July 1755, LS)

Two years later, just before going to Oxford to print the Natural
History, Borlase again emphasised Anne 's involvement in this
branch of his researches:
I set out this day sennight for Oxford , from whence I
hope to make an excursion as soon as the [Royal]
Society meets after Christmas and to meet you there. . .
In the mean time , if you can send any patterns or
drawings of fucus's or corals or corallines directed
hither to Mrs. Borlase, I have a son who will be here
in my absence , and with his mother 's directions will
collect for you , and send you with great pleasure any
fucus or corallines which our shores afford ... I here
inclose to you my wife's morning collection of tes-
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taceous formations upon plants on our beach, where
she goes every morning for the air.
(to John Ellis, 10 October 1757, LS)
In the following year Ellis, whose own wife had just died,
acknowledged the help received from his friend 's: " I am
persuaded these elegant fucus's passed through her hands", and
paid her the graceful compliment already mentioned , "She is the
most curious lady I know of her sex''. 72

In 1755 Borlase received a visit from another young scholar
which gave him much pleasure, as had that from Da Costa in
1749. Dr. Johann Albert Schlosser from Amsterdam came with
introductions from both Balcer and Ellis, the latter stating that
Schlosser had "more learning, sense and good breeding, with a
great flow of spirits, than any foreigner I ever have met with".73
On his way to Ludgvan, Schlosser visited Francis Beauchamp's
mine, and carried out tests on the ore which supported the identification as cobalt. Perhaps the most interesting event of his visit
to Borlase was a trip the two men made in a fishing boat to the
Gear, an isolated rock in the sea off Penzance, to collect
specimens of Corallines; examination of these convinced Borlase
of the truth of Ellis's theories, which he had previously doubted:
The people of Bath, Bristol and Exeter were all so fond
of Dr. Schlosser as he came down, that he did not
reach me till the 10th instant. My curiosity has made
me as intent upon learning every thing, whilst he is
with me, as his good nature has made him ready to
communicate. Between both you will not think that we
have been a minute idle. . . Some corallines we
brought home, and by two or three specimens which
Dr. Schlosser shewed me in his microscope, I am convinced that the Sea-bristle and other membranaceous
kinds which we examined are real animal productions.
I saw the body of the polype in the stem, the arms
branching out, and the tentacula moving to and fro, so
that I have nothing more to do than to acknowledge my
72. OL IV 240, 242.

73. OL

rv 212.
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former incredulity, renounce my errors, and own my
self your and Dr. Schlosser 's convert . . . This Seabristle was taken from the Geer rock in Mount's Bay
September 13 1755 and I have inclosed one to you.
(to John Ellis, 15 September 1755, LS)

I have been hunting after mines, minerals and
quarries , and have dipped a little into that ocean of
knowledge, submarine plants and corals, with one Dr.
Schlosser, a young gentleman of Holland, very
knowing in the systematical writings of Linnaeus, and
a particular friend of Mr. Ellis's in London: and I have
actually seen the Polypes pervading the stem or body
and moving out of the several branches of a coral,
which convinces me (though as tenacious formerly of
the contrary as any one) that they (viz. the branchy
plantlike corals) are really the dwelling, case and
covering fabrique of that creature, and no more than its
shell.
(to Thomas Pennant , 22 November 1755,

LB II 137)
Having returned to London, Schlosser caused some offence by
departing suddenly for Holland without showing his specimens to
Ellis and Baker. On arrival he wrote thanking Borlase most
graciously for his hospitality and assistance:
Cornwctll is and shall always be that spot of ground,
where in the shortest time I learned more than ever,
received more pleasure , presents and civilities than
any where, and made much more true , hearty and
learned friends than I did ever before in so little a
while.
(from J.A. Schlosser, 6 November 1755,
OL IV 157b)
Schlosser had been proposed for Fellowship of the Royal
Society, and Borlase feared lest his young friend's abrupt departure might prejudice his prospect of election:
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I hope that will not retard his election, for in Natural
knowledge he is certainly very deserving, and the fire
and haste of youth his great diligence will soon
discover, and as soon check their impetuosity.
(to John Ellis, 25 February 1756, LS)
Schlosser was duly elected , and continued to correspond with
Borlase for some years, finding six subscribers in Holland for the

Natural History.
The most celebrated naturalist with whom Borlase had contact
was Thomas Pennant (1726-98), who published extensively on
various aspects of Zoology and for many years toured widely
throughout the country. He was the eldest son of an ancient and
wealthy landowning family at Downing in Flintshire, and first
met Borlase on a visit to Cornwall in about 1746, while still an
undergraduate, to stay with Sir John St. Aubyn. In January 1753
he wrote to Borlase reminding him of their earlier meeting, when
Borlase had introduced him to the study of minerals, and since
when Pennant had applied himself' 'very assiduously to the study
of the mineral kingdom"; 74 now he hoped for correspondence
and exchange of specimens with Borlase, who was happy to
oblige. Pennant regarded Borlase as the main influence which had
led him to become a Naturalist:
I must consider the short conversation I had with you
when in Cornwall , and the few minerals you then gave
me, as the first cause of my application to these
studies, which have been a great relief to me during
some tedious illnesses which confined me from the
more active amusements .
(from Thomas Pennant, 25 November 1753,
OL IV 15a)
In 1761, when thanking Borlase for information about Cornish
birds , Pennant said that Borlase's letter "convinces me that my
first master in Natural History has not forgot his pupil" .75
Indeed, if Borlase himself had published nothing on Natural
History, his recruitment of Pennant to that study would itself have
been a notable contribution.
74 . OL IV I.

75. OL IV 53a.
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In 1754 Pennant made a tour of Ireland, and though prevented
by " the great hospitality of the country" from travelling as widely
as he had wished , he sent Borlase details of the antiquities he
encountered, some of which, such as the artificial caves or souterrains, were similar to Cornish sites described in Borlase's book,
while others, such as the Round Towers, were uniquely Irish.
Especially interesting was an account of a funeral which Pennant
saw in Kerry:
I happened luckily to be in the County of Kerry when
a person of some distinction departed this life; her
burial was attended with all the barbarous ceremonies
used in those parts, which are the wildest of the whole
Kingdom, and still retain tenaciously their old
customs. The corpse was attended to the grave by a
large troop of women, expressing by various gestures
the deepest and most sincere grief, and these actions
attended by a howl scarce human; indeed it was by no
means a f11Dustaciturn , their conclamatum est was so
loud. Besides those there were other females, who
celebrated the praises of the deceased in Irish verses;
these as well as the others are generally hired , which
reminded me of the Mulieres Praeficae of the Romans,
who performed the same parts formerly, as the
modem Hibemican Howlers do at present . . .
(from Thomas Pennant, 9 November 1754,
OL IV 24)

In 1756 Borlase gave Pennant a letter of introduction to Ellis,
but the younger man was not impressed:
He gave me very little satisfaction in regard to his
system, which he seems to have established on too
slight a foundation , and he is the most obstinate
enthusiast to his opinion I ever met with.
(from Thomas Pennant, 23 July 1757, OL IV 45b)
From January 1752 William Borlase kept daily records of the
weather at Ludgvan,76 at first in narrative form but from
76. RIC Vols. 17. 18. App. no. 2 1.
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September 1754 in tabular. Twice daily he noted the temperature,
atmospheric pressure, wind force and direction, and general
weather conditions. As time progressed , he improved and refined
his recording methods, and the quality and siting of his instruments, and in 1759 he acquired an Ombrometer (rain gauge) and
added monthly rainfall figures to the record of his daily observations. Borlase 's meteorological work has been studied by
Professor J. Oliver of Swansea University, who concluded that he
"did justice to the meteorological part of Natural History", and,
more specifically:
The care with which the entries were made, the
remarkably few gaps, and the frequent memoranda
concerning the reliability of his instruments or of
different conditions of exposure, show Borlase to have
been a meticulous observer, well aware of the need for
accuracy. Within the limitations of the instruments and
practices of the time, his record seems to be one of
high quality.77
Borlase was sometimes concerned with meteorological and
other natural phenomena beyond the usual. His third and fourth
papers published by the Royal Society concerned a thunderstorm
at Trythall near Penzance on 20 December 1752, when a
farmhouse was struck by lightning and the farmer's son killed ,
and agitations of the sea in Mount's Bay on 1st November 1755,
the day of the great earthquake at Lisbon. 78 He also noted
another thunderstorm in 1759, when on Kelynack Downs in St.
Just "five horses were killed without any visible wound, but when
skinned stunk of brimstone vehemently".79
Borlase's interest in earthquakes was first aroused by the
disaster at Lisbon, but on 15 July 1757he personally experienced
a small one while visiting his cousin's house at Kenegie in Gulval:
Being in the summer house at Keneggy, the seat of the
Hon. J. Harris Esq. near Penzance, with some company, we were suddenly alarmed with a rumbling
77. J. Oliver, ' William Borlase·s Contribution to 18th Century Meteorology and
Climatology·, Annals of Science Vol. 25 No. 4 (December 1969) Z78.
78. PT Vol. 48 86, Vol. 49 373.
79. RIC Vol. 17, App. no. 21.
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noise , as if a coach or waggon had passed near us over
an uneven pavement ; but the noise was as loud in the
beginning and at the end , as in the middle, which
neither the sound of thunder nor of carriages ever is;
the sash casements jarred; one gentleman thought his
chair moved under him; and the gardener , then in the
dwelling-house (about 100 yard s distant from us) felt
the stone pavement of the room he was in, move very
sensibly.
(RS L & P III 285)
He received other accounts of this event from several local
correspondents . Dionysius Williams the mathematician reported
from Sennen , " I heard a noise like the roaring of a spinning
wheel on the floor of a chamber , and the air seemed to tremble ".
From his mansion at Trevaylor, just over the valley from Kenegie ,
William Veale reported a noise like thunder , shaking of the
windows lasting nearly half a minute , visible movement of the
walls of the room, and trembling of the ground felt by people in
the garden . Alarming noises underground were reported from
mines at Great Work in Breage and Berland in Gwinear , and the
earthquake was felt as far west as Scilly and east as Camelford
and Liskeard. 80
A more gentle phenomenon of nature also received Borlase 's
attention during this last Summer before publication of the
Natural History ; a Great American Aloe (or Agave) bloomed in
the garden of George Keigwin at Mousehole , 33 years after planting, "the first instance of its blossoming in England in the natural
earth" . Borlase recorded its growth to a height of 21½ feet from
June to September , followed by decay until it was blown down by
a storm in the following February. 81
By early 1757 Borlase had abandoned any hope of publi shing
a topographical survey of Cornwall :
I have been making collections for a parochial survey
these many years , but the task is too laboriou s as well
80. OL V 126. 133, 127. 139.

81. NHC 226 and plate 20.
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as vagrant for an old man, and I have no thoughts of
publishing any thing of that kind.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 24 January 1757,
RS L & Pill 216)
Had it been completed, this would have been a memorable and
most useful work, as shown by his original plan for a third
volume, to be published after the Antiquities and Natural
History:
A Topographical Actual Survey in which all Church
Monuments from the Conquest to the year 1600 will
be measured , the inscriptions copied in the character
in which they are written , and the elevations given if
desired by the Families upon reasonable terms;
Religious Houses ; Altars; Fonts; Chantries and
Chapels most remarkable delineated with a short
historical account of them; the most noted produce of
each parish ; the Castles planned ; Any gentleman may
have his Seat, any Corporation their Town, inserted in
this Volume, and dedicated as they think proper, on
paying for the copper plate. 82
The abandonment of this work was a disappointment to
Borlase, as it has been to posterity, but it was hardly realistic for
him to expect to complete so massive a project when aged over
sixty, and his decision left the way clear for the swift completion
and publication of his second great book, the Natural History of
Cornwall .

The final stages of production of the Natural History were
largely a repeat of those for the Antiquities ; the labour of
completing the text and drawings for the immense book, the
enrolment of willing friends to seek subscribers , and finally a stay
of six months in Oxford, from October 1757 to April 1758,
supervising the work of Green the engraver and Jackson the
printer, with, once again, the contact with other scholars which
Borlase so lacked in Cornwall .
82. BL Egerton MS 2657 269.
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He had feared that the excitements and troubles of a country
at war might prejudice his subscription:
I do not at all wonder that Natural History is neglected
- our all is in danger, our leaders by the ears, war
abroad , and almost famine at home; my proposals set
out therefore very unseasonably, not to say unhappily,
but my work was so near finishing, and the author
growing old apace, that delays were not to be thought
of.
(to John Ellis , ND 1757, LS)

I am obliged to you for your zeal in promoting my
subscription. I am thoroughly sensible of the unfavourable time in which it sets out , and I shall not be
at all disappointed if it makes a much slower progress
than my former; every thing of this kind must stand
still, till affairs of infinitely greater importance pass
on, and begin to get a little into a train ...
(to Charles Lyttelton, 24 January 1757,
RS L & P III 216)
But in the event, the subscription was as long and almost as
illustrious as the former one; this time there was no Royal
subscriber, but the list included four Dukes and Duchesses, ten
Earls, the Archbishop of Canterbury and six other Bishops, and
seventeen Oxford and Cambridge college libraries. Borlase
decided to print 750 copies (as compared with 500 of the
Antiquities) so that he could keep the Natural History in print for
a number of years.
It was a shorter book than its predecessor - 326 pages of main
text as against 366; the earlier book had been lengthened by
inclusion of the Comish Vocabulary, and the later was reduced by
omission of the discourse on the Creation and the Deluge which
Borlase had originally planned to use as an Introduction . The
wide scope of the book is indicated by its full title:
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The Natural History of Cornwall. The Air , Climate ,
Waters, Rivers, Lakes , Sea and Tides ; of the Stones,
Semimetals, Metals , Tin , and the Manner of Mining;
the Constitution of the Stannaries; Iron, Copper,
Silver, Lead and Gold, found in Cornwall; Vegetables,
Rare Birds, Fishes , Shells, Reptiles and Quadrupeds;
of the Inhabitants, their Manners , Customs , Plays or
Interludes , Exercises , and Festivals ; the Comish
Language, Trade, Tenures and Arts.
About half the book is concerned with geology and
mineralogy, reflecting both the direction from which the author
had approached the study of Natural History , and the great
economic importance to Cornwall of mining. These chapters constitute the first detailed account to be published of Comish mining
and mineralogy (anticipating Pryce's Mineralogia Comubiensis
by twenty years) , and their value is increased by diagrams of a
section through Pool mine at Illogan , of a ' fire engine' (steam
pump for clearing water from mines), and of a tin stamping mill ,
all with detailed explanations.
As to other branches of Natural History, Borlase's work is of
lasting value to naturalists for the same reason as his earlier book
is to antiquaries; his reliability and conscientiousness, the
accuracy of his records and observations, and the scrupulous
distinction between speculation and proved fact.

In his Introduction Borlase paid a graceful (if slightly
reserved) tribute to Linnaeus,
who with a certain brevity and happiness, peculiar to
himself, has been indefatigable in digesting the several
products of Nature into the regularity and comprehensiveness of Systems, although a few obscurities, and
perhaps improprieties , may remain yet to be
retouched .
He made it clear that he declined to be bound by Linnaeus's
system, or that of any other author :
The Method which the principal divisions are thrown
into is plain , such as the several parts of the treatise
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suggested, not confined to any System; nor the
subjects treated under the general heads, classed and
digested according to the method of any other writer;
for as the end of Method is perspecuity, when it
appeared to me that I was in possession of this, I never
thought it necessary to search in books for the other.
I follow no leader, but I have slighted no guidance, nor
thrown by the usual order of other writers , when I
thought it would place the subject with propriety and
advantage, without being dry and forbidding to the
Reader. There may be too much of System, as well as
too little ; subjects may be crammed so close, that they
will hide one another; if they are arbitrarily driven
together under a class less obvious, they will not suit
their companions , nor become their place, nor be
easily found.
(Introduction , revised version) 83
He then gave his views on the proper role of Hypothesis in
Natural History, in terms recalling his defence of Conjecture in
Antiquity:
As I tie myself down to no determined Plan, I confine
myself to no man's Hypothesis, nor indulge myself
often in such sallies of the imagination . . .
To banish all Hypothesis , whilst so many points of
Natural History remain disputable and undecided,
would be to obstruct one (and no inconsiderable one)
of the avenues to knowledge. All cautious Hypotheses
must be pardoned for aiming at Truth, although they
miss the mark.
But an Hypothesis may be too bold , and when authors
pretend to account for every thing, they are not aware
how indecently they intrude into the councils and
peculiar province of their Maker. There are many
secrets in nature, which man had better let alone, and
wisely own his ignorance. God has given us a sagacity
83. Introduction to NHC, revised for proposed 2nd edition, JRIC 1866 Supp. 63.
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to discern, and faculties to use his works; but in a
gross only, and collective state; he has given us no
talents to track the first principles through their several
migrations and meanders, to transmute, destroy, and
recompose the works of Nature; he did not design that
we should presumptously revise, mimic or make, but
use, revere, and celebrate his works. Natural History
therefore has its bounds, which if it exceeds, it gets
wilfully into the dark, and consumes our time in endless and futile disquisitions; Natural History has its
bounds, most apparent to those who know most of it;
among the rest of its uses therefore (upon proper
intimacy) it will certainly teach us a due estimate of
our own weak abilities, short-sighted fancies, and at
the same time the unlimited unfathomable depth and
height of the Works of God.
In his Introduction to the 1970 reprint of the Natural History,
Cornwall's foremost modern naturalist, Dr. F.A. Turk, pays
warm tribute to his predecessor:
Borlase, as we meet him in the pages of this book, is
something of a traditionalist, but not exclusively so. A
keen observer, of a reflective turn of mind, he is
scrupulous in trying to understand what his scientific
contemporaries are about, but he scarcely ever fails to
weigh any fashionable opinion in the scale of his own
experience. If he is not completely convinced from his
own observation and reasoning, he suspends his final
judgement , though expressing clearly enough where
he believes the probability to lie . . .
Yet if we deal honestly with the evidence presented in
this book, we have to admit that there is in Borlase a
degree of innate conservatism. It is not so much that
he is biased against the new idea, as that he tends to
view many of them as interesting but unproven . .. In
part, no doubt , this independent and conservative
temper of his mind is to be attributed to his isolation
from the great centres of learning, both British and
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without advantage to him in engendering an independence of judgement and a certain freshness of
observation. If ideas are generated with greater facility
in the daily contact of scholarly minds so, no doubt,
are certain viewpoints, habits of thought, and the
powerful suggestions and preconceptions of a common
technical vocabulary. Although the 'locale' of his work
caused him to toil longer, and often for less reward, yet
it must have contributed in no small measure to the
temperate nature of his judgement and the freshness of
much of his observation . . .
It requires only a cursory study of the Natural History
of Cornwall to see how new is much of its subject
matter , and how much of it sprung from personal
observation and experience. For many years Richard
Carew's Survey of Cornwall, published in 1602, was
the chief source of the natural history of the county. If
we examine later accounts , but those still prior to the
writings of Borlase, we see at once that they are direct
copies from Carew. Compare them with Borlase , for
instance on the pilchard , and it is readily seen how
straight-forward and trustworthy is his account . .. He
scorns to copy from others, or to repeat what has been
several times told elsewhere. His interest is in making
a truly personal contribution to knowledge, and
without any invidious citation to bring up to date , in
one particular, what has already been written on the
subject elsewhere. Such an instance is typical of the
flavour of the whole book ; if we miss the illuminating
flare of genius, at least we feel sure this is an account
we can trust - "this ", we say, "is surely how it was".
It is the quality of reliability that makes the Natural
History so invaluable as a source book for much that
was to be found in Cornwall in the 18th century.
Although it has long been recognised that this is so
with regard to mineralogy, it seems to me that it is
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none the less so with regard to other subjects. If they
are not treated so fully, they have about them the same
aura of plain sincerity and integrity.
In the closing part of his book Borlase discussed the human
inhabitants of Cornwall, expressing regret that "frolicking and
drinking immoderately at the parish festivals should take the
place of such ancient and (under a few regulations) such laudable
and manly recreations" as the traditional Cornish sports of
hurling and wrestling. He did however defend the parish feasts
themselves from the strictures of "those who distinguish not, as
they ought, between the institution and the degenerate disorderly
observation of it". He deplored the litigiousness of the lower
classes, and their habit of "spending much time and money in
public houses", but commended his own class for their courtesy,
hospitality, and loyalty to the Crown .84 He also gave a short
account of the Cornish Language, "that we may attend it to the
grave", for he believed (a little prematurely) that it was "now
altogether ceased, so as not to be spoken any where in conversation", though confident that it would survive in place-names and
in the technical vocabularies of mining, farming and fishing. 85
The book is as lavishly illustrated as its predecessor, but,
rather surprisingly, only half the plates relate to aspects of Natural
History, the others being views of the principal mansions of
Cornwall. These would more appropriately have appeared in the
projected third volume, but , having abandoned that, Borlase
included them in the Natural History, the owners of the houses
paying for the cost of the plates. He explained his proposals to a
landowner whose seat he planned to illustrate:
You know it has been the method of Natural Historians
to print gentlemen's seats, as well as the rare bodies
they meet with in the county they treat of; some indeed
are too sparing in the latter and profuse on the former
head. I propose to have 14 large plates of Natural
History at least, besides small pieces, and to print
landskips and houses as many as shall be subscribed
84. NHC 301, 308, 304- 5.

85. NHC 313- 6.
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for. Among the seats, I could not be ignorant what an
ornament Nanswiden would be to the work, as well as
credit to the county.
(to Robert Hoblyn , Z7 September 1756, LB II 155)
Hoblyn duly obliged, and made helpful suggestions for the
drawing, but sadly he did not live to see it published, and Borlase
gave his widow fifty prints of the plate in token of his obligations
to her husband. 86
However misplaced these plates may seem in a book on
Natural History, Borlase's prediction that "it might be some satisfaction to posterity to see the patrimonial habitations of their
ancestors" 87 has been justified, especially since some of the
mansions, like Tehidy and Pendarves, no longer exist . In other
instances the houses stand, but their families have long departed,
as from Kenegie and Godolphin. Although there are still Vyvyans
at Trelowarren, Carews at Antony, and Prideaux at Place , the
prints record the architectural splendours of a social order now
departed, but which to Borlase seemed as much part of the
natural order as the rocks and creatures depicted on his other
plates. Indeed, the book itself is dedicated to the members of that
social order, " the Nobility and Gentry of the County of
Cornwall", in fulsome terms:
May you, Gentlemen, adorn your ancient names and
inheritances with every virtue, national, social, and
domestic; concur with harmony in promoting every
rational, public-spirited improvement ; by the
influence of your example give weight and countenance to religion and good manners; by your authority
restrain the vicious ; by your charity relieve the
indigent, and generously employ the industrious. 88
As soon as the book was ready for publication , Borlase left
Oxford for home, and arrived at Ludgvan on 3 May 1758 tolally
exhausted, as he explained to his friend Richard Haydon, the
86. OL V 189. 193. 202.
lfl. NHC ix.
88. NHC vi.
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headmaster of Liskeard Grammar School, whose reply can
represent the compliments which Borlase received from all his
friends on his achievement:
I have gone through such fatigue since I saw you, that
I once almost dispaired of my health's supporting the
application; but I thank God my native air, some
leisure, and my wonted exercise and diet, have
restored me beyond expectation. I am now fixed, to
return into the wide world no more, and my thorough
intention is to apply the rest of my time to prune,
enlarge and perfect as much as I can what is already
published, so as to leave it behind me in a more correct
state than it appears in at present.
(to Richard Haydon, 20 August 1758, LB II 168)

I have not only been most agreeably entertained , but
have also greatly profited by perusing your book, and
am indebted to you for the knowledge of many points
in Philosophy, which I was altogether a stranger to
before. Your digressions on a variety of curious
subjects are very ingenious and instructive, and your
deductions natural and convincing. A work executed
with so much accuracy and judgement cannot fail of
being very acceptable to the Public. . .
The close application that an undertaking of so extensive a nature required . . . must have been very
fatiguing to you. I am truly glad you have so happily
gone through it, and have at length an opportunity to
give yourself some respite in your native air at
Ludgvan. May you there long enjoy every comfort and
blessing you can desire. . . May you neither want
health, leisure or inclination to oblige the world one
day with a supplemental volume to your Antiquities
and Natural History.. .
(from Richard Haydon, 7 November 1758,
OL V 35a)
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Borlase valued such compliments, and worried little about
carping critics, as shown in a letter to Lyttelton, whose encouragement had done so much to ensure publication of his books:
I have sent to Mr. Sandby 89 for all the monthly papers
which have taken notice of my last work ; if they have
justly found fault; I shall learn with pleasure better
informations; if they carp , or throw aside that candour
which is due to a brother of the quill, I shall make
myself not at all uneasy; if they do not consider that
my intention was to describe my own Country products, and without cant or repetitions, to acknowledge
the goodness of my Maker upon every proper
occasion, it will not appear to be my fault.
I have not seen one observation upon it, but I
apprehended at first (as has always been the lot of all
Natural Histories) that the botanists, chemists,
fossilists etc. will all think that their particular department has been slighted, whereas the minutiae of no
science can claim a place in a general Natural History
of a particular district , without extending it into a most
unreasonable length , and disgusting others that have
not equal notice allotted them - so that I am very easy
at what the monthly retailers have said of it.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 6 December 1758,
BL Stowe MS 752 188)

89. William Sandby, WB's bookseller in London.

Chapter Four

LATTER YEARS
(from Borlase's autobiographical letter)

As soon as I returned , my first care was to send all the
fossils and remains of antiquity, which I had described
in my works, for the satisfaction of the curious , as well
as my testimony of gratitude to my Alma Mater, to the
care of the learned Mr. Huddesford , fellow of Trinity
College and curator of the Ashmolean Museum , to be
there reposited; for which I received the thanks of the
University in a letter from the Rev. Dr. Thomas
Randolph, then head of Corpus Christi College and
Vice Chancellor, dated 10 November 1758; and the
fossils etc. were placed in a glass desk or cabinet for
the more commodious examination. I continued to
send every thing curious in my department, as it came
to hand , to the same repository. On 23 March 1766 I
was presented to my degree of Doctor of Law (by
diploma) by the University ; the Rev. Dr. Durell ,
Principal of Hertford College , being then Vice
Chancellor .
As I was now grown old, my pastoral care and study
of the Scriptures had not passed un-noted; and I had
made many collections , extracts and paraphrases in the
way of 'Sacrae Exercitationes', without any intention to
publish them , merely ascertaining scriptural truths for
my own satisfaction, but always stitched or bound in
separate volumes to keep them distinct.
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My circle growing narrower every day, my amusements abroad and in the open air were superintending
the many high roads of my parish, which was so
placed by nature, in a narrow slip of land between the
north and south channels, that it had more roads in
number from and to the neighbouring towns of
Penzance, Marazion, St. Ives, Helston , Redruth and
Falmouth, than any one in Cornwall, perhaps than
most (of equal extent) in England; those, therefore, I
took upon me to form, and reform.
My sedentary amusements at home were the Belles
Lettres, among which painting was chief, as producing
always 'something new to wish, or to enjoy', and rather
whetting the appetite to go on (for in this art there is
no summit, none plus ultra), than fatiguing by what
was gone through. The literary walk, however, was not
deserted; I had been for some time before correcting
and enlarging my Antiquities; and in the year 1769 I
published , at London, the second edition of the
Antiquities of Cornwall, with several additions;
correcting the press myself at my own house, whither
the sheets were all sent for my revisal.
My next chief attention in the literary way was
confined to revising minutely my Natural History of
superfluities,
rectifying
Cornwall, contracting
mistakes, and interspersing such additional discoveries
as recurred. I also added to the plates of that work such
fresh subjects and embellishments as after-informations furnished. After this, I revised and prepared for
the press a treatise I had composed some years before,
called Private Thoughts concerning the Creation and
the Deluge, but a violent illness in January 1771, and
the apprehension of entangling myself in so long and
close attention as correcting the press solely, and at
such a distance as London , made me drop this design,
and recall my manuscript which I had sent to my bookseller to be published, after printing a page or two.
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Being now in my 77th year, very little more can be
hoped for by myself , or expected by others. Having
been long accustomed to the confinement of my study,
retirement and old age incessantly call upon me with
the less terror ; and resignation to my increasing infirmities becomes every day easier and less irksome , till
I now at last account it among the blessings of long
life, that it has quieted and extinguished every spark of
ambition, and that it enables me to withdraw more and
more with some decency from the world; precluding
the well-intentioned, perhaps, though rather too
frequent visits of civility, in which there is generally
more dissipation at all stages of life, than real compensation for the waste of time, especially in the days of
age. In hopes , however, of being not entirely useless as
yet, whilst it pleases God to grant me life, most of my
present time (as not the least of my pleasures) I allot
to the instruction of a dutiful and apprehensive youth ,
the present companion of my retirement.
Thus, Sir, I have complied with your request of the
13th of last December, dicendatacendalocutus; and if
such a weak career of life can amuse you for half an
hour, it cannot be owing to the critic, but to the friend
of , dear Sir, your most affectionate humble servant,
William Borlase.

FAMILY AND PARISHES
When William Borlase returned exhausted from Oxford to
Ludgvan in May 1758 after publication of his NaturalHistory, he
was aged 62 and could reasonably anticipate a peaceful old age
without family worries, and with freedom to continue his researches as he wished without the pressures attendant on printing
and publication. The two great books to which he had devoted so
many years had been completed and published , and were
generally acclaimed, plans for other publications had been
abandoned , and he might justly have considered that his life's
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work had been done, and well done. In his profession, he was
secure in his two livings, and had long renounced any ambition
for promotion in the Church , which, with a little effort, could
easily have been obtained from his friends who were Deans and
Bishops, or his former pupils who were now major landowners
and patrons of rich livings. On the domestic side, his wife's health
often caused concern, but his two surviving sons seemed to be
doing well in life, the newly-married John as Rector of St. Mewan
and the bachelor George as a Fellow of prestigious All Souls'.
In the event, William Borlase was to live for another fourteen
years, and although the period between 1758and his death in 1772
at the age of 76 was to bring some of the retirement he sought and
the contentment he merited, together with the bonus of further
literary achievements, its early years were to be marred with
continual worries about his sons and other relations.
These problems descended on him in 1760. George had been
living extravagantly at AH Souls', enjoying Oxford life in the company of wealthy friends, and was unresponsive to his father's
suggestion that he should economise by returning to ComwaJJ to
become curate of St. Just. William was obliged to ask his friend ,
Francis Basset of Tehidy, to speak to George when in Oxford :
As you were principally instrumental in getting my son
into All Souls. . . , I must now beg the favour of you
to interpose, and show him the ill consequence of
relying too much on such a slight provision. Upon his
entering that foundation, and ever since, I took every
opportunity of cautioning him against setting his mind
on the high living , which the people of rank and
fortune there might well afford, but would not suit
him; but that if he minded his studies (as he did not
want capacity) he would be level to most of them in
literature and esteem, and though of inferior fortune
would, with the credit of that fellowship, appear in the
world on a very decent footing, until he were better
provided for. How well he has pursued my directions,
and complied even with my entreaties , I am afraid I
need not inform you; neither shall I enter into parti-
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culars how I have endeavoured, beyond what I could
afford, to relieve his difficulties .. . I writ him about
a month since that at Ladyday next, my cure of St. Just
should be vacant, and I would make it worth his while,
if he would come and serve it; but I am very
apprehensive that he will make some frivolous objection to such a retired situation (as he has done in
former instances), without considering that all people
were not born to live in Oxfordshire or London. If he
would come down and take this charge, I will make it
£60 a year to him , upon which he might live very
comfortably till something better happens. . . This
sems to me a rational scheme, and is all I can do for
him after so much done already.
(to Francis Basset, 13 February 1760, LB II 175)
I communicated to your son the contents of your letter,
and desired him to consider them with the attention
they merited , and to regulate his future conduct by the
salutary advice and direction of so good a father. In
answer to the arguments I used, he expressed a proper
concern for his past misconduct, the highest sense of
your and his mother's parental care and tenderness on
all occasions, and particularly of your late generous
assistance towards extricating him out of the difficulties in which his imprudence had involved him,
declaring the strongest resolutions of endeavouring, by
his future economy, to preserve and deserve the conttinuance of your goodness towards him; and I cannot
doubt of his sincerity.
(from Francis Basset, 20 March 1760, OL V 368)
A little later, even more serious financial problems confronted
John, who had been living far beyond his means at St. Mewan
and, when he confessed to his father, received a shattering
rebuke:
You have made so much haste to be undone, that I fear
'tis irretrievable. . . You are now under a necessity
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which must make you alter in every particular your
way of management. You must immediately contract
your family, set your land at Michaelmas, sell your
horses as soon as possible and every thing that will
sell, and for the future buy your corn for the
house . .. In every article since you begun to have dealings with workmen , there is the justest reason to
suppose, that you have been the dupe of them all. With
the levity of a child you have ranged every where for
money, without the least consideration either how or
when you should repay, or that you were spending in
unnecessaries what your wife and children have a right
to for the necessaries of life. With the most egregious
vanity you have been profuse in furniture , house,
clothes and gardening, all greatly beyond your circumstances, and you at last see yourself reduced to the
necessity of sueing to those, whose advice you never
asked in any one particular of expense , and when
offered without being asked, you as constantly
rejected. In your letter to me you do nothing but beg
and pray compassion, you don't look back or even
acknowledge the cause of your distress ; but it is necessary that you should see and confess the inseparable
connection of profuseness and want, or you will soon
feel it.
(to John Borlase , ND May 1760, LB II 179)
Even this was not all; for some time William Borlase had been
worried at the financial plight of his wife's relations, the Peter
family of Mawnan. 1 Anne Borlase's sister, Elizabeth, had
married William Peter, Rector of Mawnan , who died in 1750.
Their son, William Peter the younger, was seemingly as improvident as his cousins George and John Borlase , and brought his
family to the brink of ruin , his mother being compelled to seek
refuge with her sister at Ludgvan Rectory to escape the clutches
of bailiffs. William Borlase poured out his worries to his son
George:
I. LB II 166, 168, L1I24 .
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Your cousin Peter's goods have been all seized and
sold by execution, which has cost him (besides the
debts) in law cost and loss by sale at least £100. He is
out of his house , his mother by being bound for him
has been arrested, got her daughters to be bound for
her (for only a small part of the debt), got out of the
Bailiffs' clutches for this, and has fled hither to avoid
them for the rest. They are all ruined , and have neither
sense nor property to extricate themselves. . . All
these particulars fall heavy upon your mother and me,
to whose years nothing can be so agreeable as home,
retirement and quiet ; but what is much worse ... your
brother John . . . has squandered away in house, or
rather repairing old and rebuilding new fallen houses
and nicknack furniture, above £1200... He has run on
in building etc. contrary to my express advice,
acquainted me with no particulars, never consulted me
as he went on, and now he is bound for jail throws
himself before me, reduced to an object of the utmost
compassion, at a time when I might have expected
some credit and comfort from him and his children.
I leave these two melancholy examples of extravagance
and its consequences to your own reflections , and shall
expect your answer with impatience. I have bound
myself to pay for him £100 directly (notwithstanding
what I paid for you at Oxford) , and £30 yearly till the
present debts are discharged , if I live so long. This
reduces me to an unhappy incapacity of doing any
more for you, in the way you are now in . .. I will
struggle to pay something annually for reducing your
debts, if God grants me life, but I cannot justify in my
present circumstances to remit any thing more to be
spent in College . . . Your Mother is much dejected to
see her sister here, her son and his wife out of doors ,
and your brother scarce rescued from the like disgrace
and misery. For God's sake take warning, and weigh
consequences. . .
(to George Borlase , 28 July 1760, LB II 176)
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In the following year, William Peter secured his father's old
living as Rector of Mawnan , but it was not until 1765 that the
problems of this family seemed likely to be resolved satisfactorily.2 Meanwhile, George Borlase had caused even more
grievous problems to his father. In 1761he was still at All Souls',
still in financial difficulties, and wavering between staying there
in the hope of preferment, going to Jamaica, or persuading his
father to resign the living of St. Just in his favour. William was
again obliged to resort to an intermediary to compel his son to
face facts:
I might have expected that after being burdensome for
so many years to me, he would have been able to go
without stilts, but the longer he lives in the University,
the more embarrassed he grows. I have always told him
that I had nothing but from hand to mouth, and that for
twelve years time to be continually on expenses, after
the necessary parts of education were passed, was
what did not suit my circumstances, nor become him.
My letters to him I must appeal to, as the best vouchers
that I have done all the duties of a Parent as a Monitor.
My remittances to him, so constantly that I never
failed him one quarter since he entered, must convince
the world that I have been rather too indulgent and
liberal than tenacious. . .
I want a curate for the parish of St. Just, which is
nearly worth £50 a year, in a healthy air and plentiful
country with good roads; but the country is not
pleasant enough nor the accommodations good enough
for him, though his ancestors have lived there for
several generations. He then tells me, in a rambling
undecisive way, that he will increase his income, and
has had an offer to go with a gentleman to Jamaica
upon very good terms .. . Let him do something. If he
will take the cure of St. Just and reside , the people will
be naturally very kind to him, and I will pay £20 for
his diet and the keeping of a horse besides what is
mentioned above, and he may hunt or shoot every day
·2. LB Ill 183.
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of his life, and when he chooses people he is within a
morning's ride of his relations and all his best
friends .. . If he does not choose this, I shall not insist
upon it; let him go to Jamaica , and whilst he is there
I will apply as much as I am able to pay his debts ...
(to Mr. J. Vivian , ND 1761,LB II 180)

If matters are desperate . . . he had better go to
Jamaica. If not , I desire he will immediately come
down , and bring a different temper of mind with him ,
than to think that I can justify the resigning one of my
parishes into the hands of so poor a manager. . . For
him , who has nothing fit for housekeeping, to think of
keeping house at Pendeen, is madness; he will confirm
his ruin irretrievably, in a country where he has so
many relations, and he of an open temper, too hospitable ever for the least thought of prudence to
interpose . .. I am afraid, to tell you the truth, that he
is still mad after high life, and intends to squire it away
in Cornwall till it is as impracticable to stay here, as
where he now is. I wish I may be mistaken.
(to Mr. J. Vivian, 16 March 1761, LB II 180)
In 1762George's problems seemed to be solved at last by his
appointment as Vicar of South Petherwin, a parish in east
Cornwall of which Oxford University was Patron.
I wish you joy of South Petherwin , and I have one wish
more for your advantage, that you may enjoy it with
temper. As I have never been wanting to you in the
pecuniary duties of a parent, and am now taking my
final leave of that troublesome province, nothing
remains but that I acquit myself also of the admonitory
part of my duty, as being high time now to leave you
to yourself in every particular. I partake so much in
your success and creditable majority in the Convocation, that I should do violence to myself if I said
anything to lessen your satisfaction at your preferment;
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but if you should over-rate it, and do not well and
yearly provide for the payments to the University, this
living I apprehend is so circumstanced that it will
make you uneasy as long as you have it. Your predecessor,3 besides many other qualities worthy of
your imitation, was equally a pattern of hospitality and
economy, and the former was always subordinate to the
latter. . . To assist you I have here enclosed (to my
great distress) £20, and for the future you are to re. collect that it is time for you to swim by yourself, for
the corks you formerly relied upon are really worn
out.
(to George Borlase, ND May 1762, LB ill 43)
But no sooner had George assumed his new responsibilities,
than he brought disgrace upon himself and his family by fathering
an illegitimate child, and was summoned to answer for his sin
before the Consistory Court of the Bishop of Exeter. William
Borlase's views may well be imagined, and indeed must be, since
he obliterated almost all references to the affair from his letterbook. He enlisted the aid of his friend Jeremiah Milles, by now
Dean of Exeter:
I do not know how to make sufficient apology for
interesting you in an affair of so disagreeable a nature,
but to abandon one so near to me when there are hopes
of recovery would be much worse, and time, that
softens other things, would embitter more and more
such an unnatural desertion .
(to Jeremiah Milles, 15 August 1763, LB ill 114)
In the event, George was treated very leniently ; there were, it
seems, mitigating factors in the affair. He confessed all , was
sentenced to perform public penance, and succeeded in getting
this commuted to a fine of £20, receiving also a stern letter of
rebuke from the Chancellor of the Diocese, who described his
own leniency as "almost criminal". 4 William Borlase appreciated
the consideration shown to his son:
3. Dr. John Haviland (died 1762), Vicar of South Petherwin, had sent antiquarian and
geological infonnati on to WB (OL V 52).

4 . A. Warne, Church and Society in 18th Century Devon (1969) ~-2.
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What I and my son think of the proceedings of your
Court at Exeter (as people too nearly interested to
judge impartially) will signify little ; but wherever the
truth of all circumstances shall reach, gentlemen less
concerned will , I am sure, be pleased to find that Mr.
Carrington your worthy Chancellor has so tempered
that ju stice which became him with so much
goodness.
(to Rev. Nicholas Gear, 19 September 1763,
LB ill 116)
On 30 September at St. Hilary George married Alice Dewen,
daughter of James Dewen, a merchant of Marazion who had been
a friend of his father's.5 The marriage was apparently a happy
one, though childless ; Alice had inherited from her father some
property in Marazion, and George spent much of his time in the
far west managing it. In July 1765 his father helped him draft a
letter asking the diocesan authorities to excuse his non-residence
at South Petherwin, on the grounds of his wife's business and
property interests at Marazion .6
At St. Mewan, the marriage of John Borlase and his wife, the
younger Anne, was fruitful. Their eldest son, John, died in 1763
aged only four, but they had two other sons, Williamborn in 1761
and a second John in 1768, as well as four daughters, Mary,
Lydia, Anne, and Elizabeth. It does not seem that William's faith
in his son John's financial competence was ever restored after the
crisis of 1760, but he helped the family by taking the eldest
surviving son William into his household in 1768, and by
assuming financial responsibility for the education of the eldest
daughter Mary. A letter to his daughter-in-law shows how
seriously he took this responsibility :
Having considered the age of Miss Mary, and how
long she has been at Golant , I think it will be for her
advantage to be moved to a somewhat higher school.
I have made the best enquiry into the school at Truro,
and am advised that as the children there are all little,
and the mistress young, and matters unsettled , it will
be best to stay a little before you entrust the education
5. LB Ill 116
.

6. LB Ill 175.
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of a child there . . . I think that it will be better to place
her at Mrs. Winchester's at Falmouth, against whom
the only objection that I can find is, that she stints
them in washing and makes them wear stuff gowns,
which I think is no objection at all, as it may prevent
the pride of dress, which to moderate fortunes will be
an advantage. All charges of the school will be
mine...
(to Anne Borlase, 15 November 1770, LB ill 327)
William Borlase's wife Anne had first been taken seriously ill
in May 1755, while on a visit to Bath. Thereafter her health
caused frequent concern to her husband, although in June 1758
he was able to tell Lyttelton that she was better than for some
years past , having been persuaded to drink cyder instead of
water,7 and in November 1760 he sent a favourable report to Dr.
Oliver:
Mrs. Borlase is, I thank God , better at present than she
has been for many years past. Our only physick for the
last year has been no other than the air on the beach
below the house, where we daily make our almost only
visits, and pick pebbles.
(to William Oliver, 14 November 1760, LB II 178)
Anne was still well in the following August, but in October
1763William reported that she was "frequently out of order but,
I thank God, not long at a time". In January 1764 he told George,
"your mother has flying gouty pains now and then , otherwise I
thank God in good spirits, and perpetually engaged in her household affairs". In December he told Sir John St. Aubyn that she
was "as well as can be expected after such frequent indispositions
as she has of late years gone through". 8 In November 1768 Anne
was reported as being " in a recovering way" after being
"exceedingly indisposed with a kind of flying unsettled gout,
mostly in her stomach and often in her limbs", but in the
following January she was "extremely weak" and her husband
"very apprehensive of the consequences". 9
7. BL Stowe MS 752 184.
9. LB Ill 287. 2'l7.

8. LB Ill 12. 118. 127. 155.
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William himself was philosophic at the onset of old age, as
shown by letters to his brother John in London, and to
Huddesford:
I hope all your complaints are removed but what we
must all submit to, I mean those of old age. People tell
me that I hold it pretty well , though much advanced in
years above what such a puny constitution as I was
always reckoned to have might promise; but Mrs .
Borlase has long laboured under great weakness of
habit , and had lately a most tormenting fit of the gout
which has left her still weaker, but I hope the best . I
have got a chaise with a covering for her . . . but how
long two such old people shall have health to use it
God only knows , and we must be contented to
remember frequently that it cannot be long . It is our
duty, you know, to provide for health as much as we
can, and leave the rest to God.
(to John Borlase, 10 September 1766, LB III 216)

As an old man I am an experienced physician , and my

prescription is, in words and at length , not in drachrns
and semples, Read, Write, and Ride: the first for your
mind and pleasure, the second for your friends and
your expecting country, and the third for your health .
(to William Huddesford, Zl April 1767,
LB III 247)
The chaise mentioned in the letter to his brother had been
ordered from London in June 1766, to replace one that had
become worn out , and thus enable William to take his wife out
to enjoy the air. It was to be "a plain one-horse chaise, with the
lightest covering that is made", preferably second-hand; and the
business was entrusted to James Ramsay, the husband of Walter
Borlase 's daughter Peggy. Later the specification was changed to
include fittings for a fore horse , since "you must know I live upon
a hill , and find it very convenient to drive with the horse (on
which the boy rides) before the other which I drive myself; this
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draws us uphill easier than one horse only". The chaise arrived
at Penzance by tin-ship early in September; William and Anne
liked it, and he drove it as far as St. Mewan to see his son. 10
Normally, however, his outings were merely to Penzance, and to
visit his brother at Castle Horneck, as recalled in 1854 by his
great-nephew, General Walter Tremenheere (1761-1855), the son
of Walter Borlase's daughter Catherine Tremenheere:
I remember frequently seeing him at Castle Horneck.
He used to drive a couple of bays, 'tandem', and was
the only gentleman in that part of the country who ever
did so. I remember his figure accurately, with his large
wig and rather short stature. It was his habit, on his
return from his morning drive to see his brother at
Castle Homeck, to pull up at the only book-shop then
in town, Hemming's, just above Mrs. Treweeke's great
house, and go in and see what books had been ordered
by the families in the neighbourhood, and to read the
paper, while his servant, who was always with him,
held his horses.
(Tremenheere MSS, PZL)
Early in 1769 Anne Borlase's health deteriorated rapidly, and
on 21 April she died, aged 66, after nearly 45 years of marriage.
You have been very good, Sir John, in enquiring so
often, and with so much tenderness, about Mrs.
Borlase's health . Enquire no more, she is in Heaven.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 22 April 1769,
LB III 302)
Your last favour came to me when I was under the
greatest affliction mortality has to bear - I was daily
seeing my dear partner for life growing weaker every
hour for several months, till at last the lamp was quite
exhausted, and a better life began on the 21st ulto.
(to Thomas Pennant, 17 May 1769,
WRO CR 2017/TP 181/18)
10. LB lll 203, 212, 217.
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She was buried within the altar rails in Ludgvan Church; her
husband expected to rest beside her before long. But the
bereavement , though deeply felt, had not been unexpected, and
after a few months of depression he began to recover his spirits.
I had not left your letter of March 18th so long
unanswered , but for a misfortune which admits of no
repair in this life; yet some gleams of comfort may
now and then break through , especially if my friends
do not drop all correspondence with me, now I am but
half what I was, but half myself. The friendly advice
of your last will put me in mind of alleviations, best
drawn , as you say, from Religion and Philosophy; they
both join in teaching us, that sincere, habitual connections of mind dissolve not with our meaner part, but
last as long as consciousness itself; that they may be
weakened and suspended in some measure by a temporary separation, but not destroyed ; when I think in this
train , I look upon myself as not quite deserted; my
thoughts pursue the shade , and will not leave it; my
affections will flow in the current they have been used
to more than forty years , and I please myself with the
fancy that she cannot (even now) but recollect with
pleasure our mutual fidelity and love. . .
(to William Huddesford, 7 July 1769,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 148, LB ill 305)
I received the favour of yours when I was in a very
melancholy state both of body and mind. Soon after,
I was separated for a while (either long or short as it
may please God) from my partner in life, and one half
of me being laid in the grave, I had then many reasons
to think that the other would not but follow almost
directly. It has pleased God since then to reconcile my
mind to his will, and even, I think , to restore my health
and Spirits. . .
(to Margaret Ramsay, 28 October 1769,
LB III 310)
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Fortunately, he had not been left entirely alone. In the previous
year his grandson William had come from St. Mewan to live at
Ludgvan , and the lonely widower appreciated the company of the
intelligent child , and enjoyed the opportunity of once again
teaching the classics as he had himself learned them from John
Bedford at Plymouth so many years before.
My health , I thank God, grows better, and I hope I
shall be able to enjoy the correspondence of the
learned world a little longer. Of my time I should not
be so very solicitous, but about a year before my late
irreparable loss I had taken a little grandson to live
with us; I could almost wish to live long enough to
send him to Trinity, being an amiable , retentive and
ingenious boy, but this is looking forward a great way
for one of my years , and wishing for what may be
attended with great infirmity.
(to William Huddesford , 4 November 1769,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 261, LB ill 311)

I have got a little boy with me for a companion , nine
years old next June . I can safely say that I did not
choose him , fearing how it might incumber one of my
age if he proved untoward ; but happening at my late
wife's instance to try Mr. Ramsay's chaise as far as St.
Mewan , the boy took it into his head to be fond of me,
and beg that he might return with me. He came here
accordingly when Mrs . Borlase was very weak, and
was so tender , and so quick and ready to oblige her
during all her illness , that she was seldom easy without
his company, to the last moment. This evidence of
good nature has endeared him to me more than anything else, though of no unpromising appearances
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either of person or mind, and we live as well together
as most people of such distant ages.
(to Margaret Ramsay, 2 April 1770, LB ill 317)
At Castle Homeck Walter Borlase too was getting old, his
burden of public responsibilities increasing yet again when in
1765 he succeeded his brother George as Mayor of Penzance, at
a time when the Corporation faced financial difficulties following
heavy expenditure on rebuilding the quay. At the end of his year
of office, Walter contrived to transfer the borough revenues to
himself and others as trustees for the bond-holders who had
advanced money for the new quay, and he thus deprived the Corporation of any control over its revenues until all the bonds had
been repaid. This action was denounced by the Corporation as
high-handed and unlawful, but their efforts to challenge it were
unsuccessful, and Walter and his co-trustees retained control of
the town revenues until his death . 11
In 1768 William Borlase reported to Lyttelton regarding
Walter:
My brother is ... tolerably well as to health, but, if
not sinking, bending at least under the weight of too
much business for his years; continuing still the Vice
Warden, and what is worse, Justice of Peace, besides
other necessary cares temporal and spiritual.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 19 February 1768,
BL Stowe MS 752 237, LB Ill 268)
Walter's relationship with his many children remained at times
unhappy, and William occasionally intervened as an avuncular
mediator. The death of Walter's eldest son in 1754had left as his
heir the second son, Samuel, and in 1762 William wrote to his
nephew, a Captain in the Army, regarding differences with his
father:
'Tis true your father's income is now more considerable than ever it has been, but the incumbrances of
debts, and a very numerous unprovided family, are
great allays, and ought equally to be considered by you
both, though felt ar present very unequally. Whether
ll. P.A.S. Pool, H isrory of Penzance (1974)98- 100.
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he can afford you £200 yearly, if he was willing, I
doubt very much, his condition in life requiring a table
of some plenty and openness to his numerous
branches, and a sociable neighbourhood, and his
offices and profession some expenses, and his age
some indulgences and conveniences, which young
men do not want; but this he best knows, and must be
referred to him, who is no bad judge (and has proved
himself so) of his own property ...

If your present situation is subject to expense, 'tis no
shame at all to limit and reduce that expense (be it
what it will) within the bounds of circumstances. All
people cannot be equal , or rich; we stand upon
different stairs, and as to those who are a step above
us, we must be contented that they overlook, and reach
higher in most things than ourselves; and if it seem
mean in the eyes of the inconsiderate , for persons to
move only and regularly in their proper rank , take my
word for it, though I am no soldier, in the eyes of
discreet and good commanders, those make the
speediest advances into credit and esteem , who keep
scrupulously to their proper order, with management
and economy.
Let me entreat you, therefore, to comply with your
father's measures , for though he has met with some
things which may have chagrined him a little, yet in the
main he loves most sincerely his family, has been indefatigable in endeavouring to provide for them all, and
will not be insensible at a proper time (I think) of your
dutiful submissions.
(to Samuel Borlase, 13 May 1762, LB III 43)
Four years later, William suggested that Samuel might begin to
assume some of the responsibilities that would one day be his:
I shall be glad of every opportunity to contribute to
your settling in a situation more to your and your
friends' content. What if you were to offer to come
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down, and take a share of your family affairs? The
estate, you know, is not a large one, and is peculiarly
circumstanced so as to be very dependent upon mines.
It will doubtless come to you, and the sooner you are
acquainted with the arts of the tinners , the better you
will be able to deal with that subtle kind of people.
Your father greatly complains of the weight of the
Justice business , and I dare say would be glad if you
would share or take it from him. . .
(to Samuel Borlase, 10 November 1766,
LB ill 221)
This seemingly sensible suggestion was unfortunately
unacceptable to Walter, and in the next year the relationship
between him and Samuel was still deteriorating , despite the
continued efforts of William , who assured his nephew that he had
"scarce anything more at heart than seeing the family of Castle
Horneck at unity and flourishing" ; but a little later had to tell him
that his father was adamant "that seeing you there for a day would
not be declined , but that you could not lie there on any account
whatsoever ". 12
Sometimes William's efforts were more successful, as in 1765
when he effected a reconciliation between Walter and his
daughter Harriet , who had left Castle Horneck after an argument. 13Then in 1768 he was able to do the like between Walter
and his fifth son William, who had been acting as his father's
curate at Madron , and had displeased him in some manner which
is not recorded .
Riding for the air last Monday I met my cousin
William coming here. He told me he had much
disobliged you, and that the affair was now quite over,
and begged me to speak to the Archdeacon to get him
a curacy somewhere near Exeter, which was the place
he chose to fix in, and that he should be glad of any
conciliatory offices I might do for him with you.
I spoke yesterday to the Archdeacon , who will do all
in his power, but knows no vacancy there as yet. I also
12. LB ill 249, 250.

13. LB lll 161, 164. 166.
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found that the Bishop has displaced Bullock from
Zenor, and refused it to Lane, who by some mistake
or other was so simple as to apply, thinking it consistent with Landrake. 14 Upon this I had some talk with
cousin William , and consulted your friend Symons, 15
and we both agreed that cousin Wtlliam should apply
to you to mention him to the Bishop (who I dare say
has him in his eye), but that he should do nothing
without your approbation . My further share of the task
was to acquaint you with the result , which I told
William I would not take upon me upon any other condition, than that he gave me under his hand that he had
dropped all thoughts of what had given you and his
friends such uneasiness . Before I left the company I
had the following letter :
'You may with the utmost truth from me assure
my father that the affair in which I have so much
disobliged him, and which he lately took notice
of to me, is entirely at an end .'
Now, dear Brother , the rest must be referred to your
own breast , and you will best judge how consistent
applying for Zenor may be with your other views as to
Kenwyn , and whether in case the Bishop (who is
coming down) should think fit to offer you Zenor for
your son, as his predecessor did to me for mine,
whether it will not distress you to refuse it , for fear of
losing both.
(to Walter Borlase, 5 May 1768, LB III 274)
The younger William duly became Vicar of Zennor, where he
found the vicarage ruinous and "generally thought unsuitable to
any tenant but of the most inferior class, much less was it adapted
for the abode of a resident and regularly bred clergyman , and a
graduate"; 16 he built a new vicarage there at his own expense.
14. Jacob Bullock lost the living of Zennor in April 1768 on accepting that of Wendro n.
Thomas Lane was vicar of Landrake in east Cornwall.
15. William Symonds, Vicar of Lelant and of St. Ives.
16. C RO. Tithe Acco unt book of Rev. William Borlase of Zennor. 1768- 18 13.
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During his later years William Borlase faced few major
problems in his parishes, except for the regular one of finding a
suitable new curate for St. Just every few years. The growth of
Methodism continued, fuelled by regular visits from John Wesley,
and by 1767 there was a Methodist Society at Ludgvan with a
membership of 41, 17 but no confrontations are recorded with
their Rector, and Borlase seems to have taken little notice of the
growth of this potentially schismatic sect, apart from ensuring
that his curates at St. Just did not favour it.
In 1759 he was obliged to write a firm but tactful letter to John
Rogers of Treassowe in Ludgvan, who bad delayed in paying the
customary fees for family burials inside the Church (a practice
which Borlase discouraged but which, ironically , was to be followed for his wife's burial and his own):
I am perpetually seized at every meeting about the
money for breaking the ground in the Church for your
two grand-daughters. I must needs say you did give me
reason to think that you would pay it . . . , and I think
the sooner the better, for I shall be immediately
solicited to grant leave for burying in the Church; and
it will be urged, why should not one bury in the
Church for nothing, as well as another, and so we shall
have our poor old Church reduced to a heap of dirt and
ruins, as it was when I came here, which was the very
reason that I restrained myself, two and thirty years
since, from giving leave to bury in the Church without
the payment of two guineas, which restraint keeps our
Church somewhat neat , and indeed has preserved it
from falling .
(to John Rogers, ND 1759, LB II 168)
On 28 July 1761 the Parish of Ludgvan nearly lost both its
Church and its Rector , when a mysterious flux of the sea was
followed (coincidentally one presumes) by a violent thunderstorm
during which the Church was struck by lightning:
You see in the papers an account of a thunder storm at
Ludgvan; 'tis true , and our handsome tower has much
17. lnformaLionfrom Rev. Thomas Shaw.
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suffered, as well as our poor old church, but the
account is silent as to the favourable time in which it
happened. It was just upon 8 p.m., so that there was
neither congregation in the church nor school-boy in
the tower (for there our parish school is kept). Had
there been either, this storm must have been much
more deplorable. The scholars' books lying on the
table were scorched, tom, and dispersed; and the
lightning which broke into the church forced up the
middle aisle directly to my pew, shattered it, threw
down the prayer book from the desk, tore the stem of
the pulpit into shivers, disjointed the body, ripped up
the stairs, scattered the fragments of the canopy over
the church; thence passed over Mrs. Borlase's seat,
bestrewing it with dust, plaster and splinters, directly
east to the altar, threw down one of the tables of
Commandments, riffled and ripped the wainscot and
plaster-work, and made its escape through the wall
under the eastern chancel window, without doing any
other harm. Blessed be the Hand that so graciously
timed and directed this furious blast!
On the same day about 11 a.m. (that I may write you
all the news from the ocean as well as the sky) Mrs.
Borlase and I, taking our usual exercise on the sands
below us, were alarmed with the news of a great agitation of the tide. Not half an hour before we came to
the spot, a plough drawn by oxen and horses, passing
not many paces from the brink of the sea upon the
sands , was all on a sudden surrounded by the sea, the
horses up to their middle and the oxen stood still; the
driver was in danger of being drowned immediately,
and when the spectators had given them over for lost,
the sea (which at this place must have risen six feet
perpendicular) retired with the same precipitation, and
left them all safe on a firm sand.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 17 August 1761,
BL Stowe MS 752 212, LB ill 13)
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In a later letter, to the Secretary of the Royal Society, Borlase
gave further details of the peril he had escaped:
Being then writing against a southern window, the
lightning and thunder was violent enough (being much
more so than any I ever remember to have met with)
either to drive my chair back three feet, or else I
started so much back at the light and noise, I am
uncertain which ; all I could recollect was, that the
room at once was full of flame, and immediately not
so, and that I was moved three feet from the table, how
I could not tell . A little headache was the only ill
consequence.
(to Thomas Birch, 8 March 1762,
RS L & P IV 107, LB III 31)
In May 1768Borlase complained to his neighbour, the Vicar
of Lelant, concerning the irregular habits of their parishioners as
to the calling of banns:
It is too common for those who are not honestly
inclined to bilk their parson. One May of this Parish
came to me the other day to have his wife churched .
Not knowing that he had been married, I told him to
bring me a certificate of his marriage, and asked why
he had not had his banns called here. He told me that
he had lived some time either in Lelant or St. Ives, and
was married there. Upon enquiring last Saturday into
the affair, his brother told me that he had lived in your
parish about three weeks with the girl , and was therefore married there. Instead of bringing me a certificate
of his marriage, he carried his wife to be churched to
you, and I think his child to be baptised .
I should not have mentioned this trifling imposition
both on you and me, but that one Catherine James of
your parish came just now, to put in her banns to one
Oats of Ludgvan . I understand she has been here a
while sweethearting , but I insisted upon her banns
being called by you, for that I should take no notice of
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her occasional habitation here, which she promised to
do.
To prevent these cheats, Mr. Penneck [Vicar of
Gulval] and I have agreed not to regard any such
fraudulent cohabitations, which are evidently intended
to trick the Clergy, as well as contrary to all decency.
(to Rev. William Symonds , ND May 1768,
LB ill Z76)

Later in the year, more serious irregularities were causing
concern in the Parish, as shown by a memorandum made by
Borlase in the Parish Register, signed by himself and his Churchwardens and by nine other leading inhabitants:
Whereas we are greatly apprehensive of the increase
of wickedness and immorality within our parish, and
do plainly perceive that the great charge of prosecuting
and convicting does discourage particular persons
from discovering and endeavouring to convict the
guilty, by which means Vice goes unpunished and
gains daily strength among us: We therefore, the
Rector and principal inhabitants of this Parish, do
hereby solemnly promise and agree , that every person
belonging to our said parish who shall be discovered
so as that he or she may be convicted to steal from or
rob any person whatsoever, or be guilty of any other
enormous crime, shall from and after the day and date
hereof be prosecuted with the utmost severity, and the
charges of the said prosecutions be at the expense of
the parish, and that the prosecution shall be carried on
and directed by the Rector, Churchwardens and Overseers of our Parish of Ludgvan for the time being : And
I William Borlase Rector of Ludgvan do promise and
agree to pay the tenth part of all such reasonable
expenses as shall be incurred in prosecuting and convicting any such thief , or felon, or other criminal.
(CRO DDP/129/1/2, 6 November 1768)
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In the early 1760s William Borlase had more problems in finding curates for St. Just, and keeping them for long when found,
than at any other time during his incumbency. Richard Hennah,
the curate engaged in 1756, left early in 1760, and subsequent
developments were thus described by Borlase to his Bishop:
Upon my advertising in the papers some time since
that the Cure of St. Just was vacant ... , a gentleman
of Tavistock was recommended to me, and to
encourage him the more in his duty, besides forty
guineas a year I was willing to give him a part of the
Easter Offerings, which for near 29 years that I have
been Vicar there I have always retained in my own
hands. But unfortunately for me this gentleman only
left his former cure upon some dispute with his
relations in that neighbourhood, which being reconciled, his inclinations removed him back to his former
situation after only one half-year's stay at St. Just.
This has greatly distressed me, . . . and I beg leave to
inform your Lordship that I have endeavoured ever
since November (when the former curate went oft) to
have it served once every Sunday by the neighbouring
Clergy , and the surplice duties regularly discharged.
But Dr . Boscawen's 18 curate of Burian being not able
to serve my Church in the Winter time, as upon any
vacancy of the Cure he formerly used to do, I was
under a necessity of applying to my next neighbour ,
Mr. Bullock of Zenor, formerly some time my curate
there , who having a small congregation at Zenor (and
in the Sunday afternoon scarce any) has engaged to
serve my Church , where there is a numerous one,
once every Sunday, and perform all Church duties, till
I can get a resident curate . I presume to hope your
Lordship will indulge us both with your approbation ,
as it is the only means in my power to prevent so large
a congregation as that of St. Just wanting the regular
and necessary attendance, which the duties of the
Church there require .
(to Bishop Lavington , 28 February 1761, LB Ill 2)
18. Rev. Nicholas Boscawen. Dean of St. Bury-,m.
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In July a Mr. Hocker was recommended for the post, but his
appointment proved impossible when the Bishop declined to
ordain him prior to his degree , and Borlase's anxiety is shown in
a letter to the Diocesan Registrar :
You know how much I want a resident curate at St.
Just , as there is not a Clergyman in these parts disengaged, and I must desire you to mention as you shall
think proper , that the cure of St. Just has but one
Church , is worth 40 guineas certain (viz . £30 salary
and surplice fees assured £12 generally worth £14), and
for the better encouragement to reside I will even give
the curate instead of £30 (more than which I have
never given during 29 years incumbency) £35 yearly,
the additional £5 to be paid at the end of every year.
'Tis in a healthy air, but six statute miles west of
Penzance, almost a turnpike road , and good diet.
(to Rev. Henry Geare , 3 September 1761,
LB III 16)
In February 1762 a Mr. Gurney, son of the Vicar of Tregony,
accepted the curacy, 19 but was then recalled by his father, with
the Bishop's approval , after only a few weeks at St. Just , to
Borlase's great indignation :
A month is very short notice for me to provide for the
parish , and against Easter too, when every Clergyman
has so much duty at his own Church; but if it is his
Lordship's pleasure, I must submit . . . I am willing
to give the same to any Clergyman the Bishop shall
approve, and I think that it is very reasonable to make
it part of the condition , that I should have half a year's
notice (unless a living calls) , but less than that of three
months I shall always think a very ill return for good
usage. Indeed it is a great pity that some discouragement cannot · be laid in the way of curates shifting
themselves from one church to another upon the most
frivolous pretences, so that instead of applying contentedly to the charge they have undertaken , and
19. LB Ill 30.
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striving to win the aftections of the people for their
improvement, they are immediately considering where
they may translate themselves more into the ways of
gaiety, and imaginary pleasure.
(to Rev. Henry Geare, ND March 1762,
LB ill 34)
Eventually in April the curacy was taken by Anthony Williams
of St. Keverne:
The curacy of St. Just I reckon well worth £50 a year,
the salary is £37 half yearly paid, the surplice fees
worth 12 guineas, sometimes more but very seldom
less, and funeral sermons are more or less as the
parishioners are disposed, and you need not keep a
horse unless you choose it. You and your friends will
best decide whether a young clergyman, willing to do
his duty, can be better placed, for a little time till a
living offers, than in a healthy air, six short miles west
of Penzance, one church only, and people remarkably
civil to their minister, with the above emoluments.

Mr. Ustick the present Vicar of Breage was curate
there for more than ten years, and left me not till he
had Breage, neither had I ever any word of difference
or dispute with him ... You see how explicit I am with
you in all these particulars , to which I will add, that
all reasonable allowances consistent with the duties of
the cure, and fitting to pass from one clergyman to
another, you may depend upon.
To tell you the truth, though I have constantly made a
point of it to be kind to my curate, yet since Mr. Ustick
went to Breage the young gentlemen who succeeded
him have proved so unsettled and roving, that instead
of applying themselves to get the goodwill of the
parish, in order to make their instructions of greater
force, they have left the church too frequently, and at
last upon the most frivolous pretences shifted themselves into much worse curacies ... If you take care
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of your duty, you shall have no occasion to repent of
coming to me, and may expect nothing but the usage
of a gentleman and a brother clergyman .
(to Rev. Anthony Williams, 2 April 1762,
LB ill 38)
Williams remained at St. Just for four years, and seemingly
gave little trouble, but in May 1766 he gave notice to leave at
Michaelmas, and Borlase again faced a period of frustration and
worry before finding a replacement , despite renewed help from
Jacob Bullock of Zennor who served St. Just on 28 Sundays in
1766and 1767for ten shillings each .20Among the first applicants
for the vacant curacy was a Mr. Reece, a Scotsman who was
curate of Ugborough in Devon, and who named for a reference
Dr. Cholwich, a neighbouring clergyman .
I have not any objection to your country or age, and
I doubt not of your morality and vigilance. . . I am
Rector of Ludgvan and serve the cure there, aged but,
I thank God, healthy. I am also Vicar of St. Just, the
curacy of which will be vacant about the beginning of
October. There is but one Church, and that in or near
the middle of the parish , so that there is no necessity
for the curate's keeping a horse, but if he chooses he
may keep one very reasonable. The salary is £Y'l paid
half yearly, besides the surplice fees which are about
£12 a year, sometimes more and seldom less. My
vicarage land and house are set to a tenant who will
accommodate a curate for a little time, till he can look
about for what will please him better. If you choose to
board yourself, you have a double chance of being
pleased, a populous Churchtown with a tolerable
market on Saturdays. The duty, preaching in Sunday
mornings, prayers in the afternoons, catechising the
children in the summer half-year, prayers on holydays...
I shall not take any curate, but one who has kept
himself inviolably to the Church of England, without
20. RJC Vol. TI. App. no. 18.
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the least declination to the itinerant preachers, now so
common with us that their sect need not be named ...
As to the duration of the cure, you need be under no
apprehensions, for I hate to change. The situation is
healthy, but retired, six miles west of Penzance, nine
miles from me; and if the curate is not very fond of
gaiety, in my opinion a very pleasant place. I must
expect of the curate that he be resident, and not leave
the cure without four months notice at least.
(to Rev. Reece, 9 June 1766, LB III 204)
The parish is populous , and I must guard as much as
I can in my choice of a curate against the Methodists,
who are doubly busy where there is no incumbent.
Now as Mr. Reece is a native of Scotland, and has
some time served there, the broad pronunciation of
that country may have affected his voice, and if it
should prove disagreeable to the congregation might
prove of ill consequence.
(to Dr. Cholwich, ND June 1766, LB m 205)
Several others applied, and for some months Borlase busied
himself in correspondence with and about them , warning another
applicant from Devon that St. Just could not "boast of such
groves and orchards as are around Honiton", and assuring one
from Dorset that it offered "several good livers of a gentlemanJike
kind, and for amusements of hunting and fowling good conveniences".21 But the vacancy remained unfilled, and in
February 1767 Borlase told Bishop Keppel (who had succeeded
on Lavington's death in 1762)that he did not seek "a very learned
or polite gentleman", and that "possibly a native of this county,
who has not seen much of high life, may be proper enough for
so retired a situation".22
In fact the new curate was to be a learned and polite gentleman,
not a native of Cornwall, in the person of John Smyth, a young
Fellow of Pembroke College at Oxford, who was recommended
21. LB III 210, 212.

22 . LB III 239.
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to Borlase by friends at the University.23 He arrived at St. Just in
April 1767,and Borlase doubted whether he would stay for longer
than a year, but in the event he remained for more than five, for
the rest of Borlase's life. He was probably the most satisfactory
curate since Henry Usticke, but like his predecessors he received
instructions and occasio_nal admonitions from Ludgvan, as in
1768when he was told to issue a vicarial ultimatum to the parish
sexton, who had been appointed, with due formality, two years
before:
As the parishioners recommend Stephen Nicholas, I
am willing to oblige them . Please to take the two
Churchwardens with you to the Church door, and send
in Stephen Nicholas to toll one of the bells, and at his
coming out charge him to attend Divine Service constantly, keep the Church clean, and take care of things
belonging to the Church; and he will be appointed
Sexton as long as he behaves well, and is of good life
and conversation.
(to Rev. Anthony WiJliams, 9 April 1766,
LB III 199)
I have a bad account of the Sexton of St. Just. Pray be
so kind as to tell him from me, that if he does not
mend his manners, keep himself sober, and attend the
duties of his office with proper respect, on the next
complaint I shaJI certainly displace him, without
further notice.
(to Rev. John Smyth, 7 March 1768,LB III 269)
In 1770Smyth was reproved by Borlase for laxity in keeping
the Parish Register at St. Just, as Tregurtha had been over thirty
years before.24
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
In these latter years Borlase resumed the interest in public
affairs which he had largely abandoned during the previous
decade, when he had devoted so much time to authorship. He
23. LB III 243, 248

24. LB IJJ 323.
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relied upon the correspondence of friends to keep him in touch
with the doings of Society, Court and Parliament, the last being
the special sphere of Sir John St. Aubyn, who took his father's
old seat as County Member in 1761and regularly sent Borlase
copies of the Parliamentary votes and reports. Borlase
appreciated his dependence on others for news of the outside
world, and acknowledged his debt to them and his own inability
to reciprocate:
You will not wonder that I have no news to write you
from this comer of the Island . You live at large and
expatiate in counties and kingdoms, as the north or
south invites, and the seasons prompt; my bounds are
the acutest angle of Britain, and, if I may carry on the
illusion, open towards east to receive and embrace the
occurrences as they come from other parts, but by its
own natural narrow shape and situation utterly
disabled from making any suitable return.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 10 October 1759,
BL Stowe MS 752 195)
It would be wrong to regard Borlase as an inveterate
reactionary; as will be seen, his opinions on some public matters
were ahead of his time, and in 1752he had welcomed the introduction of the New Style Calendar, deploring "that narrowness
of thinking that we must reject every thing that comes
from Rome, without distinguishing between Religion and
Philosophy".25 He was, though, quite unable to share Dr.
Oliver's interest in novels and novelists, as he made clear in a
letter written after the publication of the first volumes of Sterne's
Tristram Shandy in 1760:
Your agreeable letter has communicated pleasure to
the circle of your acquaintance in this neighbourhood,
and I dare say increased, if possible, the admirers of
Sir Tristram. I should sooner have acknowledged the
favour of it, but I was disappointed of that idol of the
present generation . I don't dispute the wit and in25. JRL V 138.
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genuity of the author, neither do I suspect his good
intentions, but I think his scheme is not wholly to be
commended. I have unfortunately such a veneration
for the ancients, that I don't sufficiently perhaps
esteem the modems , upon which others lay out not
only their money (that's nothing, but to booksellers)
but their time, which should be very precious, and
their affections, which should be more so ; for, whilst
they indulge themselves in the fashionable products of
amusement and droll, I am always afraid that it
indisposes them for relisting authors who will never
drop a silly or ludicrous, a low or lascivious expression, to gain admirers , nay not to gain the world.
Pardon me for saying that I like authors best who never
descend from this state, nor forget the dignity of an
author, who should write for ages to peruse with solid
satisfaction and just applause , not for the fools of a day
to laugh at. ..
Who reads Homer or Horace now, when he can take
up Tom Jones? Who will read Xenophon's Cyrus, or
run with delight to a pastoral in Theocritus or Virgil,
or to a tragedy in Sophocles, when he may saunter
away his easy hours, and repose his brain with a David
Simple, a Parson Andrews , a Pamela , and the chit-chat
history of a chambermaid? 26 Indeed, these novelists
and life scribblers have turned all sound literature out
of doors , they teach people to read nothing but trifles ,
and increase the degeneracy of taste without rectifying
the morals. To promote virtue and reading is the
pretence, but to please foolish purchasers is the true
motive, little heeding whether , whilst they are exhibiting the trials of constancy and chastity, they may not
excite improper desires , and sap the foundations of
modesty, without whose support chastity will soon
surrender.
(to William Oliver. 14 November 1760, LB II 178)
26. Henry Ficlding's Jmcph Andrew s wJs publi shed in 1742 and his Tom Jones in
1749 : Samuel Richard son·s Pwiela in 1740- 1: and Sarah Fielding"s David Simple in
1744 .
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Seven years later he wrote in similar vein regarding
booksellers:
The worthy trade, as they call themselves, have their
hands full of novels, politics, reviews and such matters
of the highest importance; they will not meddle with
such old, musty stuff as smells of the lamp, and does
not all the world think they are in the right on't? A few
odd creatures are for what will live, and perhaps give
light and pleasure to all posterity; but the generality
are for the chat of the day, the amusement of an hour,
and killing time with something new, that is presently
jostled aside by something newer and then forgotten;
this is the way, believe me, to be easy in mind, and
sufficiently learned in all conscience.
(to William Huddesford, 17 August 1767,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 115,LB ill 254)
Borlase was an admirer of King George ill , and in April 1763
he wrote to Milles expressing satisfaction at the peace that had
ended the Seven Years War, and paying a warm tribute to the
King, "who seems to be one of the best of men, for to say that
he is only one of the best of Princes is not saying enough of
him".Z7
But the first decade of the King's reign was one of political
turmoil , with a succession of weak and short-lived governments,
disputes with the American Colonies over the Stamp Act of 1765,
constant controversies centred on the stormy personality of John
Wilkes, and stirrings of the London mob led by the weavers of
Spitalfields. Borlase's reactions to these problems, and to social
conditions nearer home, appear in a succession of letters.
If you are not able to keep the Spital Fields gentry
from your doors, and the mad Americans from
disputing Acts of Parliament, it will not be worth your
while, or that of anyone else, to think of a seat in St.
Stephen's Chapel [House of Commons].
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 22 January 1766,
LB lII 192)
Zl. LB Ill 97.
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Your Lordship is pleased to hint something about the
present public embarrassments ; perhaps you will
smile to hear what odd political notions we countrycreatures at this distance from the seat of action have,
of our disputes with North America . We think,
indeed, that commerce should have its proper weight,
and that manufactures should be considered and
encouraged; that if they are really in a state of decay,
they ought to be relieved, and the causes of that decay
removed. But we are so weak as to think that
commerce and manufactures, although they should be
withdrawn from us (as to our great terror our grateful
brethren of America loudly threaten), are not the only
things in this world worth notice; manufactures may be
bought too dear, if we barter the dignity and powers of
Government, and weaken the future peace and order of
the community for them; in short, that the American
insults upon the understanding , laws and authority of
their mother-country are in no shape to be justified, or
passed over un-noted. Such are our crude decisions in
this knotty point ; however, we have loyalty and confidence enough in our Rulers to persuade ourselves,
that our Legislature is sensible that the eyes of all
Europe are upon them, and that they will hardly act ,
as if they were behind the counter in Cheapside .
It is high time (I should not have said so) to stem the
increasing current of Mobs, for this in America is but
one eddy; we hear every day of murmurs of the
common people, of want of employ, of short wages, of
dear provisions; and there may be some reason for
this, our taxes are heavy upon the necessaries of life,
but the chief cause is the extravagance of the vulgar in
the unnecessaries of life. In one tin work near me,
where most of the tinners of my parish have been
employed for years, there were lately computed to have
been at one time threescore snuffboxes; there may be
in my parish about 50 girls above fifteen years old, and
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I dare say 49 of them have scarlet cloaks of the best
cloth. There is scarce a family in the parish, I mean
of common labourers, but have tea once a day, and
most of them twice; and in the parish almshouse there
are several families and parts of families, but not one
without their tea-kettle, and brandy when they can
purchase it. Your journeymen at London, and
elsewhere, have their nightly clubs and newspapers,
and sometimes worse amusements, if worse can be
than some of them; in fine, all labourers live above
their condition, and can it then be wondered at, that
wages, price, and hire fall short of their wants?
(to Charles Lyttelton, 4 February 1766,
BL Stowe MS 752 2Z7, LB III 192)

I suppose before this arrives all the North American
traders will be parading in triumph in Cornhill and
Cheapside. Indeed there will be no great matter lost to
the Nation by the repeal of the Stamp Act, but submission to the clamours and insults of a murmuring and
profligate mob is very dangerous , and if you consult
Lord Clarendon, it was the forerunner of all the
troubles in 1641.It signified nothing that we had (as we
have now) one of the best of men upon the Throne the mobs were then incited and manoeuvered by some
popular members of your House, to the downfall of the
Constitution; may it never be so again.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 24 February 1766,
LB III 194)

I am really sorry for these outrages of your London
mobs; here we feel nothing of them, but really one
must feel (though not for ourselves) yet for those well
disposed high personages [ the King and Queen] who
seem to have nothing more at heart than giving
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national content, and must therefore, I should imagine,
be proportionably unhappy at such unprovoked
discontent.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 4 July 1768,
BL Stowe MS 752 238, LB III 278)

I wish all things may tum out for the better, but I really
think the times very bad, and God only knows when
they are likely to mend. I don't remember when
impiety, faction, sedition and venality were ever so
much to be feared. The Nation cannot rest, every
newspaper is a trumpet to murmur and discontent, and
it can scarce be hoped that fire so perpetually blown
should not soon break forth.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, ND February 1769,
LB III 296)

I shudder to see so good a King, and so agreeably a
Patron to Science, insulted by the meanest and most
audacious of his subjects. Liberty and Rights are the
flags displayed, is it a wonder that what intoxicates so
bewitchingly as those names should draw people to a
tavern? I am very sorry to hear, however, that any
friend of mine was at London. Bad as the papers are,
prepossessed and copious in favour of the rabble, they
are still worse than the torches of sedition , for they are
the vehicles of irreligion, and infidelity too - so many
daring insults upon the Church of the Nation, and the
essentials of Christianity, were never before so plentifully thrown o.ut by the Dissenters who (as was many
years since foretold) will not, you see, be contented
with Toleration, but will at least prevent Episcopacy
from spreading abroad, if they cannot have it
abolished at home, because they hate all Bishops, as
their usage of our late excellent Metropolitan
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[Archbishop sufficiently shows. Is the Convocation
likely or able to do nothing to stem this torrent of
scurrility against the Trinity, the Church, and the pious
designs of better establishing Churches in America?
But the Nation is so unhappily embroiled another way,
that perhaps the poor Church of England must not
carry our hopes any further, than patience to bear all
this.
(to Jeremiah Milles , ND March 1769, LB m 299)

As to public matters, I think the noisy and turbulent
part of the nation , who call themselves the People of
England (though for the honour of my country I hope
and verily believe they are not a tenth part of the
whole) are one half really mad , the other profligate at
most.
(to William Huddesford , ND October 1769,
LB ill 309)

It was perhaps fortunate for Borlase that he did not live to see
the problems of America culminate in open rebelJion in 1775, nor
the mob come close to seizing control of London in the Gordon
Riots of 1780.
William Borlase's long years as Rector of Ludgvan gave him
much experience of highway matters , since the parish was responsible for the upkeep of the many highways passing through it, and
was liable to prosecution if these fell into disrepair. His travels
throughout Cornwall and further afield convinced him of the
terrible state of most Cornish roads, and of the desirability of the
new system of Turnpikes , whereby an increasing number of main
roads were, by individual Acts of Parliament , removed from the
care of the parishes and entrusted instead to boards of trustees,
who improved or rebuilt them and recovered the cost of construction and upkeep through tolls collected from road users.
In October 1758 Borlase prepared a memorandum Of the
Usefullness of, and Objections to, Turnpikes in general, and
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particularly in Cornwall, and a revised version in 1760. This
was evidently sent to St. Aubyn and other Members of
Parliament, but its authorship was disguised , as it purported to be
written by a visitor to Cornwall from Bath . In this guise, Borlase
was frank as to the defects of Comish roads:

A great part of their roads is on the hills and open
downs, and these have either no path, or consist of
what is worse, a great many deep paths but no formed
road. Their ways are egregiously miry in the east , in
the west stony and unsafe for treading, narrow and
impassable for wheels in most places, ill directed
throughout the County, and from some of their
Boroughs towards Plymouth and Exeter, no road at all
formed for two horses to go abreast ... This is the condition of the great roads, and these are intersected by
an infinite number of bye or cross roads, seldom more
than one path , and usually circumscribed by low stone
hedges, which being poorly built are continually
tumbling into the lanes, and making them still
narrower than they were intended to be.
He then stated and refuted the objections most commonly
raised to Turnpikes: that the existing roads, having "contented
our fore-fathers", must be adequate , or at least capable of being
made so under the existing system; that Cornwall, being "no
thoroughfare, or passing-way from one County to another" , had
no need of Turnpikes; that many who did not benefit from them
would have to pay the tolls; that the burden on regular road users
would be unreasonable ; and that the tolls might be misapplied by
corrupt trustees , or "seized by an indigent and ill-intentioned
Ministry ".
He concluded by listing the advantages that would accrue to
Cornwall from better communications both internally and with
the outside world , and especially the benefits to the mining
industry:
No County has more weighty or frequent loads to
carry from place to place . All materials for mining, as
timber, iron, coals etc. , must come from towns or
28. MS of 1758 in App. no. 73. 1ha1of 1760 in LB Ill.
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distant ports to the mines; their tin must go from the
mine to the stamping mill , from thence to the melting
house, thence to the Coinage Town, and frequently
from the Coinage Town it is again conveyed between
two and four miles to the ship that exports it. This at
present is seldom done but on horseback, which to the
poor beasts is a very dangerous carriage, and to the
proprietors a slow and expensive one; there can be no
doubt but wheel-carriages , properly constructed,
where they can pass, are much more cheap, safe and
commodious. . .
Again, ways can be much cheaper completed in
Cornwall than elsewhere, for whereas in other
counties they are obliged to open quarries at a great
expense, fetch their materials at a great distance, and
the best materials they can find in many places
moulder, and must be replaced by fresh every three or
four years, in Cornwall . . . they have their materials
mostly raised out of their mines, and soon fetched to
their intended road. On the surface of their hills there
is plenty of a white hard stone (they call it here a Spar)
which neither dissolves, nor wastes with treading; and
where these are not, a gravelly clay which they call
Growan, or else water stones from brooks or shingle
from the sea shore, supply sufficient and lasting
materials for roads. . .
There was then only one Turnpike in Cornwall, from Truro to
Redruth, but in 1760 Petitions were presented to Parliament and
Acts passed for several more, including one from Falmouth via
Penryn and Helston to Marazion (it was to have continued to
Penzance, but the opposition of Penzance Corporation ensured
that it stopped at Marazion bridge). St. Aubyn was not among the
scheme's supporters, and Borlase sent him a persuasive letter
emphasising the dreadful state of the existing road from Helston
to Marazion:
I have not the least personal interest or concern in the
Turnpike intended for the West, ... but as soon as I
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heard of the proposal I was so thoroughly persuaded
of its utility that on all occasions I have not concealed
my good opinion of it .. . You know the Turnpike of
St. Columb . . . will continue the great road from
London quite to Truro, Truro reaches to Penryn, and
the great Post road from Falmouth westwards through
Penryn, Helston and Marazion to Penzance, being in
want of widening and repair at least as much as any
part of Cornwall, induced all the towns but Penzance
to sign the Petition . .. I congratulate my country that
such a spirit of improvement, in a point so essential to
the commerce and credit of a country so remote from
London and disjoined from the rest of England, is like
to unite it to the other parts of the British world, and
to extinguish the prejudices which all people who
know not Cornwall have against it. I do not expect to
see the completion ofthis scheme, but can you, or any
young gentleman of superior fortune, who would be at
London often, but mostly I hope in the country, look
upon any proposal with more pleasure?. . .
As to your objection to the Turnpike's coming west of
Helston, viz. that the Parishes of Crowan and
Camborne will pay for going on a road scarce one
mile, on recollection you will agree that a penny for
each horse would be well disposed if they went no
further on the road than barely St. John's Hill [ west of
Helston which is steep and so narrow that two horses
unladen can scarce pass each other. . . I shall only
desire you to spare one thought upon Breage Lanes ,
St. Hillary downs thick set with tin pits, the road
leading into Marazion town which has cost them
hundreds of pounds, and is now so deep and founderous that people get along with great difficulty, and the
ruinous state of Marketjew [Marazion] bridge, and
five lives lost within these five years betwixt Marketjew and Penzance in dark nights; and leave you to
judge whether this great Post road in so populous a
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country does not call upon all gentlemen to drop their
piques , and unite in order to get it effectually repaired ,
which by what I can see never can be done but by a
Turnpike.
(to Sir John St . Aubyn , 5 June 1761, LB II 179)
By 1763 Borlase was himself serving as a trustee of the new
Turnpike, 29 and five years later he expressed concern at the
staffing of the toll-gate at Marazion:
There are strong suspicions, and I am afraid too justly
grounded, that the Marazion gate does not make any
thing near the real value. The man who is paid for
keeping it is blind and incapable, his daughter receives
the weekly pay, and I leave you to judge whether a
woman is sufficiently capable of dealing with
passengers.
(to Sir Richard Vyvyan, 5 May 1768, LB III Z75)
Another public matter which was of great concern to Borlase ,
and on which he felt sufficiently qualified by experience to advise
the legislators , was the management of the Poor; this, like that of
Highways, was the responsibility of the parish , and in many
parishes the Poor Rate was becoming a serious burden, while
largely ineffective:
In the small Hundred where I live the rates at a
medium amount to £2000 yearly, yet among the parish
poor the strolling beggars are many, those that keep at
home are not fit to be seen , much less come near, and
their habitations not with decency to be described.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 30 January 1765
BL Stowe MS 752 223, LB III 159)
In 1764 some gentlemen of the Hundred of Penwith asked
Borlase to prepare a memorandum on how the management and
employment of their Poor might be better conducted, and
especially whether the provisions of a recent Act relating to
Suffolk might be adapted to Cornish needs. 30 By September he
had finished the treatise, in which he described the existing
29. LB 11199.

30. App. nos. 25, 62.
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system as "improper, insufficient and needlessly expensive ", and
concluded that the only remedy was to remove the Poor from the
Parish Poor-houses and collect them "into such habitations as that
Rule and instruction , care and tenderness , authority and discipline, may most easily reach and influence them ". Each Hundred
should have a Workhouse, supported by the Poor Rates of its
parishes but supervised by a committee of the local Gentry and
Clergy. Those inmates who could work should do so, thus contributing to their support ; morality and devotion should be
effectually provided for, the sick and infirm nursed, children
instructed, the good rewarded , and the bad punished. There
should be "order , peace and industry in the said workhouse ;
economy, unanimity and benevolence in the superiors; and in the
inferiors , compliance, dispatch and fidelity" . In thus advocating
the institution of workhouses , Borlase was seventy years ahead of
his time, since the arrangements which he advocated for Penwith
were very similar to those imposed upon the whole country by the
Poor Law Act of 1834.
In February 1765, at the suggestion of Lyttelton, Borlase sent
a copy of his treatise to Thomas Gilbert , who was chairman of
a Committee of the House of Common s considering the Poor
Law, and promoter of a bill seeking to amend it. Gilbert incorporated some of Borlase 's ideas into the bill, and then sent a copy
of the amended version to Borla se, who thought that it would
render the poor "more useful to the Nation, and happy in themselves".31 In March the Commons passed the bill by a large
majority , but it was rejected by the Lords , and four years later
Gilbert told Borlase that he was still hoping that the matter could
be raised again at the next session. 32
Another public matter on which Borla se drew upon his local
experience was the reform of weights and measures:
Give me leave to join my wishes to that of thousand s
that the bill relating to weights and measures may
pass .. . A great and good end, which this excellent
bill may answer, may be to prevent the egregious
frauds in the weight of bread . It would grieve you to
31. LB IJl 161.

32. Gilbert"s leners to WB are in App. no. 62 .
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hear the complaints of the poor , even in this parish
(which is none of the poorest) . They are not all so
provident , if in a capacity , as to buy their corn to make
their own bread. Two bakers are therefore set up lately
in this little country parish, tempted no doubt by the
opportunities of private gain , and the difficulty of convicting them of any fraud . Corn is rather cheap , but
the bread is as small as if it were much dearer . I am
sensible that the parish officer s are authorised by law
to weigh , and seize all bread under weight , but few of
these can either read or write , fewer have weights , and
fewer still know precisely the weekly price of corn , so
as to determine the exact weight which the bread ought
to be of ; so that the grievance is as heavy as if no such
authority had been granted .
(to John Harri s, 15 January 1760, LB II 175)

We are in hopes here that one settled standard of
weights and measures , and identity of names , wiJI
soon take place in the whole Kingdom , but it is no
where more wanted than in Cornwall, particularly
among the tinners . .. They plead an exemption from
the Common Law of England , being entitled by Henry
VII to extend their hundred weight to 112.33 This
exemption they have been so weak as to think a
privilege; if it is so, 'tis a very costly one , for no reformation reaches them ; the melters keep what lead
weights they please , take in tin by the great weights
and (if fame says true) deliver out by small, which they
could not do if they were obliged to have brass or iron
weights stamped and marked with the figured quantity ,
and liable to frequent inspection by an indifferent
general officer on purpose . Instead of which the
tinners have a certain named, itinerant , blind creature
called Inspector of Weights, who for certain reasons
33. Corrected by WB in a subsequent letter to 120.
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cannot see far. . . ln measures of grain there is the
same iniquity and all the unwary suffer.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 4 December 1764,
BL Stowe MS 752 221, LB III 154)
Two other novel ideas which Borlase put before St. Aubyn
concerned the repayment of the National Debt, and the provision
of supplies of oak for building the warships of the future:
You know I am a great politician, and though I have
long since dropped all party and ambition, am known
to no one great man of either side, and of such years
that whether the nation sinks or swims it is of no great
matter to me, yet I have no less now upon the anvil (I
should say upon my writing desk, for it is all theory)
than paying the whole National Debt, without one
murmur. I am satisfied that some voracious ministers
have laid it down as a maxim, that it is necessary the
nation should be in debt, but I hope better things of
these, and that they will endeavour as true patriots to
ease the burthen, and prevent the threatening
catastrophe.
Every good subject meditates relief, one thing very
obvious seems to have escaped the general search. The
Clergy, when they succeed to a living, pay First Fruits ;
I paid almost £40 when I had this little Rectory. What
if the Laity, upon their succeeding to office, inheritance, gift or legacy, should pay First Fruits too, and
these First Fruits be religiously deposited as a general
aid and fund, to be appropriated inviolably to the
payment of such part of the National Debt as is most
eligible to be first discharged, and so on as the Leglislature shall think proper? As these emoluments are
perpetually shifting hands, 'tis incredible what a
growing fund this would prove, and yet no burthen to
those who with gladsome hearts are advancing in circumstances and rank.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 15 December 1763,
LB III 125)
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No one sees the Votes without noting the multitude of
inclosures going on everywhere, as well as turnpikes ;
for my part I think both are for the improvement of our
country, but in the Bills for inclosing there seems to be
one thing overlooked, which might greatly add to the
national benefit.
It has, you know, been long lamented and complained
of that our old English oak is every where growing
scarcer and scarcer, and that in little time our Navy,
the glory and protection of our country, will be in a
dangerous want of that best timber in the world. Will
you not smile if I attempt to propose a remedy? What
then, if the lord and owner of every new-inclosed acre
was, in the Act granted , obliged to plant 4, or 6, or
even but 2 oak saplings of 2 or 3 inches diameter ,
either on that acre or as many in proportion to his
number of acres inclosed, on some the most
convenient spot of his new inclosure , as an express
condition stipulated in the Act; and obliged to produce
certificates of such a number planted, growing and
well fenced, every year for seven years after the
inclosure was completed , to the Sheriff or other
Magistrate? Might this not adorn the new improvement
without hurting pasture or tillage , and provide a
national stock of Navy-timber for another age? And is
there any gentleman who would scruple to comply
with terms so easy, and public-spirited?
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, ND March 1771,
LB ill 331)

LATER STUDIES
In these last years of his life, William Borlase continued to
study the Antiquities and Natural History of Cornwall, and to add
to his manuscript collections all further material that came to
hand. He maintained his correspondence with old friends such as
Oliver (who died in 1764), Lyttelton , Milles and Pennant , and
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also with new ones, such as two young College Fellows whom he
had met when at Oxford for publication of his Natural History.
William Huddesford (1732- 72) of Trinity had been appointed
Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum in 1755, and Thomas Hornsby
(1733-1810) of Corpus Christi was to become Savilian Professor
of Astronomy in 1763. Borlase greatly valued these friendships,
and the renewed contacts they gave him with Oxford:
I am much obliged to you young men for thinking at
all upon an old one: my correspondence and
connections with you two, and some other valuable
friends, keep me among the living; I should be buried
before my time if I was already confined to the narrow
limits of this corner of the world ...
(to William Huddesford, 17 August 1767,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 115, LB III 254)
After his return to Cornwall in 1758, as described in his
Autobiography, Borlase gave into Huddesford's care at the
Ashmolean the most important items in his mineral and
antiquarian collections, including "all the fossils of Cornish
growth described in my Natural History, except a few which are
misplaced in my drawers and cannot at present be found, and one
or two which are the property of others and consequently not at
my command".34 He also gave to the Museum a catalogue of the
collections, and the original drawings for the plates in which they
had been illustrated in his books ,35 and met the cost of a cabinet
bearing his name for display of his gifts. This cabinet is still in
use at the Ashmolean , but it must with sadness be recorded that the
mineral collection which Borlase gave to the Museum "for the
satisfaction of the curious" has, disgracefully, been lost, although
some of his antiquities survive. 36
Borlase had, very reasonably, anticipated that his writings , and
his gifts to the l!niversity , might lead to the award of a Doctorate ,
and when Huddesford became Senior Proctor in 1765 Borlase
34 . BOD Ashmole MS 1822 67.
35. App. nos. 66, 68.
36. This happened many years ago, and no criticism is intended of present or recent
museum staff.
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asked him to make a very delicate approach to the ViceChancellor, Dr. David Durell , to enquire whether this honour
might be forthcoming:
As your present station frequently places you with the
Caput, let me put this question to you: whether you
think my Alma Mater might be inclinable to grant a
Diploma to one, who would be pleased with such a
mark of favour from a community he so much
honours , but has no other title to such an indulgence.
You will presently perceive the delicacy of this case,
to be such that whatever is done, must be done by a
third hand, and that I cannot at all appear in any sort
of application.
(to William Huddesford, 4 November 1765,
LB III 186)

The approach to the Caput was made, and successfully; on 13
March 1766 the Convocation of Oxford conferred upon William
Borlase (in his absence) the degree of Doctor of Civil Law, in
recognition of his services to scholarship and to the University.n
Seldom can a doctorate have been better merited , and although
Borlase had to wait until the age of seventy before receiving it,
he derived immense pleasure from this recognition of his work by
an institution which he venerated . He wrote to Huddesford that
"the honours of the University are really such to the old as well
as young", and to Lyttelton that , "if any thing could make so old
a man as I am , proud of a feather so soon to be blown off, it
would be your approbation of it". 38 His letter to Sir John St.
Aubyn was perhaps a little disingenuous, having regard to the
request which had been made to Huddesford:
I can safely say that though something of this kind was
talked of when I was last at Oxford , yet I had dropped
all thoughts of it, when a late degree conferred on an
Irish Bishop happening to be mentioned at the ViceChancellor 's, when two of my acquaintance were
present, they took the opportunity of recommending
TI. Text of Degree Diploma in Davies Gilbert, History of Cornwall UJ (1838) 50.
38. LB III 193, 200.
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my name some how or other, but without my
knowledge, and contrary to my express desire. What
the Vice-Chancellor undertook with great readiness, I
could not with any decency refuse, and you see the
consequence is, an old man must die a young doctor.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 3 April 1766, LB Ill 199)
Charles Lyttelton had made no secret of his episcopal
ambition , but in 1759, as in 1756, he was disappointed , telling
Borlase that " I have no chance of a Mitre this vacancy
[ Gloucester] nor I fear the next".39 In March 1761 he was
bequeathed over 2,000 guineas by Lord Anglesea, "which makes
me ample amends for the very little my Deanery has produced in
near thirteen years, and for repeated disappointments I have had
of being raised to higher preferment ". In September he went to
London , " not for a Mitre, the two vacant ones being engaged, but
to see the Coronation, and spend my money". 40
Early in the following year, his ambition was at last satisfied
by his appointment as Bishop of Carlisle , and his pleasure was
increased by the appointment of Jeremiah Milles to succeed him
as Dean of Exeter.
I have been in pursuit of a Bishopric, and yesterday
kissed the King's hand for that of Carlisle . The complimental visits etc. on this occasion at present
engross all my time , however I steal a quarter of an
hour to inform you of this event, which I know will
give you pleasure . Who is likely to succeed me at the
Deanery, I cannot with certainty say; Dr. Milles and
Canon Snow are pushing for it, and happy I should be
if success attended the former.
Carlisle is near £1400 per annum, a small Diocese and
agreeable habitation about six miles from the city, but
the great remoteness of the situation from London is a
circumstance very inconvenient and disagreeable.
(from Charle s Lyttelton , 28 January 1762,
OL VI 44)
39. OL II 189a.

40. OL VI 14. 34.
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Your kind wishes for my success were soon followed
with authentic proofs of it. Indeed there was little
doubt of it from the beginning , though my Brother
Snow was rather a powerful antagonist. .. It is indeed
a most agreeable thing to me to be preferred in a
country where I am so well acquainted, and where I
have the happiness to be on a very good footing with
all my neighbours ; and though the profit is inconsiderable, yet the honour and station is in my circumstances
very desirable.
(from Jeremiah Milles, 23 March 1762,
OL VI 261)
Borlase was delighted at the promotion of his two friends:
Every hope and spark of promotion has long since left
me, and I desire only to pass gently down the tide of
life in my present little bark; if I had any ambition, it
is abundantly gratified in the advancement of two
persons , who have distinguished me by a degree of
intimacy far from being deserved.
(to Jeremiah Milles, 28 March 1762, LB ill 37)
Lyttelton was busy and often unwell during !us first months at
Carlisle, and Borlase consoled him on the disagreeable weather
of the far north:
The climate may not be so gentle as what you left, but
the supple mind of the prudent and contented
conforms readily to the present, and I doubt not makes
you not less happy in the Summer frosts of Cumberland, than in the mild and soft Springs of Exeter.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 20 September 1762,

JRL VII 384)
But Lyttelton found much in his Diocese to satisfy his
curiosity, descending a coal mine at Whitehaven and taking
advantage of his Primary Visitation to see the stone circle near
Penrith called Long Meg and her Daughters. 41 Ten years before,
Borla se had sent Lyttelton some seed of the Naked Oat, avena
41. OL VI 54, 82.
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nuda, called in Cornwall 'Pillas', which had been successfully
grown in Worcestershire .42 In December 1763 he sent to
Lyttelton eight gallons more of this seed, for experimental use by
Lord Willoughby of Parham (President of the Society of Antiquaries) and "some other curious and ingenious men who tum
their thoughts very much to the improvement of husbandry" . In
June 1764Lyttelton reported that the pillas had come up well, and
promised a plentiful crop , and in July 1765 that a gentleman in
Lancashire had reared a fine calf on it, and that it might be "a
vast benefit to this poor county ".43 As this ancient grain , once
widely used in Cornwall, 44 is now believed to be extinct in
Britain , the particulars given by Borlase are of interest:
We never try it for bread, having so great a plenty of
wheat and barley that we sow very little rye. . . We
sow this grain in February ; if we sow it later the grain
will not fill so well, if we sow it earlier the frosts are
to be feared . Eighteen gallons in an acre is sufficient
seed, and in the coarsest land (such as have had
potatoes etc.) we have the larger fuller grain, generally
speaking; if it is sown in fat land , the stalk will grow
flaggy weak , go to lie and be fit only for manure , and
the grain very slight and not kerned.
The straw of pillas makes a tougher , neater rope for
thatching corn, fuel and the like than the reed of other
grains.
The grain is small , a multitude goes to a bushel , it has
no bran , it yields as much meal as wheat and is therefore intrinsically worth as much. One bushel is worth
two of barley, for the several purposes under mentioned. Good oats will make half gerts (as we call
42. BL Stowe MS 752 147, 171, OL II 112a.
43. LB Ill 124, OL VI 86. 98. 132.
44. The last recorded crop of Pillas in Co rnwall was grown in Sancreed in 1867 (A. K.
Hamilton Jenkin , Cornwall and irs People (1950) J79). See also R. Monon Nance.
' Pillas, an Extinct Grain ', Old Cornwall I 12 43: W.D. Watson, ' Mo re about Pilla s'.
Old Cornwall II 9 3 1; N.J.G. Pounds. 'P illas, an Extinct Gra in", Devon & Cornwall
Nores & Queries XXII 199.
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oatmeal), but a bushel of pillas will make a bushel and
quarter of gerts, and will increase too in grinding.
The way to prepare pillas seed for domestic use is first
to winnow it, then to dry the quantity you choose in
a kettle, stirring it continually over a gentle fire till it
casts its sweat, which will be (for one gallon suppose)
15 minutes, then let it cool, and grind it for use to
about the roughness of oatmeal.
The pillas makes sweeter gerts for milk-porrige than
any oats, but the gerts are not so white as those of
white oats for flesh-broth, and therefore not so much
used in the latter way; but as milk-porrige (viz. half
milk, half water) is a principal diet among the poor,
pillas gerts are much preferred because of their
superior sweetness.
Best for feeding pigs of any grain whatsoever. . . One
bushel of pillas will do the service of two of barley,
and make better flesh. Very useful for rearing calves
in the house after weaning . . . no grain is so grateful
to calves.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 21 September 1764,
LB ID 149)

In 1765 Lyttelton succeeded Lord Willoughby as President of
the Antiquaries, but was not to enjoy that honour for long. His
health had never been strong, and was not improved by his habit
of constant travel . In August 1768 he toured the Scottish Highlands, complaining to Borlase of the 'execrable accommodations '
he encountered. 45 On 22 December he died in London , and thus
William Borlase lost the friend who for twenty years had given
him the utmost help and encouragement in his researches ;
Pennant wrote ofLyttelton to Borlase, "a better man never existed,
nor one more ready to assist his friend with unremitting zeal",
and Borlase replied that the loss was "felt by every nerve of the
Learned System". 46 Jeremiah Milles succeeded Lyttelton as
. President of the Antiquaries, and retained the position until his
45. OL VI 228.

46. OL VII 38; WRO C R 2017/TP 181/1
9.
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death in 1784, being largely responsible for the institution of the
Society's Journal Archaeologia in 1770.
In contrast to Lyttelton and Milles, who thus spent their latter
years in positions of dignity and eminence, Emanuel da Costa fell
into total disgrace. His imprisonment for debt in 1754did little to
curb his exuberant and optimistic personality, and in the following year he assured Borlase that the confinement was trivial "as
I have my cabinet and library with me, lead a monastic life, and
work assiduously on my Natural History".47 In 1757 he
published his Natural History of Fossils, and in 1759 reported to
Borlase on the opening of the British Museum, the usefulness of
which to scholars was much reduced by restrictions on access
imposed by the Trustees.
It is a most magnificent foundation, but the Trustees
have so clogged the access to it with such superabundant ceremonies and fatigues, that it is in reality
a folly to desire to view it.
(from E.M . da Costa, 14 July 1759, OL IV 112)
As the British Museum is the child of the public, and
the curiosity and expectations of people were greatly
raised, every one reckoning upon his right to visit
what he had paid for, it was necessary for the Trustees
to be very strict and cautious in the beginning; it is
easier and more acceptable to relax, than to bend and
stretch. These strict rules are for the vulgar and the
profane, the literati I hope have none of these difficulties; I hope, however, that it will soon be thought
proper to give greater liberties to those who come
there to feast the eye, and those who come to feed the
understanding. It is absurd to lock up libraries; care
indeed must be taken that they be not injured, and
equal care that they may not be useless.
(to E.M . da Costa , 21 July 1759,
BL Add. MS 28535 102)
47. OL IV 92b.
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In 1763 da Costa seemed at last to have secured a position
suited to his talents and inclinations, being appointed Clerk to the
Royal Society, with responsibility for restoring its neglected
Museum. Borlase was delighted at this appointment:
I was exceedingly pleased that something of a
subsistence had fallen to the share of da Costa, who
has hitherto laboured in the vineyard of literature and
curiosity to his own undoing. He writes as one
thoroughly happy, though already engaged in the
spiritless undertaking of setting at rights the Museum
of the Society. His task is the Augean Stable, but his
diligence, and 'tis to be hoped his speed, will justify
the choice of the members.
(to Charles Lyttelton, ND April 1763, LB ill 96)

How you go on with the Augean Stable? The rats and
mice, the spiders and moths will never forgive you and
my other friends concerned in the inspection , for dislodging them so unmercifully .
(to E.M. da Costa, 8 October 1764, LB III 152)
But disaster struck three years later, as reported to Borlase by
his nephew Richard Penneck (son of his sister Lydia Penneck)
who had been appointed Keeper of the British Museum Reading
Room in 1760:
Upon a late inspection of the accounts of the Royal
Society, there appeared a deficiency of a very considerable sum , not less than £1400, which Mr. da
Costa, to whom the money had been paid, would give
no account of. Upon a further enquiry, however, to the
surprise of every one, it was discovered that the said
sum had been embezzled, and other scenes of fraudulency were brought to light, which (I am sorry to
mention) from the very first day of Mr. da Costa's
election manifested an intention to injure the Society.
This discovery has been succeeded by the expulsion of
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Mr. da Costa, not without a wish from many of the
members that such a flagrant breach of fidelity was
exposed to a higher punishment.
(from Richard Penneck, 19 December 1767,
OL VII 19)
Borlase commented to Lyttelton:
He has been necessitous ever since I knew him, now
twenty years since, but I thought till now that he was
honest, in which I am astonished that people who saw
him every day should be as much mistaken as myself.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 28 December 1767,
LB ill 263)
Lyttelton lamented that "so useful and intelligent a servant
should prove so great a rogue", 48 and Penneck 's wish that da
Costa should receive higher punishment was fulfilled; his library
and collections were seized and sold , and he was imprisoned for
five years.
Borlase continued to give much help and sound advice to
Thomas Pennant, encouraging him to proceed with his British
Zoology, the first part of which was published in 1763:
I am extremely glad to hear of the pregnancy of your
studies, and I am fully convinced that the offspring
will do honour to its parents, and country, as well as
be an improvement of Natural History in general, for
which reason I do not like the word Anonymous . A
name of credit draws many to read, who would
otherwise never exceed the title-page, or advertisement. ..
One mistake, I think , runs through all the Ornithologists which I can now recollect, which is that their
birds are never done by scale and measurement. This
destroys the proportion of the whole work; there is the
same fault in the present publishers of beasts; the
head, ears, feet etc. are either too long or too short, too
little or too large, for the rest of the body... You will
48. OL VI 210.
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observe, then, that of exactness in description we have
a sufficiency, and faithful accounts of the measurement
of parts , but in that exactness which should represent
the harmony of parts, and symmetry of the whole . . .
the greatest masters have been greatly deficient.
Wherever your birds are engraved, let them be done
from drawings by actual measurement , and if possible
by one general scale, but, I am certain, two will take
in all .
(to Thomas Pennant, 31 August 1761,
WRO CR 201/TP 181/3)

Go on, Sir, and your collection must exceed all that
has gone before. You will have a scale , I suppose, for
those birds which are too large to come in in their full
dimensions . I congratulate you especially on the large
size you have chosen for your plates, by which means
you will have more British birds of their natural bigness, and consequently their plumage and colouring
more exact, than any others .
In whatever particulars I can further your attempt you
may depend upon me, but I am really old, and unable
to take upon me any part of your support. . .
You do not , I am sensible , write or collect for profit ;
if I had found you did , and you had asked my advice ,
I should have turned your pen quite another way, and
directed it into the path of Romance or Novel, the story
of some Rake, or the unguarded minutes and deserved
extremities of a fallen wit and beauty of the other sex.
But I am considering that I might injure the world , if
I should say any thing discouraging to this public
spirited and patriotic attempt of yours to do justice to
the British Birds - may they sound all to your praise ,
and give me leave to say that if you will be more particular as to the description and colourings of any one
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bird I can get you . . . , I will endeavour if I have health
(which at present neither Mrs . Borlase nor self can
boast of) to follow your directions.
(to Thomas Pennant, 2 August 1762,
WRO CR 2017/TP 181/4)
In 1763 Borlase sent Pennant an excellent account of the seal:
The seals are seen in most plenty on the shores of
Cornwall in the months of May, June and July. They
feed on most sorts of fish which they can master, and
are seen to be searching for their prey near the shore,
where Whistling fish, Wraws and Polacks [rocklings,
wrasse and pollack] resort. They are of different size,
some as large as a moderate cow, and from that downward to a small calf.
They are very swift in their proper depth of water; dive
like a shot, and in a trice rise above 50 yards distance,
so that weaker fish cannot avoid their tyranny, but in
shallow water. John Roberts of the parish of Sennen
saw, not long since, a seal in pursuit of a mullett (that
strong and swift fish) ; the seal turned him to and fro
in deep water, as a greyhound a hare; the mullett at last
found he had no way to escape but by running into
shoal water; the seal pursued , and the mullett, to get
himself more surely out of danger, threw himself flat
on his side, by which means he shot into shoaler water,
than he could have swam in with the depth of his
paunch and fins extended, and so escaped .
The seal brings forth her young in caves of the cliff and
dessert [remote] rocks about the beginning of
Autumn; our fishermen have seen two sucking at the
same time thetr dam , as she stood in the sea in a perpendicular position. Their head , in swimming, is
always above water, more so than that of a dog, and
above water the heads of the young ones suck at the
nipple.
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They sleep on rocks surrounded with the sea, and on
the least accessible parts of our cliffs left dry by the
ebb of the tide, and if disturbed by any thing , take care
to tumble over the rocks into the sea. They are
extremely watchful , and never sleep long without
moving, seldom longer than a minute; then raise their
head , and if they hear or see nothing more than
ordinary lie down again, and so on, raising their heads
somewhat, and reclining them alternately in about a
minute's time. Instinct seems to have given them this
precaution, as being furnished only with very small
ears , and consequently not hearing very quick , nor
from any great distance.
As to their throwing stones as they fly from their
pursuers, some think it is without design, because
their forefeet (as they lift up their body and rush forward) naturally throw backward whatever sort of sand
or gravel they are going upon.
(to Thomas Pennant, 24 October 1763,
WRO CR 2017/TP 181/8)
Pennant was at this time mainly concerned with ornithology ,
and Borlase sometimes sent him specimens of Cornish birds, as
well as information about them. Pennant was especially anxious
to secure a specimen of the Gannet (which had been wrongly
classified by Ray and Willughby as a gull); and in December 1762
Borlase sent off by tin-ship the dried body of a gannet taken near
Penzance , "not so well preserved as I could wish , but we have
filled it with tow and pepper etc. and have scattered some
campion in the box to prevent the smell of the carcase, and it may
fix the species and end that dispute". 49 In 1767 Pennant turned
his attention to fish, and again Borlase sent him drawings and
information, including a full account of the Conger, which be
obtained in February 1768 from Martin Wright, a fisherman of
Mousehole. 50
John Ellis , also, continued to receive help from William and
Anne Borlase on matters of marine biology, as in 1759 when he
49. WRO CR 2017/TP 181/5.

50. lb. 15.
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was sent a drawing of a barnacle found in Mounts Bay. In 1764
he asked for specimens of marine plants, intending to publish
descriptions and to deposit the originals with the Royal Society.
Borlase obliged promptly, adding further strictures about the
obstacles facing scholars who sought access to the British
Museum:
You say you intend to describe the sea plants. Do you
intend to engrave the whole plant, or only the
members of fructification? If the former, Mrs . Borlase
will spread them for you just as they come from the
sea, or send you the best chosen ones out of her dry
collection, which I assure you (without assuming the
least merit to myself) is not contemptible , though
never sorted, classed or systematically ranged: and by
what I can learn it is scarce possible for you to have
washed plants from hence, and spread them at London
after they have been once dried ; their fine thin texture
will not endure to expand a second time. So far Mrs.
Borlase with her service , but she must submit to your
better insight. . .
I think you will be right in placing the originals with
the Royal Society, especially if the present unaccountable preclusion of the Literati, equally with the
ignorant and sauntering, continues at the British
Museum . Should there not be medals or introductory
tickets granted to those who want to consult what is
now locked up, and the access too operose and distressing to the learned? Surely, those who labour for the
public, and generally present the fruits of those
labours to the Museum , merit every kind of indulgence, and ought not to be levelled with those who
come only there to stare at millions of things, without
carrying off any thing but that amazement which
expires in half an hour at the next coffee house .
(to John Ellis, 22 February 1764,
LS, LB III 129)
51. LS Vol. I.
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Though William Borlase continued to correspond with his old
friends, and some new ones, he declined the friendship and
correspondence of one John Stephens, who in 1761 circulated
proposals for publication of a Natural History of Somerset which
were clearly modelled on Borlase's work. Stephens first wrote to
Borlase in May 1761,claiming to be acquainted with Lyttelton,
Milles and da Costa, and expressing admiration for Borlase's
works:
...
yet Cornwall affords some objects of Natural
History which I fancy, Sir, you have overlooked, and
others which you have been rather too brief on . . . I
have been a lover of Natural History from my childhood and, together with a series of observations on the
different parts of England, on Holland, and several
parts of Germany, have endeavoured to acquire some
knowledge of those arts which serve to illustrate that
entertaining study, but still find myself much at a loss
to make any tolerable proficiency therein.
(from John Stephens, 9 May 1761,OL VII 4)
Borlase sent a friendly answer, thanking Stephens for his
observations and offering to help with his enquiries, and passed
his letter to Lyttelton for comments. 52 Lyttelton chanced to meet
Dr. Oliver at Bristol, and soon afterwards Borlase received a
letter from Oliver exposing Stephens as an impostor and fraud:
. . . I met with our good friend the Dean of Exeter,
who informed me that you had lately received a letter
from our Dr. Stephens, containing some strictures on
your book. The same doctor came to the Dean with
proposals for printing a Natural History of the County
of Somerset, to which he subscribed , paid him a
guinea , and set down his name; which the doctor
carried about to several of the Dean's friends, who
upon seeing his name, and the doctor 's assuring them
that the Dean was a great encourager of his work, paid
him their guinea likewise.
52. LB III 7.
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Now this author is the son of a tinner in the parish of
St. Ives. He served his time to an apothecary in your
neighbourhood , and afterwards had a shop in Helston,
from whence he eloped , and after wandering about
some time, he came to this place [Bath and set up
for a Physician , and offered to take the house in our
square which Mr. Prince lived in. But he not being
able to give any account of himself , or from whence
he came, Prince wisely refused to take him for a
tenant . He was taken ill , and very foolishly sent for me
to attend him. I enquired of him, of what county he
was, and where he had been educated, to which he
gave me such shuffling answers, that I immediately
suspected him . He told me he had a great love for
Natural Curiosities, which had carried him into Cornwall, where he had spent some time, particularly at
Penzance; but he knew not Dr. [Walter] Borlase, or
had heard of you, or your writings. I then concluded
he must be an impostor. However, I then troubled the
Doctor [Borlase] to make an enquiry, whether any
such man had been heard of at Penzance , but the
Doctor could get no intelligence of such a person.
Some time afterwards I found out that he had been an
apothecary at Helston. Tom Truran happened to come
· up. . . As soon as I showed him to him, he said he
knew him well . . . Truran went up to him . . . and
saluted him by his name in a familiar manner , as his
old acquaintance . The doctor told him he did not know
him ...

J,

Notwithstanding all this, he had the impudence to
continue here; to dress away, and sometimes to be a
Huntingdonshire man, sometimes a Norfolk man, in
which he was always detected , by his entire ignorance
of whatever county he pretended to be of. He went on
near a twelvemonth in this manner, till his creditors
having no longer patience , he drew false bills, and
forged others , and after committing many rogueries,
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he escaped in the night, from his creditors and the
pillory. He was afterwards in jail, and how he comes
now to be at liberty to play this trick , I cannot imagine.
(from William Oliver, 9 July 1761,OL VI 333)
Borlase at once regretted his civil answer to Stephens, and
determined to correspond with him no more . In December Lyttelton sent more news of Stephens's doings:
By a mistake , Dr. Stephens was let into my house the
other day. His errand was, to request of me to look over
his manuscript collections for the Natural History of
Somersetshire, but I declined it, on pretence of being
engaged in other busines s. He mentioned having sent
you some remarks on the Antiquities of Cornwall, to
which he had received no answer. I told him you were
engaged in other busines s, and had not leisure to write
letters , unless where the subject necessarily required
an answer. I asked him how it happened, that he had
lived so near Ludgvan as Helston, and could have been
unacquainted with Mr. Borlase , a man of learning and
curiosity . He answered, that he never lived at Helston.
I expressed some surprise at this, and asked him if he
was not acquainted with Dr. Oliver at Bath , as I knew
he had spent some time there. He replied in the
negative, saying he had indeed once conversed with
the doctor in the public rooms , but had no further
acquaintance with him . Da Costa tells me, Stephens
assured him he was a Somersetshire man. I should be
glad to know for certain, whether this false man was,
or was not, an apothecary at Helston.
(from Charles Lyttelton , 1 December 1761,
OL VI 40)
Borlase replied expressing indignation on the extent to which
Stephens had borrowed passages from the Natural History of
Cornwall to grace the proposals for his work :
The sketch Dr. Stephens sent me, of a famous
entrenchment in Somer set , shows it to have been a
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grand work, but it was not well engraved . Dr . Oliver
has since sent me his proposals and plan of the Natural
History of Somerset. Be pleased to look it over, and
you will find it so like in several expressions etc. to the
dedication of the Natural History of Cornwall, that one
of these authors must have filched. This is one of the
greatest slurs he could have put upon the Cornish man,
for he imagined his work to be so little read that he was
in no danger of being found out, take what he would .
(to Charles Lyttelton, 18 December 1761,
BL Stowe MS 752 216)
In March 1762Lyttelton told Borlase that he had heard nothing
ore of Stephens or his work, so concluded that he would pocket
e subscription money and retire ;53 this conclusion was
ubably justified , for the Natural History of Somerset was never
1blished .
Borla se's reputation as a naturalist of stature had bee n
tablished by publication of his Natural History, and brought a
1ccession of visitors to Ludgvan, often bearing letter s of
troduction from his friends such as Elli s and da Co sta.54 Some
· the visitors were foreigners , such as three young Russians
tlled Demidoff in 1759, sons of a great proprietor of iron mines
Siberia; four Germans in 1765, Dr. Mumssen from Hamburg ,
!r. Henschen from Bremen, Mr . Capp from Leipzig , and Dr .
erresheim from Berlin , followed by a Frenchman , Gabriel Jars
om Lyons, who came to see the 'fire engine' (steam-operated
foe pump) at Gwallon near Marazion; in 1766Professor Martin
runnick , a naturalist from Copenhagen ; and in 1769 Dr.
elaroche from Geneva. Other visitors were British , such as the
ev. Mr . Blayney of Worcester , who came in 1765 in quest of
tinerals to improve the manufacture of porcelain . Dr .
ewcombe , the Bishop of Dromore in Ireland , and Dr. Durell ,
te Principal of Hertford College in Oxford, who had been Vicehancellor at the time of Borlase's Doctorate, visited him in 1770,
I. OL VI 47.
I. Most visits of scho lars to Ludgvan are noted in the Meteo rolog ical Journal s, App. no.

21.
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but "came here as Cato did into the theatre, only to go out
again".55 Borlase probably derived more pleasure from the visit
later in the year of Thomas Hornsby, his meteorological mentor
from Oxford.
One aspect of Cornish Ornithology on which Borlase could
speak with special authority concerned the habits of the Chough,
described by him as "the most graceful, slender and genteel of
the crow kind", 56 al ways a bird of special interest to the Cornish,
and often taken as a symbol of Cornwall in view of its legendary
association with King Arthur; it has lately become extinct in the
County.
Cornish choughs were fashionable as society pets, and on
several occasions Borlase was asked by friends to obtain them,
the first recorded instance being in 1744 when he sent one to John
Ellis in London. 57 In 1757 Dr. Oliver asked him to get a pair of
young choughs for Henry Legge, the Chancellor of the Exchequer; he duly obliged, and in the following year Legge told
Oliver that the birds were the most active part of his family.58
But they came to untimely ends:
I am extremely obliged to you and Mrs. Borlase for all
the extraordinary care and trouble which you took in
nursing and educating the daws, after whose health
and manners I enquired of Mrs. Legge. She praised
them much , and spoke highly of their sprightly wit,
and active parts, which were too great to consist with
longevity. They were too enterprising geniuses to die
natural deaths, but there were many different, as well
as doubtful accounts , of the particular manner of their
unhappy ends.
(from William Oliver, 18 April 1760,
OL III 118A)
Borlase again obliged when Lyttelton asked him to get a
chough for Lord Lincoln's menagerie at Oatlands :59
Mrs. Borlase got a friend of hers to spare her a young
Cornish chough
we kept him long enough to use
55, LB III 321.
56. NHC 243.

57. LB I 78.
58. OL lll 117a, 117c.
59. OL II 179.
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him to a cage and then sent him on board ... I hope
he will come safe to Oatlands, he eats bread, milk and
worms, and must have a wing always topt, he will
otherwise range and be lost - the cage will be too
great a confinement for him, he is very tame.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 5 March 1759,
BL Stowe MS 752 190)
In August 1762Milles asked Borlase to obtain two choughs for
a Mr. Bateman, but two years later one of them (presumably the
survivor) had passed into more illustrious hands:
Your prescription for the chough, which was very
obliging, is in a manner become unnecessary. The bird
having turned out so great a thief and pick-at-all , that
Mr. Bateman's elegancies were destroyed by him; and
though he was charmed with his familiarity, yet he was
obliged to part with him to the Duchess of Portland ,
so the bird is promoted, I am obliged , and you are
released from all trouble in the chough's education.
(from Jeremiah Milles , 17 February 1763,
OL VI 7:19)
William and Anne Borlase themselves kept a pet chough in
their house for over twenty years, until it died of old age in
January 1770.60 He described its habits to Milles:
Our chough is now, I think , in its 14th year; it has
sometimes been sick, Mrs. Borlase is the doctor , and
whe::i its appetite appeared to be disordered she has
given grated rhubarb , made up with a little meal into
a paste, with success; if his spirits are low we infuse
saffron into his water ; and as he has free egress and
ingress, he appears generally at dinner, knocking at
the door if it be shut with his bill till 'tis opened ; his
place is to perch behind my chair, his favourite dish is
the yolk of a boiled egg, which he will take off my
plate without leave; if there is any white meat , particularly chicken or veal, he expects his share minced
60. RJC Vol. 18, App. no. 2 1.
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for him, and he flies upon the table and back to his
perch without ceremony and manners. It is a bird that
loves such familiarity, and I apprehend cannot live in
solitude, where he has not liberties of ranging and
varying the scene. Our bird though constant at dinner
is mostly on the ridge of the house, especially in fair
weather, till the evening, when he retires to a roost of
his own choosing , generally in the poultry court; but
in very bad weather, he will slip up into a chamber for
shelter.
(to Jeremiah Milles, 31 January 1763, LB m 91)
One thing Borlase 's chough would not do was talk, but another
had no such inhibitions:
When I published the Natural History I could not
assert that it [the chough] spoke articulate words; our
bird , which has been .near 14 years with us, having not
as yet uttered ; but Mr. H. Roberts of Truro, hardware
man, who has one now in his ninth year, assured me
last Friday that his bird will call George as plain as he
can, and has been taught by idle boys to say Whore .
(to Thomas Pennant , 7 February 1763, LB III 92)
Borlase's gifts to the Ashmolean in 1758 depleted his mineral
collection of its finest specimens. Nevertheless he continued to
part with minerals, as in December 1761 when he sent a large
consignment to da Costa , and also (at the request of Richard
Penneck) some to Earl Tilney to decorate a grotto. 61 In August
1765 he sent more specimens to da Costa, some for himself and
some for the Royal Society's Museum, then describing his collection as being "so picked over that I have not one sample left of
some of the finest products of the county". 62 In March 1768 he
exchanged specimens with Gustav von Engestrom of
Stockholm, 63 and later in that year his remaining collection was
again depleted by a gift of Comish minerals to Queen Charlotte,
following a request from Mrs. Ann Harris , the widow of his
cousin John Harris of Hayne, who had been Master of the House61. LB III 25, 26.
62. BL Add. MS 28535 161.

63. LB Ill

m.

OL VII 43.
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hold to both George II and George III. Borlase responded with
a prompt and substantial gift , comprising 19 specimens of
mundi ck (pyrite) , 19 of copper , 20 of tin , 4 of lead, 3 of iron , 12
of Comish Diamonds, 4 of soapy rock (steatite or soapstone) , and
2 of asbe stos (actinolite) . 64
Lady Hertford was with the Queen yesterday morning,
who mentioned to her that she was making a small collection of Natural Curiositie s in a Cabinet; and as she
had heard much of the ores and different things that
was remarkably curious in Cornwall , and knew I had
lived there , she asked Lady Hertford if she thought I
could get any for her. I certainly with great pleasure
undertook the commission, and as I know nobody that
is so good a judge of all these things as yourself, I take
the liberty of begging you will procure some things of
this kind for me of the tin and copper ores , as soon as
you can meet with them conveniently yourself .
(from Mrs. Ann Harris, 22 October 1768,
OL VII 46)

I should be wanting in my respects to you , and in some
sort to my country , if I did not endeavour (as far as lies
in my power) to gratify a curiosity which does it so
much honour , and which you have been pleased as to
mention . I will send you a small box of Cornish fossils
by the first ship (perhaps in a fortnight ), and if afterwards there be anything particularly desired , give me
leave to request the favour of a line from you, and it
shall be readily supplied , if within my reach .

I have sent , according to your request , a small box ,
which I earnestly wish more worthy of the hands it is
to pass into. The fossils are the best I could select from
64. LB III 284. This collection is not now in the possession of the Royal Family
(information from Sir Roben Mackwonh-Young).
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my little collection, neither the weather nor the time
allotted permitting me to range at all in search of
others. However, I flatter myself that though the specimens are neither large, nor all of the finest sorts that
may offer, yet there is such a variety as may induce a
curious Lady to think further of the place they came
from, and assist her in forming a complete and rich
cabinet, to which I doubt not but every good subject
in these parts will most eagerly contribute. It is sufficient honour to me, Madam, that through your means
I have the pleasure of laying the first stone, of what
may one day prove a collection that will do proper
justice to this county, and give such satisfaction to the
Royal founder, as these trifles I now send can, without
your recommendation, have no manner of pretensions
to.
(to Mrs . Ann Harris , 29 October and
15th November 1768,LB m 284 , 287)
Borlase continued until the very end of his life to keep the
meteorological records which he had started in 1753, though with
several improvements in instrumentation and recording which
resulted from his meeting with Hornsby at Oxford in 1757-8.
Thus, early in 1759,Borlase commenced to record rainfall with
a rain gauge or 'ombrometer ' of Hornsby's design, moved his
thermometer to a position in a window where it was "sufficiently
exposed to feel sensibly all the temperatures of the air", and
began to use a new barometer of a type recommended by
Hornsby ; and in May 1767he replaced the indoor thermometer
with an outdoor model, similarly recommended. 65
Charles Lyttelton shared Borlase's interest in weather
recording, and after he went to Carlisle in 1762 they evolved a
plan for keeping systematic records at widely separated places
and sending them to the Royal Society for comparison and
preservation. Borlase had reservations as to whether this would
lead to any real benefit:
It would not be much amiss to observe, with greater
than the present attention, the several degrees of wet
65. Oliver, op. cit. (chap. 3 note 77), V7-'if/ .
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and dry, heat and cold, storm and calm, in the
different parts of the Island , and transmit them to the
Royal Society for their Transactions. This may in time
either facilitate some more perfect theories of winds
and weather in our climate , or, which is altogether as
likely, show the um;:ertainty and vanity of all such
attempts; in short, the atmosphere is such a various
irritable mixture (though no doubt it is necessary that
it should be so), and the action of the heavenly bodies
so perpetually shifting , that nothing permanent and
sure is to be expected; no apparently similar circumstances will always produce the like, nor is any thing to
be foretold from analogy and review.
(to Henry Baker, 18 July 1763, JRL VIII 51)
It proved difficult to find enough competent observers to set up
this experiment ; Lyttelton encouraged an eponymous Dr. Carlyle
at Carlisle, and Borlase advised a clergyman at Bridgwater called
Lancelot St. Albyn, but no recorders could be found in Scotland
or Ireland. In his first letter to St. Albyn, Borlase described his
recording methods in some detail (before the change to an outdoor thermometer mentioned above):
It has been proposed to the Royal Society to collect
Meteorological Observations from the different extremities of this Island ; this proposal is in a fair way of
being patronised by the Council there, and the
accounts of rain, heat, wind etc. printed in the
Transactions. At the desire of a Right Reverend and
Learned Member [LytteltonJ I drew up the last year's
observations, of which I here enclose to you a copy for
your amusement , and opinion of the method . It is in
substance the same as you sent me, which gives me
pleasure, but to yours I had added the state of the
weather and wind , with the monthly medium of the
Thermometer , for reasons which , if I guess rightly, I
need not mention to a judge in such points. In
conformity to yours, give me leave to name my instruments, though perhaps less perfect than I wish.
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I have two Barometers, one diagonal and one
perpendicular with Nonius's division of one inch into
100 parts. As these two share in one room , I register
them both without difficulty twice a day. The comparison is not without its pleasure; in moderate weather
they stand pretty nearly at one height, but upon any
excess the perpendicular will vary above or below the
other sometimes 20/100°, approving itself the more
accurate instrument. . .
For ascertaining the quantity of falling rain etc. I had
a tube with a scale annexed nearly of the same dimensions as yours, till on the 9th ult. at night it was broke
to pieces by the intenseness of that night's frost, since
which I have supplied its place with the best bottle I
could get of Dutch glass, and have placed a scale on
another tubular bottle to measure off every month's
rain . My vessel that receives the rain is exactly 3
inches square at the upper orifice, which being in
number nine, as soon as I have 9 inches in the tube or
bottle I conclude that one cubical inch of water has
fallen on the area of one inch square. This receiver is
of tin and was procured for me in the year 1758by the
Rev. Mr. Hornsby, now Savilian Professor at Oxford,
from a pattern which he then made use of in his own
apparatus.
As to the way of computing, though all compute by
inches, yet 'tis pity but we could all compute by the
same subdivisions. Till two or three years since, I
computed by inches decimals and fractions, but
corresponding with a gentleman of Carlisle , and
finding that he computed by inches and a subdivision
of one inch into a thousand parts, I have used that
calculation ever since, as rather more clear and
simple, as well as for the better agreement of our
computations at first glance.
My Thermometer is Farenheit's ; it stands in a staircase
distant from all fire, and never sees the sun throughout
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the year, but in the height of Summer past six o'clock
in the evening, and then almost totally shaded by trees.
It is fixed to the wooden munnion, through which
several holes are bored so that it has a sufficient communication with the open air; it has a sliding cover
before it to prevent its being affected by interior
warmth of the house; however it will not fall quite so
low (I imagine) as if more exposed.
(to Lancelot St. Albyn, 7 February 1767,
LB Ill 237)
Borlase's annual summaries of the weather at Ludgvan from
1767to 1771inclusive are among the records of the Royal Society,
and were printed in its PhilosophicalTransactions;66 so were his
accounts of agitations of the sea in Mount's Bay in 1761, of the
thunderstorm at Ludgvan in that year, and of storms at Breage in
1762 and St. Keverne in 1770 when the churches of his former
curates, Henry Usticke and Anthony Williams, were badly
damaged. 67
One of the most interesting aspects of Borlase's Natural
History studies in his later years was the apparent discovery of
Native Tin, pure tin found as a natural substance without
smelting.68 In the Natural History he had indicated his belief in
this phenomenon, but for lack of proof had avoided any categorical
statement. But in May and July 1765 specimens found in streamworks at St. Austell and Grampound were sent to Borlase by
Henry Rosewarne of Truro, a young man whom he described as
"a considerable merchant , especially versed in tin affairs, with a
great share of quickness and understanding in the fusion of
metals" 69 (he was to succeed Walter Borlase as Vice-Warden of
the Stannaries in 1776). Borlase was naturally delighted at the
apparent vindication of his theory, and sent specimens to Huddesford at the Ashmolean and to da Costa at the Royal Society:
66. PT Vol. 58 83, Vol. 59 157, Vol. 60 228, Vol. 61 195, Vol. 62 365.
67. PT Vol. 52 418, 507, Vol. 61 71.
68. The occurrence of native tin in Cornwall is not now accepted by mineralogists , who
regard the specimens found in stream-works as fragments of smelted tin of prehistoric
or medieval date (information from Mr. R.D. Penhallurick ).
69. RS L & P V 76.
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The specimen is the richest and most brilliant I ever
saw. It is indeed so very like native silver that I could
have sworn it to have been such , but having weighed
it in the hydrostatick balance, I found it weighed but
about as seven to one , and therefore must be tin. . .
'Tis also softer than silver, all which convinces me that
'tis tin, and consequently (found thus as it has been in
a malleable state) more valuable than even gold itself,
for the most famous Fossilists have hitherto held that
tin is no where found native . You will find in my
Natural History page 185 that I am not of their
opinion, and your specimen will afford undeniable
proof of what I was forced to leave in a mere state of
possibility . I must therefore beg leave to send this
specimen to the Museum at Oxford , to be deposited
with the other Cornish fossils described in that book ,
and left there for the satisfaction of the curious .
(to Henry Rosewarne , Z7 July 1765, LB III 176)

As the existence of Native Tin is absolutely denied by

the more ancient fossilists, Agricola etc . , and they are
joined by the modems, Woodward, Hill etc. , having at
that time no evidence before me to evince the contrary,
I contented myself (Natural History 185) with suggestion s that the existence of Native Tin was far from
being improbable , and was forced to leave the dispute
undecided ; a late fortunate discovery, which has furnished me with three specim ens, will exclude all further
doubts .
(to E.M. da Costa , 7 December 1765,
BL Add. MS 28535 157, LB III 188)
Da Costa's experiments on his specimen established that it was
indeed tin , a result confirmed by other experiments conducted the
following year by Rosewame and the visiting Danish mineralo gist , Professor Martin Brunnick. ~ Borlase feared that "becau se
~- RS L & P IV 306; O L VIJ 8.
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of the uniform purity of the whole lump, the ignorant and the
hasty will be apt to suspect it the product of the assay office rather
than that of the mine".71 He was much relieved when a further
specimen was found at Luxulyan in 1769 and again reported to
him by Henry Rosewarne, being "so convincing that neither a
commendable suspense of opinion , nor even a petulant
disputative spleen, will I hope withstand".72 This specimen was
likewise presented to the Royal Society.
But though one of Borlase's suppositions in the Natural
History was thus seemingly confirmed, another statement there
was soon to be refuted under unfortunate circumstances. He had
stated that the Cornish Language had by 1758 "altogether ceased,
so as not to be spoken anywhere in conversation".73 This was
doubted by Daines Barrington , a lawyer-antiquary who had
published works on a wide range of antiquarian topics, and was
one of those to whom Gilbert White wrote the letters that became
the Natural History of Selborne. Barrington 's interest in Cornish
dated from 1746 when his brother , a naval captain, had taken a
sailor from Mounts Bay who spoke Cornish well enough to be
understood by Bretons, but it was not until 1768 that Barrington
himself came west in search of Cornish speakers. His quest was
soon rewarded; having drawn a blank at Land's End, he was
guided by an innkeeper to Mousehole, where he met an old
fisherwoman called Dolly Pentreath and had himself introduced
to her as one who had wagered that no one lived who could speak
Cornish. Thereupon she "spoke in an angry tone of voice for two
or three minutes, and in a language which sounded very like
Welsh" ; two other women nearby told Barrington that she had
been abusing him for supposing that she could not speak Cornish ,
and that they themselves understood it, though they could not
speak it so readily. Having thus satisfied himself that Cornish still
lived, Barrington returned eastwards, only to find that nobody
would credit his · evidence, as being contrary to Borlase's
statement.
71. LB lll 176.
71..LB Ill 293; RS L & P V 76.
73. NHC 315.
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Not for four years did Barrington seek confirmation of the
evidence obtained on this brief visit; in the Summer of 1772 he
enlisted the aid of Jeremiah Milles in seeking more information
about Dolly Pentreath, and was informed that she was still alive
and could really speak Cornish as readily as others did English.
This was the Summer in which William Borlase died; ironically,
the information sought by Barrington came from Walter Borlase
of Castle Horneck . In 1773 Barrington read his first paper on
Cornish to the Society of Antiquaries , and in 1776 it was
published; later he printed more evidence on the survival of
Cornish, including a letter written partly in Cornish by a
Mousehole fisherman, William Bodinar, in 1776.74 Barrington
expressed the hope that a linguist would collect vocabulary from
this last group of Cornish speakers, but nobody did, even though
Dolly Pentreath lived until 1777 and William Bodinar until 1789;
with him, Cornish effectively died as a spoken language.
William Borlase has been censured, and with some justice , for
failing to notice that people were still speaking Cornish in a
village only six miles from his home. It was indeed a serious and
uncharacteristic lapse, on the part of one who had done much to
record the surviving vocabulary of Cornish. Daines Barrington
must share the blame in that, having obtained proof that Cornish
survived, he did nothing with his knowledge for four years. Had
Borlase been told the true facts, then most assuredly he would
have hastened to record the vocabulary of Dolly Pentreath and her
friends while there was still time ; and no one would have been
happier to know that his report of the demise of Cornish had been
premature.
William Borlase continued to collect information on the
antiquities and topography of Cornwall. One of his most
important antiquarian discoveries was in May 1758, very shortly
after his return from Oxford, when he first saw a small Roman
fort at Bosence in St. Erth, where the farmer had cleared out the
well and found, among other objects, an inscribed patera. Borlase
surveyed the site, sent an account to the Royal Society for
74. D. Barrington , 'O n the Expirati on of the Co mi sh Language·, Archaeol ogia IIJ (1776)
m ; 'Some Additional Information relative to the Co ntinuance of lhe Comish
Language·, ib. V (1779) 81.
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publication, 75 and deposited the finds in the Ashmolean. He
regarded this site as significant, since it afforded fresh proof of
his belief that "the Romans came into Cornwall, conquered it
even to the very extreme points, and had all the appendages of
victory . . . in the same manner as they did in the other parts of
Britain".76
Other important antiquarian discoveries which came to
Borlase's attention in his later years were a fine flint axe found
at Clowance, the seat of Sir John St. Aubyn, in 1766, and an
intaglio of a griffin cut in green jasper, found in Altamun parish
and brought to his attention in 1764;77 he communicated the
discovery to Milles, who read his account of it to the Society of
Antiquaries in 1765.
Then as now, the activities of vandals caused much anguish to
Cornish antiquaries, and in 1766 Borlase lamented the wanton
destruction wrought on Carn Brea by those seeking stone to build
the new church at Redruth:
That treasure of Druidism, Kam-breh, the masons are
now stripping and ransacking, cleaving the obelisks,
pilfering the circles, demolishing the tribunals, without mercy, or distinction. The truth is, they want stones
to rebuild a church just below the hill, but as there is
a profusion of them under the old castle, they might
accommodate themselves with stones of every size
without robbing the tombs and temples of their
forefathers.
(to Charles Lyttelton, 10 October 1766,
BL Stowe MS 752 234, LB ill 218)

In February 1761 Borlase borrowed nine volumes of the
manuscripts of his old antiquarian mentor, Thomas Tonkin, from
his grand-daughter Miss Foss of Mitchell; before returning them
in May he summarised their contents and made many extracts for
his own purposes. 78 Ten years later in 1771he asked Miss Foss to
lend these manuscripts to William Pryce, "as he is curious about
75. PT Vol. 51 13.
76. AC (1769edn.) 321.

77. LB III 151, 155.
78. LB III 3. See Douch . op. cit. (chap. 2 note 44) .
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the history of our native county". 79 William Pryce (1735-90) was
a mine surgeon of Redruth and a cousin of Borlase; Pryce 's
maternal grandmother was Catherine, youngest daughter of the
second John Borlase of Pendeen, who married William Hill and
whose daughter married Samuel Pryce. 80 William Borlase and
William Pryce began to correspond in 1767, and Borlase encouraged his young kinsman to undertake a new edition of
Carew's Survey of Cornwall and exchanged mineral specimens
with him. 81 Pryce eventuaJly published books on two aspects of
Cornish studies which Borlase had pioneered, Mineralogia
Comubiensis in 1778 and Archaeologia Cornu-Brit.annica (dealing with the Cornish language and based largely on Tonkin's
work) in 1790.
Through his later years William Borlase continued to write; in
addition to his contributions (mostly meteorological) to the
Philosophical Transactions, and his essays on Turnpikes and on
the Poor, he wrote several historical works which remained unpublished in his lifetime, and published a revised edition of the
Antiquities. In 1760 at Lyttelton's suggestion he wrote the history
of his own family, The Descent, Name and Arms of Borlase, 82 a
work intended only for private circulation, "for talking of one's
own family (though knowing it is what every man's birth requires
of him) even gives pain to those who are of it". 83
In 1762 he wrote the Ancient and Present St.ateof St. Michael 's
Mount, a much enlarged version of an account first written for
Dr. Oliver in 1731. It covers the ecclesiastical, civil, military,
architectural and natural history of the Mount, and shows Borlase
at his best, describing accurately what he saw, speculating
cautiously on doubtful points , and drawing on all available
printed and manuscript sources. It is of value as giving a
description of the Mount soon after the first major alterations to
the monastic buildings had been made by the St. Aubyns, and
when Borlase could draw on his memories and records of their
79. LB 111345.
80. A . Pearson, 'William Pryc e', Old Cornwall VII 9 (1971)388.
81. LB IJI 254, 256, 287, 305.
82. App. no. 82.
83. BL Stowe MS 752 213.
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former condition. But despite its qualities, this work was to
remain unpublished for more than two centuries. 84
Borlase's most important literary activity at this time was the
revision and enlargement of his Antiquities and Natural History,
hoping for eventual publication of second editions, though at first
he had no plans to produce them himself:
I have been busy these two years revising and making
additions to my Antiquities, not in hopes of republishing them myself (for I have done with the press), but
in hopes of leaving them behind me somewhere or
other, in a better condition to appear again in the
world, when the age has laughed out its laugh with
Tristram Shandy, and sauntered away its hours till it is
tired with Tom Jones and Pamela. I am now redressing also my Natural History. These are the parts
of my business, and for amusement I methodise, inter
alia, my manuscripts and collections .
(to William Huddesford, 28 October 1761,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 90, LB ill 21)
From 1762onwards he received proposals from booksellers for
publication of revised editions , especially of the Antiquities,
which was out of print, most of the 500 copies having been taken
up by the subscribers. 85 The position with the Natural History
was different; about 150 of the 750 copies remained unsold in
1762 (although Borlase often received complaints from people
who had difficulty in buying the book) ,86 and he feared that talk
of a second edition would make the first unsaleable . After some
years of hesitation, during which he several times sought the
advice of Lyttelton and of his Oxford printer Jackson, 87 Borlase
decided to proceed with a new edition of the Antiquities, provided
that he received an adequate cash payment, could correct the
proofs at home, and had no responsibility for distribution and sale
of the books. He desired "a plain explicit contract", 88 and in
1767 he made one with William Sandby, a London bookseller:
84. In App. no. 73. publi shed Cornish Studies 3 (1975) 29.
85. LB Ill 75. l28, 162.
86. LB 11161.
~- LB Ill 179. 243.
88. LB Ill 245.
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I accept of your proposal of 100guineas for an impression of 750 copies, reserving half a dozen of which I
promise I will sell none; one half at the delivery of the
copy, the remainder at the publication ...
(to William Sandby, 20 August 1767, LB m 254)

I am reprinting, not for my own benefit for I have little
to expect from it, but out of respect of your and some
other friends' opinion, my Antiquities. I have reserved
only six copies, of which I design one for you, one for
myself, a third for my brother , a fourth for the Patron,
a fifth for the President of the Antiquarians, and will
the last, think you, be acceptable to the ViceChancellor?
(to William Huddesford, 21 November 1767,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 124)
Much of 1768was spent in correcting proofs, and in December
when returning the last of them Borlase thanked the printers
(Messrs. Bowyer and Nicholls of London) for their attention,
accuracy and patience. 89
In January 1769 he reported completion of the project:
I have (I bless Providence) gone through a most
tedious reprinting of my Antiquities , a labour of
fifteen months, but indeed of my own insisting upon,
and such a one as, without the least profit, I was vain
enough to choose. It is augmented by more than 50
pages, three additional plates, and the vocabulary
which I dedicate to my native county may have gained
near 500 Cornish words.
I have set my last hand to this work, now, near two
months, but whether the plates are not rolled off, the
whole collated, or the public supposed too intensely
89. LB Ill 289.
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engaged with the seditious at home and the rebellious
abroad , I hear nothing of publication-day, but expect
it every post.
(to William Huddesford, 28 January 1769,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 128, LB ill 292)
In February the book was published, in time for Anne Borlase
to see it before she died and share her husband's pleasure. He
urged that it should be given publicity abroad , especially in
France in view of the prevalence of Druidism in ancient Gaul , and
in March he sold the remaining copies of the Natural History and
of the Isles of Scilly to Benjamin White, Sandby's successor .9()
There was to be no second edition of the Natural History in
Borlase's lifetime, or for more than two centuries afterwards , but
his corrections and additions for such an edition survived , and
were first printed in the next century by his descendant William
Copeland Borlase.91
When Borlase again felt capable of literary work after his
bereavement his mind turned to publication of his treatise on the
Creation and the Deluge, which he had written many years before
as an Introduction for the Natural History, but had not used. In
1762he had considered printing it as a sixpenny pamphlet ,92 and
now he revised it for publication as Private Thoughts of the
Creation and the Deluge, pointing out some seeming mistakes in
the accounts of learned men relating to these interesting events,
by a Country Clergyman. 93 But in May 1771 he was startled to
be told by a printer that the work would amount to 384 pages, and
as he was recovering from a serious illness he could not face the
burden of proof correction , and abandoned the publication ,94
assuring Milles that the reason for this decision was not financial:
I assure you that the expense of publishing was in no
sense the Remora 95 of the little vessel I intended to
put to sea - the time , and constant intenseness of
90. LB Ill 294, 298.
91. JRIC 1864-6 Supps.
92. LB IJl 41.
95. The sucking-fish, formerly believed

93. Tuo MSS. App. nos. 9, 63.
94. OL vn 5, LB Ill 337.
10

impede the ship to which it adhered.
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thinJdng, and after all throwing the whole into the
claws of booksellers' accounts for disposal, have I
think totally discouraged me; but as I begin to recover
my spirits I will think again, and not despair - but I
am quite helpless, having no second, in this country,
so much as for a page or a line.
(to Jeremiah Milles, 8 September 1771,
LB Ill 341)
The work is a unique combination of Borlase's religious and
his scientific knowledge, a cogently argued attempt to reconcile
his implicit faith in the authority of Moses as a historian, with the
enquiring nature resulting from many decades of scientific
observation. Two extracts must here suffice:
That the Solar System is not quite 5800 years old is so
probable, from the gradual improvements of arts and
knowledge, and the peopling of the earth so necessarily traced back to one general father, and no further
discernment of any existence, and is so well attested by
the most ancient and unexceptional of all historians,
that we may take this for an allowed truth. Indeed the
frivolous objections of infidels to the Holy Scriptures,
and the vain pretensions of the Egyptians and Chinese
to higher antiquity than the birth of Adam, have been
so fully examined and confuted, that it is worth no
naturalist's while to detain himself with that dispute,
from more important enquiries.

And God said, "Let there be Light". Was there (it may
be objected) any necessity for God to speak, to
command? Could the light hear? Was not the Divine
will sufficient , without the least word? What propriety
is there in his naming the light day, and the darkness
night? For whose instruction, when there was as yet no
man to listen and remember? To these objections be it
answered, that God's willing anything is indeed
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enough to produce and perfect it; his speaking therefore, naming, and proclaiming, was not necessary, but
yet might be fitting, striking, gracious, awful and not
at all superfluous.
(Creation and Deluge MS, PZL , 7, ll)
Borlase's last completed work was his Account of Ludgvan,
written in 1770 and giving an excellent description of the parish
which had been his home for nearly fifty years: the name of the
P-arish, its Manor, its boundaries, the course of the River Lyd
from Towednack to Marazion, the division of the P-arish into the
Guendran and the Morrep (upland and lowland areas), its
tenements with their owners and occupiers, its Church, its
troublesome but much improved highways, and lastly its Rectors.
He concluded that "that present Incumbent . . . having enjoyed
the living (through the goodness of God) already much longer
than from his natural tenderness of constitution might be
expected, concludes that a succession cannot be at any great
distance". Indeed it was not; this account of Ludgvan, which , like
that of St. Michael 's Mount, had to wait two centuries for
publication, was Borlase's farewell both to his Parish and to the
World of Lettefs. 96

96. In App. no. 12. published JRIC 1972Z75.

Chapter Five

LAST DAYS AND POSTERITY
The last phase of William Borlase's life began in January 1771,
when a serious illness left him unable for three months to carry
out his duties as Rector of Ludgvan:
I was taken very ill on the 10th of January, and though
my danger did not continue above two or three days,
it left a weakness behind which nothing but (under the
goodness of God) the mildness of an ensuing season
will, I suppose, remove.
(to Jeremiah Milles, 16 April 1771, LB III 335)

We have had the most severe winter in Cornwall I ever
remember, and I never remember myself so poorly
able to bear it, having been taken ill on lije 10th of
January, and being obliged to my son George, for his
assistance at Church, thirteen Sundays following. I
began duty, however, I thank God, on the 14th instant,
and I hope to continue it some little time longer.
(to William Huddesford, 22 April 1771,
BOD Ashmole MS 1822 no. 225, LB III 335)
Recovery was slow, but by April he was well enough to send
some mineral specimens to Colin Mackenzie in London , and to
prepare for approval by the Justices an account of the state of the
roads in Ludgvan parish, indicating the priorities which should
be given by the Waywardens to future repairs. 1
In May he abandoned plans for publication of the Creationand
Deluge , and in July realised that he could no longer perform his
duties, and must employ a curate for Ludgvan. 2 Fortunately he
I. LB III 334, 333 (App. no. 78).
2 . Advertisement Sherborne Merc:ury 15 July 177 1.
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found one quickly, and on 16 August he agreed with George
Pender Scobell, son of George Scobell of Penzance and a
graduate of Wadham College at Oxford , to serve the cure for £'3"/
yearly.3 Scobell's performance of his duties seems to have been
satisfactory, though he lived with his father in Penzance, in which
town Smyth the St. 1u$t curate had also lived for some time. This
situation made Borlase uneasy, both because of the absence of his
curates from their parishes , and becau se of the frequency with
which they were prevailed upon to take duty at the Penzance
Chapel "out of mere compassion to such a numerous body", the
curate of Penzance having been absent for many months.4
Although no longer equal to parish duties, Borlase continued
to derive much pleasure from the company of his grandson and
pupil Billy, who showed "a great propensity to drawing and
mathematics"; 5 sadly, the boy's mother, Anne Borlase of St.
Mewan, died in June 1772.
Though I keep two curates , one in each parish, I am
not absolutely idle. I have a little grandson who is my
employment, my care, my companion, and my
enemies will say perhaps that he is my pride . For him
I get up early, being dressed this morning before 6. I
attend his little advances with patience, I read Ovid ,
nay I endure to hear him the rules of grammar, and
whilst he is saying his lesson, I amuse myself at times
with painting. About 11, whenever the weather is
favourable, I choose to take the air, and he drives me
till one. In the afternoon whilst he is at his English and
Latin exercises I have more ... [illegible]. In the long
evenings he reads the newspapers, or English history,
and draws till sleep calls upon me to retire .
(to William Huddesford, ND November or
December 1771, LB III 345)

3. LB lll 339.

4 . LB III 362 .
5. LB Ill 340.
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The winter has been severe for an old man, which has
kept me much at home, and made me more constant
than usual at my pencils - this is one of the weaknesses of age, but as it is the employment of leisure,
though I pretend not to attain any eminence, it is a
comfort to me that I am ~ble to pass part of the necessary retirement of years so as to please myself - it is
one of my vanities. Billy is so dextrous and obliging
that after I am weary with painting , he cleans my pallet
and washes my pencils, and sets aside my colours , and
he is another of my vanities.
(to Sir John St. Aubyn, 17 February 1772,
LB ill 353)
In the Spring of 1772 Borlase was still expressing high
indignation at the wickedness of the times , and the perils
threatening the Church:
I lament the profligacy not of the age, but of that
republican spirit and daring boldness, traducing in the
most offensive language the hitherto most revered
characters, without the least decency; attempting the
Liturgy, and petitioning for the doors of the Church of
England to be thrown open to every profane intruder.
From such unprincipled men, the clergy must expect
to be perpetually pelted, and their just rights insulted ,
but I hope the Legislature have had sufficient warnings
to be on their guard.
The rage against the Church is, I fear, increasing , and
I shall not wonder to see a bilJ next year brought in to
cut off the Creeds, and the year after to strip the
Liturgy of the Trinity, and the third to sweep off the
whole service. There is nothing too flagitious for
sedition , inflamed by profaneness.
(to Jeremiah Milles, ND March 1772,
LB ill 356)
In December 1771 Huddesford had asked Borlase for some
biographical information, to be included in a projected work
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comprising biographies of the leading antiquaries of the century,
including Lhuyd and Wise. Borlase worked on his autobiography
for some months , and on 8 May 1772.sent it to Huddesford ; thus
we have his own record of his life, written near its close, and we
know how he would himself have wished to be remembered. 6
In the Summer of 1772.William Borlase 's strength gradually
failed, but his mental faculties remained mercifully undimmed.
In June he recorded his last visitors, two young College Fellows
who walked together from Oxford, Mr. Isham of Queen's College
and Mr. Hele of Trinity, who were followed shortly by Baron de
Diesrich de Marbourg from Alsace. 7 In the same month John
Smyth gave notice that he would leave the St. Just curacy at
Michaelmas, to return to Oxford and become Bursar of
Pembroke. Thus after five years Borlase again had to seek a
curate for St. Just, telling the father of an applicant that the curate
would have to live at St. Just, since Penzance was "a place so
much given to pleasure and company that 'tis very dangerous for
a young man at setting out". 8
In July Borlase wrote tactfully and with charity to da Costa,
who had been released from prison and was trying to restore both
his friendships and his mineral collection:

As I know not the particular circumstances of your
case, nor indeed have had any opportunity of enquiry
at this great distance from the grand world, I am far
from accusing or condemning you for the unhappy
revolution which has happened lately in your affairs.
Misfortunes we are all subject to; they will fall upon
the most innocent and undeserving, and I shall not
decline the correspondence of any man (much less of
an old friend) till I perceive some latent vicious motive
(which I know will never be your case) interwoven
with his pri.nciples of proceeding.
I must now inform you, that having resigned Mrs.
Borlase to heaven, I was, in the Spring of last year,
6. LB 111358 : printed Gent/eman"sMagazine 73 (Dec . 1803) 1114,a11dby J. Nichols ,
Literary Anecdotes of the 18th Century V (1812) 291.
7. RIC Vol. 18, App. no. 21.

8. LB Ill 364 .
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seized with a violent fit of sickness which, together
with the weight of 76 years, has got the better of the
little constitutional strength, that was indeed before
gradually declining, and leaves no hopes of a thorough
restoration. Since that, I have been disabled from
obliging my friends, abroad and at home, who have
applied for Cornish fossils, having dropped all
thoughts of entering again upon collecting, packing,
sorting and boxing up our mineral productions, as far
too operose for my weakness. But if sending you, for
your own cabinet, any one determinate fossil of which
I have a duplicate, or giving my poor opinion upon any
point of fossil or other knowledge, will oblige you, you
may command. . .
(to E.M. da Costa, 13 July 1772,
University of California Library, LB III 364)
At the end of the month came the last natural phenomenon
recorded by Borlase; a sturgeon six feet long and weighing 80
pounds was taken at Pencalenick on the upper reaches of the Fal
estuary on 30 July, and William Pryce, who reported this, told
Borlase that he had eaten part of it, and found it delicious. 9
Death came gently to William Borlase at the end of August
1772. On the 11thof that month, knowing that his time was short,
he made his will. 10 He had already covenanted to pay his son
John of St. Mewan half his mother's marriage portion, amounting
to £341, and now left him also "my diamond ring, with any portrait of me, his father, which he may choose, and all my wearing
apparell", with £5. To John's eldest daughter Mary he left "one
broad-piece of gold with a hole in it, with a silver-mounted
tweezer-case", and one guinea each to John's second son John and
his daughters Lydia, Anne and Elizabeth. To his other son,
George of South Petherwin, he left the other half of the marriage
portion, and his mother's picture "now fixed over the chest of
drawers in my bed chamber" , and to George's wife Alice a gold
ring and one guinea. Everything else (except for small legacies
to four servants) was left to his grandson William, the companion
9. JR1C 1865 Supp. 52.

10. Copy PZL (in App. no. 17).
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and pupil of his old age, and the executors named to act as
trustees during his minority were Walter Borlase, Walter's son
William of Zennor, and George of South Petherwin ; apparently
William's faith in his son John's financial competence had not
returned sufficiently for John to be appointed one of young Billy's
trustees.
With his will Borlase left some notes for his executors
expressing the wish that, if his manuscripts on the History of
Cornwall had to be sold to provide a liberal education for Billy,
they should go together and not be divided , and advising that the
manuscripts and drawings should be worth at least £200 " to any
gentleman of fortune and curiosity ". The bound volumes of his
incoming letters "have many curious treatises , which though
never to be published are worthy of almost any Library, and therefore valuable". He mentioned many good prints in his study, some
being presents and some purchased at no small expense, and
many rare and costly books ; some original drawings by Italian
Masters given to him by Sir William Morice ; his collection of
fossils "worth ten guineas at least"; and his mathematical
instruments, theodolite, solar microscope , hydrostatic balance ,
and refracting telescope.
On 28 August Borlase wrote his last letter ; appropriately it was
to William Huddesford , who had been the principal friend of his
later years (and who was himself to die before 1772 was out):
It is now time for me to recollect , dear Huddesford ,
that you are probably returned from your airing excursions, to the pleasantest place in the world [ Oxford] ,
to all but those who are too familiar with, and have too
much of it; and would not be sorry to hear from an old
friend. I am glad to hear that my Alma Mater by the
statute you mention has shown her dislike of dogs,
horses etc, Dissipation and the captivating fashions of
the grand world will come on early enough. What
think you of schoolboys (keeping the shameful long
vacations of the top schools) now come not only to
dress, frolic etc., but to have concerts , balls, masks
and fireworks at their country seats? Of this I can give

_
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you proof . What will not these youths do, when they
have galloped through the University part of
education, and come of age to take possession of their
whole estate?
I am charmed to hear of the elegant , useful and really
necessary improvements going on with you . By the
dimensions of your Observatory , it must be capacious
and grand , and the grounds round it capable of any
thing , especially with such regulations as will keep it
from being crowded with and buried by common
houses. The Duke of Marlborough deserves a statue.
I hope our friend Hornsby will have a good apartment,
and live long to enjoy that and his favourite study. I
hope to see a sketch of the place in one of the
magazines.

If Blaney's last references are to be had in London I
shall not trouble you - and having more books than
my study will hold, I think I have a Bible will answer
all my purposes, as I read it now for Religion and the
mind , and not criticism or understanding it . I grow
more indifferent to the world and less able to bear
company every day, but always yours , W.B.
(to William Huddesford, 28 August 1772,
LB III 365)
On the 29th Borlase made the last entry in the cash book (Plate
12) kept since 1734, and on the morning of the 30th the last
in his daily meteorological record. On the 31st he died, at the age
of 76 years and almost seven months. On 3 September he was
buried where he had wished; beside his wife within the Communion Rails in the chancel of Ludgvan Church. His executors
held a memorial exhibition of about two hundred of his paintings
at the Ship and Castle Inn at Penzance. 11 They also used his
autobiography to compile an obituary , with some additions probably written by Walter Borlase :
He made the best use of his retired and delightful
situation at Ludgvan , as a Pastor, a Gentleman , and a
II. PZL. Reminiscence of General Walter Tremenheere.
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Man of Learning. He discharged the duties of his profession with the most rigid punctuality and exemplary
dignity, was remarkably attentive to the affairs of his
parish, and the regularity of his parishioners, was
affable and easy of access, and ready on all occasions
to assist them with his advice, both in their spiritual
and temporal concerns. Though he was not admired as
a preacher, yet several specimens he has left in manuscript, not unworthy of publication, prove that his
studies were not confined to Antiquities or Natural
History. He was esteemed and respected by the
principal gentry of his county, and lived on the most
friendly and social terms with those of his neighbourhood.
From the time of his illness he began to decline, and
it was visible to all his friends that his glass was now
almost run down. This expected event happened
August 31st 1772, when he was lamented in the several
relations of a kind father, an affectionate brother, an
instructive pastor, a sincere friend, a man of erudition,
and a good citizen.
(Walter Borlase MSS, PZL)
When the news of Borlase's death reached the Royal Society in
London, their Secretary, Matthew Maty, wrote a short tribute on
his meteorological records at Ludgvan for 1771:
This is the last paper of this kind, which the Society
will receive from the excellent author of the Natural
History of Cornwall and of many other learned works;
death having, though at an advanced age, put a period
to a life divided between the pursuit of useful and
experimental knowledge, and the faithful discharge of
every moral and religious duty. 12
The main characteristics of William Borlase were industry and
contentment. He was content with his lot as a landless younger
son and as a country parson, and if sometimes his letters show
12. RS L & P V 305.
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a degree of frustration at his isolation from centres of culture,
elegance and learning, yet he never sought the promotion which
could have brought him nearer to them; he loved his native
Cornwall, and accepted that the pleasures of living there far
outweighed its frustrations. His industry is shown by the perseverence with which for decades he pursued his researches , and then
published the results at a time of life when most men seek to avoid
such labours. The importance and accuracy of his records are
now so widely acknowledged that it is no longer necessary to
defend his reputation against petty carpers, who presume to
criticise some of his legitimate speculations which modem knowledge has shown to be mistaken.
His acJ,jevement is the more remarkable when considered in
the context of his isolation; his correspondence linked him with
other scholars, but in Cornwall he had virtually no contemporary
co-workers, and he laboured without the Libraries, the Societies
and the Journals which modern local scholars take for granted,
and without the stimulus and assistance derived from continual
personal contact with like-minded colleagues .
Borlase's letters show him to have been at times severe towards
feckless sons and curates, intolerant of dissenters and popular
novelists, and fearful of the aspirations of the lower orders, but
such attitudes were often made inevitable by his station in life,
and by the social conditions of his age. He was supremely
fortunate in his marriage , and we may say of him, as is said in
the epitaph of the foremost Cornish scholar of our own time,
Robert Morton Nance, that "his achievements were made
possible by the unselfish devotion of his wife". As a clergyman,
Borlase was dutiful beyond the average of his time, and throughout his life he never spared himself in the service of his religion,
his studies, his county and his family. He observed his family
motto, Te Digna Sequere, by following worthy things, and, in the
words of Pope's graceful tribute, he lived "in a shade, but
shining".
William Borlase's successor as Rector of Ludgvan, Charles
Powlett (one of the patronal family) arrived in April 1773; by then
Borlase's curate at Ludgvan, George Pender Scobell, had become
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Vicar of St. Just and of Sancreed , and he held both livings until
his death in 1811.He was an ancestor of the Scobell Armstrong
family of NanceaJverne near Penzance. Borlase's last curate at St.
Just, John Smyth, attained greater heights as Master of Pembroke
College at Oxford, and Davies Gilbert said of him that "few men
were ever more universally esteemed, or were more deserving of
being so". 13
William Borlase's son George of Marazion (and sometimes of
South Petherwin) died without issue in July 1775at the age of 44 ;
statements that he lived until 1809 arise from confusion with his
cousin, Walter Borlase's youngest son George, who became
Registrar of Cambridge University. William Borlase's only other
surviving son, John, died in March 1801 at the age of 73, having
been Rector of St. Mewan for 46 years. John's children were
William Borlase's only grand-children , and the fate of the eldest
surviving son William, the companion of his grandfather's old
age and the main beneficiary under his will , was unexpected and
mysterious. He was articled to Humphrey Lawrence, an Attorney
of Launceston; in January 1786 he set out from Looe to travel to
London , and wrote from Exeter to Eliza Spettigue of Launceston,
to whom he was attached, promising to return in about a month ,
but he was never seen in Cornwall again. An advertisement
seeking him to testify to a will which he had witnessed 14
produced only rumours that he had been seen in Bristol , and later
in New York. He had been ill and distressed before leaving, and
it was assumed that he had absconded to seek a new life in the
New World. 15 His younger brother John died in 1813, having in
the previous year inherited the family estates, including Castle
Horneck and Pendeen , on the death of the last of the six sons of
Walter Borlase and the failure of any to produce a male heir.
Of Dr. William Borlase's two younger brothers, John of
London died in 1775 without issue, but George , the Penzance
Attorney, who died in 1769, left numerous issue; his most distinguished descendant was his grandson , Dr. John Bingham Borlase
13. Davies G ilbert. PJrochial Hi ~tory of Cornwall (1838) II 287.
14. Sherborne M ercury 28 August 1786.
15. OL VII 74 -5 (letters of Eliza Spettigue. 1786-7).
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of Penzance (1753-1813),Mayor in 1810,who in 1798released the
brilliant young Humphry Davy from his apprenticeship to take a
post in Bristol, which proved the first step on his road to fame and
to the Presidency of the Royal Society.
Walter Borlase of Castle Homeck, Vice Warden of the Stannaries, Justice of the Peace, Vicar of Madron and Kenwyn,
outlived all his younger brothers and died on 26 April 1776at the
age of 81. His correspondence indicates a less agreeable personality than his brother William, but the responsibilities which
Walter bore as a landowner and public man were so much
heavier, and his domestic problems so much worse, that he can
to some extent be excused his seemingly permanent irascibility;
certainly he never failed to do his duty as he saw it. His eldest
son having died before him, Walter was succeeded in the family
estates by his second son Samuel, and on Samuel's death without
issue in 1801,they passed to his brother William, who since his
father's death had been Vicar of Madron as well as of Zennor.
This William died in 1812,leaving two daughters only, and since
all his brothers had died without issue, the estates then passed to
his cousin John, Dr. William Borlase's grandson, who died in the
next year as previously mentioned. 16
Thereafter Castle Homeck, Pendeen and the other properties
passed successively to John's son Samuel (1798-1866) and
Samuel's son John (1829-89), and finally to this John's two
spinster daughters Lydia Harris Borlase (1856- 1939) and
Caroline Anne Borlase (1857-1934); with them the descent from
Dr. William Borlase failed, and they were the last Borlases of
Castle Homeck. The house was sold to become a youth hostel,
but Pendeen House and some other properties in St. Just still
belong to Mrs. Sandra Hurst, who is descended in the sixth generation from Walter Borlase's daughter Catherine, who married
William Tremenheere ; Pendeen has not changed hands by sale
since 1637.
Some of Dr. William Borlase's descendants who did not inherit
the family estates should be noted, including two of his great16. John Borlase had purchased the advowson of Madron in 1745, so that Walter was
succeeded as Vicar by his son William. his grandson William Tremenheere (died
1838), and his grandson-in -law Michael Nowell Peters (died 1880).
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grandsons, the younger brothers of Samuel Borlase of Castle
Horneck. William (died 1888) was Vicar of Zennor from 1852
until his death, the third William Borlase to hold that parish; and
his brother John (1811-95) attained the rank of Admiral after
distinguished service in the Crimea. But the most notable, and
also the most unfortunate, of Dr. Borlase's descendants was his
great-great-grandson William Copeland Borlase (1848-99) , the
son of Samuel by his second wife Mary Copeland. Like Dr.
Borlase, he was a younger son who would never inherit the
estates, but he did inherit, with his name, the determination and
the ability to emulate his ancestor's stature as an antiquary . He
began his distinguished archaeological career in 1863 at the age
of 15, with the excavation of the fogou at Chapel Euny in Sancreed, and his account of this was the first of a rapid succession
of books and articles. His most spectacular achievement was the
excavation of the great barrow on the cliff edge at Carn Gloose
in St. Just, discovered in 1878 when mine waste was being
cleared. His books included Naenia Cornubiae (1872), an account
of the sepulchral monuments of Cornwall; The Age of the Saints
(1878), the first work on early Christian Cornwall; and the family
history Borlase of Borlase (1888). He contributed so much
material to William Lukis's Prehistoric Stone Monuments of
Cornwall (1885) that he should rank as its co-author. In 1872
William Copeland Borlase became a Fellow of the Society of
Antiquaries when only 24, in 1877he was President of the Royal
Institution of Cornwall, in 1880 he was elected Liberal Member
of Parliament for East Cornwall, and in 1886 he became Parliamentary Secretary to the Local Government Board. The
antiquarian and political worlds seemed alike to be at his feet,
only to be cast away by a scandal in 1887,brought about by moral
and financial lapses exposed by his vindictive Portuguese exmistress, Louise de Quiros. His ruin was total: bankruptcy was
followed by months of sordid publicity, his seat in Parliament and
all his offices and dignities were lost, his library and archaeological collections auctioned at Sotheby's. He spent the rest of his
life in poverty, shunned by the family he had disgraced, partly as
a remittance-man in Ireland and partly as manager of tin mines
in Spain and Portugal; from exile he produced a three-volume
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work, The Dolmens of Ireland (1897), and in the next year a small
book on Tin Mining in Spain Past and Present. He died in
London in 1899, aged only 51; his fate was a tragedy, in both
human and scholarly terms:
Dr. William Borlase's manuscripts passed by his will to his
grandson William , after whose disappearance in 1786they were
held by his employer, the attorney Lawrence of Launceston , as
security for a loan he had made to young William. In 1806 the
historian Richard Polwhele recorded that the manuscripts were
still held by the Lawrence family, who had refused him access to
them , 17 but soon afterwards they were sold to Sir John St.
Aubyn, the fifth baronet and the son of Dr. Borlase's friend and
pupil. In 1856 Sir John's son, Edward St. Aubyn, sold them to
Samuel Borlase of Castle Horneck, 18 from whom they passed to
his son William Copeland Borlase , who drew upon them extensively for his own writings and who, in 1864- 6, published Dr.
Borlase 's manuscript addition s to the Natural History, prepared
for the unpublished second edition. 19 In 1887, following
Copeland Borlase 's bankruptcy, Dr. Borlase 's manuscripts were
included in the sale at Sotheby's;20 fortunately, most of them
were bought by the Borlase family, who later gave them to the
Royal Institution of Cornwall or the Penzance Library. One of the
most important manuscripts , the Parochial Memoranda, was
bought by the British Museum in 1887,21 but the companion
volume of drawings and inscriptions has, sadly, been missing
since that date.
It remains only to indicate some milestones in Cornish Studies
since Dr. Borlase's time, and also some fluctuations in his own
reputation . Just as he had few contempora .ry Cornish co-workers
in his studies, so there were few immediate successors. Of these,
only William Pryce had been personally aided and influenced by
Borlase . Philip Rashleigh (1729- 1811),the mineralogist , seemingly began his collection in about 1765, but he and Borlase do not
seem to have corresponded, nor is Borlase listed as a contributor
17. R. Polwhele, History of Cornwall V (1806) 118.
18. OL Vil 90.
19. ~dition s to Borlase's Natura~ History of Cornwall', JRIC 1864- 6 Supps.
20. Sale Catalogue, 21-3 February 1887.
21. BL Egerton MS 2657, App. no. 39.
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to his collection. 22 Rashleigh's younger co-worker, John Hawkins
(1761-1841),was a son of Borlase's old pupil Thomas Hawkins ,
and it is recorded that, when very young, he became interested in
the geology of the Lizard district with "no instructor to guide
other than William Borlase's Natural History of Cornwall" .23
Borlase's successors as Cornish naturalists , when they came,
were, except for Jonathan Couch of Polperro (1789-1870), not
polymaths but specialists. They included such distinguished
scholars as the marine biologist John Stackhouse (1741-1819),
who built Acton Castle on the cliff edge at Perranuthnoe for the
better pursuit of his studies; the botanist John Ralfs (1807-90),
who was not Cornish but lived at Penzance for most of his life;
and the ornithologist Edward Hearle Rodd (1810-80) of Penzance. All these men might be claimed as successors to some part
of Borlase's heritage in Natural History.
In the field of Antiquity, his successors were even slower to
appear, such studies in Cornwall being at a virtual standstill from
his death, until the emergence in the mid 19th century of two
noted antiquaries at Penzance, Copeland Borlase and the equally
brilliant John Blight (1835-1912), whose career was tragically cut
short by insanity in 1871.
In Cornish History, Dr. Borlase's successors were mostly
writers of Parochial Histories of the County. They included
Charles Sandoe Gilbert (1760-1831), whose work was published
in 1817-2 0; Samuel Drew (1765- 1833), in 1824; Davies Gilbert
(1767-1839), in 1838; and Joseph Polsue (1816-91), who wrote
anonymously and whose work (1867- 72) is commonly named
from its publisher, Lake. These works all contain material of
value, but the authors often seemed unable to find or use fresh
sources, and tended to copy uncritically from Hals , Tonkin,
Borlase and each other. Davies Gilbert admitted that if Borlase
had executed his planned Parochial History, then "all further
attempts might have been deemed supertl uous".24 The later
Cornish historian, who in some ways most resembled Borlase ,
22. Sir A. Russell. 'Philip Rashleigh'. JRIC 1952 96.
23. Sir A. Russell, ·John Hawkins·. JRIC 1954 98.
24. D. Gilbert. Parochial Hi story of Cornwall (1838) I xii.
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was Richard Polwhele of Manaccan (1760-1838), likewise a
clergyman and one of the second rank of the Comish gentry.
Polwhele was an agreeable character and a most prolific author,
his works including a History of Devon as well as of Cornwall;
the latter, published between 1803 and 1809, was unusual in that
it attempted to treat of the county as a whole, rather than parish
by parish, but the fantastic confusion of the text reveals the
author's inability to handle his material so as to give a connected
narrative. Only one Cornish historian of the 19th century
produced work of the highest standard based on original research;
Jot-n Maclean (1811-95) achieved this in his History of the
Deanery of Trigg Minor, published between 1868 and 1879, and
he was the first (and so far the only) Cornish scholar to be
knighted.
Unlike William Borlase, these 19th century Cornish scholars
were not obliged to work in isolation; they had access to the
libraries, societies and journals which he had lacked. The
Cornwall Library was established at Truro in 1792, closely
following the proposals made by Borlase fifty years before;
appropriately, its first list of books to be bought was headed, "all
Borlase's works".25 The Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
was founded at Penzance in 1814, followed in 1818 by the
Penzance Library and by the Royal Institution of Cornwall at
Truro, and in 1833 by the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society at
Falmouth. Lastly, in 1839, came the Penzance Natural History
and Antiquarian Society, founded by some who realised, as had
Borlase, that their locality was 'peculiarly adapted' for these two
studies. It is noteworthy that three of these societies were in
Penzance, William Borlase's own town; indeed, so much did the
Geological Society, the Library, and the Natural History and
Antiquarian Society reflect his interests, and the studies which he
had pioneered in the district, that he has with justice been
reckoned the posthumous founder of all three .
In the 19th century William Borlase's reputation as a scholar
seemed at times tarnished, as advances in archaeological and
scientific knowledge showed that many of his hypotheses could
25. R. Fblwhele , History of Cornwall V (1806) 103.
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no longer stand. The formulation and general acceptance of the
theory of the sequence of Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages in
Prehistory, led to realisation that the megalithic monuments,
which Borlase had believed to be druidic works, must be attributed to periods about as long before the Druids as he himself
was after them. His great-great-grandson Copeland Borlase,
writing a century after his death, had reservations as to the
relevance of the three-ages system to Cornish sepulchral monuments, but had to admit (though with due filial delicacy) that "the
Druids have of late years been somewhat rudely dismissed from
the shade of their accustomed oaks, and the rock basins have been
proved to be simply the result of the weathering of the granite". 26
Geologists had strongly maintained that these basins were the
result of natural weathering, unaided by human intervention,
druidic or otherwise, since this theory was propounded in 1814by
Dr. John Macculloch. In his paper On the Granite Tors of
Cornwall, he claimed that "learned antiquaries have tortured
their inventions and have constructed religious systems for the
purpose of explaining these very simple and intelligible natural
appearances".27 The nature of the evidence may never resolve
this controversy with absolute certainty, but it must be admitted
that the proponents of the 'natural weathering' theory have long
held the advantage. They include the Dartmoor antiquary
Hansford Worth, whose knowledge of granite was immense:
A curious localized effect of weathering is the formation of rock-basins. These are basins or pans, of no
great depth , hollowed in the surface of the granite.
There is usually a regularity of form which simulates
man's workmanship, and their artificial origin has
been strenuously maintained ... The battle has been
fought, and the geologists have won; these basins are
now fully recognized as of natural formation. A weak
felspar crystal is split along its cleavages by frost, its
fragments are loosened , and later removed by the
wind, and there is left a small hollow in which water
26. WCB, Naenia Cornubiae (1872) 3; Borlase of Borlase (1888) 185.
'IT. Trans. GeologicalSociety 2 (1814) 66- 78, quoted by J. Palmer. ·Rock Temples of the
British Druids', Antiquity Dec. 1964 286.
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may lodge. Further frosts attack the margin of the
hollow, which extends in area and in depth. The
process continues, lodgement of water, formation of
ice, thaw leaving broken crystals, wind removing loose
fragments. The final product is a rock-basin .28
Reaction by archaeologist s against all druidic theories has
continued into recent years ; Professor Richard Atkinson wrote in
1956 that Druids " have been the subject of so much ludicrous and
unfounded speculation, that archaeologists in general have come
to regard them as almost unmentionable in polite society". 29 But
he was writing in the context of Stukeley's Stonehenge rather than
of Borlase's Cornwall, and the growing acceptance in recent years
of the complex astronomical significance of megalithic sites has
made many archaeologi sts less dogmatic as to their builders or
purpose .

In recent years William Borlase's reputation as a scholar has
been restored , as his successors in many fields have come to
appreciate both the scrupulou s accuracy of his records and the
relative unimportan ce of his theories ; in this they have been
assisted by the public availability of most of his manuscripts ,
which contain much detailed evidence not published in his books.
Dr. Spencer Savage published in 1957 a study of Borlase's
contacts with Gronovius , Linnaeus and other continental
scholars, and Professor John Oliver in 1969 a study of his meteorological work. 30 New editions have been published in facsimile
of the Natural History in 1970and of the Antiquiti es in 1973, the
former including Borlase' s addition s for a second edition; there
has also been a less satisfactory reprint of the Isles of Scilly in
1966. The bicentenary of Borlase's death , in 19n , was marked by
an exhibition of his books and manuscr ipts at Penzance, a
memorial service at Ludgvan , and by publication of his Account
of Ludgvan , followed in 1974 by the placing of a plaque on
Pendeen House and, in 1975, by publication of his St. Michael's
Mount. 31 Indeed , the old prophet has now received due honour
in his own country.
28. R . Hansford Worth , Danmoor (1967) 28.
29. R.J.C. Atkinson, Stonehenge (1956) 91.
30: Chap. 2 note 53, Chap. 3 note 77.
31. JRIC 1'172 275 (L udgvan); Cornish Studies 3 (ICJ75)29 (St. Michael's Mou nt).
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What would he now make of that country, and of its scholars?
Cornish studies have flourished in this century , with the foundation of further societies dedicated to the advancement of
Archaeology, Natural History, Ornithology , Industrial History,
Family History, and the Cornish Language , aided by contacts
with Exeter University, which now has an Institute and a
Professor of Cornish Studies . Perhaps the most remarkable development has been the increasing awareness by Cornish people of
their Celtic heritage , a cultural renaissance which has found its
symbol in the revival of the Cornish Language , not merely as a
subject for academic study but as a popularly spoken tongue. This
revival was for decades limited to a handful of enthusiasts, but has
recently caught the imagination and received the support of a
growing number of Cornish people . An interesting feature of the
Celtic revival in Cornwall was the formation , in 1928, of the
Cornish Gorsedd, as members of which the scholars of CornwaJI,
and others honoured for good works, style themselves Bards
(though not Druids) , and , clad in blue robes, conduct in Cornish
an annual neo-druidic ceremony with Christian prayers, often at
a stone circle or other ancient site. From small beginnings, the
Gorsedd has come to play an important part in Cornish cultural
life, and the Grand Bard is now regarded as one of the chief
dignitaries of the County . William Borlase would certainly have
welcomed the revival of the Cornish Language; one is less sure
of his reaction to the splendid combination of Druidism , Christianity, and Romantic Antiquarianism found in the Gorsedd. It
would certainly have fascinated him and Stukeley alike ; perhaps
he would have approved , or even led it.
CornwaJI has changed much in the two centuries since the
death of William Borlase . The Cornish Bishopric was restored in
1876, as the See of Truro, so that Cornish clergy are no longer
answerable to a Bishop at distant Exeter. The schismatic Methodists, whose beginnings Borlase regarded with such suspicion and
disdain, have achieved, at any rate in Cornwall, equal standing
with the Established Church. The mining and fishing industries,
which provided the economic prosperity of Cornwall in the 18th
and 19th centuries , have suffered long years of dec~ne , and have
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largely been replaced by china clay working and tourism. The
new turnpike highways, which Borlase so welcomed , are now in
their tum being superseded, as inadequate for modem needs. Railways have come to Cornwall, and many of them gone again, but
so long as the main line lasts, Penzance is only a few hours from
London. The old towns of Cornwall have much increased in size,
but have recently lost their historic rights as boroughs. The
County 's representation in Parliament has declined from an
excessive 44 members to an inadequate five. The landed gentry
have declined in numbers and influence ; there are still Vyvyans
at Trelowarren, and St. Aubyns at St. Michael 's Mount , but the
Bassets and their Tehidy are no more, and indeed to such a degree
are they forgotten that many dwellers in Camborne and Redruth
seem unaware whose monument crowns Carn Brea.
Some things have changed less. The two church buildings in
which Borlase served still dominate Ludgvan and St. Just
parishes , and their clergy care for their parishioners in a way
which he would have understood, though he would have considered them deplorably unauthoritative. His Rectory at Ludgvan
was rebuilt in the last century, and has recently been sold to
become a private house . His birthplace at Pendeen still stands, a
farmhouse for 250 years, and still belongs to descendants of his
family. His successors as Comish scholars cherish his memory
and his manuscripts, and now again hail him , as did Davies
Gilbert in 1838, as one " whose name is consecrated among his
countrymen as their boast and their pride". 32 Most of the ancient
monuments which he studied still survive , though some have
perished through the ignorance and greed of mankind. Choughs
no longer haunt the cliffs of Cornwall, nor the houses of its
Clergy, but most of the animals, birds and plants familiar to
William and Anne Borlase may still be seen. On the lonely
granite outcrop at Bosworlas Lehau in St. Just parish , the
enigmatic rock basins keep their secrets , and may do so until the
World's End.

32. D. Gilbert , Parochial H iscory of Cornwall (1838) IJI 408 .

APPENDIX
THE BORLASE MANUSCRIPTS
The history of the manuscripts of William Borlase since his
death is described in Chapter Five of this book. In this Appendix ,
aU surviving manuscripts which have been located are Listed and
briefly described under their present locations . The two largest
collections are both in Cornwall , at the Penzance Library and the
Royal Institution of Cornwall, but other important collections are
in London, Oxford , Warwick and Manchester. Some manuscripts
are in private hands, and some are missing .
Borlase's own list of his manuscripts (in no. 19), marked by
him alphabetically, is as follows (for the significance of the
reference numbers see below):
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Collectanea Physica et Palaeographica
Parochial Memorandums
Arms and Family History
Large Quarto Drawing s, Miscellaneous
Inscriptions , Church Monuments , etc.
Designing , Perspective, Surveying etc.
Memorandums of the Cornish Language
Introductory Observations in Natural
History . Thoughts on the Solar System,
the Deluge etc.
I, K, L (no J). Letters , three volumes
M. Sacrae Exercitationes. Ecclesiasticus
paraphrased , and Solomon's Song and
Doxology
N. Barometrical Observation s, Thermometrical
and Ombrometrical
0 . Antiquities of Cornwall, printed , enlarged
and corrected for another edition. Also
the second edition, bound
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(no.
(no .
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.

19)
~9)
8)
80)
79)
81)
34)

(no. 9)
(no. l)

(no. 20)
(no. 21)
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P. Natural History of Cornwall, enlarged and
corrected
Q. Manuscript of Domesday with Index and
Observations
(no. 23)
R. Collectanea Grammatica
(? no. 7)
(no. 22)
S. Excursions in Pocket Journals
T. Extracts and Remarks
(no. 10)
(no. 11)
V (no U). Tracts and Extracts
(no. 12)
W. Tracts and Extracts
( no. 21)
X. Meteorological Observations from 1768
This list is not comprehensive; thus it omits the Hortus Siccus
(no. 74) and the Original Letters (no. 2).
As well as by Borlase's alphabetical references above, the
manuscripts are sometimes referred to by two sets of numbers.
Many still bear reference numbers, which were probably
allocated in Copeland Borlase 's Library; these are the 'Volume'
numbers commonly cited. In addition, those sold by Sothebys in
1887 are sometimes referred to by the Lot numbers at that sale.
Thus, the Arms and Family History manuscript at the Penzance
Library (no. 8) is C in Borlase 's list, Volume 9, and Lot 339;
and the two volumes of Meteorological Observations at the
Royal Institution of Cornwall (no. 21) are N and X, Volumes 17
and 18, and Lot 332.
In the list which follows, all these modes of reference are
included whenever appropriate. At the risk of creating a fourth
system, all the manuscripts listed are also numbered consecutively, and these reference numbers are used in this Appendix
and in footnotes to the text.
The most important source for this book is the outgoing
letterbooks of William Borlase, three volumes of draft letters in
the Penzance Library covering the period 1722- 72 (no. 1). In
addition, the originals are preserved of many of his letters to
Charles Lyttelton (nos. 36, 42, 47 , 70), E.M . da Costa (nos. 31,
33, 43, 59, 60, 72 , 77), William Huddesford (64, 65 , 67, 68),
John Ellis (53), Thomas Pennant (71) and Henry Baker (69).
Comparison of draft and original letters shows, first, that many
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letters were written of which there are no drafts in the letterbooks, and secondly, that the letters sent often differed
materially from the drafts . In this book, the actual text of letters
has been preferred to the draft, when both are extant.
SUMMARY OF LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS

1
18
34
39
45
53
54
56
57
69
71
72
73
79

17
33
38
44
52

55
68
70

78
83

Penzance Library
Royal Institution of Cornwall
Cornwall Record Office
British Library
Royal Society
Linnean Society
Society of Antiquaries
Royal Society of Arts
Bodleian Library
John Rylands Library
Warwick Record office
University of California Library
Privately owned
Missing

PENZANCE LIBRARY (MORRAB GARDENS)
l.

Three Letterbooks with drafts of WB's outgoing letters,
1722-45, 1745-61 , 1761-72. (WB list I, K, L, Volumes
13. 14, 15, part Lot 328, cited in text references as LB I,
II, III).

2. Six books of original letter s to WB, arranged and bound by
him . (Volumes 1-6, part Lot 328, cited in text references
as OL I-VI). Principal correspondents as follows:
I.

Sir John St. Aubyn 1718-44: William Oliver 171845: Alexander Pope 1740: John Andrew 1734- 46:
J.F . Gronovius 1736-42: Isaac Lawson 1738-42:
Francis Wise 1739- 53: Sir William Morice 1744 8: Philip Hawkins 1718-38: Francis Gregor 1744:
Thomas Tonkin 1728-39: Edward Collins 1738-53 .
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II.

Charles Lyttelton 1748-60: Richard Pococke 1751:
Smart Lethieullier 1751-3: Browne Willis 1754-9:
Earl of Godolphin 1756-7: Lord Edgcumbe 17556: George Lavington (Bishop of Exeter) 1747-60.

Ill.

Jeremiah Milles 1750-61: William Oliver 1746-60:
Francis Gregor 1744-58.

IV. Thomas Pennant 1753-61: E.M. da Costa 1748-61:
J.A. Schlosser 1755-8: Henry Baker 1752-7: John
Ellis 1744-59: William Stukeley 1749: Francis Wise
1754-62:
John Hutchins 1754-6:
William
Huddesford 1758-61: Thomas Hornsby 1758.
V.

Richard Haydon 1753-60: John Trehawke 1754-9:
William Lemon 1752-8: John Haviland 1753-5 :
James Dyer 1756-7: Francis Beauchamp 1754-6:
Robert Hoblyn 1745- 56: Thomas Hawkins 174154: Sir John St. Aubyn (the younger) 1743-61: Sir
Richard Vyvyan 1746-7: John Prideaux Basset
1751-3: Sir Coventry Carew 1746-7: Francis
Basset 1748-60: John Harris 1733-60.

VI. Charles Lyttelton 1761-9: Jeremiah Milles 1762-9:
William Oliver 1761: Henry Baker 1763: William
Huddesford 1766: John Hutchins 1766: Francis
Basset 1763.
3. Supplementary book of original letters to WB, probably
arranged by WCB. (Lot 335, cited in text references as OL
VII). Principal correspondents, William Oliver 1753: John
Haviland I 752: Henry Usticke 1762: John Stephens 1761:
Henry Rosewame 1766: Charles Lyttelton 1753-9: E.M.
da Costa 1762: Richard Penneck 1763-7: Jeremiah Milles
1753, 1769-72: Thomas Pennant 1762-70: John Ellis
1768-9: Thomas Hornsby 1767- 70: William Huddesford
1761-71. Also WB's sermon on the Resurrection, 1719;
his list of the tenements of St. Just, 1732 (see no. 11);
copies by WB of the correspondence on Pope's grotto,
1739-42; a copy of his history of the Borlase family, 1760
(no. 82); papers on the disappearance of WB's grandson
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William , 1786; descent from Edward ill to Samuel
Borlase , 1833; letters on purchase of WB's manuscripts by
Samuel Borlase, 1856.
4 . Ledger 1730 (Volume 28). Records WB's financial dealings with tradesmen and others, 1730- 72 (compare no.
18).
5. Copy by WB of inscriptions at Pengersick Castle , Breage ,
1734 (printed by R. Morton Nance , Old Cornwall Vol. V ,
89) .
6.

Miscellaneous Observation s in Natural History and
Antiquity , 1739. (Volume 19, Lot 340). First drafts of the
Creation and Deluge, and of parts of AC.

7. FormanturTempora , 1739 (? WB list R, Volume 39) . Short
introduction to the Greek tongue as taught in Plymouth
School by Mr . Bedford , 1712, with notes and additions ;
other educational exercises used by WB as tutor to Thomas
Hawkins, 1739-41 .
8. Memorandum s in Heraldry , 1740 (WB list C, Volume 9 ,
Lot 339). Highly important manuscript with much unpublished information on Cornish heraldry , genealogy and
family history.
9. Observations in Natural History , designed as an lntroducttion to facilitate the Natural History of Cornwall (WB list
H, Volume 12, Lot 642) . Two sections , 'Of the Earth ' and
'Of the Deluge '; at back of manuscript, first section rewritten as 'Of the Creation ', under new title , 'Private
Thoughts of the Creation and the Deluge' (compare no.
63) .
10. Extracts and Remark s (WB list T , Volume 43, Lot 283).
Extracts and notes on a wide variety of historical, geographical and religious topics .
11. Tracts and Extracts (WB list V, Volum e 42, Lot 285).
Journal of WB's tour to Scilly in 1752, with some unpub lished drawings ; draft account of the Islands; draft of paper
on the Islands sent to RS, 1752; account of thunder storm at
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Mulfra and Trythall , 1752, sent to RS 1753 (see no. 40);
account of Cornish Diamonds, 1748 (see no. 46); list of
tenements of St. Just , 1732 (see no . 3); account of rock
basins, 1749; other historical and literary material.

12. Exercitationes

Sacrae , 1754 (WB list W (Tracts and
Extracts) , Lot 284, compare no. 20). Extracts and remarks
on biblical subjects; notes on Richard King of the Romans
and Earl of Cornwall; copy (revised by WB) of elegy on Sir
William Burlace of Marlow , died 1630; WB's account of
the Parish of Ludgvan, 1770, published JRIC 1972 275 (see
no. 73).

13. Short Account of a Voyage to the Coast of Guinea in HMS
Surprize, by Christopher Borlase (Lot 257). Journal with
drawings , kept at WB ' s request , 1749-50.
14. Remarkable Observations and Accidents on board HMS
Surprize (Volume 23). Log kept by Christopher Borlase,
1749-50.
15. Book of drawings by Christopher Borlase , 1748 (Volume
24). Drawings of English and foreign harbours, landfalls
etc. , and , as later insertions, letters from Christopher to
WB, 1745-8, account of Madeira , 1748, and letters from
Captain Patrick Baird to WB, 1749-50. See also no. 25.

16. Letter-book s with draft outgoing letters of Walter Borlase ,
1742-4 , 1745-6 , 1752-4 , 1754-5.
17. Miscellaneous collection of manuscripts of the Borlase
family including valuation of the estate of John Borlase ,
1718; copies of WB 's marriage settlement , 1724, and will
and obituary , I 772; instructions for his curate at Ludgvan ,
1772; letter s between Walter Borlase and his sons ; various
genealogical memoranda.
TRURO MUSEUM (ROY AL INSTITUTION
OF CORNWALL)

18. Disbur sements and Ca sh (Volume 27, compare no . 4).
WB 's record of all expen ses , 1735-72 .
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19. Collectanea Physica et Palaeographica, 1736 (WB list A ,
Volume 7, Lot 333). Notes on a wide variety of topics ,
mostly antiquarian and natural history, including WB's list
of his own manuscripts printed above, and his list of those
of Thomas Tonkin borrowed in 1761.
20 . Exercitationes Sacrae (WB list M , Volume 16, Lot 336 ,
compare no. 12). Paraphrases and extracts on biblical
subjects .
21.

Two volumes , Barometrical, Thermometrical and Ombrometrical Observations, with an Account of Winds and
Weather, 1752-67, 1768-72 (WB list N and X , Volumes
17 and 18, Lot 332). Records of WB 's daily meteorological
observations, with a few diary notes including names of
scholars visiting Ludgvan.

22 . Memorandums of Excursions and Expenses, 1751-8 (WB
list S, Volume 41, Lot 149). Notes and expenses of WB 's
visits to London in 1751 and to Oxford in 1753 and 1757/8,
and tours in Cornwall 1752 - 7.
23.

Copy of the Exeter Domesday Book relating to Cornwall,
with notes by WB (WB list Q, Volume 20 , Lot 334). Copy
made in 1752 by a copyist employed by Jeremiah Milles ,
collated with original in 1758 by Charles Lyttelton .

24.

First draft of NHC , 1754 (Volume 21) . Also contains
Antiquities which have occurred since 1753, and Fishes
described by the late Rev . George Jago of Looe . Originally
contained (now missing) Addenda to the Antiquities and
Natural History of Cornwall.

25 . Acts , Hints and Memorandums for the Poor , 1764 (Volume
30, compare no. 62) : bound with Christopher Borlase ·s
Log of HMS Monmouth 1747 - 8 (Volume 22) .
26.

Collection of letters to WB on bookselling and publication
matters from W . Frederick of Bath , 1758; William
Sandby of London , 1752-68 ; William Jackson of Oxford,
1755-66.
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27.

Some notes and drawings made by WB for proposed second
edition of NHC.

28.

Letter from Richard Gough to WB, 1766.

29.

Opinion of Edmund Hoskins of Lincolns Inn , 1755, on
validity of lease of Rosecadghill granted by John Borlase to
WB in 1753 (HHJ/7/8).

30.

Two large scrap-books with notes, correspondence, deeds
etc. on the history and genealogy of the Borlase family,
compiled by WCB when writingBorlase ofBorlase (1888).
Includes extracts from title deeds of Pendeen House;
original letter from WB to Jeremiah Milles, 1751; list of
lands of John Borlase, 1755; copy of WB's history of the
Borlase family, 1760 (no. 82); list of family portraits at
Castle Homeck, 1867.

31. Transcripts by William Gatley, 1897, of WB's letters to
E.M. da Costa at BL (no. 43), 1748-59 (later letters not
transcribed).
32.

Collection of legal documents relating to the Borlase family
(B/1/1-16).

33.

Letter from WB to E.M. da Costa, 1766 (Enys MSS).

CORNWALL RECORD OFFICE, TRURO
34.

Memorandums of the Comish Tongue, 1748(WB list G, Lot
338). Extracts from the manuscripts of Thomas Tonkin,
William Gwavas and others; draft of WB's Comish
Vocabulary printed in AC; and much else. Contents fully
described by Henry Jenner, JRIC 1913 162 (DD/EN 2000).

35. Addenda to the Antiquities and Natural History of Cornwall
(Volume 25). Various notes, 1755-62 (DD/EN 2002).
36.

Letter from WB to Charles Lyttelton, 1749, with copy of
William Scawen's Antiquities Cornubrittanic and text and
translation of the Comish Passion Poem (DDF ACC 833).
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37.

Glebe Terrier of Ludgvan prepared by WB , 1727 (TER
655).

38.

Parish Registers of Ludgvan kept by WB , 1722- 72
(DDP / 129/ 1/2-4).

BRITISH LIBRARY , LONDON
39.

Parochial Memorandums of Cornwall , 1740 (WB list B,
Lot 641). Highly important manu scri pt with much unpub lished archaeological and topographical material , arranged
under parishes (Egerton MS 2657). RIC has microfilm
copy .

40.

Account, 1753, of thunderstorm at Mulfra, 1752 (Add. MS
4439, 533 , see no. 11).

41.

Letter from WB to William Oliver, 1730 (mis-catalogued
1738). (Add. MS 38626, 1).

42.

88 letters from WB to Charles Lyttelton , 1748-68
MS 752 , 106- 240 ; see also nos . 36, 47, 70).

43.

41 letters from WB to E.M. da Costa, 1748-67 , also 2
from WB's son William, 1750 -1 (Add. MS . 28535,
1- 176; for partial transcript see no. 31; see also nos. 33,
59, 60, 72, 77).

44.

Letter from WB to E. Lye , 1757 (Add. MS 32325, 147).

(Stowe

ROY AL SOCIETY, LONDON
45.

Admission Book recordi ng formalities of WB 's election to
RS, 1750.

46. WB 's paper to RS on Comish Diamonds , 1749 (L & P II
7, see no. II-).
47.

5 letters from WB to Charles Lyttelton , 1752-63 (L & P
II 409 , III 63 , 2 16, 350, IV 188).

48 . Report by WB of earthquake in Cornwall , 1757 (L & P III
285).
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49. Reports by WB of agitations of the sea in Mount 's Bay and
thunderstorm at Ludgvan, 1761 (L & P IV 89, 107).
50. Reports by WB of discoveries of Native Tin in Cornwall,
1766, 1769 (L & P IV 306, V 76).
51. Annual summaries by WB of his meteorological observations at Ludgvan , 1767-71 (L & P V 17, 98, 170, 228,
305).
52. Letter

to WB from Rev. Anthony Williams
thunderstorm at St. Keverne, I 770 (L & P V 215).

on

LINNEAN SOCIETY, LONDON

53. 11 letters from WB to John Ellis , 1754-64 (Ellis MSS I;
extracts printed by S. Savage, Calendar of the Ellis MSS ,

1948).

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES , LONDON

54. 2 paintings by WB of Lanyon Quoit, Madron , one showing
a man riding a horse under it (Red Folio). [ Plate 11] .
55. Drawing by WB of barrow and chapel at Chapel Carn Brea,
St. Just (Brown Folio) . [Plate 10].

ROY AL SOCIETY OF ARTS , LONDON

56. Extracts from WB's letters to Henry Baker , 1755-6 (GB
I 85, for originals see no. 69).

BODLEIAN LIBRARY, OXFORD
(including manuscripts transferred
Mu seum , and one (no. 64) still there)

from the Ashmolean

57. Two letters from WB to William Stukeley , 1749 (Gough
Map s 3 15-6).
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58. Drawings, sent by WB to Stukeley, of the Hurlers and
Boscawen-Un stone circles and the Men-an-Toi, 1749 (MS.
Top. Gen. B53 7).
59. Two letters from WB to E.M. da Costa , 1760, 1767 (MS
Don. D87 152-6).
60. Letter from WB to E.M. da Costa , 1766 (MS Montagu DlO
225).
61. Two letters from WB to John Hutchins , 1766 (MS Top.
Gen. D2 27-8).
62. Of the Poor , 1764 (Volume 33, compare no. 25). With 3
/,
letters to WB from Thomas Gilbert, 1765-9 (MS Eng.
Misc. E557).
63. Private Thoughts on the Creation and the Deluge (Volume
35, compare no. 9). Revision of first part only, with
specimen printed page, 1771 (MS Eng. Th. El51).
64. Letter from WB to William Huddesford , 1766 (Ashmolean
MS 1821 6 , still at Ashmolean) .
65. 23 letters from WB to William Huddesford, 1759-71
(Ashmolean MS 1822, 15-6 , 29 , 46 , 52, 67, 83, 90, 96 ,
104, 108-9, 115-7, 124, 128, 131, 146, 148, 154, 204,
225).
66. WB's original drawings for NHC and AC, including some
unpublished drawings of antiquities (Ashmolean MS 1823).
67. WB's original manuscript of NHC , with letter to William
Huddesford , 1765 (Ashmolean MS 1823*).
68. WB's Catalogue of minerals presented to the Ashmolean ,
1758- 9 , with two letters to William Huddesford, 1764-5
(Ashmolean MS 1824).

JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY. MANCHESTER
69.

12 letters from WB to Henry Baker, 1752- 6, 1762- 3
(Baker MSS V 138. 328. VI 87. 118, 127, 135, 178, 204,
298, Vil 400 . VIII 15. 51; sec no. 56).
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70. 2 letters from WB to Charles Lyttelton, 1762 (lb. VII 384,
402).

WARWICK RECORD OFFICE
71. 20 letters from WB to Thomas Pennant, 1755, 1761-70
(Pennant papers TP 181 I - 20).

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY,
BERKELEY
72. Letter from WB to E.M. da Costa, 1772 (copy at PZL) .

PRIVATELY OWNED
No. 73, Lord St. Levan; no. 74, Mr. W.D. Day; no. 75, Mr.
R.C.E. Quixley; nos. 76-8, Mr. E. Quayle.
73. Memorandums of Earthquakes etc. (Lot 331). Notes on
Lisbon and other Earthquakes , 1761; the Ancient and
Present State of St. Michael's Mount, 1762 (printed in
Comish Studies 3 (1975) 29); the Usefulness of Turnpikes,
1758 (later version in LB III); Political Dialogues, 1765;
first draft of account of Ludgvan, 1768 (see no. 12).
74. Hortus Siccus Floralis et Herbalis, 1740. Collection of
pressed flowers and plants, many identified by Anne
Borlase, with (at back) a similar collection of marine plants.
75. Drawing by WB of Castle Horneck and view therefrom,
1745 (printed in Borlase of Borlase, 152).
76. Letter to WB from his son William, 1745.
77. Letters from WB to Richard Penneck, 1761, and E.M . da
Costa , 1765.
78. Report by WB to Justices on Ludgvan Highways, 1771.
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MISSING
79. Inscriptions, Topographical Sketches, Church Monuments,
Buildings, Epitaphs, and Remarks tending to elucidate the
ecclesiastical and parochial history of Cornwall (WB list E,
Lot 337).
80. Large Quarto Drawings, Miscellaneous (WB list D).
81. Designing, Perspective, Surveying etc. (WB list F) .
82. Of the Descent, Name and Arms of Borlase of Cornwall,
1760 (for copies see nos. 3 and 30).
83. Topographical drawings by WB, reportedly seen at Falmouth Public Library before 1974.
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BORLASE'S PAROCHIAL QUERIES, 1752
Sir,
Having amused myself, for several years last past, in putting
together some observations on the Antiquities, Natural History ,
and Topography of this County (which, if they meet with encouragement, may soon be published) , and the History and
Description of Cornwall being a task much superior to the
abilities of one person , I think it incumbent on me to render that
work as complete, and as worthy the subject as possible, by
intreating the assistance of the several Gentlemen inhabiting the
different parts of the County, who by their long acquaintance
with, and frequent observations on all its various productions,
are generally capable of giving more certain information in these
particulars , than any person can receive by taking only a
transient view of them , and forming accounts of them merely
from his own observation.
As the Author has been already favoured with the papers and
communications of several Gentlemen who are well versed in
these studies , he takes the liberty of applying to you, Sir, hoping
through your means to be informed of all such particulars within
your knowledge, as may illustrate, or improve this History of our
County: and , in the following Queries I would only desire you
not to omit any vulgar traditions, customs, or such other particulars as may occur to you, because they appear common, or
trivial: the greatest lights are oftentimes produced by the smallest
sparks. and what may seem of little use to one at first sight, may
to another, and indeed to the Public, prove very important , and
satisfactory . I am also to request, that you would not scrupulously confine your accounts to your own Parish: some of your
neighbours may want leisure, health, or means of information,
or may not equally consider the nature and extent of this Design ,
and the necessity there is for the concurrence of studious, and
observing persons in a work of this kind.
Queries relating to the Antiquities of the County of Cornwall
I) What is the name of your Parish , and how written in the
most ancient records you have seen, or may have recourse
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to? To what Saint is your Church dedicated? In what
Hundred? Who is the present Patron?
2) What Charities to the Poor? What benefactions to the
Church? What remains of Religious Houses, Churches,
Chapels, or Chantries? What Wakes , Parish Feasts, or
Annual Processions , and on what days? What remarkable
crosses , tombs, sepulchral monuments inscribed, or not
inscribed , in the Church, or in open grounds, before the
year 1600?
3) Is there any Manor in your Parish? Who has been the
ancient Lords? Who is the present Lord? Are there any
singular customs, or honours, or privileges, belonging to
this Manor? Any large Mansion House?
4) What castles, forts, encampments? What places memorable
for battles, births, residence or deaths of great men? What
seats of Gentry?
5) Have any Roman coins , ways , walls, forts , pavements,
stoves, urns, lamps, altars , sacrifical instruments , or
weapons of war been found in your Parish, and where now
to be seen?
6) Have you any British or Druid Antiquities; any rude
obelisks of stone, either single , or in a straight, or circular
line? Any seals, amulets, rings, or bracelets? Any
cromlechs? Any basins cut into the surface of your rocks?
Any logan or rocking-stones on your hills, any ancient
caves made by art?
7) Any Saxon or Danish Antiquities? Fortifications , urns , any
weapons found in sepulchres?
8) Have you seen any manuscript, or do you know where any
may be found, relating to the British Language, as _lately
spoken and written in Cornwall?
Enquiries relating to the Natural History of Cornwall
9) Is your Parish generally corn-ground , or pasture, or barren
ground? Mountainous, or champagne? Rocky , sandy ,
heath, wood , or clay ground? What rivers, hills, woods,
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commons, caves , bridges with their ancient names? What
harbours, or navigable creeks? What sorts of grain are
usually sown in your Parish, and by what manure is the
ground prepared, and renewed? What kinds of sand do your
beach and creeks afford?
10) Is your Parish reckoned healthy as to air, or otherwise?
Any men or women now living of a great age , what their
diet? Have any monstrous births human or brutal happened
in your Parish, and when? Have any remarkable, nondescript land or water insects been observed by you, or any
one you know, lately? Have you, or any neighbouring
Gentleman you know , made any observations towards
forming a Register of the Weather? Do you know any uncommon plants near you , and where to be found?
11) Ha s the sea made any incroachment upon your lands of late
years? What sorts of fish does your sea, lake or river near
you , generally afford? By what baits, or in what manner are
they caught? At what time of the year is each sort in its
proper season? What are the most rare and singular fishes
you have known taken near you? What are the peculiarities
of the tides near your shores, and at a league distance?
Have you any singular sea-plants , sponges or corals thrown
in upon-your shores?
12) Have you any mineral, medicinal springs in your Parish?
Any springs which ebb and flow? Any , which petrify , or
incrust wood , grass , or leaves with stony concretions?
13) What quarries of lime or freestone? Any strata of
moorstone, and of what colour? Hard or soft? Any marle ,
slatt , or coalpits? Any uncommon earths or clays? Are
there any marine bodies, as seashells, or their impressions ,
bones, or teeth of fishes, corals , leaves of plants , sea
pebbles , or flints, or any exuviae of land animals , inclosed
in the stone of your mines or quarries? Have you any
bitumen , naptha, alum , calamine , blacklead , bismuth ,
mercury , or antimony , in your mines or quarries?
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14) Have you any rich mines of tin, copper, lead, or iron in
your Parish? What is the greatest sum you think to have
been gained in any one year by such a mine? How wide is
the vein which yields the metal? Is it one vein only, or
several veins near one another? Or, is it a floor of ore? In
what direction does the vein or load run? East or West,
North or South? Is the load found sometimes heaved,
started or broken , and at what distance, are these fragments
of the load, from each other? Where loads meet, and cross,
which is the richest and largest, generally speaking, the
East and West load, or the North and South load, and which
has the mastery at meeting, the largest, or that which is
small and narrowest? Do cross or North loads run in full
body through the ore of the East and West loads, or viceversa? Have you ever met with any native tin, silver or gold
in any mine you know, or can remember in this County?
Are there great damps in your mine, and how do you dispel
and cure them? Are there as many damps in tin and lead
mines as in copper mines?
It is not expected , Sir, that every query should be particularly
answered by every Gentleman. What may occur to you on the
points, which have been mostly the subject of your study and
observation, is all that is desired, your answers may be placed
in the margin, or on the blank side, if short, or which would be
more agreeable , in a distinct paper at large, and the name of
every one, who contributes any material information, will be
mentioned, if the contrary be not desired.
I am, Sir, your most humble Servant,
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FIRST CONSIGNMENT OF MINERALS SENT
BY BORLASE TO LEYDEN, 1735
I . Plain blue Kellas the general feeder in the great copper
mine in Trewoll , Ludgvan.
2. Good yellow and purple copper ore whose only feeder is
the blue kellas.
3. Flaming yellow copper ore whose pabulum is only white
sparr.
4 . Yellow flaky copper - pabulum sparr.
5.

Neat purple copper.

6.

Neat bright yellow copper.

7 . Flaky dusky-yellow copper shaded purple.
8. Fine copper purpled and yellow.
9. Rich grey copper worth £40 a ton - feeder sparr.
10. The richest copper ore, solid, pure without any waste.
11. Rich tin and copper ore mixed , feeder kellas.
12. The bright yellow and dusky copper mixed with tin ore, the
feeders sparr kellas and chalk.
13. A rich stone of copper, tin and mundick, the pabula, kellas,
sparr and chalk.
14. Mundick and copper, the mundick white.
15. White mundick sparkled with yellow copper.
16. Pretty pieces of different coppers united.
17. Cubical pieces of yellow mundick for the cabinet.
18. A circular piece of mundick, very rare.
19. A sample or two of yellow mundick , the same nature with
the cubes.
20. A rich sort of mundick in the pale green kellas.
21. Several dyes of mundick in their copper beds.
22. Some curious dyes of mundick.
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23.

One large piece of solid copper crusted with green copper
at the ends, one of fiery ore.

24.

Wild lead in the ore.

25. 4 rich tin shoads, 2 of the large grain, 2 of the small , their
pabula sparr and red loam or chalk.
26.

Large grain tin ore in the brightest sparr yellowish kellas
and red loam, the grains sometimes so large that they are
cut into seals.

27.

Large grain tin in the dusky sparr, Trevigeon [T revegean ,
St. Just].

28.

Small close grain tin in the ore in sparr, blue kellas and
white loam .

29 . Close grain tin in red loam , spar and what we commonly
call Kallan or wild iron .
30.

The riche st tin ore , every 12 gallon sack of which is,
according to the present price of tin, worth £3. 5. 0. as it
rises out of the mine - put in here a few largest grains of
tin.

31.

Very small Cornish Diamonds, their cones just formed,
springing out of their beds of sparr.

32. 2 Cornish Diamond s, of poor discoloured water , taken
from their sockets or beds of sparr.
33.

A few Cornish Diamonds of the best water , their points will
cut glass, frequently cut into seals when of a larger size.
(LB I 35)
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AN EXTRACT FROM THE PAROCHIAL MEMORANDA KAERGWIDEN, SANCREED

In the side of a hill near Chygwidden stands an ancient circular
fortification, the rampart of which is faced with strong masonwork (at the entrance 16 feet thick) of large stones, of which in
several places it has been pillaged. On the rampart was a parapet
4 feet thick. Beyond the rampart is a ditch quite round, 19 feet
wide, with a small vallum, or something to serve instead of a
counterscarp, beyond the ditch, 5 feet thick. The entrance into
the fort is to the south-east, through a large portal 8 feet wide,
across which as a lintel lay formerly a large flat stone 9 feet long,
now fallen into the passage. On the left hand you perceive several
stones set on edge in a row parallel to the circumference, and in
the area (which is near half an acre) you see large heaps of ruins,
the fallen walls of houses which formerly stood here. The fort
is 150 feet in diameter from the entrance , out to out. The other
diameter is 120 feet out to out. One thing more is remarkable
here, which is that this fort is not placed on the very summit, but
on the declivity of a hill. The place where this fort stands is
called the Geer Croft.
(Parochial Memoranda, App. no. 39, 22)

Borlase's account of this little-known site in
Sancreed is here printed as an example of the
detail provided in his manuscript records of
many sites since destroyed or (as with this one)
seriously damaged.

TABLE ONE
THE ANCESTRY AND SOME COLLATERAL RELATIONS OF
WALTER AND WILLIAM BORLASE
Walt• r BorlMo
Tranna<k, Sithncy

NOTES TO TABLES 1- 3

Mary Lanyon

WUllamCblvmon
Kem,. Paul
md. 1604

1539- 1602
md . 1576

Not all issue necessa rily
shown , except childr en and
grandchildren of William
Borlase in Table 3.
Owners of Borlase Estates
underlined.

John Borla«
Peodcen. St. Just

Chrlsllan Pawlty
Gunwyn, Leiant

Other ISSUC

John BorlMo

Mary Koigwln

Other Issue

Pcndce n
1643-93

Mouscholc
d. 1705

md. 1637
d . 1664

Links between T ables shown
thus:
(Tabl e 2)
R.

V.

Rector

Vicar

John

Lydia

Rk hard

Mary

P<ndcen
1666-1755
md. 1690

Harris
Hayne. Devon

1668- 1711
Plymou th

1669- 1759

c. 1671- 1725

unmd.

-

( I) Rk ha r d

Margery

WIiiiam

Nkholas

ha rtt
(2) Henry

b. 1673

1674-95

b. 1678

CatlwriM
b 1682

Pendan-es

George v.. i.

Lieut. RN.
unmcl.

Anno Condor

WIiiiam HIii

V. Paul
16.54-1739

Gulval

-

Margart! Pendarvts
1701-43

Lydia
b. 1692
md. 1712

-

Walter BorlaM

Cathorlne HIii

(Table 2)

c . 1713- 73
V. Gulval &

Redruth

Goo,..

Walt,~
1694-177

Ellzabdh

1697- 1769

1699- 1755
Penz.an«
• (I) WIUlam
• (2)Pblladelphla
Rawllnp
Bingham
• (2) Uriah
d. 1754
Tonkin
• ( I) Mary

(Tabl :)

Henry
P,nnock

Rkhard
Pennock

1715-84
V, Paul

1728-1803
British Museum

WaJttr

b. 1727

Mary
T)·tth

Mary

Catbtrlnt

John

Chri.tophtt

1701-55

b . 1702

• WIiiiam

• Stephen
U11kkt

1704-75
London

d. Jamaica

Tremenhttre
1694- 1744
Pcn1..ancc

1700-46
Botallack

William
Trmwnhotre
1732-80

• Catherlnt
BorlaM
1732- 1810

Penzance
(Table 2)

St. Hilary

1741-1812
(Table 2)

Samutl Pr}«

I
Charles
Pmneck
Gwincar

Ann
Wrouchton

-

unmet.

No Issue

d. 1746

WIiiiam
Borla«

b. 1684
d . E. Indies

F• lmouth

Tonkin

John
P,nnock

G ......

Catbtrlnt
Penntek
md . 1777

Anne Pennec:k

-

John Bincham
Borlase
1753-1813
Penzance

• Dorothy
Ktl&•ln
1702-86
No Issue

b. 1711

unmd.

TABLE TWO
THE FAMILY AND SOME DESCENDANTS OF
WALTER BORLASE OF CASTLE HORNECK

(Table I)

(Tab le I )

Walter Borlase

MargaretPendarves

1694-1776
Castle Homeck , Madron

1701- 43
md. 1720

t\ .

"· (\ '"l'
V

Lydia
1721-75

Mary
1722-1813

c.-.

lltllry
Ullltke
1720-69
V Brcagc

v....

Penzance:

Marprd
1723-74

Hmrleua
1726-90
unmci.

-y
.,_

Elizabeth
1729-1806
unmd.

Calllerlne
1732- 1810

Jane
1733-91
unmd.

Samuel
1735-1801
unmd.

WIiiiam

Walter

1736-79
Army Capt.
d. Tobago

London

Caroline
1738- 1825
unmd.

Henry
1739-57
Midshipman RN
d. Calcutta

Tl'tffltllMtff
1732-80
Penzance
(Table I)

No issue

3 daugh1<rs

John
Pendarves
1730-54
d. O•ford

WIiiiam

Gtorat

1741-1812
V. Madron
& ZcnnQr

1742-1809
Cambridge

_,,

Catherine
Pennock
md. 1777
(Table I)

•(I)

Harrltlt
Sml<okl
- (2)

Anne
Hobnt
No issue

I daugh1<r

Anne
1783-1868
WIiiiam

Trtmenhttrt
1757- 1838
V . Madron

W1lt t r
TfflM.nbttrt

1761-1855
General
Frances Apperlt y

Henry Pendarvts
Tremenhffrt
1774-1841
Capt. E. India Co.
Fleet.

Michael

Nowell Peters
1790-1880
V. Madron

Ani sl

1780-1863

Hugh Seymour

Tremtnhttre

1804-93
whose dcsc:cndan1s
have
owned Pcndccn since failure
or tht line of

Dr. William Borlasc

Lydia
• John Borlu
Peters
1829-89
b. 1828
md. 1855
(Table 31

TABLE THREE
THE DESCENDANTS OF WILLIAM AND ANNE BORLASE
OF LUDGVAN

,-~

William Smith

Mary Farthlna

• (2) Robtn
Nowcombo
d. ITTI
R. Clmborne &
lllogan

Elinbttb Smith

• William Poter
1690-1750

d. 1715

R.

lllogan

(Table I)
William Borla5<
1696-1772
R. Ludgvan.
V. St. lUil

Wahtr
1728-30
d. infant

John
1727-1801
R. S1. Mcwan

WIiiiam
1726-56
V. Zcnnor

Anno Smith
1703-69
md . 1724

Chrbtophtr

1729-50
Midshipman RN

R. Mawnan

Goo,..
1731-75
V. South Pctherwin

Wahor
bid. 1732
d . infant

d. Guinea
Allct Dowen

Anne Rowe
md . 1758
d. 1772

md . 1763
No Issue

I

John
1758-63
d . mfan1

Lydia
b. 1764

William
b. 1761
Vanished 1786

Mary

b. 1760

Ann
1766- 1829
unm<I.

u. ROR

Rov. J. Fury

Samuel
1798-1866

Carollno (1)

Wymond
d. 1842

John
1768-1813

Elinbdh - twins - Carollnt
bid. 1769
b. 1769
d . infant

Mary Cock

(2 ) Mary Anno

WIiiiam

Copeland

d. 1888
V. Zennor

John
1811-95
Admiral

Anna Coolte

Jono Chods

1805-82
md . 1847

John

1829-89
Lydia Pden
(Table 2)
b. 1828
md . 1855

Lydia Horris
1856-1939
unmd .

William Copela nd

Borlose
1848-99
Allct l..ucy Ktnl
b. 1851
md. 1870
No Issue

Carollnt Anno

- Last Borlases of Castle Horncclc

1857- 1934
unmd.
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